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Abstract

This thesis provides an extendedanalysisand review of the television policies of the
UK Conservativeadministrations of Margaret Thatcher and John Major from 1979to
1997 and examinesthe causes,coherenceand consequencesof those policies.
In particular, it identifies the potential forces for changein UK television policy from
the late seventies:notably, international changesin the economic, social and cultural,
industry;
in
the
the
the UK
technological
of
and
environment
political
changes
and
introduced by the new Conservativeadministrations,generally known as
`Thatchersim'.

The thesis analysesthe specific strengthsof the UK television systemestablishedby
the 1970s,and reviews the criticisms madeof that systemin the years before 1979. It
then assessesthe major developmentsin television policy instituted by the
Thatcher and Major administrations: the establishmentof Channel4; their policies on
the new technologiesof satellite and broadbandcable; the impact of the Committee
chaired by Alan Peacockon the Financing of the BBC; the reform of ITV; their
policies for the renewal of the BBC charter in the 1990s; and their policies on
digitalisation and multimedia.

Particular attention is paid to the changesthat thesepolicies produced in the UK
television industry, and the lack of overall coherenceof the policies. The thesis
but
that they were only partial, and that,
the
that
significant
changes
were
argues
incoherent
in
the
of
marketisation,
policies
were
many
goal
a
general
pursuing
while
from
by
incoherence
This
stemmed
partly
established
resistance
their
specifics.
of

institutions within the industry, and partly from internal contradictions within the
Tories' overall free-market project.

The thesis concludeswith an examination of the light that Tory television policy
during this period shedson the wider political debateon `Thatcherism' and the
international context of UK television policy during the sameperiod.
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Critical Commentary.

Introduction

This thesis aims to provide an overall account of the causes,coherenceand
Conservative
Margaret
the
television
the
administrations
of
of
policies
consequences
Thatcher and John Major 1979-1997. It is submitted for the degreeof Doctor of
Philosophy under the special regulations for membersof staff of the University of
Westminster for ResearchDegreesby Submissionof PublishedWork.

It therefore consistsof two parts.

The first of these is a published work by me, the book Televisionunder the Tories:
Broadcasting Policy 1979-97 (London, BFI, 1998), a copy of which is attached.This
book was intendedto, and I hope does, standup as a scholarly work in its own right
is,
independent
It
I
thesis.
this
the
submit,
an
and original contribution
of
subject
on
to knowledge that provides an overall account of the causes,coherenceand
consequencesof the television policies of the Conservativeadministrations of
Margaret Thatcher and John Major 1979-1997.

The secondpart,the Critical Commentarywhich follows,wasspecificallywritten for
this submission. It seeksto add two things to the published part.

First, to providea numberof elementsthat arenormallyexpectedby examinersof
PhD theses,but less often required by publishers of scholarly work, namely: to locate
discuss
literature
to
the
the
on
subject,
the
academic
the researchwithin

in
future
issues
issues
involved
for
to
the
and
research,
examine
methodological
research.

Second,it seeksto elaboratefurther two of the central themesof Television under the
Tories, namely: the light that Tory television policy during this period shedson the
international
debate
`Thatcherism'
UK
the
television
and
on
context
of
general
more
policy during the sameperiod.

I suggestthat the two parts are best read in the order in which they were written:
Television under the Tories first, and the Critical Commentary second.

Television Under the Tories -A Critical Commentary

1) The Academic Context

Television Under the Tories endeavoursto provide a comprehensivereview and
Conservative
UK
Margaret
the
television
the
administrations
of
policies
of
analysis of
Thatcher and John Major from 1979to 1997. It seeksto presentan overview of the
causes,coherenceand consequencesof those policies from Margaret Thatcher's
election victory of May 1979 to John Major's election defeat in May 1997.

Whatever views one takes on specific aspectsof the book's analysis,the originality of
the overall project should not be underestimated. The subject matter of Television
Under the Tories falls within a number of academicdisciplines. Thesecan usefully be
grouped into two. On the one hand, British political scientists, specialistsin policy
and contemporary historians, have been much concernedwith the political dynamic of
`Thatcherism' acrossall areasof policy. On the other hand, British media studiesand
communications specialists(plus a small but significant group of economists)have
been much concernedwith the specific policy issuesinvolved in the apparently
rapidly shifting television environment of the sameperiod.

When one surveys the literature of thesetwo broad groups of disciplines however, a-

perhapssurprising- gapemerges.

The gap is most striking in the fields of political science,policy studiesand
Thatcher
Government
The
(for
history.
the
overall
studies
of
major
contemporary

example Riddell 1991, Young 1993 and Gamble 1994) almost totally ignore the
policies of that government in the field of television. There have been a number of
collections that have attemptedto group together specific sectoral studiesof policy in
the Thatcher years, for example Savageand Robins 1990, Marsh and Rhodes 1992
include
different
housing,
These
Cloke
1992.
trades
collections
areas
as
as
and
information,
freedom
transport, the countryside, social security and the
of
unions,
NHS. But, despitethe diversity of the fields of policy which the collections analyse,
television policy is conspicuousby its absence.

There are, no doubt, somevalid reasonsfor this absence. As I observein Television
Under the Tories, "'How to organisetelevision" was never even a marginal feature of
British election campaignsin the 70s, 80s or 90s'. (Goodwin 1998, p6) In that respect
it standsin contrast to most of the policy areasdiscussedin the three collections
mentioned above. But television was neverthelessan area of policy with considerable
potential ramifications for virtually the whole UK population. It was an area in which
the Conservativeadministrations of Margaret Thatcher and John Major took many
major initiatives. Throughout this period they were widely discussedand the subject
in
controversy
elite circles. Indeed,the government's various
considerable
of
initiatives in this field were regularly perceived within those discussionsto be
motivated by, and to have consequenceswhich formed part of, a more general pattern
of `Thatcherite' policy. For all those reasons,the political scientists' neglect of
television policy is a significant gap in the their own framework of debate. Television
(hider the Tories makesan important contribution to filling that gap. I shall develop
further someof the issuesraised by the book for the debateon `Thatcherism' in
section 3 of this Commentary.

Television Under the Tories also makesa pioneering contribution to another aspectof
the debateon `Thatcherism'. It takes as its subject a particular areaof policy not
simply under Margaret Thatcher's administrations from 1979 to 1990,but rather
under the whole period of Conservativegovernment from 1979 right up to 1997. This
important
for
both
legitimate
is
three reasons.
and
approach

First, most discussionof `Thatcherism' has started from the assumptionthat there was
something more to the phenomenonthan the particular personalstyle of a particular
in
therefore
that
something
could
and
principle perfectly well persist
prime minister,
from
Secondly,
discussion
departure
her
office.
most
of `Thatcherism' has
after
had
important
historical
that
the
phenomenon
consequences,or, to use
maintained
legacy.
left
The
has
significant
six year administration of Thatcher's
a
other words,
face
it
important
the
seem
on
of
a
rather
would
period for assessing
chosensuccessor
this legacy. Finally, where political scientistshave discussedpolicy under the Major
important
have
they
stressed
generally
continuities with the Thatcher
administration
for
Kavanagh
1997
Dorey
1999p226-231)
(See
p203-5
and
example
period.

Studiesof the Major administration, and policy making under it, are as yet thin on the
before
book
The
survey
available
significant
my
was published was
only
ground.
Dennis Kavanaghand Anthony Seldon's collection, TheMajor Effect, and this was
had
Major
the
administration
still
nearly three yearsto run
completed when
(Kavanagh and Seldon 1994). Perhapsa number of studiesare in the pipeline, but so
far - apart from Peter Dorey's important collection, TheMajor Premiership - the end
does
have
been
followed
by
flurry
Major's
John
to
the
not
seem
premiership,
same
of
Margaret
Thatcher
(Dorey
The
1999).
that
that
accompanied
of
analysis
academic
of

large
by
to have leapedover the Major years
political
scientists
seem
and
concernsof
and now seemfirmly focussedon New Labour. In surveying a specific area of
Conservativegovernment policy from 1979right through to 1997 Television Under
the Tories as yet standsalone.

Although government policy on television in Britain between 1979 and 1997 has been
largely neglectedby political scienceand associateddisciplines, it hasgenerateda
from
in
degree
of
attention
specialists
media and communication studies,
considerable
and from a small group of economists.Indeed a comprehensivebibliography of
fairly
directly
works
quasi-academic
relating to UK television policy
and
academic
during this period would certainly run into the hundreds.This literature can be
broad
into
displays
its
three
categories,
each
of
which
grouped
own rather
usefully
severelimitations.

Most of the literature hasprobably beengeneratedas either an intervention in or a
debates.
For example,the
the
then
upon
current
commentary
policy
contemporary
BFI published a seriesof sevensmall edited collections in responseto the 1988
BroadcastingWhite Paper under the general heading TheBroadcasting Debate, and in
1993 and 1994 followed this up with a secondseriesof six edited collections under
the generaltitle TheBBC Charter ReviewSeries. Or, to take two rather more
technical examples,Gordon Hughes and David Vines' collection, Deregulation and
the Future of Commercial Television(Hughesand Vines 1989) is an intervention in
the debateover the 1988-90 `reform' of ITV, while Tim Congdon et al's Paying for
Broadcasting: TheHandbook (Congdon 1992) is a (BBC sponsored)intervention in
the 1992-94debateon the renewal of the BBC Charter.

Whether directly `interventionist' or simply contemporary comment, this type of
literature is, of course, perfectly valid. It is highly desirable that academicsshould
bring their expertise to bear in policy debate,and highly desirable that they should
issues
background
of
of current public concern. If appropriate
analysis
provide
for
ideological
or polemical excesses,specialpleading and
made
are
allowances
does
can
and
such
work
provide much useful material in the
ephemeralassumptions,
it
by
from
However
the
token,
the serious
same
generally
suffers
policy.
of
analysis
limitations of being both particular and short term. Authors of this type of literature
tend to discussan issue of current concern,and then move on to another. They rarely
review in retrospectthe evolution and consequencesof policy.

For example,whereasa significant body of literature discussingcable and satellite
being
formulated,
before
had
been
they
they
were
and
while
produced
policies was
fully implemented, there is very little literature that reviews the consequencesof these
have
far
during
In
themselves
television
they
concerned
with
policy
as
so
policies.
the period under review, media and communication specialists(and also economists)
have normally confined their attention to the particular issuesof the moment.

That still leavesa secondbroad categoryof literature which does attempt a more
discussion
during
UK
longer
television
term
the
of
and
retrospective
policy
general,
Thatcher and Major years. It is, however, significantly smaller than the previous
There
distinctly
nature.
are significant surveysof television
patchy
a
and
of
category
in
`textbooks'
institutions
UK
development
more
general
on
media
and
policy and
Negrine's
Politics
Mass
Media
(for
the
the
editions
of
various
and
example
politics

I0

in Britain or Curran and Seaton'sPower Without Responsibility). But, whatever their
limitations
being
the
these
of
obviously
suffer
part of wider and more
merits,
pedagogicprojects. There are a number of studiesof important institutions,
particularly the BBC, that place considerableemphasison policy debate(for example
Leapman's TheLast Days of the Beeb and Barnett and Curry's TheBattle for the BBC
) but almost all of these tend to be written from a `journalistic', rather than an
best
(most
Even
Curry's
Barnett
the
them
of
notably
and
very
perspective.
academic,
limitations
from
The
book)
that
that
type
the
go
with
of
writing.
only
suffer
useful
fully
long
term
television
survey
of
policy
a
academic
ranging,
with
wide
substantial
Closedown?
Government
The
BBC
Policy
O'Malley's
1979-92
is
Tom
and
approach
(O'Malley 1994). This is an excellent book, which covers more ground than its
its
focus
is
indicates.
But
on the BBC, which was only one
nevertheless
subtitle
in
it
television
these
the
subjects
of
policy
years,
and
main
of
among several
important
in
developments
1992,
its
thus
the
that
missing
out
survey
concludes
five
Conservative
following
Government.
in
the
years
of
occurred

The third broad category of academicliterature that deals significantly with television
is
body
UK
during
the
the
considerable
examines
period
of
work
which
same
policy
international
1979
part
of
a
more
as
television policy after
phenomenon. Such studies
European)
broadcasting
(generally
fairly
from
comparative
studies
of
or
neutral
vary
focused
(although
institutions,
to
on
particular
generally overlapping)
works
media
themes such as `the crisis of public service broadcasting', `the re-regulation of
`new
internationalisation
impact
`the
the
the
of
media'
or
of
communication',
television'.
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Television Under the Tories is unapologetically a national study. But, as I make very
clear in Chapter 1, it is a national study which aims to be firmly situated in and
significantly contribute to this internationally focused discussion. And in my
in
Chapter
11,
I
UK
television
policy
naturally make a number of
of
assessment
international comparisons. As what I say about the international context of UK
television policy is deliberately terse and controversial, and as my concluding
international comparisonsare necessarilylimited, it seemsuseful to expandon this
international comparative material, and its bearing on my study, in Section 4 of this
commentary.
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2) Methodological Issues

As a mainly historical study, Television Under the Tories facesall the methodological
problems associatedwith the researchand writing of history - how the `truthfulness'
for
is
the selection of material and the
criteria
are
assessed,
what
used
sources
of
construction of a historical narrative, the particular problems concernedwith
establishing causality in history, and so on (For a classic survey of these issuessee
Carr 1961,for a more recent survey Evans 1997).

I do not want to belittle these issues,or to escapefrom them simply with the
further
is
beyond the scopeof this study
that
them
exploration
of
excuse
conventional
it certainly is. But I would argue
them,
the
amount
written
upon
given
although,
that, so far as this particular study is concerned,a number of thesegeneral problems,
have beencomparatively easy to resolve.

My topic is government television policy, in a particular country (the UK) during a
justification
The
for
(1979
97).
in
this
topic,
this country,
choosing
particular period
during this period is presentedin Ch 1 of Television Under the Tories. To that
justification, only one further amplification is necessary. Why `television' policy,
`media',
`communications'
the
than
general
more
or (the more conventional)
rather
`broadcasting' policy?

The answer is twofold. First, rightly or wrongly, television hasbeengenerally
be
to
this
throughout
a peculiarly important form of mass
period,
perceived,

Secondly,
both
the particularstructuresof
socially.
and
politically
communication

13

television in the UK during this period have been so different from those of other
forms of communication that television policy has had its own specialdynamic. This
point, I should emphasise,also applies to radio. For example, whereasthere had been
advertising-fundedtelevision in the UK since 1955, official advertising-funded radio
had only been in existence since 1973; whereasadvertising-fundedtelevision in the
UK in 1979 had long beencharacterisedby a national network, advertising-funded
local
in
1979was still
to
television
stations;
whereas
confined
still
radio was
dominated by the concept of the `generalist' channel, even public service radio had
long acceptedfar more targeted channels(particularly by musical taste); and whereas
the new distribution technologies of satellite and cable had a profound, if indirect,
had
during
little
impact
this
they
television
period,
very
on radio.
on
effect

Becauseof thesehuge differences betweenradio and television in the time and place
history
broadcasting
have
have
in
to
a
of
policy,
written
would
practice
of my study,
histories
best,
that
two
were,
at
only peripherally connected.
separate
meant writing
Better, therefore to stick to one, and do it in more detail.

Of course, in writing a history of television policy, one cannot ignore its connections
forms
in
in
But
for
the
or
other
of
communication.
media
practice,
other
with policy
UK between 1979 and 1997, policy on pressand radio had relatively little impact on
television policy. Presspolicy has focussedon one issue,privacy, which has been far
less a causeof concern in television. Radio policy has often beenpresentedin the
(for
Peacock
1988
Report
forums
the
the
television
example
or
policy
as
same
BroadcastingWhite Paper), but, becauseof the very great differences betweenthe two
industries already described,the radio policy agendahas proceededalong a different,
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if parallel path. Policy on telecommunicationshas intermittently had rather more
impact on television policy, and, for that reason,it figures significantly (but
intermittently) in my narrative.

Although my decision to study UK television between 1979 and 1997 established
be
for
inclusion
selected
and on the
certain constraints on what material would
in
determined
it
be
However,
totally
them.
the next
told,
no
that
way
would
narrative
level of choice was rather less problematic than might be the casein a study of some
degree
I
historical
to
was able to selectas the
a
considerable
as
subjects,
other
issues
that most contemporaryobserversand participants
the
chapters
my
subjectsof
in the policy debate consideredto be important. We are not, for the moment,
from
for
be
in
distanced
the
to
there
time
period
under
consideration
a
sufficiently
issues
important
between
disjunction
those
which
were
contemporarily
as
seen
serious
be
in
important
Perhaps
day
today.
one
might
we
and those which are considered
for
in
comparative
circumstances
my
example,
neglect
of,
such
and
such a position,
discussion
EU
details
UK
to
television
intricacies
the
policy
of
or
of
responses
the
of
like
look
But
In
there
serious
omissions.
are
not
yet.
might
we
access,
on conditional
1998 or 1999 it seemsrelatively uncontroversial for a study of UK television policy
between 1979and 1997 to focus on Channel4, cable, satellite, Peacock,the ITV
franchise auction, BBC charter renewal and the digital future. To raise
historiographical objections to that selectionof subject matter would seemperverse.

Most of the material I use in my study consistsof two broadly different types. First,
but
(generally,
`official'
not always, governmental) pronouncementson
contemporary
Second,
legislation,
(white
etc).
contemporary
speeches
ministerial
papers,
policy
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`informed' comment and observation on policy (the broadsheetand trade press,the
`grey literature' of consultantsand specialists,etc). In neither case,in my subject
area,is there any serious problem with historical provenanceof thesesources- in
virtually all casesthere is no seriousargument about whether A wrote (or endorsed)B
at time X.

However, thesetwo broad categoriesof material have very different statusesin my
study. Becausemy subject is government policy, the first category,government
degree
to
constitute that policy. Of course those
a
considerable
pronouncements
but
is
demand
that
exegesis
exegesis,
at a qualitatively different level
pronouncements
from what would be required if, for example,one was studying policy in Stalin's
Russia. One of the distinctive featuresof Television Under the Tories (and it is, I
is
it
details
than
that
takes
the
a
weakness)
rather
of government
submit a strength
it
face
takes
them
and
at
seriously,
value, unlessthere is serious
pronouncements
evidenceto the contrary.

Contemporary `informed' literature, on the other hand has a different and more
it
in
instance
Sometimes
debate
(for
the
as
the
appears
an
actor
policy
status.
variable
Timeseditorials quoted in Goodwin 1998 p74-5). In this case,the issue is to what
degree,and in what ways, the texts influenced policy, not whether or not they were
`correct'. Sometimesan item in this secondbroad group appearsas a source
information
inner
disclose
`off-the-record'
the
to
about
workings of
purporting
issues
First,
In
the
two-fold.
the accuracyof the
this
are
case
policy.
government
important
here
is
Particularly
disclosure.
whether we are really getting a
particular
by
in
development,
`off-the-record'
actors
given
relevant
policy
or
accounts
report of
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deduced).
but
(however
The
well
second,
getting
speculation
widely
whether we are
is
issue
this
of
material
sub-category
whether a particular report of an
about
neglected,
`off-the-record' pronouncementreally adds anything to those made`on-the-record'.
SometimesI use contemporary `unofficial' material in my study simply to make an
its
is
different
from that of observations
In
status
no
principle
observation on policy.
is
in
it
`secondary'
I
that
sense
make
material, albeit
which myself might
Finally
`unofficial'
contemporary
material.
material
secondary
contemporary
background
information
source
of
relevant
as
a
primary
sometimesserves
(particularly on the industry). Here the issue is simply the accuracyof that
information.

It is important to keep the statusesof thesedifferent sourcesdistinct (and it is one of
the major weaknesseswith even the best non-academicliterature on the subject that it
have
different
I
do
As
does
this).
suggested,
each
group
presents
very
not
often
problems in the selection and evaluation of material.

It is worth stressingthe large volume of both 'official' and 'unofficial' published
involved
Television
during
is
this
subject.
that
on
my
policy
period
available
material
debated
issues.
large
it
So
large
extensively
and
generated
complex
number of
a
numbersof government research,consultative and policy papers,a number of major
legislation
(most
1990
the
of
sizeable
pieces
some
very
notably
reports,
committee
BroadcastingAct), extensivedebatein Parliament and a regular flow of Government
in
but
believe
have
directly
I
I
(which,
usefully,
used
unusually,
press releases
into
Despite
Government's
the
translation
their
press
reports).
reputation
to
preference
for lack of consultation in policy formulation, it also generateda huge amount of
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policy literature from industrial interest groups and institutions (see,for example, the
surveys in Stevensonand Smedley 1989 and Goodwin and Stevenson1994).
Television policy was also the subject of continuous and wide coveragein the
broadsheetpress,most of which had specialist media correspondentsfor the whole of
this period. This coverageinvolved regular on and off-the-record contributions from
industry
in
development.
So too
the
actors
government
and
policy
major
virtually all
did, the very extensive coveragein the specialist trade press(most notably the weekly
Broadcast). Finally, the period of my study saw a considerablegrowth in the output of
debate.
and
consultants
across
analysts
all
areas
of
policy
commercial
specialised
Television was no exception to this; indeed, it may well have beenan extreme caseof
this general trend.

Two generalobservationsshould be addedto this summary of the volume of
in
First,
to
the
material
relevant
my
subject.
growth
government
published primary
during
this period undoubtedly adds to the problems of assessing
management
media
the particular `spin' involved in reporting of government and interest group activity,
but it also addsto the amount of material available. Television policy in the 80s and
90s was subject to more media interrogation than in previous decades,and the actors
involved in it were therefore forced to provide more material in order to satisfy that
interrogation.

Second,in my experience(as a television industry trade journalist between 1989 and
1994) the television industry is an industry in which senior figures are generally quite
happy to make on and off-the-record commentsabout policy issuesto specialised
journalists.
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For thesetwo reasonsmuch detail about what the major actors in television policy
developmentthought (or at least wanted others to think they thought) on the subject,
appearedpublicly in print at the time.

In addition to the two broad types of contemporary published written material that I
have discussed,there are two other types of primary material that would in principle
be of importance to my study. The first is unpublished written contemporarymaterial
-

is
internal
The
government
papers.
second
retrospectiveinterviews
most obviously

development.
in
policy
actors
with

The first type is by and large currently simply unavailable. Government,ITC and
BBC operatea fairly rigid thirty year rule (which only begins to open up my period in
ten yearstime). Most internal industry sourcesare similarly closed becausethey bear
on still current contractual relationships. In a few isolated casesI have obtained
internal documentsrelevant to my subject. I have used a few of these(for examplethe
force
Charter
BBC
task
working party report cited in Goodwin 1998
unpublished
important
because
they
new light on the generalsubject; others I have
shed
p128)
ignored either becausethey were incomplete or becausethey dealt with issuesI
judged to be of marginal importance. The problem of lack of internal unpublished
for
is
the study of contemporarypolitical history. In
a
general
one
primary sources,
the last section of this paper I will deal with some of the questionswhich might be
become
they
available. Here, I will confine myself to making
when
usefully pursued
two points on this lack. The first is a generalone: if we saw the availability of
internal
documentation
for
the study of
as
a
pre-requisite
official
unpublished
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`serious' history then we would find ourselvesin the absurd position of simply giving
history.
Second,as I have described
the
contemporary
political
of
on
writing
up
above, the subject of television policy in the UK between 1979 and 1997 is one which
is particularly rich in the volume and range of published primary material.

If contemporary history commonly suffers the peculiar disadvantageof closed
has
it
the potential advantageof being able to talk to the
archives, also commonly
historical actors. The latter is often seenas being compensationfor the former. The
cabinet paperson the 1990 BroadcastingAct are unavailable for inspection, but
Margaret Thatcher is available for interview. The cabinet paperson the first Home
Rule Act are available for inspection, but Gladstoneis unavailable for interview.

Most of the significant actors in the developmentof television policy under the
Thatcher and Major governmentsare still alive, and most (but not all) that are alive
interview
for
for
a study such as mine. Indeed, for other
accessible
are relatively
interviewed
have
I
a number of them about matters relevant to the subject
purposes,
(for
Tories
George
Under
Russell, Lord Thomson, Greg
Television
the
example
of
Dyke, Alan Peacock).

But, from an early stage in my study, I took the deliberate decision, not to pursuethis
line of research,and to confine myself to the two broad types of published primary
material that I have already outlined. I had two reasonsfor this. The more specific,
and less important, reasonwas that when I beganmy study the Conservativeswere
still in government, many of the relevant political figures still held government office
industrial
institutional
figures
held
the
and
still
of
relevant
positions which
many
and
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involved them in close and often delicate relationships with the Conservative
government. I therefore took the view that in general they would be reluctant to say
in
had
that
they
to
already
said
public. I believe I was correct in this
not
much me
belief. But my study was completed after the Conservativeslost office in May 1997,
had
non-governmental
actors
of
relevant
either retired or moved
a
number
after
and
first
for
So
institutional
this
to
positions.
specific
reason
not exploring the
on other
interview line of researchno longer applied, or at least applied with considerably less
force. The passageof time, and government, it might be supposed,would have made
forthcoming.
interviewees
more
potential

However, for a secondmore general and more important reason,I stuck to my
interview
decision
the
to
route of research.As I have already
pursue
not
original
is
the
of
my
subject
such that virtually all the actors
particular nature
explained
involved wrote (or endorsed)publications about it, spoke publicly about it and were
interviewed both on and off-the-record about it, in great detail and at great length at
the time. All this is available to the current researcherin published form, and to work
through just this material fully would occupy the energiesof a single researcher
issue
is,
The
interviews
further
therefore
of
years.
a
period
whether
over
working
(which take significant time and effort) are likely to add significantly to what can be
from
this published material, or whether the additional time and effort
gleaned
involved in them would be more usefully employed in further work on the extensive
published primary material.

My judgement, basedboth on a wide reading of the published primary material to
(quite
interviews
in
have
I
my
own
extensive)
on
experience
of
and
referred
which
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this field, was that further interviews for this study, while they would yield
journalistic `colour' were unlikely to yield much of extra substance.There are a
for
variety of reasons this.

First, memories are always partial, often imprecise and often fallible. This is
discussing
barristers
for
Like
the
minutiae
politicians
of
policy.
so
with a
particularly
brief, or journalists researchinga story, politicians generally work intensely on a
little
to
then
move
on
something
else,
retaining
relatively
and
of the
particular policy
detail they have acquired during the process. This is particularly so in a subject area
like television policy, which occupies a relatively low position on the political agenda.
Secondly, in an area, like mine, which has already seenmuch public discussion,
by
is
difficult
inevitably
`infected'
It
therefore
to
other
sources.
often
are
memories
tell whether the material conveyed in historical interview is in fact a primary source
basedon personalmemory, or the (generally unconscious)secondaryrecycling of
domain.
for
in
Thirdly,
the
public
a variety of reasons,even with
material already
historical distance,actors in the policy debateoften remain unwilling to disclose
information about their behaviour which they kept confidential at the time. Personal
have
be
disclosures
Finally,
institutional
to
maintained.
where
such
reputations
and
are made, or more often when such claims are made about third parties, they may
historical
(consciously
be
to
the
so
as
enhance
or
unconsciously)
made
often
further
interviewee,
thus
the
raising
seriousquestion marks over their
reputation of
credibility.
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For these reasons,I decided that, in my particular field of study, new interviews with
actors in the policy processwere unlikely to yield substantialsupplementto the
extensive and rich contemporary published material.

One significant study published after my book went to press(and then unavailable to
decision.
fifth
in
The
belief
this
the
of
volume of the
correctness
me) reinforces my
Television
Britain,
ITVand
Paul
Bonner's
Independent
in
history
semi-official
IBA, 1981-92:The Old Relationship Changes(Bonner 1998) makesextensive use of
industry
figures
full
list
(for
interviews
and
regulatory
a
of
politicians,
with
original
interviewees seeBonner 1998 pxiv - xviii). Bonner's chapters8- 11 (Bonner 1998
from
`reform'
ITV
Peacock
1991
the
to
the
the
of
subject,
same
cover
p322-480)
franchise race, that I deal with in my chapters6-8 (Goodwin 1998 p69-122). The
interviews
his
from
Bonner
contains virtually nothing of significant
cites
material
(and
by
in
available
used
already
me)
previously published
not
substance,which was
sources.

Of course,this may be in part becauseBonner askedthe wrong questions.But the
findings,
be
because
lack
Bonner
for
to
this
new
appears
of
main reason
line
In
Section
5
this
the
of
of
research.
of this
value
potential
overestimated
issue
if
be
for
I
there
the
of
scope,
useful
what
any,
might
commentary will address
further researchby interviewing actors in the policy process.

One further intentional absencefrom my study is worthy of comment. Ideally, a
but
deal
the
to
only
causes
not
and
coherence,
also the
with,
study which setsout
consequencesof government television policy, would attempt to assess,perhaps
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important
the
most
of those consequences,namely the nature of
ultimately potentially
the programmesthat was broadcast. Particularly in the contemporary claims made by
critics, the issueof what effect proposedchangeswould have on the nature of
broadcastoutput, was rarely far from the centre of debateon television policy
throughout this period. It would seemreasonabletherefore, in drawing up a balance
sheetof that policy, to assess,not only changesin industrial structure, but also to
assesschangesin what appearedon the screen.

I have, however, deliberately been very cautious in making such an assessment.I
have largely confined myself to spelling out the various supposedlinks between
television structure and television content that were madeduring policy debates.
Only where available evidence seemedoverwhelming, have I gone further and
in
did,
did
links
that
or
not,
operate
practice. Inevitably, given the
such
suggested
limited amount of such hard evidence,theselatter type of judgements tend to be both
partial and tentative.

This is a seriousgap. But there is only one valid way of filling it. That way is to
conduct comparative content analysison the output of UK television over the period
in question. Such an exercisewould be a massivetask, researchway beyond my
beyond
likely
the resourcesof any single researcher. I will
way
resources,and, very
return in Section 5 of this commentary,to what such a content analysis might usefully
involve. But in its absence,to attempt to go further than I have gone in assessmentof
the consequenceson government television policy on broadcastcontent, would
in
impression
indulging
be
and
subjective
unsubstantiated
and speculation.It
simply
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is, I submit, a strength, rather than a weakness,of Television Under the Tories, that it
deliberately abstainsfrom such indulgence.
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3) Television Policy and `Thatcherism'

In Television Under the Tories I measuremy assessmentof Conservativetelevision
policies against Andrew Gamble's description of Thatcherism as a political project
with three overriding political objectives:
to restorethe political fortunes of the ConservativeParty, to revive market
liberalism as the dominant public philosophy and to createand to createthe
conditions for a free economy by limiting the scope of the statewhile restoring its
(
Gamble
1994
to
act.
p 4-5)
competence
authority and
As I suggest,in my comparison of Gamble's position with that of Riddell (1991) issue
is
Thatcherite
`project'
`the
is
the
of
a
about
notion
who witheringly sceptical
in
Thatcher
totally
the
the
governments
were
planned
advance
of
politics
not whether
but
just
how
to
events,
rather
coherentthey were, or
or merely pragmatic responses
became.
'
how
(Goodwin
10)
importantly,
1998
they
coherent
p
even more

My conclusion on this basic issue in Television Under the Tories is two-fold. In the
area of television policy there was ` no over-arching "Thatcherite project" for
institutional reform. There was no single, even remotely coherentplan of action
beginning
from
Margaret
Thatcher's
Tory
the
of
administration
policy
guided
which
to the end of John Major's. Quite the opposite. Over theseyears Tory television
'
(Goodwin
from
"project"
1998
163)
lurched
to
of
reform
another.
p
one
policy

There was, however, one theme underlying this catalogueof major zig-zags and
did
Tory
`between
1979
1997
television
to
policy
and
events:
opportunistic reactions
maintain one, and only one, consistentthrust - to make television more a matter of the
'
identify
This
I
less
service.
of
public
with one of
a
matter
market place, and
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Gamble's `three overriding objectives' of Thatcherism quoted above-'reviving
market liberalism as the dominant public philosophy.' (Goodwin 1998 p 166)

To thesetwo conclusions can be added a third. My survey of the changesin British
television between 1979 and 1997 (Goodwin 1998 p 155 -162) concludesthat:

A balance sheetof British television in the mid-90s has...to record both significant
changesfrom the late 70s and significant continuity. There were real and substantial
duopoly
by
important
the
now
sat
side
side
with
new
all-embracing
once
changes:
broadcastersand important new producers;a third major revenuestreamsubscription - had been created;a new culture of economic competition existed
throughout the industry, supportedby some important new institutions; and a new
developed.
battered
but
by
had
But
these
alongside
changes,
of
employment
pattern
duopoly
(Goodwin
bowed,
1998
the
totally
old
still
survived.
p162)
no means
In other words, in as much as Tory policy had the consistentthrust of making
television more a matter of the market place, and less a matter of public service, its
limited
in
though
than most contemporary
this
real,
were
more
respect,
achievements
feared.
or
expected
either
observers

Thesethree conclusions on Tory television policy - lack of coherencein detail, some
level,
in
have
and
only
partial
achievement
general
practice
coherenceat a very
much in common with those of two of the most sophisticatedand solidly researched
David
Marsh's
`Explaining
`Thatcherite'
policy:
article
of
areas
works on other
"Thatcherite" Policies: Beyond Uni-dimensional Explanation' (Marsh 1995) and
David Marsh and RAW Rhodes' collection Implementing ThatcheritePolicies (
Marsh and Rhodes 1992). Both of theseworks were written relatively late in the
`Thatcherism'
debate
and extensively review and critically synthesise
on
academic
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much previous work. To develop our understandingof Tory television policy in
relation to `Thatcherism' it therefore seemsworthwhile comparing some of my
results and analysis with theirs.

Marsh (1995) acceptsboth that `during the period of Thatcher Government significant
changesoccurred in British politics' and that `although we are now in a post-Thatcher
Government
large
Major
to
the
must
still
rest,
a
extent, on an
of
any
analysis
era,
'
(p595-6)
"Thatcherism".
The thrust of his
the
scope
and
effect
of
of
understanding
article is to demonstratethat:

A great deal of the work on "Thatcherism" is superficial and not theoreticallyinformed. Too many authors over-emphasizeone set of explanatory variables,
Mrs
Thatcher,
ideology
New
Right
the
style
of
and
or the search
personality
usually
for political and electoral advantage,less often economic crisis. In contrast, some
of the authors who offer a more roundedtheoretical analysis of `Thatcherism'
[amongst whom Marsh includes Gamble. PG.] tend to rely for their empirical
heroic,
broad,
generalizationsrather than thorough
even
evidenceupon
initiation
(Marsh
1995 p596)
and
evolution.
of
policy
consideration
Marsh (1995 p597-8) classifies previous explanationsof `Thatchersim' on two axes.
First they are either `partial' or `inclusive'. Second,both partial and inclusive
explanationscan be grouped under one of three explanatory factors that they stresskey
ideological.
Taking
two
policy areas- privatization and
political, economic or
industrial relations - Marsh seeksto addressthe question `how important were
factors
in
ideological
development
the
origins
and
and
of...
economic
political,
from
in
First,
draws
'
He
this
that
thesetwo
two
analysis.
conclusions
policy?
less
Thatcher
the
administration
the
was
novel, coherentand
policy of
areas
have
Second,
that the origins and
than
maintained.
authors
previous
consistent
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developmentof policies in these two areasinvolved a complex interplay of political,
(p599-607).
factors
ideological
economic and

Marsh is careful to point out his conclusions may not be generalizableto other policy
fields especially as the two areashe examinesin detail are areasof economic policy
(p598),. But, bearing that caution in mind, how do Marsh's findings on privatization
during
industrial
television
the
on
policy
compare
mine
with
policy,
relations
and
Thatcher period?

So far as the consistencyand coherenceof policy is concerned,clearly the whole
lack
if
anything,
case
of
of
an,
even
more
extreme
thrust of my account presents
found
by
(for
Marsh
lack
that
than
my summary of the
of coherence
consistencyand
lurches in television policy between 1979 and 1997 seeGoodwin 1998 p163-4).
Marsh effectively criticises the notion that there was a totally clear and unambiguous
`blue-print in opposition' for either privatisation or industrial relations policy (Marsh
1995 p 600 and 604-6). But at least in theseareasthere are superficially plausible
list
for
(the
1979
blueprints
for
manifesto's
shopping
privatisation
candidates such
field
In
the
to
of television there were no such
reform).
and commitment union
Whitelaw's
for
the
that
This
exception
of
the
with
reason
simple
was
pledges.
distinctly `un-Thatcherite' commitments on the specific question of the Fourth
in
issue
by
discussion
Tories
the
the
on
opposition
any
there
was scarcely
channel (Goodwin 1998 p22-24).

Novelty is a more complex issue. Marsh arguesthat the Thatcher Government's
but
because
Conservative
`all
'radical,
not
novel'
were
proposalson privatisation
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Governmentssince the war had been committed to some denationalization' and `the
first assetsalesin British Petroleum... were made by the Labour Government in
1976/7' (Marsh 1995 p599). Similarly, on industrial relations, Marsh details the
major challengesto `voluntarism' madebefore 1979 by both Conservativeand
Labour government's - in particular Labour's 1969 White Paper,In Place of Strife
in
Government's
1971
Industrial
Relations
Act.
In
Heath
the
these
other
words,
and
two fields the Thatcher Government, according to Marsh, to an important degree
directions
already anticipated by both Tory
policy
simply pursued more vigorously
is
(The
Labour
same
point
also often made about macro-economic
predecessors.
and
Thatcher's
To
television policies
similar
can
any
anticipation
extent
of
what
policy).
be found before 1979?

Certainly, if we cast our net wide and far enoughwe can find some isolated
`precursors' of post 1979television policies. There were for example(rapidly
Wilson's
Harold
governmentsto put advertising on the BBC.
within
moves
squashed)
There were the experimentswith cable under both Wilson and Heath and further
experiments flagged up in Labour's 1978BroadcastingWhite Paper. And, if one
foundation
BBC,
find
link
between
back
the
the
to
of
one
could
a
went right
broadcastingand industrial policy (the desireto boost the infant radio manufacturing
industry). But these `precursors' are so scatteredand isolated that they scarcely
1979
As
I
of
to
post
policy.
anticipation
argue what evidence
amount any overall
there is suggeststhat the ConservativeParty before 1979 was quite happy with the
Whitelaw's
the
television
quo
again
status
with
exception
of
post-Pilkington
Committee's
for
Channel
Annan
Fourth
the
the
proposal's
of
acceptance
qualified
(Goodwin 1998 p22-24).
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In Power Without Responsibility (Third Edition) Jean Seatonhalf-suggeststhat the
Annan Report itself representsa break with the public service status quo:

British broadcastingwas started as a public service, unified in structure and aim.
Broadcasting- monopoly or duopoly - was always justified in these terms, and an
lay
beneath
to
an
undivided
public
good
all official
commitment
of
assumption
thinking on radio and television until the 1970s. In 1977the Annan Report
it
this
and
replaced
with a new principle of liberal pluralism.
assumption,
abandoned
The ideal ceasedto be the consensus- the middle ground upon which all men of
it
for
became,
Annan
Rather
and those who supportedor
agree.
could
good sense
inspired him, a free market-place in which balancecould be achievedthrough the
independent
has
been
The
of
voices.
result
confusion
a
multiplicity
of
competition
and crisis, from which no new received doctrine has yet emerged.(Curran and
Seaton 1988 p262)
If Seatonis correct, the Annan Report itself might therefore be seenas an important
described
I
earlier as the one consistentthrust of postpre-1979 anticipation of what
1979 Tory television policy, `to make television more a matter of the market place,
'
This
important
less
would
suggest
service.
an
of
public
pre-1979 shift
a
matter
and
towards a more `Thatcherite' approachto television policy, analogousto the pre-1979
both
by
Wilson
industrial
and Heath governmentsor on
policy
relations
shifts on
macro-economicpolicy by Callaghan.

But, as I observein Television Under the Tories, JeanSeaton'sformulation is
seriously misleading. It confusestwo things:

The first is the notion of a unified public to be servedby public service broadcasting
to a more pluralist conception of public service. Here Seatonis right - Annan did
from
is
in
The
break
important
the
thinking.
second
official
move
public
mark an
broadcasting
itself
to the notion that
the
principle
of
underlying
as
service
broadcastingshould be organisedas a marketplacefor independentvoices. Annan
did not make this move, Peacockdid. For Annan, pluralism in broadcastingwas to
be provided not only within, but actually by, the continuation of public service as
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the overriding principle of broadcastingorganisation. (Goodwin 1998 p92n)
This was not merely Annan's position, it was also the position of Labour in power
and Conservativesin opposition before 1979 (see Goodwin 1998 p23). In so far as
post 1979 Conservativetelevision policies sought `to make television more a matter
less
indeed
they
the
a
matter
and
of
public
service',
place,
were
novel. The
of
market
Thatcher and Major administrations were, as I describe,certainly slow to get into their
stride in this direction, and faltering once they had done so. But the direction of
approachwas fundamentally new - it representeda major break with the pre-1979
important
details
industrial
And
the
thrust
so
were
policy
consensus.
political
behind cable and satellite policy, the pressureon the organisation of the BBC, the
had
been
They
by
ITV
the previous
so
on.
and
not
anticipated
of
attemptedreform
Labour government, nor by pre-ThatcherConservatives.

So what was the mixture of what Marsh calls the economic, political and ideological
factors in the origins and developmentof thesepolicies? Was Tory television policy
finds
its
Marsh
in
`multi-dimensional'
as
causes
other areasof `Thatcherite' policy
as
to be? Given my overall picture of Conservativetelevision policy between 1979 as
it
by
opportunistic
reactions,
and
might seema small step to
characterised zig-zags
by
determined
it
being
a complex and shifting mixture of thesethree
seeing as
different factors. But a closer comparisonof my findings on television on policy with
Marsh's discussion of privatisation and industrial relations policy, suggestssome
into
his
fitting
`multi-dimensional'
television
policy
particular
serious problems with
model.
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Marsh's two `uni-dimensional' targets are Joel Wolfe's `ideological' account of
Thatcher's privatization programme, and David Coates' `economistic' account of her
government's industrial relations policy (Wolfe 1991, Coates 1989). They are easy,
although by no meansunrepresentative,targets.

While Marsh is happy to recognisethat `it would clearly be nonsenseto suggestthat
New Right ideology played no part in the origins and developmentof "Thatcherism"
in general and of privatization in particular' he accusesWolfe of downplaying or
in
factors:
`the
the
context
two
crisis
which
provided
economic
other
neglecting
Government's
the
decisions
political, and
and
were
made,
privatisation
about
which
judgements,
which shapedmany of the subsequent
electoral
perhapsparticularly
developments.' So, for Marsh, privatization provided an (electorally more palatable)
PSBR;
in
as
a
means
of
controlling
and salesof
to
expenditure
alternative cuts public
from
houses
public sharesell-offs proved positively
gains
and windfall
council
(Marsh
1995
the
of
electorate
p601-2).
sections
significant
among
popular

In responseto David Coates' analysisof Thatcher's industrial relations policy as
determined by capitalist crisis which made `corporatism' (or voluntarism) in
industrial relations no longer possible,Marsh emphasisesthe political factors
involved - in particular Thatcher's recognition after the 1978/9 `Winter of
Discontent' that union-bashing might prove electorally popular, and the increasein
issue
by
her
this
the trade unions' muted response
to
on
government
confidence given
(Marsh
1995
Act
her
Employment
1980
p602-7).
to
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Marsh's criticisms of both Wolfe and Coatesare in my view valid and important.
Similar lines of criticism could no doubt be made of much other discussionof
`Thatcherite' policy, becauseit has been common to down-play the political
complexities, hesitation and opportunism in her administration in favour of the bigger
economic or ideological picture. Marsh also avoids the alternative (if less common)
based
instead
`state-craft'.
on
or
analysis
purely
realpolitik
an
offering
error of

Whether acceptanceof Marsh's criticisms necessarilyimplies acceptanceof a totally
`multi-dimensional' analysis is less certain. It might be possible, for example,to
construct a more nuancedversion of Coates' analysis,which, while admitting both
the substantialchallengesto voluntarism before 1979 and the electoral factors
involved after the `Winter of Discontent', neverthelessmade a robust casethat
determinant
depth
(the
factors
the
crisis)
of
of
capitalist
were
primary
economic
industrial relations policy under Thatcher. Similarly, it might be possibleto construct
in
due
Wolfe's
analysis
which
of
weight was given to the
a more nuancedversion
ideology
involved
factors
in
New
Right
background
to
the
to
and
political
economic
its translation into policy, but which neverthelessmade a robust casethat New Right
ideology was the primary factor in explaining privatization policy under Thatcher.
To pursue either of thesepossibiities further would involve entering specialist ground
involve
It
focus
beyond
television
policy.
would
also
the
retracing some
on
my
way
difference
between
theoretical
the
trodden
ground
general
already very well
`economism' and `determination by the economy in the last instance' in the Coates
between
ideology
and politics
economic
structure,
the
general relationship
case,and
in the Wolfe case. Further exploration of that generaltheoretical territory is, again,
way beyond the scopeof the presentstudy.
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My study, however, raises,a different (though closely related) problem about Marsh's
`multi-dimensional' analysis, which is worth closer examination here. Marsh
classifiesthe possible factors contributing to the origins and developmentof the two
areasof government policy which he examinesinto three - economic, political and
ideological. If we employ the sameclassification to examinethe relative role of
different factors in the origins and developmentof the ConservativeGovernment's
television policy after 1979,then my study suggestssome rather surprising results.

First, economic factors - at least in the sensein which Marsh usesthe term - seemto
play little direct part in television policy under Thatcher or Major. Only in the very
broadestsensewas television policy during this period constrainedby the state of the
`reform'
BBC,
1988/90
The
the
the
to
on
and
put
advertising
of
attempt
economy.
by
basic
television
terrestrial
were
not
prompted
a
economic crisis of the
commercial
in
first
I
industry.
Nor,
the
television
as
argue
chapter of Television Under the
core
Tories, was international competition in terrestrial television or programme
factor.
financial
important
The
benefits to the Treasury
directly
possible
production a
from auctioning ITV licensesor selling off publicly owned transmissionsystemsmay
have played a part in determining policy, but the potential proceedsfrom them, while
from
in
those
the major privatisations of the
with
comparison
significant, were small
Thatcher and Major years. Perhapsthe only areaof television policy which was
by
factors
during
determined
importantly
directly
this whole period
economic
and
".
failure
(through
UK
Tories'
the
cable
and
satellite
the
early
policy
of
of
collapse
was
investment and arrival of a seriousinternational satellite competitor).
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Second, political factors - if, as Marsh tends to do, we limit them to electoral
in
during
little
television
this period.
to
part
policy
play
also
seem
considerations As I observe,television policy played virtually no part in election campaignsbetween
1979 and 1997. And it is difficult to detect a belief that, for instance,the `reform' of
ITV would prove electorally popular. At the very most, in the field of television
degrees
from
the electoral
removed
acted
at
several
policy, electoral considerations
crunch.

If we define political considerationsmore widely than direct and immediate electoral
heavily
in
factors
did
the origins and
then
weigh
political
certainly
calculation,
developmentof Tory television policy. In Television Under the Tories I detail the
Committee.
Surely,
Peacock
too
the
behind
the
the
of
setting
up
political pressures
has
Committee's
both
to
term,
to
the
report
short and medium
government's response,
be analysedlargely in political terms. So too doesthe transition from 1988 White
Paperto 1990 Act.

But the novel featuresof Tory television policy, cannot simply be reducedto a purely
`political' action and reaction - pragmatic manoeuvring, more or less successfully,
between establishedinstitutions and interest groups before the court of elite public
for
Tories
the
Such
undertook
explain
example,
why
an approachcannot,
opinion.
`reform'
television.
terrestrial
their
task
of
commercial
thankless
as
a
politically
such
The were few pressingpolitically pragmatic reasonsto embark upon the task, and the
little
delivered)
(and
and
political
pain
political gain.
much
exercise promised
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So to explain the 1988/90 `reform' of ITV, and the course of Tory television
policy in
general, we have to look to Marsh's third factor - the ideological. Most of Tory
television policy was at least in part inflected with New Right ideology. The causesit
championed,and the manner in which it championedthem, were not primarily
directly economically determined. They were certainly not directly electorally
determined,and they did not originate from an attempt to court political favour among
the elite. Their origins were to a considerabledegreeand in a general sense
`ideological'. And, in as much as they were effectively pursued,they resulted in the
thrust to which I have already alluded, to make television broadcastingless a matter
of public service and more a matter of the market.

Looking at Tory television policy between 1979 and 1997 through Marsh's three
dimensional prism of the economic, the political and the ideological, the results of my
survey would therefore tend to give a considerably higher priority to the role of
ideology in the origins and developmentof policy in the television field, than Marsh
affords it in the fields that he examines.

As I have already said, this may seema rather surprising conclusion. It is therefore
important to elaboratewhat precisely I am claiming.

First, I am certainly not claiming that there was any detailed ideological blueprint
behind the policy. As my survey makesclear, ideological considerationswere
hesitatingly, partially and falteringly brought into play in television policy. However
this is still to give ideological considerationsa more important place in the origins and
development of policy than Marsh gives them. He concludesthat:
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Given electoral imperatives and unforeseenevents it is hardly surprising that while
`New Right' ideology played a role, it was certainly not the driving force behind
New
In
Right
Wolfe
suggest.
essence,
the
and
others
of
analyses
policy which
ideology was a tool rather than a blueprint. ' [my emphasisPG] (Marsh 1995 p612)
But to deny that New Right ideology constituted a `blueprint' for policy is not
dressing
ideological
in
it
`tool'
simply
window
to
other
words
necessarily reduce a
for policies otherwise determined. In the caseof television policy (and, I would also
level,
ideology,
discusses)
New
Right
fields
the
Marsh
in
general
at
suggest, the
driver
important
of policy.
an
was

Such ideological driving of policy was, as I have observed,hesitant, partial and
faltering. The reasonswere partly political, not in the narrow electoral sense,but in
interest
institutions,
broader
groups and elite
established
the
senseof negotiating
important
in
In
that
policy
sensepolitical pragmatismwas
public opinion.
development,but not to the exclusion of ideology.

is
important
ideology
determinant
Right
New
of
policy,
Finally, my claim that
was an
level.
I
ideology
there
that
the
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As Marsh correctly observes, `explanationsof "Thatcherism" must rest upon a
detailed analysis of different policy areas', and these may well have different specific
features. `This does not meanthat it will be impossible to generatea broader
explanation of "Thatcherite" policies. However, any such explanation will be at a
fairly high level of abstraction'. (Marsh 1995 p607)

In part, my differences with Marsh's analysis reflect the very real differences between
the field of television policy and the fields which he examines. The most important of
thesedifferences are the lack of importance of television policy in electoral
considerationsand the rather loose economic constraints on it. Those differences to
importance
for
I find for New Right ideology in
degree
the
greater
account
some
policy origin and development. If so, that might suggestthat examination of other
less
fields
low
constrained
or
economically
of policy making,
profile
electorally
might shift our understandingof `Thatcherism' as a whole.

But my findings also suggesta more generaland substantialmodification to Marsh's
conclusions. Television policy, as I show, provides a fairly extreme caseof some of
Marsh's key themes- lack of a `blueprint', lack of consistencyand lack of
in
I
But,
this extreme casean underlying general
even
as also show,
coherence.
thrust can be detected - to make television more a matter of the market place and less
is
And
I
this,
the specific application to the
argue,
a matter of public service.
television field of one of Gamble's more general `overriding objectives of
Thatcherism' - namely `reviving market liberalism as the dominant public
philosophy'.
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This is, I suggest,precisely an `ideological' explanation of `Thatcherite' policies,
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That
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then
as
can
only
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pragmatic
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ignores is the third possibility of a very general (and often contradictory) New Right
ideology operating as a diffuse but pervasive driver of policy.

Television Under the Tories analysesnot just the origins and developmentof
Conservativetelevision policies between 1979 and 1997, but also the extent and
it
is
in
Goodwin
Here
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1998
too
those
particular
p155-162).
policies
effects of
fields
during
findings
from
findings
those
other
policy
with
with
worth comparing my
the sameperiod. The most substantialdiscussion in this area is still David Marsh and
RAW Rhodes' collection Implementing ThatcheritePolicies ( Marsh and Rhodes
1992). Taking a wide and carefully chosenseriesof policy areasMarsh and Rhodes
pose three questions:

I

How much changeoccurred in the Thatcher era?

2

To what extent did this policy changeresult from a distinct policy agendaand
legislative programmewhich was pursuedby the Thatcher Government?

3

Why did more changeoccur in some policy areasthan in others, and in particular
be
(Marsh
Rhodes
1992
less
than
p4)
might
expected?
and
there
change
why was

Clearly, this seriesof questionscoincides very closely with the framework I use in
drawing up my `balancesheet' of Conservativetelevision policy in the final chapter
(Goodwin
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1998 for effects of policy made between 1979 and 1997 under both Thatcher and
Major, Marsh and Rhodes are posing their questions in 1992 on the effects of policy
madeunder Thatcher between 1979 and 1990.

This difference in perspectiveis important for two reasons. First, that the assessment
of Marsh and Rhodes still remains the most comprehensiveof the effects of
Conservativepolicies after 1979, is striking evidenceof the neglect by political
have
I
Major
to
the
already alluded. I will return to
administration
which
scientists of
this point in the final part of this section.

Second,as Marsh and Rhodescorrectly observe,`too often the analysisof policy
looks at the short-term effects of legislation. However, we know that it takes from
five to ten years for the effects of policy to emerge.' (Marsh and Rhodes 1992 p5)
With that time lag, clearly a 1992 survey of the effects of policy during the Thatcher
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the caseof television. A survey of the effects of Tory policy in this field taken in
1992 would have fairly adequatelyrecordedthe rise of Channel4, but would still
have been fairly dismal about the growth of cable, distinctly tentative about the
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In comparing my findings in the television field, with those of Marsh and Rhodes in
other fields of policy, we therefore have to make some serious(and approximate)
in
for
differences
time perspective.
allowances

Marsh and Rhodes' study highlights the needto distinguish between legislation and
the policy outcomes stemming from that legislation. Criticising an earlier survey by
Savageand Robins (1990) of the Thatcher government's policy Marsh and Rhodes
argue that:

There is an unambiguoustendency to overestimatethe Thatcher effect becausethe
contributions concentrateupon legislative changerather than upon changesin
individual
both
Savage
In
the
contributions
effect,
and
and
outcomes.
policy
Robins' brief overview ignore the implementation problems experiencedby the
Government in most policy areas.(Marsh and Rhodes 1992 p5)
Their general point is clearly highly relevant to television policy. There was, for
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Television Under the Tories is therefore as much a study of `implementation
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In one respect,however, Marsh and Rhodes' legislation/policy outcomesdichotomy is
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policy through new
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in the caseof the BBC these non-legislative policy instruments were of considerable
importance:

Aside from legislation, the government had three other weaponsavailable with
financial
influence
Corporation.
It
the
to
could
exert
pressure,becausethe
which
government set the level of the licence fee. It could changethe policy of the BBC
through its ability to appoint the Chairman, Vice-Chairman and the rest of the Board
of Governors. And it could generatepolitical flak, either directly or through its
pressand back-bench supporters,which would put pressureon the Corporation to
changeits course... [From the mid-80s there was] an increasingwillingness on the
part of the government to use this full range of non-legislative policy instruments on
the BBC. And the use of these instruments had, by the early 90s, produced
important changesin the Corporation. (Goodwin 1998 p 125)
Not only did the ConservativeGovernment achievereal policy effects on the BBC by
using non-legislative instruments, thesereal policy effects in turn rendered
less
for
for
BBC
legislative
the Government's
the
necessary
change
substantial
in
is
Under
Tories
Chapter
Television
I
9
This
the
of
argue
process,
policy goals.
difference
between
the Conservatives' approachto BBC
the
to
central understanding
Charter renewal in the early 90s, and their approachto reform of ITV in the 1988
White Paper. (Goodwin 1998 p124)

Having madethis qualification - that Government policy does not necessarilyrequire
legislation - Marsh and Rhodes' focus on what they call the `implementation gap'
between Government intentions and outcomesremains both valid and important.
Surveying a range of policy fields, somecharacterisedby real radical change,some
by apparentpotential for radical changeand others marked by continuity of policy,
Marsh and Rhodesargue that their evidencesuggeststhat, `at best, the Government
had a mixed record of successand that its achievementsfell well below its
1992
10)
Rhodes
'
(Marsh
p
and
expectations.
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Clearly all governments suffer from at least some `implemenation gap' in their
policies, and thesecan be causedby a variety of factors. Following Sabatier 1986,
Marsh and Rhodes formally classify theseas follows:

I

inadequatecausaltheory;

2

failure of implementation processto win compliance becauseof
a) inadequateresources
b) inappropriate policy instruments;

3

the discretion of street level bureaucratsand the recalcitranceof the implementing
officials;

4

lack of support from the affected interest groups and relevant government
agencies;and

5

unstable and uncertain socioeconomiccontexts which undermine either political
support and/or causaltheory. (Sabatier 1986 p23-4, cited in Marsh and Rhodes
1992 p9)

For Marsh and Rhodes,what madethe implementation problems of the Thatcher
government `uniquely severe' was its model of policy-making:

The ConservativeGovernment of the 1980sdeliberately adopteda top-down model
[of policy-making PG] and either failed to recognise,or choseto ignore, the known
in
its
impose
its
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effective
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icted
this
gap.
and
self-i,
p9)
explained
This general observation clearly has distinct parallels with one important phaseof
Conservative television policy - namely the `reform of ITV' stemming from the 1988
Broadcasting White Paper. As I point out:

In 1988there had been no Green- or consultative- Paper. The Tories had moved
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directly to publishing a White Paper, which set out, as policy, a seriesof radical, if
industry
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ill-thought-through,
to
a
generally
and public.
proposals
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Having failed to convince almost anyone else of the merits of these proposals,the
into
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to
core
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push
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government
backtracking on many of their more controversial elements.' (Goodwin 1998
p124-5)
This certainly was a major example of what Marsh and Rhodescall the 'top-down'
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However this approachwas by no meanstypical of the full range of Tory television
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policy
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to contrast that processwith the
quoted above, are specifically
Government's conduct of the BBC charter renewal processa few years later.

My study suggeststhat the first two factors on Sabatier's list, namely `ambiguousand
inconsistent objectives' and `inadequatecausaltheory' were of rather more
importance in explaining the `implementation gap' in Conservativetelevision policy
between 1979 and 1997. The `inadequatecausaltheory' is particularly evident in the
in
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Although there was a very general thrust in favour of `marketisation', that general
thrust concealedwithin it fundamental ambiguities and inconsistenciesabout what
goals the market was to deliver in the television world and a number of very different
strategiesas to how to marketise(Goodwin 1998 p 169-70). The failure to resolve
theseambiguities, or to pick and stick to a particular strategy on marketisation of
television inevitably led to a major implementation gap betweenthe generaloverall
goal and the resultant outcomes.

One last item remains to be addressedin terms of the relationship betweenmy study
is
Thatcher.
That
the question of the
policy
under
studies
of
and more general
continuity (or lack of it) betweentelevision policy under the Thatcher (1979 - 1990)
and under the Major premierships(1990 - 1997). As I have already remarked
considereddiscussionof the Major period is thin, but what there is, on balance,
detectsimportant elementsof continuity. As Dennis Kavanagh (in my view correctly)
observes:

Continuity standsout when we comparethe big shifts in policy and rhetoric
betweenthe ConservativeGovernmentsof 1964 and 1970 or within the life of the
Heath Government, say pre- and post-1972,on industrial relations, wagebargaining, public spendingand state intervention in industry. Major and Thatcher
has
flagship
been
low
The
tax
the
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This was not the limit of the continuity. As Kavanagh also notes,the Major
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philosophy'. Whatever the differences in tone or style, Major's premiership did not
constitute a return to pre-Thatcher Conservatism.

Kavanagh's assessmentis reinforced by the studies in Peter Dorey's recent collection,
TheMajor Premiership. Dorey concludesthat: `As the chaptersin this volume have
indicated, the Major premiership representeda continuation of Thatcherism in a wide
if
rangeof policy areas,even Major's personalstyle of leadershipand rhetoric were
less rebarbative.' (Dorey 1999 p 226)

How doestelevision policy relate to this more general picture? Superficially it might
in
it,
that
particular by the contrast to which I draw
contradicts
my study
appear
attention between the Conservativeapproachto the `reform' of ITV in 1988 (under
Thatcher) and the Conservativeapproachto BBC charter renewal in 1992 (under
Major) (Goodwin 1998 p1234). To this might be addedthe abandonmentof the
1988 auction principle in the allocation of digital multiplex licences(Goodwin 1998
P150-1).

However, I do not consider that my overall picture warrants such a conclusion. In the
first place the Thatcher government had already backed off from fundamental
legislative changesin the BBC post-Peacock,and the ConservativeGovernmentwas
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and marketisation in television - loosening the rules on ownership and cross
ownership, and privatising BBC transmission. So, if television policy under Thatcher
can be characterisedby major zig-zags in detail, coupled with an underlying drive to
make television less a matter of public service and more a matter of the market, then
in
in
In
Major.
television
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television
policy
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policy,
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policy
general,
so
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change,
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my study suggests
Conservativeadministrations.
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4) UK Television Policy in the International

Context

There has long been a consensusamong media scholarsthat the developmentsin UK
television policy which form the specific subject of Television Under the Tories are
in
international
shift television policy and the television industry
part of a major
which took place during the 1980sand 90s. I begin my book with Jay Blumler's neat
formulations on this international phenomenon. But similar observationshave been
made by a host of other authors.

One side of this international phenomenonis what Humphreys, following HoffmannRiem, describesas an international `paradigmatic shift' in broadcastingpolicy taking
place during roughly this period. A glance at Humphreys' outline of the main
features of this `paradigmatic shift' indicates that it encompaseswhat I identify as
the underlying theme of Tory television policy in the UK between 1979-1997- the
`less
television
to
a matter of public service and more a matter of the
make
attempt
Hoffmann-Riem
1996
1996 p340-352)
(Humphreys
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But while there has beengeneral consensusabout the broad outlines of an
international shift in both television policy and the television industry, there has been
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In Chapter 1 of Television Under the Tories I suggestthat the possible determinants
of the shift in the industry can be best divided into four - economic, social and
cultural, technological and political. I argue why the first three cannot provide an
adequateexplanation of the origins of change,and that therefore attention should be
directed at the fourth - the ideologically-driven policies, and their consequences,of
`new right' governments, brought to office by more general social, political and,
lie
In
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television.
the
outside
changing
of
my
world
which
above all, economic
final chapter, I return to whether the evidenceof the body of my study supportsthis
position.

I am certainly not alone in drawing attention to the primary importance for television
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Europe, Peter Humphreys writes:

The 1980switnessedthe arrival in positions of power, or at leastthe growing
influence of, ideological radicals on the businessoriented political Right in Europe.
Thesewere Thatcherite conservatives,the neo-liberal faction of Christian
Democratic parties, Gaullist neo-liberals, and continental Europe's more right-wing
Liberal parties ('Thatcherite' in their economic doctrine). Giving vocal support to
industrial
lobbies...,
free
important
interests
the
and
commercial
the sectional
of
market radicals vigorously promoted an economistic counter-viewpoint to the
in
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that ideally should be freed of all but minimum regulation. (Humphreys 1996 p161)
However, Humphreys immediately qualifies his position, by adding:

The main catalyst for change,giving practical force to the liberalisers' arguments,
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To his credit, Humphreys then acknowledgesthe patchy growth of cable in Europe
(very slow in the not unimportant casesof France, Italy and the UK) into the early
nineties and the limited take up direct to home satellite during the sameperiod
(Humphreys 1996 p164-168). But this (correct) acknowledgementfatally undermines
the two central features of Humphreys' formulation on `new' technologiesquoted
above.

First, until at least the early nineties, the `new media' of cable and satellite were
scarcely a practical force behind the liberaliser's arguments;rather they were a
largely theoretical force deployed in their favour. Put crudely the liberalisers
argument went like this: public service and positive content regulation in television
were the product of spectrum scarcity; new media would abolish spectrumscarcity;
therefore the advent of the new media would abolish the need for public service and
deployment
The
of this argument was not unimportant
positive content regulation.
(see for example my treatment of Choice by Cable in Goodwin 1998 p72-4). But, as
I have argued elsewhere, powerful economic rationales have beenadvancedfor
public service and positive content regulation quite independentof spectrumscarcity,
for
in
turn,
these,
a
powerful
rationale
provide
public service usesof the new
and
line
That
(
Goodwin
1997).
this
of theoretical argument was far less influential
media
than the type of argument advancedin Choice by Cable, is not becauseof some
intrinsic property of the new media, it is rather becausethe Choice by Cable type of
argument cut with the ideological grain of the new governments.

But in some caseseven theoretical considerationsabout the `new media' were absent.

As Humphreyshimselfpointsout:
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In the Italian case- and in other SouthernEuropean countries the new media
played virtually no role at all. Yet marketisation occurred all the samethrough the
use of local frequencies for commercial services(linked up to form national
networks).' (Humphreys 1996 p177-8)

So, if we are to take seriously Humphreys' notion of a `catalyst' for the policy shift,
the real `catalysts' for changein television (and rather more) were the new
governments and the pro-market and de-regulatory policies they pursued. As I put it
in Ch I of Television under the Tories, it was only after thesepolicy changeshad
done their work that the other economic, cultural and technological factors could
`enter the breach and demonstratetheir mettle.' (Goodwin 1998 p8)

The historically explanatory priority which I give to the arrival in office of
governments with a general `neo-liberal' agendais also sharedby some of the
proponentsof the supposed`globalisation' or `internationalisation' of television. For
example, in their 1990 work, TheInternationalisation of Television,Negrine and
Papathanassoplouloswrite:

The internationalisation of television has coincided with, and is associatedwith, a
broadcasting
in
leading
to a liberalisation,
structures
national
rapid change
deregulation and privatisation either of systemsas a whole or parts thereof.
However liberalisation or deregulation is a product of new political and economic
...
ideologies rather than a mere product of technological change,although these have
obviously had an influence on policy choices. (Negrine and Papathanassoploulos
1990 p8)

However,like Humphreys,NegrineandPapathanassoploulos
go on to qualify their
position:

In the end, the liberalisation of broadcastingsystemsleadsto an internationalisation
international
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forcing
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to
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operate
on
an
stage-seeking
of
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funds, co-producing, merging and so on - and by creating new demandsfor
regulatory activity across frontiers to meet, in turn, the processof
internationalisation. Internationalisation is also likely to lead to a further
deregulation of broadcastingsystems...some of these changesare the direct
consequenceof the arrival of "new media"'. (Negrine and Papathanassoploulos
1990 p23)
In other words, Negrine and Papathanassoploulosargue that while (otherwise
determined)deregulation is the initial catalyst for internationalisation of television,
this internationalisation (plus the new media) then exerts powerful positive feed-back
into the process.

I do not deny that such feedback can be found in UK television policy. Indeed, it is a
central argument of my study that `governmentpolicy counted. Different policies
different
'
(Goodwin
1998 p173) To
have
outcomes.
substantially
would
produced
recognisethis is precisely to recognisethe possibility of feedback. However whether
this processof feedback has been, in fact as important and uni-directional as Negrine
is
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to
suggest,
altogether more questionable.
seem
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There are two basic reasonsfor this. First, the importance of `internationalisation' of
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It seemsto me that virtually all commentatorson the `internationalisation' or
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provide a particularly strong example of the continuing strength of the national
element in television, even after apparently substantial elementsof `liberalisation'.

In TheEconomics of Television: The UK CaseCollins, Garnham and Locksley
in
`the
the prime-time schedulesof UK (and
to
prominence
customary
casually refer
(Collins,
imported
Garnham
television
and Locksley
programming'.
of
other national)
1988p50). In so far as there is resistanceto the penetration of imported television in
the UK they assumethis is the result of regulation (p53).

Such propositions are typical of thinking on television during the period under
discussion. So, too, was their corollary - that relaxing of regulation would lead to
`wall to wall Dallas' ie a predominanceof imported (American) programming. But,
have
happened.
the
to
the
quite
reverse
seems
at
core of scheduling and viewing
True, the increasednumber of channelsand the time on them to be filled, has led to a
hours
imported
(generally
US)
in
increase
the
of
of
number
great overall
different
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has
broadcast.
But
the prime-time
occurred
a
very
process
programming
schedulesof BBC1 and ITV (the UK channelswith easily the largest audiences)
during the period of my study. A recent comparative study of UK terrestrial primetime schedules,taking samplesfrom 1977-78,1987-88 and 1997-98, revealsa very
by
imported
drama
in
in
BBC 1 and
drop
that
shown
prime-time
period
sharp
over
ITV. On BBCI the proportion of imported (non-soapand non-made-for-cinemafilm)
drama in prime-time declined from 28.5% in 1977-78,to 20% in 1987-88,to 11.8% in
1997-98. On ITV the drop was even sharperfrom 35.8% in 1977-78,to 24.5% in
1987-88, tol. 8% in 1997-98 (Barnett and Seymour 1999 p50).
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If we examine the whole prime-time scheduleof the two major UK channelsthen the
picture is reinforced. A survey of the 6pm-1lpm schedulesof BBC1 and ITV in the
latest week to hand (Sep 24 to Oct 31 1999) reveals only 160 minutes out of the 4200
taken up by imported programming (all feature films, no made-for-television
programmes). In other words, after a long period of `deregulation', and in a not
exceptional week, imported programming constitutes only 4% of the prime-time
scheduling of the two most-watchedUK channels. Even on ITV imports are only 6%
of prime-time schedule,way below the 35% of non-originated material that ITV is
allowed to show under the post-1992 regulatory regime. Imports are therefore not
only small in volume in the prime-time of the core channels,they are small in volume
becauseof audiencetastesrather than regulation.

A glance at the current ratings figures published every week in Broadcast provides
extra evidence for this. In the most recent week to hand- that ending 3 October
1999- of the top 70 most watched programmesin the UK (all of them incidentally on
BBC 1 or ITV) 64 are domestically produced, and just six (two US feature films at
nos 29 and 56, and four episodesof the Australian soap Neighbours at no 49,57,61
and 64) are imported (Broadcast 22/10/99 p31).

This is scarcely evidenceof a major `internationalisation' of UK audiencetastes.And,
it should be noted, when we take into accountthat this is the situation after a long
period of `deregulation', it powerfully reinforces my argument in Chapter 1 of
Television under the Tories, that the `internationalisation' of television was not a
Similar
be
shifts.
points
of
policy
could
madeabout more
primary explanation
`economic' aspectsof internationalisation. Take - as important examplesof these-
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foreign ownership and international co-production. Becauseof the UK Government's
formally scrupulous implementation of EU rules, Continental Europeancompanies
have long been able to hold an to hold a controlling interest in UK ITV, breakfast
television or Channel 5 licences. But, despitethis, the Continental Europeandirect
investment in UK terrestrial commercial terrestrial television is still small (the only
important instancebeing CLT's holdings in Channel 5). And, for all the attention that
hasbeen devoted to it during the eighties and nineties, co-production money is still
in
broadcast
few
expenditure
of
of
production
programmes
points
only a
percentage
the UK.

So, when we examine a number of the key indicators for the supposed
`internationalisation of television' we find, in the UK at least, that an apparently
lengthy processof liberalisation has produced remarkably little of the
internationalisation which most observershad expectedit to do.

To this observation should be addeda second. Somemeasuresof `liberalisation' or
`marketisation' may in fact work - at least in the short to medium term - against the
internationalisation of television. Perhapsthe most important examplehere is the
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ascomparedwith Britain). In other words, a particular early measureof liberalisation
actually held back an important aspectof `internalisation'. A similar argument might
also be made for Italy - that the particular form of the early liberalisation of Italian
television, by creating a large number of (primarily domestically owned) terrestrial
services,inhibited the development of (potentially foreign owned and programmed)
new media.

All this reinforces my argument that neither the advent of new media nor the
internationalisation of television can be seenas a prime initial causeof the shift in
broadcastingpolicy (either internationally or in the UK). The development,pace and
direction of each were all dependenton prior government policy. It also strongly
suggeststhat there was no powerful and uniformally positive feedbackon policy from
these subsequentdevelopments.

Aside from `new media' and `internationalisation' one other factor internal to the
television industry has been widely suggestedas an important part of the explanation
for the international `paradigmatic shift' in broadcastingpolicy beginning in the
eighties. This is the `crisis in public service television'. This `crisis' - if it existed at
all, as an independent(as opposedto politically manufactured)factor - consistedof
two different elements,which needto be clearly distinguished. The first was a crisis
increase
in audiencedissatisfactionwith
to
the
significant
audience-a
of relationship
what the public service broadcastersprovided, becauseof either (or a combination of )
globalisation of audiencetastes,fragmentation of audiencetastes or growing
dissatisfaction with political or cultural paternalism(See for example Blumler 1992
broadcasting
financial
17
The
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of
public
service
which
a
was
second
p -19).
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stemmedfrom a combination of the higher than averagerate of cost inflation endemic
to broadcasting(owing particularly to `Baumol's disease') and the flattening in the
growth of licence fee revenuesin the eighties (a consequenceof the near universal
adoption of television in general and colour television in particular) (Noam 1991
p7and Collins, Garnham and Locksley 1988 p16-18). It should be stressedthat these
two crises are logically independent- in principle one could have a well funded
public broadcasterwhich did not supply what the audiencewanted, and one could
equally well have an increasingly under-fundedpublic broadcasterwhich did.

In Chapter 1 of Television Under the Tories (Goodwin 1998 p4-6) I remark on some
of the general problems involved in supposingan audience-based`crisis in public
television' to be a primary determinant of policy. Assertions about globalisation and
fragmentation of audiencetastesare often overdone. In principle they can, at least
broadcasting
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In the first part of Chapter 2 of Television Under the Tories (Goodwin 1998 p12-16) I
identify some of the particular featuresof the pre-1979 UK television structure which
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broadcasting
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more
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and
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in responseto its audiencethan most of its Europeancousins, and thus even less likely
to face major dissatisfaction from that audience. I will shortly return to the more
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generalaspectsof this `British exceptionalism'. Here I will confine myself to noting
that the particular strength of UK public service broadcastingin preserving its
(favourable) relationship with its audiencehas been remarked upon in a number of
comparative studies (for example Blumler 1992 p18).

The supposed`financial crisis' of public service broadcastingis a different matter. In
Television under the Tories I identify it as at least a significant background to policy
in the UK. (Goodwin 1988 p74). However, for two different reasons,we needto be
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period under discussion is Western Europeanin scope. But the UK enteredthis period
with a very different establishedtelevision structure to that of any other Western
Europeancountry - with the minor and partial exception of Finland (Goodwin 1998
p17). The UK had more than two decadesof experienceof coexistenceof public
service television with (highly regulated) commercial television. Virtually the whole
of the rest of Western Europe enteredthe period with a public service monopoly. In
the only major Continental European country where commercial television already
existed alongside the public broadcaster,Italy, that commercial television was only
very recently establishedand largely unregulated.

So, even if we accept that there was a common Western Europeandrive towards
marketisation of television broadcasting,that drive had to operateon (and from) a
quite different institutional base in the UK. Even if the UK Government's
predilictions and ultimate aims were similar to those of its Continental cousins this
inevitably resulted in a different range of political choices and a different set of allies
and obstacles.

This suggeststhat more useful comparative studies might be madebetweenthe UK
and those few other national television systemswhich, like the UK, enteredthe 1980s
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born in mind. Although Australia, Canadaand Japanstarted the 1980swith structures
of television that had much in common with the UK, in each casethe baseof the
public service broadcaster(at least in terms of audience share)was weaker and the
public service requirementson commercial broadcasterswere narrower. So, the
emphasisthat I put on `the rational kernel of the international reputation of the British
television system' which Margaret Thatcher inherited seemsto me both amply born
out by international comparison and crucial to an understandingof what happenedto
it in the following eighteenyears. (Goodwin 1998 p16).

While the important special featuresof the establishedUK television system make
detailed comparisonsbetweentelevision policy in the UK and in other countries
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5) Future Issues for Research

No work of history is ever definitive. There is always new evidenceto be examined,
and old evidenceto be reworked. This is particularly the casewith a work of
contemporaryhistory, such as Television Under the Tories. On the one hand it lacks
the internal documentsof the Government and other agenciesinvolved, and, on the
other, many of the key actors remain alive, and available to be interrogatedor reinterrogated.It should also be stressedthat, given the substantialvolume of relevant
publishedprimary material available, upon which I have already remarked, much
`new' ( that is unexamined, or at least, undigestedby myself or others) material also
still remains in this area.

That said, I consider it unlikely that any study of this `new' material will overturn the
basic picture outlined in Television Under the Tories. I want to conclude by
suggestingsome of the unanswered(or at least only partially answered)questions
raised by my study, and to suggestsomeof the avenuesof researchthat might
usefully be pursuedto try and answerthem.

My claim that the findings of Television Under the Tories are likely to stand,seems
it
that
was almost entirely written without accessto
consider
weakest when we
`official' internal documents. What new evidenceis likely to be discoveredwhen
these documentseventually becomeavailable? Of course it is possible that we might
in
Government.
`master-plan'
television
on
policy
somewhere
uncover a confidential
That would indeed undermine a central part of my study. But such a discovery seems
exceedingly unlikely - all the rest of the evidencespeaksagainst it.
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However there are a number of issuesdiscussedin my study where internal
documents,as and when they becomeavailable, have a more realistic potential either
to reversemy judgements, or to shedsignificantly more light on areason which I have
deliberatelybeen tentative. In the first categorytwo issuesstandout. In Television
Under the Tories I took the view, from the available published evidencethat the
ConservativeGovernment largely stumbled acrossindependentproducers(as a freemarket force) and upon BSkyB. I readily admit that opening of the archives might
prove me wrong - that early on (ie before independentproducersand BSkyB became
accomplishedfacts) there were influential voices in government who saw the proindependent
DTH
UK-directed
production
or
an
of
off-shore,
of
market potential
satellite operation, and moulded policy accordingly.

In the secondcategory my study suggestsseveralimportant questionson which
internal documentsare likely to shedconsiderableextra light. Why did the
Government respondto the PeacockReport in the way it did? What - if any- was the
thinking on the possible electoral consequencesof particular policy measures?What
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Naturally, in the continued absenceof internal documents,all theseissuescould be
pursuedtoday by meansof interviews with the still-living actors in the history.
I haveexplained above why believe that such interviews are likely to yield lessthan
might be commonly expected. But they could prove more fruitful if they focus on
suchproblematic areasas those listed above, establishedby work on the published
primary sources,rather than being less focussedand thus more prone to simply adding
colour to what is already known.

Asidefrom thesequestionsfor furtherresearchspecificallyraisedby my
overwhelming reliance on published primary material there are a number of other
important issuesraised by my study that would be worth pursuing.

One set would be the specialist areasof television policy which inevitably must be
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important, are the EU dimension of television policy and the regulation of digital
technologies.

My study also sharply raisesthe question of the relation of policy to prediction, and
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remark
(see for example Goodwin 1998 p156-7). This is a particularly important issuein the
light of current debateson networked digital media. Much useful researchcould be
done on the background to, quality of and impact on policy, of forecasting about
television during this period.
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In Section2 of this Commentary I pointed to one major (but necessary)gap in my
study- the impact of policy on what was actually available to view. Accompanying,
and often underlying, most of the debateson policy during this period were (often
conflicting) assessmentsof what the effect of policy would be on what the viewers
had to watch. As I observedin that section, any seriousexploration of this has to be
rooted in a major content analysis of television output over time. Such work has been
long overdue, and to date Barnett and Seymour (1999) is the only major study along
theselines. But, it must be stressed,such work facesformidable problems not simply
of availability of programming and the colossalwork of watching it, but also the
probably even more difficult problem of classification. And even if such content
analysis does come up with changes,one is faced with the further not-unimportant
problem of pinning those changesto policy.

Lastly, although my study is unapologetically a study of governmentpolicy,
(Goodwin 1998 p2), it inevitably raisesa host of questionsabout the social and
during
in
UK
history
this
television
many
of
period
period
which
economic
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between
first
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the
the
phase
stageof television and the
respectsconstitutes
`multimedia future'. To date there seemsto have been singularly little attempt to
begin such a history. Hopefully my study will indirectly act as a small stimulus to it.
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1 Forces for Change?

Television as a massmedium was born (in the USA and Britain) in the 40s.By the
early 60s it had spread to virtually all industrialised countries. And by the 1970sit
had long been seen throughout the industrialised and industrialising world
whether for good or bad - as the established mass medium par excellence.
We may usefully term this whole long period - from the 40s right through to
the second half of the 70s - the `first wave' of television. For all the changes in
organisation and developments in programming that took place in those thirty or
so years, essentially the new mass medium of television functioned in the same
fashion throughout. As JayBlumler neatly puts it:
Based on a single delivery system (broadcast air waves), television consisted of a small
number of channels, programmed by a comparatively small number of competitors for
viewers' attention. The main sources of finance, lines of industry organisation, and
patterns of audience patronage were relatively stable. (Blumler, 1991, p. 194)

There were, of course, major national differences between how that handful of
channels was managed. In the USA television, from its birth, had been in private
hands, albeit subject to a substantial degreeof state regulation supposedly in the
had
been
Europe
in state or (as the
interest.
In
the
channels
most
of
public
industry often preferred to see itself) `public' ownership. In a few industrialised
countries (most notably Britain) there was, on the face of it, a mixture of the two
systems- some of the handful of channels being publicly owned, others in private
ownership but subject to substantial state regulation. This question of national
differences in organisation was by no means unimportant. But, that said,
Blumler's neat summary retains its essentialtruth. Television'sfirst wavewas characterised by a few terrestrial channels, with secure and stable sourcesof revenue,
broadcasting,
free
degree
high
to air, a generalisedrange
of
state
regulation
a
and
of programming to a mass audience.
Beginning, roughly, from the end of the 70s, this established and relatively
stable pattern of organisation that had characterised television's first wave was
thrown open to challenge:
'A gale of creative destruction' [Blumler takes the term from the economist Joseph
Schumpeter (1942)] has been unleashed on electronic media systems throughout the
advanced industrial world. An extraordinary mix of technological, organisational,
financial, and political factors has disrupted the familiar patterns of such [broadcasting]
systems and forced their architects to re-examine and redeploy their resources.
(Blumler, 1991, p. 194)

Two decadesafter the challenge to television's first wave began, the process of
re-examination and reorganisation has not yet reached a final conclusion. But,
already, by the second half of the 80s and early 90s, it had given rise to a spate of
books and articles on `The new television marketplace'
or `The broadcasting revolution'. In one sensethis book follows along that path. But it takes advantage of
the fact that it is written a few years after much previous discussion. Many earlier
commentators were describing changes which were only just beginning. During
the last few years we have seenmany of the new developments translate into practice. Two decadesinto television's second wave is surely more than enough time to
begin to make a considered assessmentof the process and begin to assesslater
achievements against earlier plans. This book is a contribution to that assessment.
Its direct focus is narrow, in two ways.
First, it is about one country - the United Kingdom (or Britain, as I shall often
colloquially, if not entirely accurately, call it).
Second, it is about how, during this period, a particular national government
(the Conservative administrations of Margaret Thatcher and John Major,
1979-1997) attempted to influence the processesof change in television. This is,
then, a book about government policy on television in a period of upheaval in the
industry. It is not about how the various players in the industry responded to that
upheaval, although, of course, those industrial players are never far from the
centre of our story.
For most readers in the UK this specific focus will not need much justification.
We, after all, have to live with the consequences.For readers outside the UK (and
more internationally minded readers within it) a little more justification is
required. Four things, I suggest, make the UK experience of more than mere
parochial interest.
First, the UK may not be the USA or Japan, but it is still, on a world scale, a
comparatively large and comparatively highly industrialised country, and one that
possessesa rather `mature' television system. If the widespread developments in
television that I havejust identified have any reality, one would surely expect them
to be operating here.
Second, becausewe live in a world in which nation states,with their own particularities, remain important in policy formulation, global tendencies must still
work themselvesout in a national framework. Particularly when it comes to government policy, and particularly when it comes to television, it is dangerous to
neglect the concrete national casestudy for the neat abstract global generalisation.
Third, in the wake of worldwide political, economic and social changes of the
last two decades,the UK Conservative government particularly under Margaret
Thatcher - has been widely viewed as something of an international pioneer. So,
for anyone generally interested in television policy, the activities of this pioneer in
the field of television should have particular importance.
Lastly, from the birth of the medium, UK television and its organisation have
carried special international significance. Rightly or wrongly, the'BBC model' was
much imitated outside the UK during television's first wave. It still continues to be
looked on for inspiration: for example, in Eastern Europe (Jakubowicz, 1993,
p. 23). To the extent that the UK broadcasting model has been internationally imitated, so, to the same degree, how the original of that model has fared in the face

of the global challengesof the 80s and 90s is also a matter worthy of international
concern.
What was this `extraordinary mix of technological, organisational, financial,
and political factors' that threatened to up-end the stable system of television's
first wave?There were a number of different sets of factors, which often interacted, and, even more often, were claimed to interact. They are, however, logically
distinct. It is worthwhile starting by disentangling thesedifferent forces at work in
the challenge to the traditional structures of television. And, having disentangled
them, it is worth subjecting each to some preliminary critical scrutiny.
Four general pressures for change in television can be distinguished - the
economic, the social and cultural, the technological and the political.
Television's first wave had coincided with what many economists have called
the `Great Boom. From the 40s to the early 70sthe economies of the industrialised
world were characterised by high employment, relatively constant economic
growth and with it the growth of mass consumption, and a high degree of state
intervention and public spending. With those features went a 'welfare consensus.
In the 70sthis post-war economic and social order broke down. `The "oil crisis"
of winter 1973-4 and an international crash in the summer of 1974 brought the
golden years to an abrupt and painful end. (Armstrong et al., 1984,p. 309) That
did not, however, mean a return to the 30s -a return to chronic slump and stagnation; the two decadessince the mid-70s have witnessed some important bursts
of economic growth. But it did mean that, in Eric Hobsbawm's words, `the history
of the twenty years after 1973 is that of a world which lost its bearings and slid
into instability and crisis' (Hobsbawm, 1994,p. 403). The reasonswhy the Great
Boom came to an end, and the nature of the new economic order which succeededit have been, and continue to be, the subject of enormous debate. This is
not the place to even begin to go into that discussion. But, amid the contending
decades
feature
the
after 1973 stands out:
of
one
analyses,
The central fact about the Crisis Decadesis not that capitalism no longer worked as well
as it had done in the Golden Age, but that its operations had become uncontrollable.
Nobody knew what to do about the vagaries of the world economy or possessedinstruments to manage them. The major instrument for doing so in the Golden Age, government policy, nationally or internationally co-ordinated, no longer worked. The crisis
decadeswere the era when the state lost its economic powers. (Hobsbawm, 1994,p. 408)

If state intervention no longer delivered the goods, or at least no longer delivit
is
then
scarcely surprising that a system of telethem
certainty,
with
any
ered
vision so bound up with the state intervention of the post-war boom should feel
the consequences.However, the very nature of the television systemsof the first
wave meant that any such consequenceswere unlikely to occur simply through the
unmediated workings of the world economy. The gale of a more internationally
competitive global economic order could - and did - blow away shipyards and
machine-tool factories simply by the strength of its own force, regardlessof what
do.
try
to
might
governments
But television was different. Its own domestic `markets' were protected by the
technical limitations of terrestrial broadcasting and by the' cultural limitations of
national difference. So the traditional television systems could be more easily

shielded from the economic storm. The fact that there might be cheaper programming produced elsewherewould not produce an automatic effect on systems
which catered for domestic tastes. Brazilian telenovellasmight be cheaper to produce than Coronation Street,and they were certainly
much cheaper to acquire, but
they wouldn't get you sixteen million British viewers. And even if they could, the
`customers' of television were almost wholly private households,
who had much
less ability to evade national regulation than business consumers. The dominant
technology of terrestrial distribution was peculiarly susceptible to national regulation. In order for those national television systemsto be opened
up to the general economic storm, other factors for change would have to make the initial
breach. Then, and only then, could the forces of the world
economy begin to do
whatever direct work they were capable of.
One such initial impulse for change might be social and cultural changesoccurring within the domestic market. If the culture of the domestic audiences moved
away from the culture supplied by the television systems of the first wave, then
that might generate a pressure for change from within, which in turn could open
up those national systemsto further economic challenge. Such a scenario needsto
be taken seriously. Much discussion about society and culture in the industrialised
world in the 80s and 90s has focused on the increasing fragmentation of massculture, a growing awarenessof `difference' between genders, ethnic groups, sexual
orientations and generations and the growth of more individualised lifestyles.
Alongside, and not necessarily in contradiction with this, many other commentators have claimed to perceive a growing globalisation of culture. If either, or both,
developments occurred sufficiently strongly, then they might indeed generate an
audience revolt against traditional television systems.Those systemsof television's
first wave were, after all, established and perfected precisely to cater for massaudiences and for national audiences. If those mass audiences fragmented, or those
national audiences globalised, then here surely was a force for the initial breach.
But there are a number of problems with this line of thinking. First, the claim
of mass audience fragmentation is often considerably overdone. Reviewing some
very interesting audience research from the USA in the late 70s and early 80s,
W. Russell Neuman concludes:
Within the mass of mass society there is a vital diversity of interests and tastes that are
frustrated by the process of aggregation and homogenization practised by the major
media industries ... But in pursuing the matter of different cultural and informational
motivations, perceptions, and worldviews one finds reason to pause. The elements of
adventure, humour, violence, sex and pathos have been consistently present in primordial myths, nineteenth-century novels, and modern media fare (perhaps in roughly
equal proportions). (Neuman, 1991, p. 127)

The television channels of the first wave had often been peculiarly adept at
providing that mix of elements. So long as they continued to provide that mix,
sufficiently updated and of a satisfactory `quality; the handful of general television
programme channels have since shown considerable ability to retain the lion's
share of the audience, against their particularist niche challengers. If this was true
in the USA, it has been even more true in Europe.
Second, whatever fragmentation of culture was occurring, it might to some

degree be accommodated within the traditional handful of channels under state
control or substantial state regulation. Indeed, aswe shall seein Chapters 2 and 3,
such an attempt was made in Britain. The Annan Committee on the future of
broadcasting in the late 70s specifically and prominently identified some important new cultural demands among the changing UK television audience, and profourth
the
to
available UK terrestrial channel to meet them. The
allocate
posed
proposal was put into effect, in modified form, in the early 80s, with the establishment of Channel Four. Both for the new channel itself, and in its impact on
the rest of the channels, this attempt to address new and more diverse audience
demands, within the framework of a limited number of highly regulated terrestrial channels, was not without success.
Third, if the claims about the fragmentation of the massaudience can be overdone, so too can be the claims about the globalisation of the national audience. In
the 80s there was much debate in Europe, in both policy and academic circles,
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for the good reason that such programmes are the exception rather than the rule.
Save for made-for-cinema feature films, primetime viewing in most large
European countries in the second half of the 90s continues to be captured by
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Lastly, even if television viewers were dissatisfied, they could not, under the
television systemsof the first wave,vote with their feet. For technical reasons,terrestrial television broadcasting had only a slight overspill acrossnational frontiers.
In contrast, terrestrial radio broadcasting has displayed rather more trans`official'
foreign
or
pirates
commercial radio
offshore
and
overspill,
national
broadcastershave sometimes been able to capitalise significantly on the dissatisfaction of domestic audiences.Paddy Scannelland David Cardiff argue that Radio
Luxembourg did this in Britain in the 30s (Scannell and Cardiff, 1991,pp. 228-32,
295-8,376). Eli Noam arguesthat radio pirates were an important early factor in
the changes of European broadcasting in the 80s (Noam, 1991, p. 5). But, in

television, so long as terrestrial broadcasting remained technically the only possibility, pirates had no such opportunity.
So, discontented television audiences would have to stick with what they were
given - or act politically to change it. In Britain, at least, there has been little evidence of such mass political demands in the television field. One result of this is
that the UK debate on television policy, which this book chronicles, has been,
despite the vigour of some of its protagonists, largely confined to elite circles.
'How to organise television' was never even a marginal feature of British election
campaigns in the 70s, 80s or 90s. Viewers' desires figured prominently as objects
of discussion in the Elite debate, but primarily in terms of real or supposed expectations, rather than as conscious articulators of immediate political demands.
There were undoubtedly some significant changes in the culture of television
audiences from the mid-70s onwards. They influenced both public policy and
existing broadcasters,and, once the old systemswere changed, they have no doubt
had other effects.But, for a combination of the reasonsgiven above, these changes
were not directly decisive in the initial challenge to the old established television
systems,and, aswe shall see,this was particularly so in Britain. So,perhaps in contrast to some other spheresof economic and social change of the last two decades
for
health
(where
example,
and
education
opting out of the public system has
long been a real possibility for the rich) or telecommunications (where business
customers were important) - in television the consumer was not the first mover.
As Kenneth Dyson and Peter Humphreys observed in 1990 in their international
survey of changing communications markets and policies: 'compared with
telecommunications, broadcasting policy has been less demand driven' (Dyson
and Humphreys, 1991, p. 13).
On the face of it, technological change has played a far more important part in
the 'broadcasting revolution' than changesin consumer preferences.Three different supposed technological changes have been widely seen from the mid-70s as
playing a central role in the challenge to the old broadcasting systems. Two of
these were new technologies of distribution for television - cable and direct
broadcasting by satellite. The third was the technical 'convergence' of broadcasting, telecommunications and computing, and the digital 'revolution' which
underpinned it. Each of these three technological developments, and its possible
effects, needs distinguishing. And each warrants some preliminary close critical
examination.
Cable and direct broadcasting by satellite each produced the same result. They
effectively abolished, or at the very least substantially alleviated, the 'spectrum
scarcity' of terrestrial television. Whereas terrestrial television had been technically limited to delivering only a handful of channels (although rarely as few as
national regulators cared to allocate), cable and satellite could each provide
dozens.
There were, however, two important differences between cable and satellite.
Direct broadcasting by satellite was a genuine technological innovation of the 70s.
Before then it was, quite simply, not technologically possible (telecommunication
satellites were a development of the 60s, dish sizessmall enough to enable practi(or
development
70s).
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television broadcasting to significantly spill over acrossnational frontiers. The old
threat of the offshore radio stations would now be extended to television.
Television audiences,too, could now vote with their feet.
Cable did not have this additional feature. Whether buried in the ground or
carried above it, cable's very tangible physical presencein the locality rendered it
totally subject to national regulation. Also, there must be severe doubts as to
whether cable television can even be seen as a technologicaldevelopment of the
70s.Technologically, it has been possible to carry television and sound broadcasting over wire ever since, or even before, they could be transmitted over the airwaves.And indeed in many countries, for various reasons,significant chunks of
the audience have long had their programmes so delivered. It was regulatory or
limitations,
technological
than
rather
which prevented importreasons,
economic
ant extra programme servicesbeing delivered by wire.
The distinction is sometimes made between the technology of `narrowband'
(few channels) and `broadband' (dozens of channels) cable. But it is not a technological divide located in the 70s. Even narrowband cable could have supplied
extra channels (with additional wiring) had regulators permitted it and entrepreneurs felt it worthwhile to finance it. Of the two broadband technologies, coaxial
cable predated the 'cable revolution' of the 70s, while fibre optics (as a practical
technology) postdated it. Cable, as a provider of significant extra programme services, rather than as a humble re-broadcaster of the handful provided by terrestrial television, mushroomed in the USA in the second half of the 70s as a result
of regulatory decisions and economic calculations. But for the rest of the industrialised world this American regulatory and commercial development was generally perceived as a technological one. Outside the USA, in the late 70s, as a result
of the American example earlier in the decade,broadband cable effectively came
to be seenas major new technology, with potentially revolutionary consequences
for the existing organisation of television, regardlessof whether or not its technology was in fact new.
In contrast to cable, the convergenceof broadcasting, telecommunications and
computing - basedon the'digital revolution' - was a genuinely new technological
development. It was, however, more of a development in theory than in practice,
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from the 70sit was,like audience tastes,an indirect factor. The (often exaggerated)
prospect of convergencemeant that television was now increasingly seenas part
of a rapidly expanding, and therefore commercially potentially lucrative, information technology sector. The new technology of convergencetherefore worked
its initial effects on television systems through the prism of industrial policy through government desire to promote what was seen as an important newly
developing industry (see Chapters 4 and 5). Unless, and until, the 'new' technologies of television delivered satellite television `pirates, not subject to national
discontented
`new'
then
towards
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which
regulation,
technology alone was unlikely to directly make the first breach in the old television systems.
We are therefore left with one last factor asthe decisiveforce in the challengeto

the first-wave television systems- the political one. If national governments operating within the old `welfare consensus' regulated the traditional television systems, so too might national governments - armed with a different agenda choose to de-regulate or re-regulate those systems. That, and only that, would
allow the other forces we have discussedto enter the breach and demonstrate their
mettle.
From the late 70s onwards, this was precisely what happened. One consequence
of the breakdown in the post-war economic order was a resurgenceof free-market
or `neo-liberal' politics, most notably exemplified by Margaret Thatcher's UK election victory of 1979 and Ronald Reagans US victory of 1980 (Green, 1987,
pp. 1-2). Soon, political recipes - like market liberalism, deregulation and privatisation - which had been off the political agenda since before the Second World
War, were politically centre-stage. This does not necessarily mean that there was
some inexorable link between political neo-liberalism and the breakdown of the
post-war boom. (Although the subsequent adoption by proclaimedly social
democratic administrations of free-market policies might suggest there was at
least some connection. ) So we have a question mark here as to how much this was
a purely political challenge to established structures and to what degree an
inevitable political response to an economic one. This is one of the questions this
book will seekto address so far as the limited field of UK television is concerned.
But, either way, we are effectively dealing with a political phenomenon -a
phenomenon of government policy.
The new neo-liberalism posed a challenge acrossthe social and economic spectrum - from health to transport. The structures of television's first wave had been
established in precisely the period of the dominance of state intervention and welfarism, against which the new neo-liberalism defined itself. So, for that reason
alone, television was directly in the firing-line of the neo-liberal challenge. Being
in the firing line is, however, rather different from being shot at. It tells you next
to nothing about what part of your body will be targeted, how accurate the aim
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specific field of television. This question of alternative strategies within the neoliberal camp will form another important theme of our story.
In this worldwide revival of the fortunes of neo-liberal politics that has been so
important an international feature of the last two decades, the British
Conservative administration of 1979-97 has been widely seen to have a central
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deregulation of telecommunications - the UK Conservative government pioneered an approach which others would later follow.

" That said, the questions begin. From virtually the moment the Conservatives
regained office in Britain in 1979,there began a vigorous debateon what has often
been referred to as `Thatcherism. How coherent was it? How effectively did it
promote the neo-liberal agenda?How much did it persist into the administration
of John Major? How substantial were the real results of its policies? And were
these results for good or ill?
This book attempts to illuminate some of those general questions in the specific
field of television -a field which has been rather neglected in more general studies
of the Thatcher phenomenon.
It seemswise, then, to make some preliminary observations about the debate
on `Thatcherism; and to suggest what bearing they might have on the UK
Conservative governments' television policies between 1979 and 1997.
One of the most significant and influential studies of the politics of the British
Conservative government after 1979 is Andrew Gamble's The Free Economy and
the Strong State. Gamble builds upon the influential analysis of `Thatcherism'
developed in the 80s by the magazine Marxism Today,but in an altogether more
nuanced way than some of that magazine's contributors. Gamble's argument is
that Thatcherism can best be seenas:
A political project developed by the Conservative leadership, which sort to reestablish
the conditions - electoral, ideological, economic and political - for the Conservative
Party to resume its leading role in British politics
As a political project Thatcherism
...
had three overriding political objectives - to restore the political fortunes of the
Conservative Party, to revive market liberalism as the dominant public philosophy and
to create the conditions for a free economy by limiting the scope of the state while
restoring its authority and competence to act. It is becauseThatcherism deliberately set
out an alternative to the policy regime that had been established since the 1940sthat it
has attracted such attention. (Gamble, 1994,pp. 4-5)

Talk of Thatcherism as a new and distinct political project immediately raises two
questions. First, how new was the project? Second,how much could it evenbe dig`project'?
by
In other words, to what extent was it the enacting of
the
term
nified
a single thought-out plan? Gamble identifies two poles of criticism of his
approach which coincide with these questions. The first, he claims, `objectsto the
use of the term on the grounds that Thatcherism is in principle no different from
other forms of Conservatism: The second `is sceptical that the Thatcher government ever pursued clear and consistent ideological objectives' (Gamble, 1994,
p. 2).
Gamble associateshis second set of critics with the work of another leading
commentator on the politics of the Thatcher era, Peter Riddell. Riddell is withering in his criticism of the approach to `Thatcherism' propounded by Marxism
Today,most clearly and subtly expressedin Gamble:
Hindsight often provides the coherence and clarity denied to contemporaries. To talk,
as the new Marxists do, of a coherent hegemonic project, or of the Thatcher project, is
meaningless as well as absurd.... The word `project' conveys the impression of the Blue
Peter television programme and papier-mache models
The new Marxists may be
...
right to seethe Thatcherism of the late 1980sas a deliberate attempt to replace the postwar social democratic consensusand to create an economic and political constituency

for capitalist values and aspirations. But that has been very much a second and thirdterm phenomenon. That was not what the Conservatives were about in opposition or
in their first term, up to 1983. The radicalism of the late 1980s has developed on the
basis of earlier political successes.Or, rather, many of the most important new policies
have been the result of the failures of initial policies and in response to circumstances.
(Riddell, 1991, pp. 4-5)

We can see that, amid his scorn for the notion of `projects, Riddell makes one
important concession to the position he criticises -'The new Marxists may be
right to seethe Thatcherism of the late 1980sas a deliberate attempt to replace the
post-war social democratic consensus and to create an economic and political
constituency for capitalist values and aspirations' (my emphasis).
Gamble, in turn, makes two important concessionsto critics like Riddell. First,
he recognisesthat:
Thatcherism is sometimes represented as though in 1979 there existed a set of policy
blueprints ready for immediate implementation. No actual policy process could ever
work in that way. What distinguished the Thatcher government from its predecessors
was not detailed policy plans but its strategic sense of its long-term objectives and its
pragmatism concerning the means to achieve them. (Gamble, 1994, p. 6)

Second, an,important part of Gamble's book (Chapter 4) is devoted to mapping
out three different phases (1979-82,1982-7 and 1987-90) of the Thatcher government, with the claim that the Thatcher administration `became more radical
as time went on' (p. 130).
So, in an important sense,in dealing with different approaches to Thatcherism,
we do not have two diametrically opposed analyses,but rather a spectrum of possibilities, with the extremes ruled out on either side. The issue is not whether the
politics of the Thatcher governments were totally planned in advance or merely
pragmatic responses to events, but rather just how coherent they were, or even
more importantly, how coherent they became.That is one of the central questions
I will try to answer with regard to the post-1979 Conservative government's television policy. I will also explore to what extent that television policy was an extension of broader concerns on the part of the government, and to what extent
specific to the particularities of television.
The concept of `Thatcherism' raises three other issues,all of which also have a
bearing on television policy. First, how much did `Thatcherism' end with Margaret
Thatcher's fall from office, and how much did it continue under John Major?
Second,how effective has'Thatcherism' been in achieving its proclaimed goals?
There has been an array of books which attempt to grapple with this problem of
the extent of the real achievements of the Thatcher revolution. They span a wide
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itiatives and modification or shelving of old ones, and as years in which previous
policy initiatives worked their way through into practice.
Lastly, I will attempt to make a more general assessmentof post-1979 Tory television policy, adopting a point of view which is generally critical of the Tory project (whether new or old, coherent or not). One indisputable fact about the Tory
yearsin the UK is that what started out aspeculiarly Conservative Party nostrums
have since - for good or ill - become the conventional wisdom of public policy,
accepted both by Tony Blair's New Labour Party and by the great majority of
`independent' commentators and experts. This is true of television broadcasting,
just as it is of local government, health care, public utilities or education. In the
following chapters I will endeavour to trace the shifts in conventional wisdom on
television over the past two decadesand relate them to Tory policy. But conventional wisdom does not necessarilyequate to truth. As I shall try to show, this is at
least as much the casein television as it is in other spheresof public activity. Some
more general political criticisms of the neo-liberal agenda may be reinforced by
an analysis of how it has been applied to British television over the last two
decades.If the evidence supports them, the fact that such criticisms sit uncomfortably with what has become the conventional wisdom about broadcasting
should not stand in the way of making them.
We need to bear in mind throughout this account that Government policies are
not made by governments alone. Governments have to get their initial ideas for
policy from somewhere.And that somewhere more often than not means somewhere else.Even the most ideological administrations do not simply suck all their
policies out of their own heads.And once they have got their initial policy ideas,
even the most determined administrations do not proceed to implement them by
simple diktat. They face obstaclesand they consult. And - to a greater or lesser
extent - they modify their policies in accord with those obstaclesand the results
of their consultations. They are also more or lessvigorously lobbied by interested
parties, and more or less vigorously opposed by their political opponents. These
processes,too, have their effects.
So,in examining Tory policy on television we must take note of the other actors
in the play, and their relative importance and effectiveness.Those other actors
include civil servants,regulators, different elementswithin the industry and other
related industries, political think-tanks, the pressand the political opposition. We
will try and assesstheir respectiveimpact.
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2

UK Television 1979

When Margaret Thatcher won the general election of May 1979 her new administration inherited responsibility for a solidly established
national television system with a very considerable international reputation. `Those of us who have
discussedthe matter abroad,' commented the Annan Committee on The Future of
Broadcasting in 1977, `or with those who have lived in other countries and can
make comparisons, are struck by how often we meet with the response: "The
British have the the best broadcasting in the world"' (Annan, 1977, p. 28).
Similar views have been much repeated in subsequent years. No doubt they
contain, and always have contained, both a good deal of parochial smugness on
the part of British observers and an equal dose of uninformed romanticism from
commentators abroad. But they also reflect a considerable measure of truth. In
1979 Britain had one of the longest-established and strongest television systemsin
the world, one which had a number of distinctive and, often rightly, admired features. Britain, along with the USA and Germany, had been one of the three prewar pioneers of television, with the BBC starting television broadcasting in 1936.
The war interrupted this early beginning, but the BBC recommenced television
broadcasting in 1946, ahead of any other European country.
This early post-war beginning was more than reflected in the growth of the new
medium in Britain. By 1972,93 per cent of British households had a television,
and by 1979, the figure had risen to 97 per cent - virtually saturation point. Of
those 1979 UK television households more than two-thirds had a colour set
(GUS, 1996, p. 26). Television had become a universal medium in the UK earlier
than in virtually any other European country. So, for example, in 1965 Britain was
second only to Sweden in the European league table of television licences,per
thousand of population. With 249 per 1,000 it was significantly ahead of West
Germany (193) and way ahead of either France (133) or Italy (116) (UNESCO,
1989,10.29). So the incoming Thatcher government inherited one of the world's
most mature television markets and one of its most experienced television
audiences.
This maturity and experience was not simply due to an early start and rapid
growth. It was also a product of some peculiar features of the organisation of television in Britain. From their early days, first radio and then television in the UK
were part of a state monopoly run by a public corporation at arm's length from
government - the BBC. Historically this model of organisation served as the
major international alternative to the wholly commercial structures of broadcasting in the USA.
But Britain was also a pioneer in mixing state broadcasting with commercial.
12

The UK broke its state monopoly of television in 1955 with the birth of ITV. The
only other European country to make a similar step at that time was Finland. The
rest of the Continent had to wait for a generation or more for the state monopoly
of television to end. In Italy commercial television began on a local pirate basisin
the early 70s,and was legitimised by a decision of the Italian Constitutional Court
in 1976.By 1979 national commercial networks in Italy were only just beginning
to gel. In France commercial television was to start only in 1984,and in Germany
in 1985.In most of the rest of Europe it came even later.
So, in 1979, the Thatcher administration inherited not merely a longestablished television system but one which also had extensive experience of at
least limited competition in television provision, which was then virtually unparalleled in Europe, and indeed in most of the rest of the world.
The introduction of commercial television to Britain in the early 50s was
initially deeply controversial and largely driven by Thatcher's predecessorsin the
Conservative Party. But by 1979 both the existence of commercial television in
Britain, and its coexistencewith a public broadcaster,had long since ceasedto be
debate
between
the major parties.
of
political
a matter
Commercial television in the UK rapidly had an impact on public broadcasting. The BBC responded to competition by developing a distinctly more popular
touch, and thus succeededin retaining a substantial section of the television audience.It also responded to its new competitor and to changesin British society by
becoming politically more independent of the government of the day, and socially
and culturally lessdeferential to the British Establishment (Scannell, 1996,p. 28).
If the public service side of British television rapidly became more'independent'after 1955,the `independent' side soon took on more public service characteristics. From the start British commercial television operated within a public
service framework. The regional ITV companies were in theory simply contractors to supply programming (in return for the right to sell advertising) to a public body, with public service goals, first called the ITA (Independent Television
Authority), and then renamed the IBA (Independent Broadcasting Authority)
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1972.In 1962 the Pilkington Committee on broadcasting had lambasted the early
performance of ITV (Pilkington, 1962,pp. 51-68). It consequently recommended
awarding the now available third television channel to the BBC and advocated
changesto the governanceof ITV which would bring commercial television more
firmly within a public service framework. Pilkington's recommendations on the
third channel were acceptedby the (then Conservative) government and BBC 2
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Committee put it in 1977,`the Pilkington Report transformed the face of ITV
(Annan, 1977, p. 146). The ITA and then the IBA obliged the contractors to cut
back on some more nakedly commercial programme formulas and imposed upon
them more stringent public service obligations.
Thus was born, by at least the end of the 60s, what the Annan Committee was
to call the `duopoly in British television, and the PeacockCommittee later to label
the'comfortable duopoly. It was this - by 1979 firmly established- duopoly that
Thatcher's government inherited. Any estimation of the changes that the
13

Conservatives were to try and make to British television in subsequent yearsmust
therefore start by outlining the key features of this television duopoly.
In 1979 British television consisted of three generalist channels, all broadcasting a full range of informational and entertainment programming. Two of these,
BBC 1 and BBC 2, were national channels programmed, scheduled and transmitted by a single public corporation, the BBC. The third, ITV, was a national
network, programmed and effectively scheduled by a federation of regional
commercial television companies for transmission by a second public television
authority, the IBA. In 1980 the audience shares of these channels were roughly as
follows: 39 per cent to BBC 1,12 per cent to BBC 2 and 49 per cent to ITV (AGB,
1996a,p. 46).
British television in 1979 was, in effect, exclusively terrestrial television. Yearsof
public investment in terrestrial transmission infrastructure by both the BBC and
ITA/IBA had ensured that by the end of the 70s nearly 100 per cent of the UK
population were able to receive over the airwaves a television signal of acceptable
(and, by international standards, high) quality.
While that terrestrial transmission system was being built, cable redistribution
of first radio and then television had been a significant minority feature of British
broadcasting, particularly in areas where terrestrial reception was, or had been,
poor. At the beginning of the 80s some 2.5 million UK households - 14 per cent
of the total - received their television via `narrowband' cable with a capacity of
perhaps half-a-dozen channels. What these households received over the wire was
the same three television channels that the rest of the population received over the
airwaves - albeit with better picture quality and perhaps cheaper receiving equipment. At most, British cable subscribers got an extra out-of-region ITV service an add-on which was not of great significance given that the most popular of ITV
programmes were overwhelmingly nationally networked.
The idea of using cable to provide extra television services(in addition to relaying the terrestrial ones) was not an entirely new one in British broadcasting policy. Between 1966 and 1968 Harold Wilson's Labour government authorised
commercial experiments with a pay cable television service (consisting mainly of
films) in Southwark, Westminster and Sheffield. And from 1972 Edward Heath's
Conservative government authorised experiments with community cable services
(relying heavily on voluntary personnel for programming) in a number of towns,
including Bristol, Wellingborough, Sheffield and Greenwich. By 1976, all but
Greenwich had been abandoned (Hollins, 1984, pp. 45-6). Given the `failure' of
these experiments, British cable, in 1979,still remained confined essentially to the
relay of terrestrially broadcast services. As the terrestrial transmission system
improved in quality, the attractions of cable relay became less, to the extent that
by the end of the 70s the UK cable industry was in slow decline. In 1982 it was
reported that subscribers had fallen by 140,000 over the past five years, and some
of the leading companies traditionally involved in British cable were already pursuing withdrawal strategies (ITAP, 1982, p. 10).
With direct reception by satellite negligible (dishes were numbered in hundreds
intents
in
British
1979
to
television
and purposes
than
thousands),
all
was
rather
confined to the BBC/ITV duopoly.
The BBC and ITV competed for audiences,but not for revenue. BBC television
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funded
and
advertising
was
wholly (apart from a small revenue from
carried no
international programme sales)by the licence fee, of which the BBC was the sole
recipient. ITV, in contrast, was funded entirely (again, apart from international
programme sales) by the sale of airtime for advertising. Each regional ITV contractor was the monopoly seller of television advertising in its area (apart from
London, where the region was split between a weekday and a weekend contractor). So,not only did the two major poles of the duopoly not compete for revenue,
but within the commercial side there was little or no internal competition for revenue. One early proprietor of a regional ITV company had famously described an
ITV franchise as `a licence to print money' (Sendall, 1982,p. 150). That may have
been an exaggeration,but the relatively securemonopoly funding of ITV had long
been recognised by the government, which imposed a special tax - the `levy' - on
either ITV advertising revenuesor profits.
Competition for audiencesbetween the two sides of the duopoly was intense,
but not unlimited. Both the BBC and ITV operated under public service constraints which ensured that they did not provide a schedule designed simply to
but
broadcast
instead
numbers,
a wider range of different
audience
maximise
types of informational and cultural programmes than would have been supplied
by the demands of crude audience maximisation. The result was that in 1979 the
three UK channels were widely perceived as providing a more varied diet of
programming than the three US networks. '
The British television industry of 1979 was a vertically integrated one. On the
BBC side of the duopoly this vertical integration was absolute. The BBC transmitted and scheduled its programmes and made virtually all of them in-house.
On the ITV side things were somewhat more complicated. The IBA was the sole
transmitter of ITV programmes and had some theoretical responsibility for their
scheduling. In practice, the scheduling of regional programmes was done by the
regional companies individually and the scheduling of network programmes by a
committee of the ITV companies together with the IBA. ITV regional companies
made virtually all of their regional programmes in-house. National news programming was made by ITN, collectively owned by all the ITV companies. Apart
from news, originally commissioned network programmes for ITV were made, in
the main, in-house by the `big five' ITV companies. These did not compete for
programme slots but carved up network provision between them. Virtually all
other originally commissioned ITV programmes not made by the `big five' were
produced in-house by the other smaller regional companies. In 1979 there were
only a handful of independent television production companies (`independent,
that is, of the broadcasters).They contributed probably lessthan 1 per cent of the
ITV.
BBC
or
of
either
output
programme
Vertically integrated, and with two separate,large and fairly secure streams of
income, British television in 1979 was produced by a largely permanently
in
big
concentrated
relatively
predominantly
units. The BBC
employed workforce,
had about 23,000 employeesin its Home Services,about 16,500of whom worked
in television,2 and were heavily concentrated in London. The ITV companies had
in
in
(plus
IBA,
1,300
575,
ITN) (Paulu, 1981,
12,400
the
total
and
another
of
a
p. 128), more widely spread geographically, but concentrated in London and a
handful of regional centres. Such employment structure provided fertile ground
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for trade unionism. The old film and entertainment
craft unions had early on
established closed shops in much of ITV. And in the BBC, what had previously
been a staff association, the ABS, was by 1979 rapidly transforming itself into
a
fully fledged trade union.
Alongside the growth of trade unionism, by 1979 the
economic and institutional features of, and public constraints on, the television duopoly had also
fostered a certain type of television `professionalism. This
put `programmes first,
sometimes in the interests of audience maximisation but also from a public
interest and cultural perspective. This `professionalism'
was not confined to the
BBC; it also moulded the employee culture of the ITV companies. As late as 1986
research for the PeacockCommittee reported that one of the ITV companies was
'sometimes described as more BBC than the BBC' (Nossiter, 1986, 21). In other
p.
words, it had the same public service culture as the BBC.
From the start, both BBC and ITV had been required to show aa large proportion of domestically produced (and therefore - with the exception of UK films effectively originally commissioned) programming. Even before ITV went on the
air the `86/14 rule' had been agreed by the regulators and the companies, whereby
foreign-filmed programmes could only
amount to 14 per cent of broadcast hours
(Sendall, 1982, pp. 107-9). As the years
went on, and as broadcasting hours
increased,the rule came to be applied with an increasingly large
number of loopholes. But the comparatively large size and affluence of the British television market helped to underpin the requirement that a substantial majority of
programming, particularly at peak time, be domestically produced. A big advertising and licence fee base ensured that the broadcasters could afford to do what
they were required to do. The economics and politics of the duopoly reinforced
this. So by 1979 British television audiences were used to, and demanded, a large
proportion of domestically produced material, with high production values,
acrossthe full range of programme genres (apart, perhaps, from feature films -a
result more of the weaknessof the British film industry than of British television).
These features of the duopoly provide the rational kernel of the international
reputation of the British television system. Separatefunding and an overall public service framework had secured diversity of programming, rather than the
`lowest common denominator' of commercially driven audience maximisation.
Competition for audiences and one-remove control of public service, had
contributed to a more popular and less deferential approach to television. Secure
funding and public service obligations had produced a professional culture of,
and an audience taste for, high-budget, sometimes controversial, domestically
produced programming.
So, the television duopoly that Margaret Thatcher inherited was in many
respectsa particularly healthy one. But it was not without its domestic critics. Far
from it.

Challenges to the system
The decade before 1979, which had witnessed the consolidation of the classic
British television duopoly, had also seena vigorous critical debate about the state
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and future of British television. This debate received official recognition in the
report of the Annan Committee on The Future of Broadcasting,published in 1977.
The debate was a complex one, which we can scarcely do justice to here. But
some of its key features - and some of its key absences- need highlighting in
order to properly understand Tory policy in the years that followed. Commenting
on the decade and a half that had elapsed between the report of the Pilkington
Committee in 1962 and its own in 1977,the Annan Committee observed:
The most striking change in broadcasting was brought about by the change during this
period (1962-77) in the culture of our country. The ideals of middle-class culture, so
felicitously expressedby Matthew Arnold a century ago,which had created a continuum
of taste and opinion, always susceptible to change and able to absorb the avant-garde
within its own urban, liberal, flexible principles, found it ever more difficult to accommodate the new expressions of life in the sixties. The new vision of life reflected divisions within society, divisions between classes,generations and sexes,between north
and south, between the provinces and London, between pragmatists and ideologues....
At once inflationary in the expectations of what political power could achieveand deflationary towards those in power who failed to give effect towards those expectations, the
new mood expresseditself in a rhetoric of self-conscious unrest, in exploration rather
than explanation, in the politics of perpetual crisis and strain, in innovation rather than
adjustment, in the potentialities rather than in the probabilities of the future. (Annan,
1977, p. 14)
Committee itself noted, this change in mood coincided with
expanded recruitment in broadcasting. So its impact was felt within the duopoly.
Established conventions of programme form and content were often successfully
in
by
But
the
change
mood also issued a chalprogramme-makers.
challenged
lenge to the structures of the duopoly. As Annan put it: `The shift heightened the
tensions between the Broadcasting Authorities themselves and the younger producers, but even more dramatically between the Broadcasting Authorities and the
Government' (p. 15).
As the Annan

From Pilkington through to the end of the 70s the established position of the
television duopoly was brought into question. 'It has been put to us, reported the
Annan Committee:
that broadcasting should be 'opened up. At present, so it is argued, the broadcasters
have become an overmighty subject, an unelected elite, more interested in preserving
their own organisation intact than in enriching the nation's culture. Dedicated to the
broadcasters
how
balance
impartiality,
the
can
and
reflect the mulconcepts
of
outworn
titude of opinions in our pluralist society? (p. 16)

Annan maintained that 'people of all political persuasions began to object that
formulation
(p.
Such
biased
15).
or
obnoxious'
a
may
were
programmes
many
have been a suitably diplomatic one for an official committee of inquiry to make,
but it was hardly an accurateaccount of the predominant flavour of critical debate
had
been
in
broadcasting
True,
70s.
the
there
the
one significant
structures of
on
debate
broadcasting
to
the
of the 60s and 70swhich clearly stood on
contribution
the right - the concern with so-called 'taste and decency' articulated by Mary
Whitehouse's National Viewers' and Listeners' Association. (Although even here,
as one notable left-wing contributor to the 70s debate,Nicholas Garnham, noted
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at the time, `Much of the force behind the Whitehouse movement comes not so
much from disgust with programmes as from a justifiable dislike of the arrogance
of broadcasters' (Garnham, 1978, p. 45).
But the main thrust of criticism came at least vaguely from the left. It
reflected the growth since the early 60s of trade union militancy, a shift in political mood to the left, new visions of gender and ethnic oppression, more forceful
social and cultural liberalism and suspicion of a class- or Establishment-based
state.All of these causeswere seen in the 60s and 70s as the ideological terrain of
the left: In broadcasting terms they entailed a critique of the television duopoly as
representative of narrow Establishment interests, and the searchfor more bottomup, democratically accountable and pluralist structures.
In a 1973 British Film Institute monograph on the Structures of Television,
Nicholas Garnham argued that rather than the `comforting, mythic view of British
broadcasting':
What we in fact have is a system in which two powerful institutions responsible not to
the public but to the real, though hidden, pressures of the power elite, government, big
business and the cultural establishment, manipulate the public in the interest of that
power elite and socialise the individual broadcaster so that he collaborates in this
process almost unconsciously. (Garnham, 1978, p. 16)

Garnham's view was symptomatic. Many of the 70s critics of the broadcasting
duopoly might have cast their criticism in more liberal and pluralist language.
However, in the specific circumstances of the 70s,these were but extra dimensions
of the same universe of criticism. Much of it issued from the broadcasting trade
unions and the new, and still (in Britain, at least) distinctly left-flavoured academic disciplines of media, film and cultural studies. More liberal- and pluralistminded critics, including a significant number of television producers, engaged
with their more ideological colleagues,not as opponents but as co-thinkers in the
same terrain of debate. So, for example, proponents of independent production
felt it natural to seeklegitimation for their ideas in trade union circles. A handful
of consciously free-market programme-makers were active in the discussion, but
any overall free-market position was notable by its absencefrom the broadcasting
debate of the 70s.
The 70s critique of the existing broadcasting set-up targeted all the institutions
of the duopoly - including a single monolithic and unaccountable BBC - but
became increasingly focused on demands about the future organisation of the
fourth national terrestrial channel. Technically, such a channel had been available
since the beginning of the 60s. By the end of the 70s most British television sets
had a fourth button to switch it straight on. It was how the fourth channel was to
be organised that excited twenty years of controversy.
The Annan Committee on The Future of Broadcastingwas set up in this climate.
A proposal for the establishment of a committee on the future of broadcasting
had first been mooted at the end of the 1964-70 Labour government, and Lord
Annan had been appointed to chair it. The committee was opposed as unnecessaryby the Conservatives in opposition, and when the Tories gained office in
1970 they scrapped it. But Labour resurrected the committee when they, in turn,
regained office in 1974.
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A committee of inquiry into broadcasting had long been a unifying demand
among the critics of the duopoly. However, when it reported in 1977 the Annan
Committee disappointed many of them. The Committee was on the whole praising and protective of the existing structures of the television duopoly. But, in the
main questions it addressed,it took the - predominantly leftish - 70s critics very
seriously. And on the central issue of the fourth channel, it made important recommendations in their favour.
`We do not believe, the Annan Committee assertedearly on in its report, `that
the present structure of broadcasting, which was devised to meet the needsof the
1960s,will be adequateto meet the demands of the 1980s.It added, more specifically, that `the present duopoly, under which all programmes broadcast are the
responsibility of the BBC or the IBA, has already shown signs of becoming a
strait-jacket and inhibiting the development of new services'(Annan, 1977,p. 29).
These general assertions were very much in tune with the approach of the 70s
critics. But when it came to examining many of their more specific themes for
reform, the Committee was, after sympathetic consideration, ultimately
unresponsive.
So, for example, the Committee considered but then rejected the proposal for
an over-arching Executive Broadcasting Commission responsible for broadcasting
as a whole. `However pure and valiant the Commission might be in its early days,
it would in the end become - what the Authorities are accusedof being -a selfserving and self-perpetuating power group within the system' (p. 37). The
Committee welcomed the fact that it had been forced to think through the role of
the existing broadcasting authorities, but concluded that
the Authorities are themselvesaccountable to Parliament for their decisions and the services they provide, and Parliament itself is accountable to the electorate. This pragmatic
solution to a complex problem has stood the test of fifty years operation, and we consider should be maintained in its essentials.(p. 39)

Relations between government, Parliament and the broadcasting authorities did
not, in the Committee's view, require much adjustment.
The Annan Committee considered at length whether the BBC should be broken
up, but (with a dissenting minority proposing a split between radio and television) rejected the idea.`The sheersizeof the BBC's resources... enablesthe BBC
to produce programmes which in range and volume are probably unmatched'
(p. 116). Similar praise was showered on the output of ITV. `In our view, asserted
the Committee, `there is no doubt that Independent Television, while remaining
during
last
has
in
12 years' (p. 148). In the lively and
improved
the
quality
popular,
`the
commercial sector has by common consent
of
news,
presentation
professional
surpassedthe BBC' (p. 149).
In short, while the Annan Committee systematically addressed many of the
issuesraised by the 70s critics, and claimed that it too wanted to end the duopoly,
most of its conclusions advocated a maintenance of the duopoly's central institutional and financial framework. The Committee did maintain that there was a
`more
broadcasting
the
to
organisations
responsiveto the opinions of
make
need
their audience' (p. 39), but its specific institutional proposals on this score were
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modest - the most notable and enduring being that a statutory Broadcasting
Complaints Commission should be set up (pp. 57-60).
On only one major issue did the Annan Committee come down decisively in
favour of the 70s critics and advance some significant
way towards its own stated
ambition of ending the broadcasting duopoly. This was, however, the issue that
had become the centrepiece of the previous decade'sdebates the
shape of the
future fourth television channel.
There had been debate about what form the fourth channel should take ever
since the Pilkington Committee (for a comprehensive survey of that debate, see
Lambert, 1982,pp. 5-83). Put crudely, there were two sides to the argument. One
side, broadly supported by the ITV companies and the IBA, argued that the fourth
channel should become a second commercial station, run by the ITV companies
form
one
or
other
of'ITV 2. The opposing side, broadly supported by what we
have called the 70s critics, argued for a new third force in television. This
was variously conceived of as an educational channel, a locally oriented one or
- an
increasingly favoured option
independent
channel
organised
as
an
and plu-a
ralist publisher of programmes from a variety of previously under-represented
sources.By the time the Annan Committee began its deliberations, the battle lines
had in practice become slightly softened, because most advocates of `ITV 2'
envisagedsome element of independent and complementary scheduling, a certain
educational element and a significant supply of programming from sources
additional to the ITV companies. The advertising industry added an extra complexity to the debate - eager that, on the one hand, the new channel should be
commercial, but equally keen, on the other, that it should introduce competition
into the sale of television advertising, and therefore should not be wholly controlled by the ITV companies. But that there remained a fundamental divide
between the two basic positions `ITV 2' and a new independent third force in
television - was still passionately felt among active participants in the broadcasting debate.
The most notable of the `third force' schemesfor the new channel was the proposed establishment of a National Television Foundation. This was first advanced
by former BBC producer and then media academic, Anthony Smith, in 1972 (see
Appendix II to Smith, 1976, pp. 287-96), vigorously advocated by him in the following years,and eliciting considerable support among the trade union, academic
and producer critics of the duopoly. The National Television Foundation, argued
Smith:
would supplement existing broadcasting by broadening the input by allowing anyone to
bring a project to it, whether an independent programme maker with a finely worked
out plan, or a firm, organisation or individual with merely a well argued complaint that
some issue was failing to get across to the public. The Foundation would then play a
kind of impresario role, merely allocating resources to some but fitting producers,
writers, technicians to others who arrived only with an idea, a grievance, a cause.
(quoted in Annan, 1977, p. 234)

Among the many proposals made to the Committee, it was Smith's approach to
the fourth channel which found most favour with Annan and his colleagues:
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A great opportunity would be missed if the fourth channel were seen solely in terms of
extending the present range of programmes ... We seethe fourth channel as a challenge
to broadcasters. Surely they will not be incapable of creating programmes of a different
and intriguing kind. So we do not see the fourth channel merely as an addition to the
deeper
force
for
in
but
a
a
plurality
sense.Not only could it be a
as
outlets,
plurality of
nursery for new forms and new methods of presenting ideas,it could also open the door
to a new kind of broadcast publishing. (p. 235)

Such a vision, the Committee concluded, required a new authority. To leave the
be
it
dominated
by
hands
IBA
in
to
that
the
the
would
ensure
was
of
new channel
ITV. So Annan and his colleagues recommended the establishment of an Open
Broadcasting Authority (OBA). The OBA would not be required to provide either
for
in
its
balanced
the
take
to
programmes
responsibility
or
evening's schedule
a
`the
OBA should operate as a publisher and
IBA.
Instead,
BBC
the
or
sameway as
its obligations should be limited to those placed on any other publisher.
The programmes broadcast by the OBA would, the Committee anticipated, fall
into three general categories: educational programmes; programmes made by
individual ITV companies `who have ideas for varying their programmes'; and,
`aboveall, there would be programmes from a variety of independent producers.
We attach particular importance to this third category as a force for diversity and
new ideas' (pp. 236-7).
The Committee proposed a mixture of funding sourcesfor the OBA: sponsorbodies
CBI
TUC,
Council,
Arts
the
educational
and,
and
subscription,
ship, public
last but by no means least, advertising - organised in large blocks rather than the
by
(pp.
breaks
ITV
237-8).
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traditionally
practised
programme
smaller spots
So, on what was seenat the time as the crucial issue of the fourth channel, the
Annan Committee had decided in favour of the 70s critics. On most other issues
it had disappointed them. But it is testament to their influence on the climate of
broadcasting debate in the second half of the 70s that, even where it rebuffed
them, the critics largely set the agenda of the Annan Committee, the issues it
its
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report.
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The climate of broadcasting debate in the 70s is indicated not only by the subjects that the Annan Committee chose to addressbut also by those it chose not to
broadcasting
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Four
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all of
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debate of the Thatcher and Major years,were effectively absent from the central
deliberations of the Committee.
First was the question of the economic efficiency - and thus the cost to the condismissed
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Secondwas any notion of the inherent virtues of market competition. `The new
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`We want to ensure that any new broadcasting system includes competition, not
just for audiences but for variety and excellence' (pp. 29-30). But there Annan
for
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discussion
television,
Its
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critique of the
possibilities
new
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stopped.
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duopoly, was always framed in terms of public service, programme quality and
diversity, and the audience, not the market.
Third was any conception of broadcasting as a national industry to be fostered
for industrial purposes. How new developments in broadcasting might promote
the international position of UK programming or UK equipment manufacturers
was simply not a criterion which the Annan Report addressedin either its general
deliberations or in formulating its recommendations.
And fourth was any substantial attention to the implications of the new technologies of television distribution via satellite or cable. The Annan Report devoted
fewer than two of its 500 pagesto satellite broadcasting, and fewer than a dozen
to cable. And what it said in those few pageswas distinctly low key. `What future
remains for cable television in the United Kingdom? ' asked the report:
We do not contemplate it providing yet another service comparable to BBC I or 2 or
ITV, nor as an amplification to the fourth channel. There comes a time when there will
be insufficient professional talent to provide further services of a traditional kind
...
That is why we argue that cable television should develop as a local community service.
A national cable network, and how it might operate, could be safely put off to the next
century. (pp. 221-2)

On satellite television, Annan's timescale was similarly laid-back:
We guessthat countries in Western Europe, which have a heavy investment in conventional broadcasting and are relatively small geographically, will not give a high priority
to providing broadcasting satellite services. But we cannot rule out the possibility that
there will be a move to launch a service in the next 15 years. (p. 385)

In its neglect of these four issues, the Annan Committee was being neither
eccentric nor perverse.It was, rather, reflecting the predominant strands of debate
on television in Britain during the 70s. In this debate the issues of economic
efficiency, the free market, broadcasting as a national industry on a world stage
and the new technologies of distribution3 were, in practice, marginal.

Tory policy before 1979
The Conservative Party was not a major contributor to the long debate about television which preceded the Annan Report. Both in office and opposition the party
had opposed the setting up of a committee of inquiry on the general future of
broadcasting. It was, Tory Shadow Home Secretary,William Whitelaw, explained
later, `unnecessaryand possibly even dangerous to subject our system of broadcasting to regular root and branch reviews which occupy many people's scarce
time and may well lead only to a prolonged period of uncertainty' (HoC Debates,
23 May 1977, cols. 1028-9).
Such an attitude suggeststhat the Conservative front bench in the 70s had little
duopoly.
The
basic
desire
party
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or no
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political
or
significant
no
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was certainly
broadcasting in the direction of the market. In the 60s the Institute of Economic
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Affairs (IEA), the longest-established of the free-market think-tanks which were
to prove influential on Conservative thinking in the 80s, had published two pamphlets on the organisation of television (Altman et al., 1962; Caine, 1968). These
called for, among other things, the use of terrestrial channels for pay-TV, the abolition of the licence fee and for advertising on the BBC. But such ideas showed no
sign of gaining any significant support in the Conservative Party during the 70s,
and it was 1982 before the IEA returned again to the subject of television.
Before Annan reported, the Conservative Party put forward no distinctive and certainly no distinctively free-market - position on the fourth channel.
Indeed, one of the very few contributions to the fourth channel debate to come
from within the ranks of the Conservative Party in the early 70s suggested,as its
first criterion for the new channel, that 'considerations of programming rather
than financial gain [should] predominate' (Dyas, 1973, p. 7). Few Tories in 1977
would have openly dissented from that approach.
The publication of the Annan Report prompted the Conservative front bench
to clarify its position both on the general structure of television and on the future
shape of the fourth channel. Despite his original opposition to the establishment
of the Annan Committee, William Whitelaw was effusive in his praise of its report.
Making the Conservative front bench's official first responseto the report in May
1977,Whitelaw began by emphasising his agreementwith Annan's support for the
status quo. Whitelaw spelt out at some length his support for the existing broadcasting authorities; his opposition to splitting up the BBC; his support for the
licence fee and opposition to advertising on the BBC; and his belief that the IBA's
control of the ITV companies was fair and satisfactory.He also agreedwith Annan
on the desirability of establishing a Broadcasting Complaints Commission -a
`very modest... extension of bureaucracy' to give the viewing public `athoroughly
reasonable right' was how he described it. But other than that, Whitelaw was
bodies
introduction
into broadcasting regulation. For
to
the
of
any
new
opposed
this reason, he opposed Annan's proposal for a Public Inquiry Board, which
would, he maintained, simply involve'more bureaucracy and cost' (HoC Debates,
23 May 1977, cols. 1029-35).
In short, in the general part of his response to the Annan Report, Whitelaw
his
his
to
clear
support for the central institumake
absolutely
way
went out of
tions of the television duopoly.
Turning to the subject of the fourth channel, Whitelaw drew a sharp distinction
between what he saw as the spirit of the Annan proposals, which he supported,
he
in
OBA,
institutional
their
embodiment
an
which
opposed:
and
I certainly appreciate the Committee's purDespite my basic dislike of new bodies
...
pose. It wanted to ensure, as I understand it, that when the fourth channel was introduced it would provide programmes of different sorts, that minority interests would be
catered for, and that independent producers would have greater opportunities. The
thinking behind the proposal for the Open Broadcasting Authority was, therefore, both
original and imaginative.

But, in Whitelaw's view, Annan's plan for an OBA suffered from a `fatal flaw' for
financing
The
Committee's
the OBA, `simply do not stand
proposals
money.
up to examination ... Some of the tentative suggestions might provide some
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money, although surely not enough. Others strain the imagination too far' (HoC
Debates,23 May 1977, col. 1035).
Whitelaw therefore proposed that the fourth channel should be given to the
IBA and ITV companies, `but on conditions that would meet the Committee'smain
purpose' (my emphasis). The Shadow Home Secretary did not specify what such
conditions might be, but he did single out as worthy of support proposals made
by the ITV companies to Annan for an independent programme board for the
fourth channel which might allocate time to a television foundation. If such a
scheme were instituted, Whitelaw said, `I would not feel so obsessed as the
Committee did about this ogre of duopoly' (HoC Debates, 23 May 1977, cols.
1037-8).
Whitelaw's doubts about the financial viability of the proposed OBA were not
confined to the Conservative Party. Similar misgivings clearly existed both within
the Cabinet and in the Home Office, and it was to be over a year before Jim
Callaghan's government issued its definitive response to Annan. The July 1978
White Paper,Broadcasting,did finally come down in favour of a new OBA to run
the fourth channel, substantially along the lines proposed by Annan. But in its
remaining months in office, the Labour government took no further steps to
implement its plans. The door was left wide
open for the incoming administration to determine how the fourth channel was to be established.

Notes
1. For a contemporary example of such a perception, from an American author, seePaulu
(1981) pp. 395-400.
2. This and all other figures given on employment in television should be treated with caution. The BBC did not separate radio and television employment in its published figures
until 1982. For many years it confused authorised establishment with numbers actually
employed. ITV figures are scattered in individual company reports, which may use different criteria for deciding whether someone is on staff or a freelance, have different
year-end dates and may or may not include subsidiaries. Figures for independent production, independent facilities or cable and satellite broadcasters have never been systematically collated. In the early years information on these is non-existent; in later years,
the figures are based on estimates from occasional, more or less representative, surveys.
There is the increasingly significant additional problem of estimating freelance employment. And finally, where does television employment begin or end? A producer or camera operator is clearly 'employed in television' - except when he or she happens to be
working on a feature film, an advertisement or a corporate video. Opinions may differ
about whether an advertising salesperson,a subscription management worker or someone digging up the road for a cable company'works in television: And the very same
security woman at the very same door, who once found herself on the books of the BBC
(and therefore 'obviously' in the broadcasting industry), may now find herself on the
books of Group 4 (and therefore equally 'obviously' in the private security industry).
3. Not that the 70s critics were unfamiliar with the possibilities of new technology. See,for
example, the concluding chapter, 'Alternative Technology, Alternative Uses?,of Raymond
Williams's widely read Television: Technology and Cultural Form (Williams, 1974,
pp. 135-52).
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Channel Four and More

Establishing the fourth channel
The most important and immediate issue of television policy that faced the new
Conservative government in 1979 was clearly the question that had dominated
debate on the subject for most of the previous decade the fourth channel. The
new administration moved on the issue immediately. Just twelve days after the
election, the Thatcher government's first Queen'sspeechannounced: `A Bill will be
introduced to extend the life of the Independent Broadcasting Authority, which
will be given responsibility - subject to strict safeguards- for the fourth television
channel' (HoC Debates, 15 May 1979,col. 51).
The Tories had stuck firmly to their rejection of the OBA. But, beyond that, the
'strict safeguards'indicated considerable openness.The safeguardswere presumably to ensure that, despite being run by the IBA, the new channel would provide
the different kinds of programming that had been urged by Annan and welcomed
by Whitelaw in 1977. In opposition the Tories had only spelt out that the fourth
channel would need `a separateprogramme planning board on which the main
ITV companies would not have a majority' (HoC Debates, 26 July 1978, col.
1563). Beyond that barest of bones all other aspectsof organisation of the new
channel still needed filling in. How that was done would determine whether the
new channel ended up as an ITV 2 dominated by the `big five' ITV companies, or
whether it would, asWhitelaw had maintained since 1977,embody the pluralistic
and innovative spirit of Annan in more practical organisational guise.
There was therefore a considerable amount still to play for, and the various
parties to the pre-Annan debate - ITV companies, IBA, aspirant independent
producers, etc. - renewed their lobbying.
In September 1979Whitelaw took an important step in filling in the details of
the organisation of the new channel in a speech to the Royal Television Society
convention in Cambridge (reprinted in the Listener, 20 September 1979). The
main funding of the fourth channel would be by spot advertising. This would not,
however, be sold in competition with ITV:
I know that many people in the advertising world would like to have another source
from which they could purchase advertising time on television. Having looked at this
with particular care,the conclusion I have reached is that competitive advertising on the
two channels would inevitably result in a move towards single-minded concentration
on maximising the audience for programmes, with adverse consequencesfor both of
the commercial channels, and, before long, for the BBC as well.
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So far as the more general organisation of the channel was concerned, the
government would leave a good deal up to the IBA:
Our whole tradition, whether in the BBC's charter or in legislation for the control of
independent television (and most would agree that this is a tradition which has proved
basically sound), has been to entrust a wide measure of discretion to the broadcasting
authorities.

However, on three key questions, Whitelaw did go on to elaborate the parameters within which the government expected the IBA to operate.
First, the channel would be a distinctive service: 'There must be programmes
appealing to and, we hope, stimulating tastes and interests not adequately provided for on the existing channels.'
Second,the `three main sources' of programming on the new channel would be
the network ITV companies (the `big five'), the regional ITV companies (the
smaller ten) and independent producers - but not necessarilyin that order. There
would be no quotas for programmes from the different types of supplier, but
the fourth channel should not be dominated by the network companies. There will,
therefore, be a substantial contribution from regional, as opposed to the network, ITV
contractors and from independent producers. The independent producers have a most
important role to play....

These two commitments were still vague, and subject to varying interpretation
from the different prospective players in the new channel. But together they
firmed up Whitelaw's 1977 commitment that, although the Tories might intend
the new channel to be ITV 2 in form, in substance it would embody much of the
spirit of Annan's OBA - alternative programming, a significant part of which
would come from alternative programme makers.
Whitelaw's third specification in the September RTS speech involved a shift of
ground from previous Tory proposals. In their 1979 manifesto the Conservatives
had promised a specifically Welsh-language fourth channel in Wales. Now, four
months into government, Whitelaw proposed a `single national programme service' with only limited Welsh-language programming. This retreat from previous
commitments immediately provoked an outcry from Welsh-language campaigners. The outcry generated perhaps the only genuinely mass campaign on a telebeyond
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who wanted a more alternative and pluralist fourth channel. The speechdid, however,effectively invite the IBA to fill in much of the missing detail. And by the late
70sthe IBA was altogether more independent of the network ITV companies, and
their desire to dominate an ITV 2, than it had been at the beginning of the decade
(Lambert, 1982, p. 85).
The IBA published its detailed proposals for the fourth channel in November
1979 (IBA Annual Report 1979/80,pp. 137-42). The proposals reflected both the
Authority's recently found independence from the big ITV companies and the
influence of Annan and the pre-Annan debate on its thinking about the fourth
channel.
The IBA began by welcoming Whitelaw's approach, so far, to the fourth channel. It announced that the Authority intended to establish a company, with its own
board, to run the new channel. The board would most likely consist of between
twelve and fourteen people. These would include an `independent' chairman and
deputy chairman. Four members would come from the ITV companies, while five
others `would be able to speak on behalf of other potential suppliers of programmes, having the trust of independent producers, for example, or a special
concern for the educational role of the channel' (p. 137).
The channel would, the IBA proposed, `among other things, provide opportunities for a wider range of programme supply, since, for the first time a channel
will be looking to independent producers for a significant part of its output. The
programme controller would make his decisions on merit, so there would be no
quotas on sources of programme supply:
However, with that prime qualification, a possible pattern at the start would be that
between fifteen and thirty-five per cent of the output would come from independent
producers, with between twenty-five and forty per cent from the major ITV contractors,
a further ten to twenty per cent from the regional ITV contractors, up to fifteen per cent
from ITN, and five to fourteen per cent from foreign sources. (p. 138)

On programme content, the IBA envisagedthat the fourth channel would have
its own distinctive character and be `complementary' to ITV:
Programmes, while still intended to appeal to as many viewers as their individual terms
of reference allow, can addressthemselvesto particular interests or concerns and adopt
new approaches far more freely than at present. Our wish is that the Fourth Channel
will take particular advantageof this freedom, and that enterprise and experiments will
flourish. It must provide opportunities for talents which have not been fully used, for
needs to be served that have not yet been defined, and for the evolution of ideas which,
for whatever reason - personal, structural, institutional - have yet to be revealed.

Such a service would not, however, be confined to small audiences. The fourth
channel would not be a totally `minority service':
Rather we would see the present `mix' on ITV's single channel continuing, while the
Fourth Channel roughly reversed that'mix, with about two-thirds of its programmes
addressing sections of the audience who want something particular or want something
different. In the remaining one-third there would be programmes intended to appeal to
larger audiences, though often in a style different from that of some popular programmes now seen.(p. 138)
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Lastly, the IBA's proposals addressedthe financing of the
new channel in more
detail than Whitelaw had yet done:
The annual budget for the Fourth Channel would be determined by the Authority,
after
consultation with the Channel's board. Initially our forecasts suggestthat it could be in
the order of £60-80m, in 1979 terms. The sum required would be raised from the ITV
programme contractors, as a Fourth Channel subscription. ' (p. 138)

In return, advertising space on the fourth channel
would be sold by the ITV
companies in their own regions. So the new channel would, in effect, be funded
by a levy, set by the IBA, on the continued ITV
monopoly of television advertising sales.'Nevertheless,' the IBA added:
we should not wish to seethe Fourth Channel as a permanent pensioner of ITVI
we
...
would hope to see the Fourth Channel in due course adding between a fifth and a
quarter, in real terms, to the total advertising revenue now earned by the programme
contractors. (p. 140)

Altogether more detailed than Whitelaw's RTS speech,the IBA's
proposals for
the fourth channel were susceptible to lessvaried interpretation by interested parties, and were therefore the object of more criticism from those parties (Lambert,
1982, p. 104). Partisans of independent production felt they would bestow too
much power and programming supply in the hands of the ITV companies; while
the ITV'big five' feared that they themselveswould be left with too little, and that
too many concessionshad been made to what the ITV companies saw asthe vague
and uncommercial notions of the 70s critics.
But despite the conflicting criticisms
- or more likely because they balanced
each other out - the IBA's November 1979 proposals formed the basis on which
the fourth channel was to be established.The legislation that provided for this was
the 1980 Broadcasting Act. In keeping with Whitelaw's September 1979 RTS
pronouncements, the Act left considerable discretion in the hands of the IBA. It
therefore enabled the Authority to put into effect virtually everything it had
proposed in November 1979.
Three specific prescriptions of the 1980Act are worth mentioning. First, the Act
embodied in statute the `alternative' nature of the fourth channel:
It shallbe the duty of the Authority [IBA] (a) to ensure that the programmes contain a suitable proportion of matter calculated
to appeal to tastes and interests not generally catered for by ITV;
(b)
to
ensure that a suitable proportion of programmes are of an educational
...
nature;
(c) to encourage innovation and experiment in the form and content of programmes,
and generally to give the Fourth Channel a distinctive character of its own.
(Broadcasting Act, 1980,3(l))

This was, so far as the British tradition of broadcasting regulation was concerned,
a quite original - and quite specific - statutory prescription. For the first time a
television channel was given a specific statutory remit to be `different. This
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`Channel Four remit' was to become an important fact of the British broadcasting
sceneand the British broadcasting debate.Internationally it was also original, and
was to take on an exemplary status in debates on broadcasting in a number of
other countries.
Second,the 1980Act required the IBA to ensure that'a substantial proportion'
of the programmes broadcast on the fourth channel should be supplied by bodies
other than the ITV contractors - in other words, they should be supplied by independent producers. Of course, the expression `substantial proportion' was vague
in the extreme. Many prospective independents might have preferred a quota for
independent production, and one rather higher than the 15-35 per cent of the
IBA's proposals. It remained to be seen how the IBA, and the controllers of the
fourth channel, would interpret their remit in terms of programme supply. But for
the first time in Britain, a television channel was being established with a statutory requirement for some significant element of independent production.
Last, but possibly not least, the 1980 Act gave a powerful indication as to the
name of the new channel. Throughout the Act it was referred to as 'the Fourth
Channel. Back in 1977Whitelaw had effectively claimed to be fulfilling the spirit
of Annan's OBA in the organisational form of `ITV 2. The 1980Broadcasting Act,
coming on top of the IBA's November 1979proposals, ensured that the name'ITV
2' was dead. The ground was now cleared for `Channel Four. At least so far as the
70s debate was concerned, the name was not unimportant. But would the new
channel live up to that name and the intentions that Whitelaw had proclaimed
both in opposition (in response to Annan) and in government (in his 1979 RTS
speech)?

Channel Four in Practice
Soon to be empowered by the 1980Act, and, at the very least, not discouraged by
the government, the IBA rapidly set about implementing their November 1979
proposals on the fourth channel. In February 1980 the various interested parties
(particularly the ITV companies and prospective independents) were invited to
submit nominations for consultants on the fourth channel, who would form the
board of the Channel Four Company when it was formally incorporated in
December 1980, a month after the Broadcasting Act had received royal assent.
This shadow Channel Four board was constituted in the summer of 1980 along
the lines that had been set out in the IBA's November 1979 proposals.
Three things about its composition are worth noting. First, its Chairman and
Vice-Chairman, former Labour minister, Edmund Dell, and actor and filmmaker, Richard Attenborough, were both clearly independent of the big ITV
companies. Both were also supporters of the Labour Party (although both were
soon to join the SDP). There does not appear to have been any significant government pressure to put their own party nominees in place. Second,the shadow
board included long-time advocates of an 'alternative' fourth channel, most
notably Anthony Smith. Third, although the ITV companies had the four representativesoutlined in the IBAs November 1979proposals, only one of thesewas a
managing director of one of the `Big 5' ITV companies (Lambert, 1982, p. 116).
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So the IBA had not merely relegated ITV to a minority on the board of the new
channel, it had also endeavoured to stop this minority acting as a cohesive block
in the interests of the ITV network programme suppliers.
These decisions were all taken by the IBA - not the government. But they were
at the very least acquiescedto by the government. All of them pointed in the direction of a fourth channel that would lean closer to the independent and alternative
model, rather than to `ITV 2.
A further pointer in this direction was given in September 1980 when the
shadow Channel Four board announced the appointment of Jeremy Isaacs as
Chief Executive of the new channel. Isaacs - incidentally another Labour supporter - was a distinguished programme-maker and one-time independent producer. He had voiced opinions on the fourth channel since the early 70s,
envisaging a channel under the auspices of the IBA, but which would `widen the
range of broadcasting' (Isaacs, 1989, pp. 200-2). In August 1979, in the keynote
MacTaggart lecture at the Edinburgh Television Festival, he had argued for a
fourth channel which extends choice available to viewers; which extends the range
of ITV's programmes; which caters for substantial minorities presently neglected;
which builds into its actuality programmes a complete spectrum of political attitude and opinion; ... which encouragesworthwhile independent production' (p.
19). And in his letter of acceptanceof the Channel Four position, Isaacsincluded
the following in his list of priorities: `To encourage innovation across the whole
range of programmes; ... To make programmes of special appeal to particular
audiences; ... To provide platforms for the widest range of opinion in utterance,
discussion and debate... ' (p. 25).
All this looked like - admittedly qualified - good news for advocatesof alternative programming for the fourth channel. But how much did Channel Four live
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share of commercial television audience was 17.1 per cent (Channel Four Annual
Report 1989/90, p. 44). The IBA's November 1979 hopes that the fourth channel
would not, in the long term, be `a pensioner of ITV 1' had been met in full.
In one respect,therefore, Whitelaw's responseto Annan in opposition had been
more than fulfilled by his party's actions in office. In audience and revenue terms
the Tories had established a more than viable new channel. Whitelaw's financial
and organisational model for the fourth channel had been vindicated - at least in
conventional broadcasting terms.
There were two other tests for Whitelaw's 1977 policy. Did the new channel
substantially increase the number and type of voices represented on British television? And did it significantly add to the source of programme supply?
In its formative years Channel Four introduced a variety of programming
innovations, many of which would have found favour with the 70s critics. The
channel pioneered the treatment of gay,black and feminist issuesin factual programming, entertainment and drama; a rather lessnarrowly'balanced' treatment
of current affairs; television support for feature-film production, much of it of
`art' films; accessprogramming; a wide variety of experimental approachesacross
all genres;and some new devicesfor scheduling - for example, `themed' evenings.
Many of these innovations became acceptedparts of the rest of British television
in the subsequent decade. (For an assessmentof the first ten years of Channel
Four programming, seeHarvey, 1994,pp. 117-24.)
There were, of course, limits to this innovation. Some of these were apparent
early on in the channel's career.One notable example was The Friday Alternative,
a current affairs programme broadcast in the channel's first year,which attempted
to offer a different news agenda from that of the conventional television news
broadcasters, including ITN (Channel Four's main news provider). Isaacs later
recalled: 'nothing prepared me for the sheer elan of The Friday Alternative on our
first Friday on the air. It had spark, it had sparkle. But the programme also had
problems, in Isaacs'sand other eyes.Most crucial of these,according to Isaacs,was
that it `appeared consistently if not exclusively to present only one alternative
viewpoint, that of the left. This rapidly got the programme into trouble with the
IBA, and with the Channel Four board. After a year, despite Isaacs'swillingness to
continue it in modified form, The Friday Alternative was axed (Isaacs, 1989,
pp. 82-5). This was particularly significant, given that much of the 70s' critique of
the duopoly's lack of pluralism had effectively come from the left. But it is also
worth noting that the decision to end The Friday Alternative came from the regulators and the board - not directly from the government. Isaacs recalled that
Whitelaw, in particular, was generally supportive of the channel's programming
against its early critics (pp. 66-7).
Other limits began to appear as the channel matured. A contrast was often
made between Channel Four's early years under Isaacsand its later years under
Michael Grade. Under Grade, it was suggested from many quarters, Channel
Four's alternative remit becameincreasingly sacrificed to audience maximisation.
Anthony Smith's verdict on the channel's tenth anniversary is particularly noteworthy.
It [ChannelFour] hasnow convinceditself that post-1993it is to bejust anothercom31

mercial enterprise ... it has given up its interventions in the world of cinema.... It has
given up its support of workshops and, as far as I can see, also every other manifestaIt has stopped pushing at its boundaries every week,
tion of extreme experiment.
...
every day as it is supposed to do. ... Ten years on there is a new generation of programme-makers hammering on the door - it should be their channel. It should be open
to them. Is it? Is it really? (Impact, October 1992, pp. 9-11)

Against that verdict should be set three other features of Channel Four in the
late 80s and early 90s. It continued, periodically, to shock pro-Establishment
observers. Grade personally was regularly prominent in defending such controversial behaviour by the channel and the liberal thinking that went with it. And if
Channel Four's programming appeared lesschallenging in its later years,that was
to a considerable degree becausemany of its pioneering innovations had become
the established currency of other channels. Even for iconoclasts,' imitation is the
sincerest form of flattery.
However Smith's critique of the channel, ten years on, raises a deeper issue. In
1977 Annan had reported the widespread feeling among the 70s critics that
broadcasting should be `opened up. The Committee advocated an OBA to run the
fourth channel for precisely that reason. Whitelaw claimed to fulfil the aim with a
different structure. Over the range of programming issues we have described,
Channel Four succeededin this. But, a decade on, the channel was scheduled and
supplied with programmes made almost exclusively by a layer of television professionals.They may well have had a wider range of horizons and they may well
have come from a wider range of backgrounds than the previous generation of
television professionals. But television professionals they remained nevertheless.
In that respect, as Channel Four settled into a successfulmaturity, there were real
limits to the extent to which it had `opened up' the medium.
This question of a reconstitution of television professionalism is to some degree
bound up with the other criterion of Channel Four's success- its diversification
of the sourcesof programme supply. Throughout the 70s debate and the lobbying
over the constitution of Channel Four, much of the argument had centred quite
crudely on how much of the new channel should be programmed by ITV, and
how much of it should be supplied by independent producers. The IBA's 1979
proposals had, remember, suggestedan initial proportion of 15-35 per cent of
programming from independents, and 35-60 per cent from ITV. In other words,
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terms the balance was even more favourable to independent producers - in 1983
the channel spent £19.1 million on commissions from independents, but only
£7.9 million on commissions from ITV. The samebalance continued in later years
(Channel Four Annual Report, 1986/7, p. 8).
So, in terms of supply, ITV was, from the start, very much the junior partner in
Channel Four. The independents' proportion of total programme hours did not
decisively break through the 35 per cent upper estimate of the November 1979
IBA proposals. However, this was only because,from its early days,and even more
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once the channel increased its daily hours of transmission, the proportion of
broadcast transmission time taken up by acquired (mainly foreign) programming
was far higher than the IBA had originally envisaged (in 1983 purchased programming constituted 37 per cent of Channel Four hours; in 1995, including
repeats,the figure was just over 50 per cent (Channel Four Annual Report, 1986/7,
p. 8; 1995,p. 29).
With this balance of programming supply, Channel Four effectively brought
into being a substantial new sector in the British television industry - the independent production sector. What, in the 70s debates, had largely been aspirant
independent producers, became,with the establishment of Channel Four, real - if
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which had simply not existed before the creation of the channel.
Already fired by the 70s debates,and now with real economic interests to protect and promote, independent producers were vociferous in advancing their
cause.An Independent Programme Producers' Association (IPPA), specifically
geared towards the fourth channel, had been formed in the summer of 1980
(Lambert, 1982, p. 123). At first almost exclusively financed by Channel Four
commissions, the new independent production sector soon began to extend its
aspirations to the other terrestrial channels. In the mid-80s independent producers found the ear of the PeacockCommittee and mounted an extremely successful campaign for a 25 per cent independent production quota on BBC and
ITV. It took time for that quota to have an effect, however, and for most of the 80s
the independent production sector remained largely dependent on Channel Four.
But by the mid-90s independent producers had found their place in the rest of UK
television. A major survey of independent producers in 1995 showed Channel
Four providing only 15 per cent of independent producers' income, behind the
BBC (33 per cent) and ITV (20 per cent) (Price Waterhouse, 1995,p. 6). Channel
Four had been absolutely decisive in creating, virtually from scratch, the independent production sector, but, scarcelya dozen years on, that independent production sector had clearly outgrown its Channel Four origins.
In the debatesof the 70s the casefor independent production of programming
had gone hand in hand with the case for alternative programme content. The
establishment of Channel Four seemedto confirm the essentiallink between the
two arguments. The independent production sector was, after all, brought into
existenceby a channel whose specific remit was to be alternative. It was therefore
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In his memoirs published in 1989, Whitelaw observed of the creation of
Channel Four that
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there is no political decision that I made in my political career that has had more impact
on the daily life of families in Britain... Initially I kept quiet when I heard voluble criticism of Channel 4, sometimes from my own colleagues. But steadily my confidence in
its future successgrew, and today I feel very pleased about its achievements. (Whitelaw,
1989, pp. 220-1)

The governmental architect of Channel Four had good reason to be proud of his
achievement. In creating Channel Four, the government had speedily brought into
reality the goal that Whitelaw had outlined in opposition in 1977 -a channel
embodying the spirit of Annan but on a firmer financial footing and with a more
pragmatic structure. And, so far as most observers were to judge over the following decade,it worked. The new channel secured a more than respectableaudience,
became financially secure enough to eventually loosen its ties with ITV, was genuinely and influentially innovatory in programming and succeeded in bringing
into existencewhat had been a widely accepted goal of the 70s critics -a serious
independent production sector.
This last achievement had a further spin-off in terms of subsequent Tory
broadcasting policy. There were two quite different arguments for independent
production. One was that independent production allowed new and alternative
voices into television. This was the argument that had dominated the 70s debate,
and it was a line of thinking whose roots lay very much on the left. But there was
a secondjustification for independent production - that it helped introduce economic competition into television production, and so exerted a downward pressure on broadcasting costs, in particular by weakening the trade union
organisation in the industry which had flourished in the large, vertically inteline
duopoly
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thought, see Sparks, 1994). This second argument was only to gain widespread
currency with the publication of the Peacock Report in 1986. As Channel Four
was established, it was the first argument which was dominant. However, partisans of independent production did make some rather opportunistic use of the
second argument after 1979 in order to win support in the new Tory administration (see Lambert, 1982, p. 89; Isaacs, 1989, pp. 107-8). And Isaacs recalls
Margaret Thatcher appealing to him in the summer of 1982, before the channel
began transmission, to `stand up for free enterprise' (p. 107). But in general, at the
time Channel Four was created, this second argument was not the main one used
to justify the place of independent production on the new channel.
How much the Tories, between 1977and 1982,were conscious of the long-term
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Conservative point of view, of channelling an originally left-wing aspiration for
independent production into a reality which was to give an important extra lever
to the free-market right.
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ITV and the BBC in the Early Thatcher Years
In its creation of Channel Four, the first Thatcher administration was, perhaps
surprisingly, successfullyinnovatory. But, so far as the rest of the terrestrial television system was concerned, the Tory government between 1979 and 1983 was,
by and large, distinctly conservative - with a small V. In legislative terms, it left
the core of the television duopoly almost completely alone. And, in its use of the
other instruments of influence at its disposal, the first term of the Tory administration after 1979 was, in general, both cautious in voice and modest in effect.
The Annan Report had recommended the extension of the life of the IBA to
1996. This, Whitelaw did in the 1980 Broadcasting Act. It would, he later
explained, 'provide much-needed stability to television broadcasting, which had
been damaged by uncertainty over the future of both major services' (Whitelaw,
1989,p. 219).
When the Tories gained office in 1979 the existing ITV franchises were scheduled to run out at the end of 1981. In February 1979 the IBA had published for
consultation its plans for granting new ones. So, three months before the general
election of 1979,the Authority had already publicly set in train the processof ITV
franchise renewal, and also of awarding a new commercial breakfast licence. This
processproceeded undisturbed by the change in administration.
In January 1980 the IBA advertised the old ITV and new breakfast franchises,
invited applications by May and summoned applicants for interview in November
and December. It announced the results of its deliberations shortly after
Christmas 1980.Those results meant that three of the fifteen regional ITV franchiseschanged hands (two going to newcomers,one as a result of a forced amalgamation) and that the new commercial breakfast franchise was awarded to the
apparently distinctively up-market, news and current affairs-oriented TV am. The
new franchises were allocated on the basis of programme promises and the
'beauty contest' of interview, without any requirement that the IBA explain its
decisions, or any consideration of money. At the time, the opaqueness,and possible injustice, of this processwas widely criticised in the press.And IBA Chairman
Lord Thomson subsequently famously observed that'there must be a better way'
to allocate franchises (Potter, 1990,chs. 21-3, pp. 308-61).
However, at the time there were few suggestionsas to what that 'better way
might be. A handful of contemporary commentators (for example, John Junor in
the Sunday Express[4 January 19811and an editorial in the Spectator[3 January
1981]) suggestedthat franchises should go to the highest bidder. But these were
minority - and soon to be forgotten - voices. Proposals for an ITV franchise
from
the government at the time. The new
support
public
auction received no
ITV franchisees were left, largely uncriticised, by the government to run their
course.
In the early 80s this course involved rapidly rising advertising revenues. 'As
advertising revenuesgrew, wrote one observer at the end of the decade,'- and for
most of the 1980sthey grew at 11 per cent per annum above the rate of inflation
[for the ITV companies] ceasedto be one of having enough money
the
problem
to make programmes and became one of how to spend it' (Davis, 1991, p. 41).
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With this increase in revenue came a small but steady growth in the numbers
employed by the ITV companies over the first half of the decade.
Three other aspectsof ITV during those years are also worth noting. First, the
ITV companies broadened their share ownership, thus becoming more susceptible to the demands of the stock exchange.Second,severalITV companies diversified into other business (Davis, 1991, pp. 41-2). However, as events were to turn
out later in the 80s, such diversification was not, on the whole, very successful.
Lastly, this period coincided with the expansion of commercial television in
Europe. In this, the ITV companies played no part. Perhapsthey were inhibited in
doing so precisely becauseof their long-established and secure domestic revenues
and their place in a highly regulated broadcasting framework. But whatever the
reason,this, and other aspectsof ITV performance drew no sustained government
criticism in the early 80s. In practice, the new Tory government, before the
PeacockReport, effectively let ITV get on with its business,governed by a framework determined long before the Thatcher administration had taken office.
On the BBC side of the duopoly the picture was much the same. In opposition
Thatcher herself had been perceived by BBC executivesas unenthusiastic towards
the Corporation. Ian Trethowan, Director-General of the BBC at the time, recalled
a meeting between Thatcher and a number of BBC editors in 1978: 'The lady
arrived with all guns firing, she showed scant interest in, let alone tolerance of, the
editors' problems, and berated them on their failings over a wide area,particularly
their coverage of Northern Ireland' (Trethowan, 1984, p. 181). After 1979 there
continued to be periodic outbursts from both government front and back benches
about the BBC's coverage of Northern Ireland. And in 1982 there was a similar
outburst over the Corporation's supposedly `unpatriotic' approach to the
Falklands War.
However, these occasional incidents of political hostility to BBC programming
did not translate into any plans for changesin the institutional framework of the
Corporation. Government spokesmen regularly uttered ritual praise of the BBC's
important role in national life and the need to maintain its independence; the
government dropped the previous Labour administration's proposal to set up
'service boards' which would have provided an instrument for closer government
supervision of the BBC; the Home Secretary firmly refused to consider advertising on the BBC (HoC Debates, 20 February 1980, col. 192); and the government
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The only significant legislative change the early Thatcher government made to
the BBC was to include the establishment of a statutory Broadcasting Complaints
Commission (BCC) (for all broadcasting) in the 1980 Broadcasting Act. And this
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The only area, in those early years,in which the government did begin to chart
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the Corporation. One notable appointee in this respect was William Rees-Mogg,
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former Timeseditor and Conservative supporter, who was Vice-Chairman of the
Governors between 1981 and 1986 (O'Malley, 1994, pp. 136-41). However, the
effectsof this shift in composition of the Governors would only bring substantial
have
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the
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may
results after
the Tory government's first two appointees as Chairman of the BBC Governors George Howard (1980 to 1983) and Stuart Young (1983 to 1986) - both turned
out to be strongly supportive of the Corporation's traditions against its critics.
So, with the exception of Channel Four (and it was a very important exception), Thatcher's first administration largely left British terrestrial television alone.
In part, that may havebeen becauseof other political and legislative priorities. But
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much the targets for reform in government circles (Whitelaw, 1989,p. 217).
This did not, however, mean that, with the exception of Channel Four, the
Tories stood still on television before 1983. There were also new technologies of
television distribution coming up for political attention - satellite and cable.
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4

New Technologies, New Approaches:
1. Satellite

In 1977 the Annan Report had effectively relegated the new technologies of distribution - cable and satellite - to the margins of British television policy. In sharp
contrast, the new Conservative government moved quickly to produce substantial
reports on both satellite and cable television: a Home Office study on Direct
Broadcastingby Satellite was published in May 1981; Cable Systemsby the Cabinet
Office's Information Technology Advisory Panel (ITAP) followed in March 1982;
and an inquiry chaired by Lord Hunt on Cable Expansion and BroadcastingPolicy
reported in October 1982.The government rapidly formulated strategiesbasedon
those reports, implementing them even before it finally established a full, revised
legal framework for the new broadcasting technologies with the 1984 Cable and
Broadcasting Act.
The change in government in 1979 was not the decisive factor in this shift of
emphasis. Just as any new government, regardless of its political colour, would
have had to grapple with the inherited business of the terrestrial channels - old
and new - which we have described in the last chapter, so any new government
elected in 1979 would have had to consider seriously how it proposed to handle
these two new distribution technologies.
The 1977 World Radio Administrative Conference (WRAC) had allocated to
Britain five DBS television channels. As a result, any UK administration in the
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would do with these. An added spur to British government action was the
prospect of the impact of spill-over from other countries' DBS channels on the
UK's broadcasting ecology.And on cable, Jim Callaghan's Labour government had
already parted company with Annan. WhereasAnnan had wanted to confine cable
to local or community service, and not authorise it to provide pay-TV, Labour's
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of pilot pay-TV schemes'(Home Office, 1978,pp. 61,63).
But although there was nothing distinctively Conservative - let alone
Thatcherite - in the amount of attention given to cable and satellite in the few
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ing with the pre-1979 broadcasting consensus.But even here there was,aswe shall
see,one crucial new element which marked a `Thatcherite' break from that previous consensus.
However, becauseof their considerable differences in approach it will be useful
to look at early 80s' Conservative policies on satellite and cable separately.In this
chapter we will document how satellite policy was formulated in those early years,
how it then worked out in practice, and how the government responded to this.
In the next chapter we will do the same for cable.

Satellite in theory
The new government moved on satellite first. On 13 March 1980, William
Whitelaw announced to Parliament that he was setting up a Home Office study
into DBS:
Direct broadcasting by satellite, which could offer the United Kingdom up to five
additional television channels, could mark a major development in our broadcasting
arrangements and raise many complex issues.The United Kingdom has no plans for
direct broadcasting by satellite at present, but I believe it is important to keep the present possibilities offered by technical developments in broadcasting under review. I have
therefore decided to initiate a study of the implications of establishing a United
Kingdom direct broadcasting satellite service by about 1985,which would be the earliest
practicable date, or by about 1990.

This was carefully non-committal. But Whitelaw then went on to give clear indication as to the approach the study was to adopt. Alongside 'the technical,
financial and resource implications for our broadcasting system and services,and
`likely developments in Europe, the study would also cover 'possible industrial
benefits' (Home Office, 1981 p. 3, or HoC Debates, 13/3/81, my emphasis). The
study that Whitelaw had commissioned, Direct Broadcasting by Satellite (Home
Office, 1981), appearedjust over a year later.
One generally acute account of UK television policy has observed that `the
Home Office report on DBS when it emerged was not radical in tone. Indeed it
was rather "wet" by Thatcherite standards; but the Home Office ... has a reputation for being soft on some issues'(Hood and O'Leary, 1990,p. 68). Such a verdict is, as we shall shortly see,in large part correct. But it underestimatesjust how
innovatory was the attention the report gave- following Whitelaw's brief - to the
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trial opportunities' were quite marginal to the Pilkington or Annan reports. The
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there - with some qualification in the second half of the 80s- ever since.
Direct Broadcastingby Satellitedid not emergewith any firm recommendations
for a specific strategy for the development of satellite television in the UK. Instead
it set out a range of options. It is useful to look in some detail at those options,
and the technological, economic and political assumptions on which they were
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based, and to set them against the record of how satellite television in Britain in
fact turned out.
The technical framework with which the Home Office study began was the
international allocation of DBS frequencies by the 1977 World Radio
Administrative Conference. This had allocated each European country frequencies sufficient for a handful of satellite television channels receivable by its own
population on a home dish of manageable size. Each country's satellite footprint
was essentially national in scope,although right from the start the footprints were
such that there was some significant overspill from one country to another. So,for
example, one map included in the 1981 study (p. 11) had a substantial overspill
from the French WRAC-allocated DBS satellite receivable in southern England on
a 90cm dish (the size deemed suitable for home reception). There was a considerably bigger overspill with a larger dish. One of 2m (thought suitable only for community reception) would put most of the British population within the French,
Irish, German and Nordic footprints (p. 13). On the technical level, the study concluded that 'the fact that footprints are designed essentially for national services
and the possibility of interference from other services places limitations on the
reception of overspill transmissions' (p. 12).
So DBS strategy, at least in the short run, was seen as a problem of the utilisation of a limited number (five) of UK-based and UK-directed satellite television
channels. The threat - or opportunity - of UK-directed, directly home-received
channels from satellites under other countries' jurisdictions was seenas marginal.
However, even from the perspective of 1981, the Home Office study added several significant riders to this viewpoint. In its opening technical chapters the study
observed that `developments in semiconductor technology offer the prospect of
DBS receiving equipment of improved performance which could permit the use
of a smaller antenna to achieve the standard of service. These developments also
implicitly opened up the technical possibility that dishes of a size suitable for
home reception would be able to receive adequate reception from overseas-based
satellites with a lower power than the `national' DBS satellites (p. 12).
In a later chapter, when the study came to consider the `overspill' issue in more
detail, it remarked:
Concern at the implications of overspill for broadcasting in the UK was reflected in
many of the comments put to the study. The fear is that some European countries may
decide to lease their satellite channels to commercial companies which would seek to
provide popular programme services aimed at maximising audiences and profits, and
that within the next few years these European super-stations as they are sometimes
called might be receivable in the UK, might be in English or have a separate Englishlanguage sound channel, and might attract large numbers of UK viewers away from
domestic services. (p. 76)

The Home Office report seemedto share the concern that, should this happen, it
could put the whole of the UK's broadcasting ecology under threat. But the report
went on:
There are strongly varying opinions about whether such fears will be realised and if so,
to what extent and when. It is not easy to make forecasts in this area, but many of the
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tion of foreign DBS transmissions and the comparatively limited plans for European
DBS services to date. (p. 76)

The report concluded that overseas-basedUK-directed satellite services- what it
called commercial DBS 'super-stations' - would be 'unlikely to develop much
before 1985 and possibly later' (p. 79). That prognosis was to prove correct. But
again the Home Office study added a rider:
be disNevertheless the possibility that European DBS serviceswill develop
cannot
...
counted. Some organisations which commented to the study considered that there was
a real possibility of European DBS servicesof a kind which deliberately sought to attack
UK audiences and advertising revenue. In general they saw this possibility as strengthening the casefor an early UK DBS service,and argued that unlessa UK servicewas established at the same time as, or earlier than, attractive European servicesdirected to UK
audiences,a pattern could be establishedwhich would be difficult to break. UK audiences
might become accustomed to watching European services using equipment which was
unsuitable for receiving UK DBS transmissions and might not be willing or able to
spend more to receiveany UK DBS serviceswhich were established subsequently.(p. 79,
my emphasis)

With hindsight it is easyto seethat it was precisely this possibility that turned out
to be the casewhen Rupert Murdoch's UK-directed Sky service, transmitted from
the Luxembourg-based Astra satellite, went on air in 1989,over a year aheadof the
'official' UK-based DBS service, BSB.
In 1981the Home Office study made no firm recommendations about how fast
(if at all) UK DBS services should be developed. It listed five options (p. 88),
ranging in time from'a full but early start ... perhaps in 1986' with two channels,
to a later full or partial start, in 1990,to no DBS at all. But the report's assessment
of the possible impact of overspill, and its timescale, made a powerful argument
for the early start option.
Following the brief given by Whitelaw, Direct Broadcastingby Satellite devoted
a separatechapter (Chapter 7) to what it called'the industrial dimension' of the
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The particular industries which the report singled out as 'likely to benefit most
from the early introduction of a UK DBS service' were aerospaceand electronics.
Both industries were described Win the forefront of technological developments,
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This was a second argument in favour of an early start. The report quoted esti41

mates that in the coming fifteen years there would be an international market,
outside the USA, Japan and the Eastern bloc, for over 100 large telecommunications satellites.A quarter of that might be the target of British manufacturers. But,
`without a UK DBS service, the industry believes that it
would be unable to compete on satisfactory terms against other manufacturers who have already been
able to develop and build satellites for their own domestic markets.' The UK aerospace industry therefore wanted a UK DBS start `at the earliest possible date'
(p. 41). The same messagecame from the manufacturers
of broadcasting equipment and consumer electronics.
Among the other industries considered by Direct Broadcasting by Satellite
one
other that should be noted, in view of subsequent developments, was the film
industry. Most comments to the study expected that DBS
channels would rely
heavily on feature films. And the report itself
concluded: `whatever the exact
nature of any new DBS services, it seems likely that they would generate an
increased demand for feature films. The problem
was that this increasein demand
for film would be spread across film producers internationally: `The UK industry
is not particularly robust at the present time
and could find it difficult to respond
to competition, particularly from the USA. So,the report tentatively observed,the
casefor either a quota or a levy on DBS programme servicesto encourage UK film
production would'need to be considered' (p. 46).
If the technical and industrial arguments pointed to an
early start for UK DBS,
what of the broadcasting arguments? And, regardlessof whether UK DBS was to
start earlier or later, what programmes would appear on it, by whom and under
what sort of control?
Here, Direct Broadcasting by Satellite was particularly non-committal, but the
specific framework within which it approached the questions tends to bear out the
view that the Home Office study displayed the department's continued attachment to the parameters of public service broadcasting. Chapter 6 of the report
discussed 'the broadcasting dimension' of DBS. The
main feature of UK broadcasting policy to date, it explained, had been that `broadcasting servicesshould be
provided only as public services and only by public authorities which have been
specifically set up to act as trustees of the public interest in broadcasting'
(pp. 33-4). The report continued:
The services which our broadcasting system provides, particularly their quality and
range, are appreciated at home and much admired abroad. It has been an aim of broadcasting policy, especially in relation to the use of additional broadcasting outlets, to
improve programme standards and to widen choice of content and variety wherever
possible. This may seem self-evident, but experience in other countries suggeststhat an
increase in the number of broadcasting outlets does not in itself necessarily lead to
better programme service or to wider variety. (p. 34)

Among the possible pitfalls the Home Office study pointed to were, first, that
if competition for audiences were to become
dominant factor, while the choices
the
...
of services might increase in terms of the number of programme servicesavailable, there
is a risk that the range and quality of programmes across the various broadcasting
outlets might be reduced.
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Second:
there is a risk too that a new DBS service, which for a considerable period would be
likely to be viewed by a minority, could have the effect of siphoning programme
material from, and thereby impoverishing, the existing services which are viewed by a
majority of the public. (pp. 38-9)

The report's chapter on `the broadcasting dimension' concluded that if `the
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and breakfast television] 'sthen there should be no early start for UK DBS. But this
strategy would in turn carry the risk of the UK `opt[ing] out of a development
which other industrialised countries ... are experimenting with, and one which
could prove important.
There was another option:
If the primary aim were to provide new broadcasting opportunities which could be
exploited, broadcasting considerations would point to a modest start with DBS services
This would enable us to build on the
(perhaps one or two television channels only)
...
essential features of the existing system.

It would also be more flexible, allowing the addition of further DBS servicesat a
later date in the light of experience (p. 40).
Though this was not directly spelt out, the thrust of the report's discussion of
'the broadcasting dimension' was therefore to reinforce the case,suggestedby'the
industrial dimension' and by the likely eventual challenge from UK-directed
European DBS services, for an early start with UK DBS. However, the report's
treatment of broadcasting considerations also hinted that (although, again it did
not specifically conclude this) the early start should be a modest one, and one
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This public authority could be either the BBC or the IBA (or both together),
which would have the advantage of minimising the risk to existing services.
Alternatively, a new specifically DBS authority could be set up, but, the report
observed,'it is questionable whether the establishment of a new authority would
be justified if the IBA were able to take on these functions' (pp. 64-5).
However, the IBA - at the time preoccupied with the introduction of the fourth
channel - was opposed to an early introduction of DBS. The IBA commented to
the study that it `did not believe there will be a broadcasting casefor more chanindependent
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Two specific proposals were made to the study for new DBS services.One was
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Granada'sproposal was for a service consisting 'largely of recent feature films....
Granada foresaw that, as such a service developed, it might include spectaculars,
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sporting and other events. Although the company saw its proposal as being
funded mainly by subscription it did not want either advertising or sponsorship
ruled out (pp. 50-1).
So, for all its carefully phrased presentation of the different considerations, and
its refusal to come down explicitly in favour of any of the options under discussion, the Home Office study made an implicit casefor one of them. An early
start for DBS was necessaryso that UK industry could secure a slice of what was
seen as an important developing international market. In order to minimise the
risks to the UK's existing broadcasting, that start should be a modest one and
come under the auspices of either the BBC or IBA. Given the BBC's apparent
enthusiasm to run a DBS service and the IBA's opposition to early development,
it followed that the BBC should be entrusted to make the early start. It was precisely this conclusion that William Whitelaw drew when he made his responseto
the report in the House of Commons on 4 March 1982:
The Government now see a need for early decisions if the industrial opportunities
which DBS offers this country are to be grasped in good time, in a situation in which
there will be keen international competition. The Government have therefore decided,
in principle, that this country should make an early start with DBS, with the aim of
having a service in operation by 1986. Becauseof the importance of making an early
start the Government have concluded that the best course would be to start with two
channels initially, the number of channels could be increased ... as and when demand
justified it.
On the industrial side, various interests in the aerospace and related industries are
ready to play their part in this challenging new venture and we shall be working closely
with them and with the domestic electronics industry to ensure that the economic
benefits are effectively realised for the United Kingdom.
It is clear that DBS must develop in a way that is consistent with our existing broadcasting arrangements, especially as regards supervision and maintenance of proper programme standards. The BBC has already put forward proposals for two DBS channels.
The IBA and commercial companies have also shown some interest in providing
...
DBS services, but their plans are less well advanced. Additionally, more time will be
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these circumstances the Government believe that the right course, if the necessaryearly
agreements are to be reached between satellite providers and users, is to authorise a goahead with the BBC proposals.

Commercial television companies could come in later. In the meanwhile, the
'immediate requirement is for the BBC and the British aerospaceindustry to enter
into discussions with a view to agreeing detailed proposals. These discussions
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to be profoundly influenced by one additional element in Whitelaw's announcement: 'the Government expect the capital cost of providing the satellite system to
be met in the private sector' (HoC Debates,4 March 1982).
Between 1982 and 1985 the BBC entered into a series of negotiations with
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For eighteen months after Whitelaw's announcement the BBC alone negotiated
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with potential providers of the satellite hardware. In December 1983 the
Corporation decided that it could proceed on its own no longer, and approached
the government and the IBA to explore the possibilities of co-operation. In March
1984 the government proposed a joint DBS venture between the BBC, the ITV
companies and other private investors. The institutional framework was put in
place for a joint BBC/IBA satellite option in the 1984 Cable and Broadcasting Act,
with the provision to establish a Satellite Broadcasting Board consisting of equal
numbers from the IBA and the BBC Board of Governors. Provision was also made
in the Act for the IBA to go it alone. This attempt to bring the IBA, BBC and other
private companies together for a DBS venture resulted in a consortium known as
the `Club of 21. But in June 1985 the'Club of 21' finally announced that they too
felt unable to proceed (O'Malley, 1994,pp. 141-5).
One of the major participants in these negotiations, the BBC's then DirectorGeneral, Alasdair Milne, has since given his own account of their frustrated
course. Milne recalls that the BBC'started down the DBS road with high hopes
back in 1980'.It applied to run two DBS channels, because
we were keen to get involved in this technology, as we had always been throughout our
history, not least becauseit must surely, one day replace the transmitters that cover and
sometimes despoil our countryside and become the new method of sending television
and radio signals to everybody in the country. We also saw DBS as a new way of delivering quite different programme opportunities to an audience that would make its
selection on a new pattern, and we thought we could achieve that as well as anyone else.
Moreover we thought that in time this new service might earn the BBC some additional
money. (Milne, 1989,p. 109)

Soon after the March 1982 announcement, Milne explains:
the Government had stipulated that the satellite must be British-made, and to that end
a consortium of GEC, British Aerospaceand BT was formed calling itself UNISAT. Very
early on in our negotiations the price of the satellite became a matter of dispute between
us. (p. 112)

The attitude of the government to such difficulties is suggestedby Milne's account
of a meeting with Kenneth Baker,then the Minister of Information Technology at
the DTI, in July 1982:
He [Baker] wanted DBS to go ahead soon as part of the `information technology-led
industrial revolution. But the Government intended to have no financial involvement,
and he made that very clear. It was essentially an arm-twisting session to urge the
project on. Speed,he said, was of the essence.(p. 113)

A further major difficulty, in Milne's view, was then added when it appeared that
the government would impose an additional requirement on the new DBS service,
that it be broadcast on the new C-MAC system rather than the UK's traditional
PAL technology (p. 113).
By August 1983, according to Milne, plans had not advanced and the BBC
Governors were considering (but had not yet decided) to approach the IBA and
the ITV companies for their co-operation. In the following two or three months,
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Milne recalls that `the situation developed at great speed, thanks largely to apparent interest from Thorn/EMI in forming a partnership. However, in December of
that year, Thorn/EMI revealed that they did not want to enter a partnership,
because`they felt it was too high a risk. After that setback, the BBC
moved into
negotiations first with the ITV companies and then, at the government's insistence, with the ITV companies plus other private companies in the `Club of 21.
These joint negotiations, too, eventually concluded that `DBS as planned was not
a viable business' (pp. 115-17). The Club finally threw in the towel in 1985.
There are no equivalent reflections from the inside about how the government
viewed these ultimately frustrated attempts to establish a UK DBS service involving the BBC. We can only record its public comments at the time, which display a
profound lack of awarenessthat the plans for a industry-boosting early start for
DBS (and cable) in the UK were foundering. For example, in February 1984
Kenneth Baker told the House of Commons:
One of the reasons why we are so keen on cable and DBS is that at present we have a
lead in both these technologies. If cable systemscan be operated in the United Kingdom
in the next 12 months, and if the satellite can be launched successfully, we shall have
satellite television in this country in 1987-88 and have a lead on any other European
country. That will give us a technological lead in the manufacture of sets and equipment. That is why we are pushing ahead so strongly. (HoC Debates, 29 February, 1984,
col. 253)

In fact, by 1984, there was very little evidence of any government push to overcome the major obstaclesthat were already apparent.
Milne makes the following verdict on the BBC's three years of negotiations over
involvement in DBS, which he describesas being, ultimately, `one of the chief failures in my time as Director-General of the BBC' (Milne, 1989,p. 118):
Both the Governors and Management were rightly worried about the possible financial
damage to the heartland of the BBC operations. Nobody had any experience of this type
of venture; judgements about satellite and programme costs were obviously important,
but decisions about the manufacture, delivery and sales of receivers were critical. At
times we thought we could persuade the Department of Trade and Industry to go in for
a pump-priming exerciseto get the making of the sets started. They were after all doing
such things within the rest of the economy. But the Government's philosophy was clear
and undeviating. They had made the opportunities possible within the international
agreements. It was up to the BBC, or anyone else, to pick up the baton and run with it,
or not. They would not put one penny of public money towards this kind of venture
which they saw as purely commercial ... This was a new medium that would be
financed by consumer participation or not at all. They did not like the thought that it
might fail, but they were not to be harried into a change of policy by the prospect of
failure. (p. 117)

It is difficult not to accept the overall thrust of Milne's verdict. In March 1982 the
government had decided on an early -1986 - start on DBS for industrial reasons,
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Corporation was the organisation most advanced in its plans for such a service.
But having willed the industrial end, the government, quite explicitly, ruled out
the means- some injection of public funding - with the eventual result that, after
more than three years,the prospect of BBC involvement in starting a UK DBS service finally foundered for good. The results of this failure were threefold:
First, the BBC, from 1985 until the 90s, withdrew from its ambition to be
directly involved in any DBS service. In January 1988 the BBC explained its new
approach to the House of Commons Home Affairs Select Committee. The Corporation's new strategy on DBS had two central strands. On the one hand, `the
BBC does not wish, over a foreseeableplanning and funding period, to compete
to manage any of the new servicesor to compete with them for advertising and
subscription income: On the other hand:
new channels may offer the BBC valuable commercial opportunities for the onward sale
of programmes, skills and resources.If so, the BBC seeksthe freedom to exploit its existing resources and generate as much income as possible for reinvestment in programmes. (HoC Home Affairs Committee, 1988 II, p. 25).

The government's 1982 DBS strategy had been based primarily on industrial
priorities, but the central involvement of the BBC in providing the proposed DBS
serviceensured that public service provision would have some significant place in
deliberations on the use of the new technology. After 1985,with the BBC's withdrawal, policy towards satellite broadcasting in the UK was effectively focused
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public service purposes was relegatedto the margins of debate.
Second,with the subsequent advertisement of a DBS franchise by the IBA and
its award to British Satellite Broadcasting, one major part of the government's
original industrial approach on DBS collapsed.In May 1987,soon after it had won
the franchise, BSB awarded the contract for provision of two DBS satellites to the
American company, Hughes Aircraft. As one commentator put it soon after, `in
the buyer's market which existed in the mid-80s, Hughes was able to put together
the best finance and launch date package'(Goodfriend, 1988,pp. 167-8). Back in
1982,the opportunities offered to the UK aerospaceindustry were one of the key
reasonsfor an early UK DBS start. After 1987 DBS was to proceed without those
supposed opportunities being fulfilled.
A third consequenceof three years of frustrated negotiation plans was that the
`early start, which the government in 1982had claimed to consider so important,
was no longer viable. That early start was, as we have seen,originally scheduled to
be in 1986.When BSBwas finally awarded a DBS franchise at the end of that year
it expectedits launch to take place no earlier than 1989.That brought it perilously
near the time when, as the Home Office report had predicted, it would face- and
from
UK-directed European-basedcommercial
lose
to
competition
out perhaps
DBS services.As we shall shortly see,this was precisely what happened.
Soon after the collapseof the `Club of 21' in 1985the government askedthe IBA
to look into the possibility of awarding a DBS franchise in its own right. The IBA
found considerable commercial interest, the government authorised the Authority
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to go ahead and in April 1986 the IBA advertised a franchise for three DBS
channels (IBA, 1985/6, p. 6).
By the closing date in August the IBA had received five applications for the full
three channels, together with two for single channel services. 'The number and
quality of applications, commented the IBA, `were high - reassuringly so in view
of the difficulties that had been encountered by earlier attempts, involving the
BBC, to proceed with a UK DBS project' (IBA Annual Report, 1986/7, p. 7). The
membership of the competing consortia indicates the range of commercial
interest that existed at the time in satellite television for a UK audience.
Unsuccessful participants included Rupert Murdoch's News International,
London ITV licensee, LWT, and future London ITV franchise-winner, Carlton
Communications.
In December 1986 the IBA announced that it had awarded the franchise to
British Satellite Broadcasting (BSB). The winning consortium also had a starstudded cast. BSB was composed of the increasingly media-oriented conglomerate, Pearson (the owner of the Financial Times); ITV franchisees, Granada and
Anglia; successful electrical hardware supplier, Amstrad; and Richard Branson's
Virgin.
BSB promised one channel of `fast-moving fun entertainment' with `plays,
series,soap operas from the UK, US, Australia, Canada and elsewhere'; a channel
devoted to what `is actually happening in the world asthe viewer switches on, with
eight to ten hours a day provided by ITN; and a third channel that would be split
between subscription movies in the evening and early morning and a Disney
channel during the day.
This was a high-cost and self-consciously 'quality' approach to satellite broadcasting. According to the then Chairman of the IBA, Lord Thomson, two factors
won BSB the franchise: `We looked at the degree to which applicants were willing
to devote resources to programming. A second factor was BSB's dual-track plan
for revenue - both advertising and subscription (Broadcast, 5 May 1990,
pp. 20-1).
Right from the start the IBA, government and BSB were clear that its chances
of successdepended on a clear run free of new competition. So the other two DBS
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May 1988 BSB urged the government not to allow a fifth terrestrial channel until
1995. However, well before the IBA even advertised its DBS franchise, the government had, quite probably inadvertently, laid the regulatory basis for competitors
to BSB.
In May 1985 a Home Office minister announced to the House of Commons
that the government had decided to relax the licensing of Single Master Antenna
Television Systems (SMATV). SMATV was a common dish servicing several
households, and as events turned out it has not played a major part in satellite
television development in the UK. But the May 1985 announcement contained
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this and other factors meant that such liberalisation would not be of great
immediate impact. `Because of the likely size and relatively high cost of a dish
...
currently needed to receive these services; the Home Secretary's Parliamentary
Private Secretary, Tim Smith, told the Commons, `it seems unlikely that this
facility will be taken up in the short term by many members of the public,
although some commercial organisations may wish to do so' (HoC Debates, 23
May 1985, col. 489).
This may well have been true at the time, and indeed until Sky's UK launch in
1989 individual household dishes were a quite marginal part of the British television environment. In 1988 one estimate put their number at only 18,000 (Cable
and Satellite Europe October 1988 pp. 26-8, cited in Collins (1992, p. 35)).
(Although this may well have had more to do with the low appeal to UK viewers
of the `pan-European' channels then on offer by satellite, rather than the size and
cost of the dish required to seethem. )
But, as the Home Office study on Direct Broadcastingby Satellite had pointed
out four years before, technological advancesmeant that the dish size required to
receive any given satellite was rapidly diminishing. The potential implications of
such developments did not escapethe notice of contemporary observers.A year
after the lifting of restrictions on satellite dishes, the Peacock Committee
observed:
One aspectwhich the Government will keep under review is the extent to which the lifting of restrictions will lead to the growth of direct reception of... servicesby individual households ... If it became clear that serviceswere being established in this country
intended exclusively for direct reception by individuals in the UK
the
government
...
would wish to consider introducing further controls. (Peacock, 1986, p. 25)

The prospect of direct reception other than from the high-power `official' DBS
satellites was brought even closer by the scheduled launch of medium-powered
first
The
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of these,the Luxemburg licensed commercial satelsatellites
lite, Astra, was due for launch in June 1988. Even without improvements in
receivertechnology, thesenew medium-powered satellites required a smaller dish
than the low-powered versions which the government had referred to in its May
1985 announcement.
By the beginning of 1988it was commonly acceptedamong informed observers
that there was now an alternative route to direct-to-home satellite reception. One
broadcasting
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the UK published in that year confisatellite
article
on
academic
dently declared:
Medium-powered satellites have stolen much of the thunder of the high-power satellites for national DBS. The size of TVRO [dish] required to receive the signal of a
medium-powered satellite ... has shrunk to the point where it need only be a few centimetres larger than that required for a high-power satellite. The term DBS is, in fact
now commonly used for both high-power and medium-power satellites. (Goodfriend,
1988,p. 167)

This technical potential of medium-powered satellites was also publicly recogdepartmental
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A Luxemburg company, SES, has announced that it will launch later this year a
medium-powered satellite called `Astra' with a capacity for 16 channels which will be
capable of direct reception by individuals with relatively cheap, small (60-85 cm)
dishes. (Home Affairs Committee, 1988 II, p. 4)

Despite these numerous warnings, the possible threat to the official UK DBS
plans posed by a UK-directed service from a medium-powered satellite was publicly dismissed by BSB. In March 1988, BSB Managing Director Graham Grist,
made this response to an inquiry from the House of Commons Home Affairs
Committee on the implications of medium-powered satellites, like Astra, for
BSB'sfuture:
Really, the competition is with the BBC and ITV. If we cannot get an audience there we
are not going to succeed.We are competing against the best English-speaking television
in the world, and whatever comes on other marginal competitors is unlikely to be such
that it would actually tip the balance between our successand our failure. Astra, as one
example of a pan-european satellite, and there may well be others further ahead, is very
much in that category: it is a pan-european charter, which means it is not really focused
on the UK as we are. (Home Affairs Committee, 1988 II, p. 127)

From the early 80s until at least the launch of Sky in 1989, the government
appeared to hold fast to its backing of official UK DBS, while absolving itself from
possible failure on the grounds that 'there are strong arguments against the
Government backing winners by artificially protecting one service or technology
against competition from another. In May, Home Office Minister responsible for
broadcasting, Tim Renton, told the Home Affairs Committee:
have made clear our
One of the key issues for our broadcasting system is timing
we
...
desire to increase competition and consumer choice
That does not in our minds
...
imply that all the possibilities should be let loose simultaneously or as soon as possible.
That would increase competition and advertising time and spacein the short-term, but
in the longer term it could mean that some services would collapse, which would be of
no benefit to either the consumer or the industry. We have recognised the need to allow
BSB to establish itself... BSB will be crucially dependent on subscription income, particularly in the early years, and a new service financed by subscription and competing
head-on with BSB subscription services - and I recognise this - would clearly be more
of a threat to their viability than advertising financed services.That said, BSB is a commercial venture, they knew when they took on the contract of the risks - and I respect
them for that - and that there could be no guarantees of successfrom the Government
or elsewhere. (Home Affairs Committee, 1988 II, p. 275)

The widely forecast, but casually dismissed, challenge from medium-powered
satellites to official UK DBS became a reality on 8 June 1988 when Rupert
Murdoch announced that he was to launch a four-channel, UK-directed,direct-tohome service on the Astra satellite, which was then scheduled to be launched in
November 1988.
By 1988 Murdoch had already held a commanding place in the British newsSky
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Here, then, was a serious challenge both to BSB'scommercial prospects and to
the DBS strategy that the government had formulated in the early 80s and still
claimed to uphold. As Broadcastcommented a week after the announcement:
Murdoch's pre-emptive strike in announcing Sky Television has put a question mark
over the viability of BSB'splans ... Murdoch also scored a marketing goal, creating an
image of Sky television as the cheap and quick route into the world of satellite television. (Broadcast, 17 June 1988, p. 6)

To this challenge the government made no response.
BSBmeanwhile continued on a course which seemedpositively to invite disaster. Seeking to market its prospective service with an image based on its distinctive technology of reception, their slogan`it's smart to be square'focused attention
dish.
But the technology for that dish and other
the
small
square
on
company's
aspectsof BSB'sdelivery system (on MAC rather than the more established PAL
systemused by Sky) were still suffering teething problems. The thrust of the BSB
campaign - technology rather than content - was probably misguided. It is programming that sells new television services,not technological wizardry. But the
technological thrust of BSB's marketing had a particularly disastrous consequence.Unable to solve the technical problems with its delivery and reception system quickly enough, BSB was forced to delay the launch date until April 1990.
Meanwhile, the Sky UK-directed direct-to-home service had launched on schedule in February 1989, a full fourteen months before BSB. By the time of the BSB
launch Sky had already got over 600,000 dishes in place (Davis, 1991,p. 142).
In the six months that followed the BSBlaunch, it becameclear that BSB'smarketing pitch was quite unable to make up for Sky's early start. `By the end of
September it [BSB] had sold at most 120,000 squarials, against its target of
400,000 by Christmas' (Shawcross, 1992, p. 508). BSB was set to lose the UK
direct-to-home duel in the first round.
But the precise outcome of the contest was also being shaped by the colossal
finance needed to sustain it. Direct broadcasting by satellite was alwaysbound to
be a venture with high start-up costs and uncertain return. Competition between
the two contenders increased those costs on both sides. For example, the two
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Murdoch's News Corporation was under serious pressure from its bankers, and
Sky was the biggest drain on its finances. BSB was visibly losing the UK satellite
contest, but Murdoch lacked the resourcesto drive his rival into extinction. The
result was that secret merger talks took place between Murdoch and BSB shareholders in October, with the finally agreedmerger - forming BSkyB- announced
on 2 November 1990 (Shawcross,1992,pp. 503-10).
The shotgun marriage between BSB and Sky caused one notable regulatory
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for which the IBAs consent was neither
It is clear
that
the
the
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...
obtained nor sought, gave rise to a serious breach of BSB's programme contract. The
IBA is entitled, in consequence of the merger, to terminate that contract and intends to
do so. (IBA News Release,16 November 1990)

Murdoch may not have warned the IBA, but he did alert Margaret Thatcher to
the merger deal a few days before it was publicly announced. The Prime Minister
did not see fit to warn her Cabinet colleagues (most importantly the Home
Secretary, David Waddington). Pressed in the House of Commons on that,
Waddington replied: `It certainly was no business of the Prime Minister to go
phoning around the place to all and sundry, and me included, saying that she had
already been told by Mr Murdoch what everybody already knew' (quoted in
Shawcross1992,p. 511; HoC Debates, 12 November 1990). Bowing, as it saw it, to
the inevitable, the IBA did not terminate the BSB contract immediately, allowing
a smooth, if forced, transformation of BSB subscribers into BSkyB customers.
Thatcher's prior warning of the Sky/BSB merger has since been interpreted as a
crucial piece of evidence that the government had consciously helped a political
ally in the media to circumvent regulation and gain broadcasting influence. In
much the same way as Italian Socialist Prime Minister Craxi had oiled the wheels
of Silvio Berlusconi's rise to broadcasting dominance in Italy in return for political support, so, it was alleged, the Thatcher government had smoothed her friend
Murdoch's path to UK satellite dominance (see, for example, Hutton, 1995,
p. 220).
There is much circumstantial evidence to support such a thesis. The UK government was not entirely powerless to act against foreign-based satellite services
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UK satellite dominance. Rather, they simply did nothing to stop it.
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the benefits this would give to British industry. By the early 90s - admittedly later
than anticipated -a substantial direct-to-home satellite broadcasting industry
was indeed beginning to take hold in the UK. For two years after the 1990 merger,
BSkyB'ssteady advancein viewers was accompanied by large financial losses,and
the very future of the operation seemedthreatened by News Corporation's massive debts. But by 1992 BSkyB claimed to have entered operating profit, and, as the
90s continued, its profits were to multiply. By the year ending 30 June 1996 they
had reached £311 million (Syfret, 1996, p. 45). The shadow of the bankers had
receded,BSkyB mustered a growing stream-subscription income, and a range of
other channels clustered around Murdoch for UK direct-to-home transmission
from Astra. From virtually nothing, when the UK-directed Sky service started in
1989,by the end of 1991 there were already 1.77 million households in the UK
with satellite television. By mid-1996 that had grown to 3.56 million (p. 50). The
overwhelming majority of these were BSkyB subscribers (as were the overwhelming majority of the 1.64 million UK households who subscribed to cable in
mid-1996).
But this UK direct-to-home satellite industry that establisheditself in the early
90swas a very different one to that envisagedby government satellite policy of the
early 80s. It did not use UK technology - the anticipated benefits to the UK aerospaceindustry had not materialised; it was dominated by a non-UK-controlled
concern; and it broadcast heavily non-UK programming. In short, the UK industrial benefits which were the lynchpin of early 80s government satellite strategy
simply had not been forthcoming. As we shall seein the next chapter, the picture
was to be uncannily similar for cable.
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5

New Technologies, New Approaches:
2. Cable

By 1979 the traditional British cable industry - narrowband and founded essentially on relaying the terrestrial broadcasts of the duopoly - had already entered
terminal decline. But two different developments urged a new attempt at British
cable broadcasting with additional services. They are summarised in a contemporary report for stockbrokers, Williams de Broe Chaplin & Co:
Why then has cable reappeared with such force? The main reason is the coincidence of
two individually powerful factors. These are:
1) The recent boom in cable TV in America.
2) The wish of this government to bring about a broadband communications network
in the UK. (Littleboy et al., 1982, pp. 1-2)

In the USA, cable had started from the base of relaying terrestrially broadcast
services to areas of poor reception (considerably greater than in the UK). In the
second half of the 70s, with additional, paid for, channels like Home Box Office
(HBO), American cable broadcasting had mushroomed. `Starting from a negligible base in 1975, the number of [HBO] subscribers now approaches 10 million,
observed the Cabinet Office's Information Technology Panel in early 1982 (ITAP,
1982, p. 20). Such a boom in the world's leading television market was bound to
bring calls for another round of experiment with pay-TV via cable in Britain. The
Labour government's 1978 White Paper had already suggested further pilot
schemes(Home Office, 1978, p. 63).
In November 1980 William Whitelaw announced a new series of experimental
pay-TV licences to be run on existing (narrowband) cable systems. Eventually
thirteen licences were issued to run on the servicesof sevencompanies. Each was
for two years,and the first came into operation in September 1981 (Hollins, 1984,
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its development and application' (quoted in Negrine, 1988, p. 226). In keeping
with this view, the government appointed a Minister of Information Technology,
Kenneth Baker,in the DTI, and designated 1982 as`Information Technology Year.
It also set up an Information Technology Unit in the Cabinet Office and, in June
1981,an Information Technology Advisory Panel (ITAP) to advise it on policy
(Negrine, 1988,p. 226). ITAP's first extended study was on broadband cable.This
was handed over to government in January 1982, and published under the title
CableSystemsin March.
The policy recommendations contained in Cable Systemswere not primarily
based on broadcasting considerations. Rather, ITAP founded cable strategy
squarelyon what it saw as the central place of broadband cable within the general
framework of information technology. Cable Systemsbegan with the following
vision:
Modern cable systems,based on coaxial cables or optical fibres, can provide many new
telecommunications-based services to homes and businesses.The initial attraction for
home subscribers would be the extra television entertainment channels. However, the
main role of cable systemseventually will be the delivery of many information, financial
and other services to the home and the joining of businesses and homes by highcapacity data links. (ITAP, 1982, p. 7, my emphasis)

Here, broadcasting considerations (the expected demand for extra television
entertainment channels) were being used simply as a lever to achieve the greater
goal of a broadband network whose 'main role' was to be the delivery of 'information, financial and other services.
In the light of current debate on the information superhighway, it is worth
spelling out what ITAP envisagedthese serviceswould be. They would include:
`New ways of selling (a videotaped tour of a house for sale or a prospective holiday location perhaps) or of instruction (e.g. how to carry out a piece of car maintenance)' (p. 2). The videotaped house tours and holiday brochures are relatively
be
today
termed 'home shopping. The car
of
what
would
versions
sophisticated
maintenance example foreshadows current emphasis on the potentialities of the
information superhighway for education.
ITAP's 1982 catalogue of services to be provided by cable also included the
`development of new relationships between work and home activities, and reduction in the need to travel' (p. 30). Today,all this would be referred to as`tele-commuting'. ITAP also emphasisedthat cable would enable' "film request" servicesto
be developed'- what we would now call video-on-demand. Lastly, the panel listed
home
including
interactive
security (pp. 16,44-5).
services,
a variety of
In other words, the list of benefits to be provided by a broadband network, as
set out in CableSystemsin 1982,is almost exactly the sameas that set out by information superhighway enthusiasts over a decadelater. How was this vision of an
information technology future to be translated into a strategy for the development of cable?
The first pillar of the strategy outlined by ITAP was that the cabling of Britain
funding.
As the report's summary crisply put it:
private
should rely entirely on
`Private sector finance is available for investment in cable systems- there need be
no call on public funds' (p. 7).
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The Panel were distinctly

bullish about the prospects for commercial

funding:

Our investigations have revealed considerable interest by private firms (not only from
established cable companies) in the possibility of participating in cable systems,and we
have no doubt that funds would be available from commercial sourcesto finance the installation of cable systems.

Recognising that there was as yet little information available on the amount that
consumers would spend on the range of anticipated additional services,the report
cited the US experience that 'households will pay upwards of £10 a month for
additional TV services.Adding in other sources of income, including advertising,
ITAP concluded:
Even with less than 100 per cent take-up of the system, there would appear to be sufficient income from subscribers to give a reasonable return on capital ... Cable systems
offer large businessopportunities with good chancesof profit. We see no need for any
public funds to be used to establish them. (p. 33, my emphases)

ITAP saw the ultimate benefit of cable being in a general information technology future. Part of that benefit would be in the services that cable could provide for private and business consumers. But ITAP were equally definite that a
major part of the benefits of cable would accrue in the stimulus that development
of cable would give to British industries associatedwith information technology.
Like the Home Office's DBS study, Cable Systemsincluded a chapter (Chapter 5)
on `Economic and Industrial Considerations':
'The economic activity generated by a decision to encourage the growth of cable systems could ... be very large ... We suggest that (a) there would be a net employment
generating effect, which could be substantial, (b) that insofar as manufactured products
are involved these would at present ... be more likely British made than if the same consumer expenditure were devoted to cars, video cassetterecorders, etc. and (c) that the
resulting stimulus to programme and information producers would result in products
that had significant international markets, given the high reputation of British broadcasting and information services. ... A decision to encourage cable systems would ...
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industries associatedwith consumer electronics and the supply of programme material.
(pp. 28-9)

This was the same argument that we have already seen articulated in the Home
Office DBS study. An early domestic start with the new technology would put
British hardware and, to a lesserextent, software manufacturers in poll position in
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that could be distributed by cable] must be made quickly to allow prospective operators
and investors sufficient time to plan future systemsbefore a change in Government policy can occur. This again points to a decision in 1982
If no decision is taken now to
...
encourage the growth of cable systems,it will have to be taken later as public and business demand for wideband communications, fuelled by knowledge of the systems
installed in other countries, increases.And the likelihood is that we will then become
dependent on overseas cable technology and will offer foreign firms a rich market.
(pp. 7,8,48)

There was a third parallel with DBS policy. If the potential advantagesto British
industry of cable development dictated an early start, they also dictated some
measuresto advantage British industry in that start. So ITAP proposed that `the
recommended design standards should offer maximum potential to United
Kingdom manufacturers and operators' (p. 51).
If both DBS and cable were to be driven by their supposed potential for UK
industry, that still left open what the relationship between the two distribution
technologies should be. ITAP was in no doubt about the answer: 'The American
experience demonstrates the close and supportive relationship that can be established between satellite and cable TV services,to the benefit of both. On the one
hand, `the introduction of DBS serviceswould provide cable systems with a
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The final pillar of ITAP's cable strategy was the necessityof liberalising British
broadcasting policy as it applied to cable. 'There is a direct connection between
the degree of broadcasting "liberalisation" established for cable systemsand the
possibility of private sector investment in them, the Panel maintained. Private
finance would only be forthcoming 'if the Government lifts the present conbe
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Cable Systemsset the government a tight timetable, backed up by a stern
warning:
Only through a set of speedy,positive and radical regulatory changes can the United
Kingdom obtain the benefits offered by developments in cable technology. We must
repeat, though, that for British industry a late decision is the same as a negative
decision. (p. 52)

The government quickly followed ITAP's injunction. On 22 March 1982, less
than three weeks after his announcement of the early start to DBS, William
Whitelaw announced the establishment of an inquiry on cable and broadcasting,
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to be chaired by Lord Hunt of Tamworth. The inquiry was to submit its report by
30 September 1980, and would take
as its frame of reference the Government's wish to secure the benefits for the United
Kingdom which cable television can offer and its willingness to consider an expansion
of cable systemswhich would permit cable to carry a wider range of entertainment and
other services ... but in a way consistent with the wider public interest, in particular the
safeguarding of public service broadcasting.

Within that framework, the Hunt Inquiry was to `consider the questions which
would arise from such an expansion, including in particular the supervisory
framework' (Hunt, 1982, p. 1).
Hunt and his two colleaguesmet their deadline with just two days to spare. The
Report of the Inquiry into Cable Expansion and BroadcastingPolicy was presented
to Parliament in October 1982.
The Hunt Report stood firmly on the foundations erected by ITAP. It accepted
the Panel'sgeneral perspectives,and it picked up on and elaborated many of Cable
Systemsspecific suggestions.Acknowledging ITAP's basic thesis, Hunt observed:
There is one general point which needs emphasising. It seems to be generally agreed
that investment in cable television for entertainment purposes will be the necessary
base to which interactive services of economic benefit to business and the individual
will be added. It is therefore very important that decisions about cable television should
be taken with this in mind and that for example the award of franchises should positively encourage the development of interactive services. (p. 2)

Hunt had been specifically briefed to square ITAP's industrial- and information
technology-driven perspective for cable with `the safeguarding of public service
broadcasting'. His report recognised that it would be 'a serious loss' if the quality
and diversity provided by BBC and ITV were to be eroded by either a general lowering of standards or the siphoning off to paying cable subscribers of programmes
previously universally available. But, Hunt went on, `if the recommendations in
our report are acceptedwe do not think this is likely to happen: The report argued
that
multi-channel cable television should be seen as supplementary, and not as an alternative or rival, to public service broadcasting.... Cable television is ... all about widening
the viewer's choice. It should be innovative, experimental and sensitive to local feeling.
It cannot be run as though it were another branch of public service broadcasting
providing a balanced service for the country as a whole. (pp. 2-3)

From this position Hunt concluded that'Cable television must
within
operate
...
certain, albeit liberal, ground rules. There would be the need for `some continuing oversight. The report rejected ITAP's proposal that self-regulation by the cable
industry would be generally acceptable.But, it immediately added:
We emphasise the word 'oversight' rather than regulation. The latter implies imposing
detailed programming rules across the country whereas the whole idea of cable is that
it should supplement public service broadcasting and be responsive to local demand.
The concept should be one of cable operators accountable to observe a few general
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guidelines and provide the service offered when given their franchises rather than one
of a central body regulating in detail how they go about their business.(p. 8)

Among the few `generalguidelines' that Hunt proposed were a prohibition of pay`siphoning'
(to
off of popular programmes from universally
prevent
per-view
for
impartiality in news and
broadcasting)
and
requirements
on
cable
available
'taste and decency' (pp. 16,24,25). Hunt specifically rejected any restriction on
cable advertising time or any requirements for programme diversity (pp. 15,22).
Two other recommended stipulations have particular significance in view of
subsequentdevelopments. First, the report expressedthe view that
the supervisory body might have a role in encouraging the production and use of
British material on cable and possibly even have power to impose restrictions in the
longer term, if that was thought appropriate, on the amount of foreign material which
could be included in programme channels.

Second:`It would seem unacceptable for cable systemsto be under foreign control' (pp. 26,9). Both these recommendations were in keeping with the emphasis,
in both the Home Office DBS study and the ITAP cable report, on maximising the
benefits of the new distribution technologies for British industry. As we shall see,
both recommended stipulations turned out to be deeply problematic.
ITAP had proposed a new body to franchise and overseecable. Hunt concurred.
The Hunt Report saw only two possibilities for a cable overseer:`the IBA with different requirements on it in respectof cable television, or a new body It plumped
for the latter, because`there would be a suspicion that the IBA might have an overdeter
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licensed.... It will be the cable operator who determines what servicesare to be used ...
it seemssimplest to hold the cable operator responsible for the services he distributes.
Programme providers will only succeedif they produce material which the operator
...
is able to use. (pp. 6-7)

The Hunt Report therefore provided the loose regulatory framework for cable to
develop along the lines set by ITAP, outside, but supposedly not in conflict with,
for
framework
broadcasting.
British
the traditional
public service
The government rapidly picked up most of Hunt's recommendations. First of
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all, in the House of Commons in December 1982 and then in its White Paper, The
Development of Cable Systemsand Services,published in April 1983,the Thatcher
government indicated its acceptanceof the cable television strategy developed by
ITAP and refined by Hunt:
Cable is in a sensethe crossroads at which broadcasting and telecommunications meet.
It has never been possible to look at the two sets of issues in isolation from each other
The Information Technology Panel created by the Prime Minister in July 1981
...
...
focused attention on the industrial, economic and social opportunities of cable and
underlined the importance of early progress if this country was not to be overtaken by
others. The Government responded immediately by arranging, as the Panel had recommended, for the many important issueswhich it had not been able to study in depth
to be examined further.

The government's broad strategy was that cable should be `privately financed and
market led'; `regulation should be as light as possible so that investors are free to
develop a wide range of services and facilities'; the regulatory framework should
be flexible, but `a small number of key safeguardsare needed.
In pursuit of this strategy, a new statutory body (the Cable Authority) was to be
established `to award franchises to cable operators and exercise a measure of
supervision over the services provided'; `cable should be able to finance itself by
be
should
rental payments, subscription, advertising and sponsorship'; cable
underground, via either coaxial or fibre optic and with a requirement for a twofor
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first
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year period (Home Office and Department of Industry, 1983, pp. 7-8).
The 1983 White Paper parted company with Hunt on little. There were only
two major disagreements. In contrast to Hunt, the White Paper argued for the
for
justification
its
limits
Revealingly,
on cable advertising time.
need to set some
this was not in terms of protection for the viewer, but in order to maintain a level
playing field with existing commercial services:`In equity either cable advertising
should be subject to the same limits as the IBA applies, or independent television
and local radio should themselves be deregulated. The White Paper also proposed, in contrast to Hunt, that `pay per view should be permitted except in those
particular circumstances where it would pose a specific threat to public service
broadcasting' (pp. 42,49). These, however, were the exceptions. In overall thrust
the 1983White Paper was simply a government endorsement of the basic strategy
for cable advanced by ITAP, and then refined with regard to broadcasting policy,
by Hunt. That strategy finally reached the statute book in, the 1984 Cable and
Broadcasting Act.
Two further aspects of the White Paper's detailed proposals are particularly
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British industry, which we have already seen in Direct Broadcasting by Satellite,
ITAP and Hunt. The White Paper was explicit that both cable programming and
the operation of cable systems should be protected from North American
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have a duty to work towards a progressive increase in the proportion of British programming.

The White Paper also unambiguously proclaimed that
The Government acceptsthat control of a cable operating company should, aswith ITV
and ILR, not rest with a company or individual from outside the European Community.
This will not prelude companies with experience of cable operation elsewhere, particularly the United States and Canada, from deploying their expertise and financial
resources to the benefit of cable development in this country, provided they do not
acquire what in the judgement of the Authority constitutes a controlling interest. (pp.
84 and 30)

We have already remarked that such requirements were to prove deeply problematic in practice. What needs emphasising here is that measures to advantage
British (or, as was by now required by EC developments, EC) ownership of cable,
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duty to ensure a `proper' level of European (effectively British) programming and
the prohibition on non-European control of cable systemswere to be included in
the 1984 Cable and Broadcasting Act.
The second element in the 1983 White Paper worth singling out with the
benefit of hindsight is what it said about cable in relation to the rest of the
telecommunications market. At the same time as the Thatcher government was
deliberating its cable strategy,it was also putting into place the foundations of an
ambitious deregulatory telecommunications policy. When the White Paper was
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1984 Telecommunications Act) was already before Parliament. This would end
British Telecom'sexclusiveprivileges and licensing function, convert it into a public company and provide for its privatisation. Alongside this formal changein BT's
status and ownership, the other key plank of government telecommunications
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How was cable to fit into this prospective Mercury/BT duopoly? The White
Paper reported that it had received two directly contradictory setsof representations: that BT should not be allowed any role in the development of cable, and,
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The government rejected both of these positions. To give BT (or BT and
Mercury) the exclusiveright to run cable systems`would be to reinforce the dominance of telecommunications currently enjoyed by the existing operators and
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The White paper considered it likely that BT and Mercury would participate in
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many cable consortia, but `the Government is however concerned at the prospect
of BT and Mercury's financial position being eroded in the event of interactive
services depriving them of local and national traffic: Therefore, only BT or
Mercury would be allowed to offer voice telephony services on cable systems,
`either alone or in partnership with a cable operator.
Two other pieces of protection were proposed for the two national telecommunications providers. Cable operators offering data services to the business centres
of London, Manchester and Birmingham would have to do so in collaboration
with either BT or Mercury; and only BT or Mercury would be allowed to provide
the links between the different local cable systems.`Subject to these restrictions,
cable systemswill be free to provide subscribers any service whether of a switched
or non-switched variety' (pp. 70-3).
So cable was fitted pragmatically into the government's plans to foster competition in the telecommunications market. It was partially sheltered from BT and
Mercury, because these companies were not allowed to provide cable television
over their own national network licences. But BT and Mercury could - and it was
both hoped and expected would apply for local cable franchises without restriction. Cable franchises could not provide voice telephony directly, but they could
provide it in collaboration with BT or (more likely commercially) Mercury. That
opened up a chink of opportunity for cable operators on voice telephony which
was not available in other countries.
There was some delay in translating the proposals of the White Paper into legislation. The 1984 Cable and Broadcasting Act became law well over a year after the
publication of the White Paper,and the Cable Authority which it establishedcame
into operation right at the end of 1984.However, in line with the stresson urgency
which had characterised the ITAP report, the government did not wait for the new
legislative framework to be in place before awarding the first of the new broadband licences. In the summer of 1983 the government invited applications for
broadband licences in areasto be nominated by the applicants. It received thirtylicences;
The
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in the event, at the end of November 1983 it awarded eleven.The UK's broadband
cable revolution was under way - or was it?

Cable in Practice
During the discussions on cable and satellite strategy in the early 80s considerable
expectations had been raised about the likely pace of growth of the new tech1982
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ing, higher density 50 per cent of the UK. These systemscould take up to five years to
construct but by 1992we can foresee5 million cable subscribers, out of a total of 20 million households. (Littleboy et al., 1982, conclusions pp. ii-iii)

And in 1984 a study for the Broadcasting ResearchUnit concluded that
it is reasonable to assumethat by the end of 1986 some four or five million households
could have cable systemsavailable to them on new and old systems.By 1990many more
systemswill have been built but will to some extent have been offset by the closure of
old ones. Perhaps eight million households will have cable available, mostly on new
systems.

The same study suggestedan admittedly `optimistic' possible rate of take-up of
cable of up to 55 per cent of homes passed.This, it suggested,would give, as the
`most optimistic of scenarios; 6.6-7.7 million cable subscribersin the UK by 1994
(Hollins, 1984,p. 303).
By 1986 such forecasts were already looking distinctly ragged. In May of that
year, William Phillips, writing in Broadcast (16 May 1986, p. 6), dubbed the
heralded `explosion' in broadband communications and satellite television the
`revolution that can't get started. This sort of scepticism was sufficiently widespread to goad the Chairman of the Cable Authority into response.`It is remarkfirst
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some quarters
Annual Report, 1984/6, Chairman's Foreword). However, the same report contained more than enough evidence to show that cable development was progressing far more slowly than had been expected,and it presented some of the reasons
why.
Only one of the eleven pioneering broadband licences granted in November
1983was in operation when the CableAuthority came into existencein December
1984.These eleven licences covered areasranging in size from 22,000 to 136,000
homes, and in total this first tranche of broadband franchises covered over a million homes. In its first fifteen months the Cable Authority added to thesepioneers
homes.
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Given the very considerable initial investment involved in cable construction, and
the very long payback period, these allowances had been seen as important to
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companies contemplating investment in cable. The Authority reported that the
removal of capital allowances was `widely seen as a blow to the development of
cable.
This worsening of the tax position of cable investment was harmful enough in
itself. But, in addition, an unsuccessful campaign against it by the cable industry
may have had the perverse effect of scaring off potential investors even more. The
Cable Authority acknowledged that, rightly or wrongly, the 1984 Budget decision
'became embedded in the minds of many people in the financial community as
the factor which made investment in cable much less attractive than it might have
been' (pp. 11-12).
Over the following two years, just three extra franchises were awarded by the
Cable Authority. The reason for the tiny number of new awards, and the slow
progress of the ones already awarded, was the same one that the Authority had
already identified as inhibiting development in 1986 - lack of investment.
'Progress is slower than we had hoped, commented the Authority's Chairman in
1987:
Clearly investors are still not wholly convinced of the sensein investing in broadband
cable systems.It is lack of finance which is restricting cable's development and causing
problems both to existing operators and to those whose franchises are struggling to
make a start. It causesproblems too to the authority in inhibiting our ability to pursue
continuing franchising programme. ' (Chairman's Foreword)

So, by the end of March 1988 just twenty-three franchises had been awarded,
covering fewer than 2.4 million homes (less than 12 per cent of total TV homes).
Only ten of these franchises were operational, their'total build passedjust over
300,000 homes, of which just under 45,000 were connected. That represented a
14.5 per cent penetration rate. Not only was the franchising far lessthan had been
predicted, and the rate of build within those franchised areas far slower, but the
take-up among households where cable did eventually become available was also
disappointingly low. The Cable Authority might congratulate itself on the number of new cable channels, but the attraction of these to potential customers was
clearly less than overwhelming.
In retrospect, 1987 representedprobably the nadir of cable'sfortunes. After that
things began slowly to improve. Surveying the year 1987/8 the Cable Authority
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The new finance that began to come forward in 1988 was not the result of a
rethink by British investors. They remained as reluctant as ever. Instead, as the
Authority itself observed: `Most of the current interest is based on North
American investment. It comes from groups who know and understand cable
better than do investors in the United Kingdom, who are still slow to recognise
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However, this North American interest ran up against the provision of the
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Cable and Broadcasting Act, which prohibited non-European control of a franchise.As early as 1987 the Chairman of the Cable Authority had called for this
provision to be removed, and this was eventually done in the 1990 Broadcasting
Act. In the meanwhile, and with the approval of the Cable Authority and the
acquiescenceof the government, North American investors found waysround the
prohibition. This generally involved vesting control of the cable operating
company in the UK with a discretionary trust in the Channel Islands. Such a legal
expedient enabled North American investors to effectively control UK cable franchises,while leaving formal control in European hands (Cable Authority Annual
Report, 1988/9, p. 6).
The North American investment in UK cable continued to grow in 1989 and
1990,prompting the Cable Authority to rapidly increase the pace of its franchising - twenty-six new franchises were advertised in 1988/9, followed by eighty-five
in 1989/90.
Two other factors assistedthe revival in cable's fortunes at the end of the 80s.
First was the start of direct broadcasting by satellite by Sky in March 1989 and by
BSBin May 1990.This provided a considerable increase in both the number and
the attractivenessof channels available via cable. The satellite channels also had a
level of national publicity which the cable-only channels had never achieved.And
in the short period before November 1990,when there was competition between
Sky and BSB, cable offered the considerable advantageover satellite of being able
to deliver both programme packageswithout the complexity and expenseof two
satellite dishes. In March 1989,take-up in broadband franchises was only 14 per
cent; by the end of 1990 it had risen to 18 per cent (Cable Authority Annual
Report, 1988/9, p. 5 and Final Report). As the ITAP report had foreseen,satellite
could be a positive factor in the development of cable.
The second factor that improved cable'sposition at the end of the 80s was voice
telephony. As we have seen,the 1984Act had opened a chink of opportunity here
by allowing cable operators to offer voice telephony in partnership with BT or
Mercury. Partnership between a cable company and Mercury offered benefits to
both partners, enabling them to offer a more effective local challenge to BT's
dominance in the voice telephony market than Mercury would have been able to
do on its own.
The first cable franchises to take up this opportunity to offer voice telephony
were Cable Camden and Windsor Television in 1987/8. The following year they
werejoined by a third franchisee.Thesewere still only slight beginnings, but asthe
1988/9 Cable Authority Report commented:
the experience of these developments - particularly in Windsor where the service was
most extensive- did much to establish the credibility of cable as an alternative telecommunications medium. For the first time, the value of being able to derive a second
stream of revenue from the infrastructure investment became quantifiable: it was possible to include in a cable operator's businessplan some realistic projections for revenue
from telecommunications services.(p. 5)

The possibility of combining cable television and voice telephony had a particular attraction for North American investors. These included cable companies,
whose opportunities for further domestic expansion in their core business were
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narrowing as the North American cable market matured. They also included
telecommunications companies. In North America the provision of cable television and voice telephony were then still rigidly separated. So, for both sets of
transatlantic players, there was not only the intrinsic attraction of investing in a
market where they were allowed to do both but also the added bonus of being able
to gain experience in the less regulated environment, which sooner or later they
would face back home. As the Cable Authority itself put it in 1990:
The United Kingdom's unique regulatory environment, which encourages cable operators to be telecommunications operators within their area as well as television
providers, is undoubtedly one reason why the North American telephone companies
are taking such an interest. (Final Report, p. 6)

The Cable Authority oversaw the development of broadband cable in the UK
for six years from the beginning of 1985, until (under the provisions of the 1990
Broadcasting Act) it handed over responsibility to the ITC at the end of 1990.
Developments during the first half of those six years had, as we have seen,been
desperately slow owing to the reluctance of British investors to put their money
into cable. In the second half of the period things had picked up, thanks to the
boost in content and profile of programming from Sky and BSB,to the voice telephony opportunities offered to cable operators in the UK, and, above all, to the
huge North American injection of finance, filling the gap which British investors
were still unwilling to meet. But cash for cable was still in short supply even at the
end of 1990.The Cable Authority's Final Report bemoaned the fact that
a looming recession,coupled with a banking crisis in the United Statesfrom which most
of the finance was expected to come, undermined the plans which many companies had
drawn up for raising and investing the large sums of money which the construction of
a cable system requires. Recessionhad arrived just at the point when the major expansion of cable was set to take place.

Nevertheless,the Authority still felt able to claim that `the extent of activity in different parts of the country gave a definite feeling of cable having at last arrived'
(Final Report, p. 5). How much justification was there for such a claim?
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ITAP had claimed that the private finance was there to cable Britain. A decade
later that initial assessmentlooked, at the very least, over-confident.
After 1990, cable build accelerated.From 828,000 at the end of 1990,the number of homes passed by broadband cable multiplied tenfold to 8.96 million by
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April 1997,while the number of broadband television subscribers increasedeven
faster,from 149,000 at the end of 1990 to 1.97 million by April 1997. Cable television penetration among homes passedcrept up during the sameperiod from 18
per cent in 1990 to 22 per cent in April 1997 (ITC News Release,22 May 1997).
This was, however, still far lower than most early forecastershad envisaged.The
pattern of viewing in cable homes was very similar to that in satellite households.
The most popular channels were all available direct-to-home via Astra, and were
dominated by BSkyB (ITC, 1996, p. 9). To date, UK cable operators have been
singularly unsuccessful in providing a `cable only' programming offer and thus
developing an independent pole of attraction to BSkyB's domination of the UK
multi-channel market.
Two other planks of the ITAP strategy turned out to be even further removed
from reality than its projections about the pace of cable build and take-up.
First, it should be remembered, ITAP had stressedthe opportunities for British
industry involved in the rapid development of broadband cable systems.So far as
the cable franchises were concerned, this British involvement simply did not happen. The operators of the old narrowband cable systemsshowed no interest in the
from
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try. Of the two British telecommunications operators, Mercury made no attempt
to get involved in owning cable franchises; BT did in the early stages,but then, in
the second half of the 80s, withdrew from most of what it had been awarded in
the first half. Other UK takers of early franchises were often financially weak and
gaveup, or sold out, later on. The great bulk of franchises advertised in the Cable
Authority's last two years went to North American-controlled consortia.
The net result of this was that when the Cable Authority handed over to the
ITC, it had awarded 135 franchises. Eight of these were subsequently withdrawn
for lack of activity. Of the 127 that remained, in 1993: `77 are controlled by US
by
by
Canadian
5
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trolled; and 6 are UK/overseas joint ventures' (Cable Television Association,
1993).
During the 90s,British cable and satellite policy was increasingly justified by the
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invest, Heritage Secretary,Virginia Bottomley proclaimed in 1997:
By the end of the decade,£12 billion will have been invested in cabling the UK, invested
by companies which have the assurancethat the regulatory goalposts are not going to
be moved on the basis of whim or short term populism. (DNH News Release, 27
February 1997)

Whatever the truth in this argument that stable light regulation would attract
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British private industry would, without the aid of government money, speedily
finance the introduction of the new distribution technologies proved to be an
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illusion. After severalyears of uncomfortable hesitation, the new television industries did eventually get going - but on the basis of foreign finance and ownership.
That development might have its own merits, but it was most certainly not the
basis on which the Thatcher government formulated its cable and satellite policies
a decade before. That was very clearly in terms of advantage for British industry.
The Thatcher government's cable strategy had a second leg which was largely
lacking in terms of satellite strategy: namely, the potential of cable in terms of
interactive services.Cable television was, remember, merely to be the sweetenerfor
these services. Kenneth Baker's prediction, quoted earlier, that multi-channel
cable television would be'commonplace in-home countrywide' by `the end of the
decade, appears ridiculous enough in terms of the slow growth of cable in the 80s
which we have already observed. But his rider - that'TV will be used for armchair
shopping, banking, calling emergency services and many other services'- turned
out to be even sillier. In its 1987/8 report, the Cable Authority claimed that
a great deal of effort and interest was devoted to the development of other new services.
Westminster Cable exploited its British Telecom switched star system not only to provide new text-based interactive services (including the ordering of goods and payment
for them by credit card through the system) and to introduce at the end of the year
accessto Prestel services but also to provide on a trial basis remote accessto a library of
interactive videodiscs. A range of other services was in the developmental phase elsewhere. (Cable Authority Annual Report, 1987/8, p. 4)

None of this, however, came to anything. By the time the Cable Authority handed
over to the ITC at the end of 1990 there were precisely no special interactive services running on UK cable. Broadband cable provided television, and was beginning to compete with BT on voice telephony - but it did nothing else (and was to
continue to do nothing else for the next seven years). A central plank of the
Thatcher government's early 80s cable strategy was that broadband cable should
be developed in order to provide, not just television, but a range of interactive services. In practice, by the time the Tories left office in May 1997, those services
simply had not materialised.
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6 The Peacock Committee

During Margaret Thatcher's first term, Tory television policy directed its innovating energies almost wholly to new developments in British television -a new
terrestrial channel (Channel Four) and two new delivery systems (direct broadcasting by satellite and broadband cable). The public service core of the British
television duopoly which the Tories had inherited - BBC and ITV - was left
largely untouched.
After Thatcher's second election victory of 1983, right through to the 1990
Broadcasting Act, Tory television policy radically but unacknowledgedly shifted
emphasis- away from new channels and new means of delivery, and towards an
attempt to reform the established television system. We have already traced a
negative side of this shift at work in satellite and cable. The ambitious if flawed
strategy of the early 80s, concentrating on an early start for cable and satellite to
gain a place in a new international market, stagnated from 1984 onwards, and
policy on the new media had been allowed to drift in the wake of commercially
driven events.
What replaced the focus on the new delivery systemswas a desire to reform the
existing core structure of the terrestrial television duopoly in a more commercially driven, consumer led and competitive direction. This new concern initially
focused on one side of that core structure - the BBC - and resulted in the setting
up of the Peacock Committee on Financing the BBC in 1985. However, the
Committee's conclusions (Peacock, 1986) effectively turned the government's
drive to reform the core terrestrial television system away from the BBC, and
towards the advertising-funded side of the system - ITV and Channel Four. The
government finally unveiled its plans for this new target of reform in the 1988
White Paper, Broadcasting in the 90s: Competition, Choice and Quality (Home
Office, 1988) and - with some very significant modifications - embodied them in
legislation in the 1990 Broadcasting Act.
The course of this attempt to reform the terrestrial core of British television is
the subject of this chapter and the next. We must begin by asking why, after four
largely
leaving
ITV
BBC
the
unchanged, the government embarked
and
of
years
on such an exercise, and why its initial efforts at reform were directed almost
exclusively at the BBC.
There were severalstrands in the growing impetus from 1983 onwards for the
Tories to `do something' about the mainstream television system (they are most
fully detailed in O'Malley, 1994,pp. 13-92). One strand was the general blueprints
for change,advancedmost fully by the increasingly influential free-market thinktanks, the Institute of Economic Affairs (IEA) and the Adam Smith Institute. As
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we have seen,the free-market right had devoted little sustained intellectual energy
to the subject of broadcasting since the 60s. This neglect continued for most of
Thatcher's first term, and it was only towards the end of it, in February 1983,that
the IEA published Choice by Cable by Cento Veljanovski and W. D. Bishop.
As its title suggests, Choice by Cable focused on the government's plans for
broadband cable described in the last chapter. It appeared after the ITAP and
Hunt Reports, but before the 1983 White Paper on cable, and was thus primarily
designed to shift government policy on cable in an even more free-market and less
regulated direction. But, in doing so, it also drew some general conclusions from
the cable debate for the television system as a whole. Choice by Cable therefore
forms an important intellectual link between the Tory government's new media
policies of the early 80s and its efforts to reform terrestrial television during the
rest of the decade. The intellectual link was probably also an influential one:
Veljanovski was to be an adviser to the Peacock Committee and Peacockwas a
prominent member of the IEA. Several of the more important themes and proposals of the PeacockReport can be found in embryo in Veljanovski and Bishop's
small book.
Choice by Cablebegan by observing that government acceptanceof the general
approach of the Hunt Report had 'effectively jettisoned the principles upon which
the British broadcasting system has been based since its inception 60 years ago'
(p. 17) - namely that broadcasting was a public service to be provided by public
authorities. This conclusion, it should be noted, was in sharp contrast to the
official claim of both Hunt and the government that cable (and satellite) were
being developed as supplementsto the core public service system. The traditional
premise that broadcasting should be run as a public service was, argued
Veljanovski and Bishop, in part, based on the technologyof traditional broadcasting - the scarcity of channels available on the electro-magnetic spectrum. 'Cable,
and the new technology of communications; Veljanovski and Bishop continued,
'challenges this traditional philosophy and the argument for the government
regulation of TV.' Cable was `narrowcasting, they explained, `it has unlimited
channel capacity' (Veljanovski and Bishop, 1983, pp. 20-1).
Veljanovski and Bishop took this challenge to the `old philosophy' beyond cable
television. Not only was cable part of a wider market in communications, including terrestrial television, but also `by extending the discussion to broadcast TV it
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article by Leo Herzel, published in an American law journal in 1951 (Herzel,
1951):
Herzel's proposal differs radically from the way frequencies are allocated by the Home
Office in Britain - namely free of charge to commercial and public operators. In effect
the Home Office is giving away a valuable resource ... The present method of awarding
ITV licences bestows large windfall profits on the programme companies, which government has taxed since 1964. (p. 53)

The authors later spelt out the practical conclusion of their discussion on frequency auctions: `Consideration should ... be given to auctioning existing ITV
franchises.... (p. 112)
These three general emphasesin Choice by Cable- market mechanisms as the
method for organising television; the end to spectrum scarcity as an incentive to
use them; and efficiency in resource utilisation as a prime goal in broadcasting
policy - were all to be key elements in the PeacockReport. So,too, wasVeljanovski
and Bishop's specific proposal to allocate ITV franchises by auction.
One other theme from Choice by Cablewas to figure prominently in Peacock.
Veljanovski and Bishop placed particular emphasis on the merits of pay-TV
(either by channel or by programme) as a means of commercially financing television, and as an alternative to advertising. Paywas, they argued, the only method
of funding television
that provides TV programmers with a direct measure of the preferences of viewers ...
Pay-TV can survive only if it provides the consumer with a package of programmes he
choosesto continue to pay for. The more intense a consumer's preference for a type of
programme, the more he will be willing to pay. Profit maximising cable programmers
will thus offer a mixture of channels and programmes which caters for market demand
and diversity.

Direct payment, they carefully added, would only be able to fulfil this potential
when there was an unlimited number of channels (pp. 61-2).
In contrast to direct payment, advertising finance for television was, according
to Veljanovski and Bishop, deficient. It did not distinguish between different
intensities of preference for watching a programme. So, the Choice by Cable
authors commented, `the mass audience is crucial to the profitability of the ITV
companies: thus they have a tendency to offer programmes which nearly everyone
is willing to watch, even though no one wants very much to watch them' (p. 61).
In relation to the standard British pro-public service argument about the narrow
range of output of the US networks, Veljanovski and Bishop conceded that it was
true that `unregulated advertiser-supported TV has a tendency to screen mass
appeal programmes which are aimed at the lowest common denominator. But the
problem, they maintained, was the sourceof the network's commercial funding,
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Free-market-motivated belief in the virtues of direct payment for television, as
opposed to advertising funding, and an emphasison the importance of unlimited
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channels as a condition for the effective working of pay-TV were to figure as further central elements in the Peacock Report. But, as we shall see,they were not
views that fitted neatly into Tory predilections.
Choice by Cable devoted very little attention specifically to the BBC. Its target
was the general regulated public service framework of the whole of British broadcasting. The second free-market think-tank report on broadcasting was far more
explicit about the Corporation.
From 1982 onwards the Adam Smith Institute started producing an ambitious
set of blueprints for radical-right reform of a wide range of British institutions,
ranging from Defence to Housing, and from Agriculture to justice. These were
finally all collected together as The OmegaFile in 1985 (Butler et al., 1985). Several
of the different sections of the report were published separately before this, and
the Omega Report on Communications Policy (Adam Smith Institute 1984) first
appeared in May 1984.
In keeping with rest of the Omega project Communications Policy covered a
wide range of areas- from the postal service to telecommunications. Its section
on television and radio directly challenged what it saw as the traditional principle
of British broadcasting - that broadcasting was a public service accountable to the
people through Parliament:
If television is to have a healthy future in Britain, then it must move towards the
demands of its audience. Logically the only possible way this can occur is by moving
away from the television licence fee to other forms of finance.

Although the Communications Policy authors conceded that pay-TV was a more
direct method of charging than advertising, they did not place the same emphasis
on pay asVeljanovski and Bishop. Nor did the Adam Smith Institute authors share
the IEA pair's worries about advertising funding. 'Where the balance lies between
advertising and charging is a decision only the market can make, they pronounced. Either method of finance was superior to 'the decisions of the
bureaucrat' (Adam Smith Institute, 1984, p. 38).
Answering the traditional defence of supporters of public service that commercialisation of television would lead to a decline in quality, Communications
Policy had this to say:
the 'quality argument' is clearly elitist ... The idea of a'quality programme is a highly
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people like it... High ratings ought to be accepted as the yardstick of what people want,
and should not be regarded as the object of disdain. (p. 40)

This was a noticeably lesssophisticated free-market position than Choiceby Cable,
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in the BBC) was to have considerable currency in the press campaign leading up
to the establishment of the PeacockCommittee.
In keeping with its general approach, Communications Policy advocated a progressive loosening of restrictions on the types of advertisements permitted on
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caseof the BBC, it proposed breaking the Corporation up into `an association of
independent and separately financed stations, operating under the guidance of
the BBC board of governors. One unit would comprise BBC 1, BBC 2 and BBC
BreakfastTime:
[This] would be kept intact as one BBC TV unit, but their method of financing would
be changed. BBCI and BBC Breakfast Time would be financed by advertising, while
BBC2 would be financed by a mixture of advertising, sponsorship, and subsidy from
revenue gathered by BBC1 and Breakfast Time.

To preserve its integrity, `BBC TV news would be formed into a separate entity
financed by levies on all three channels, and from funds from other TV stations,
possibly cable or satellite' (p. 41).
On the ITV side, the Adam Smith Institute urged that
the IBA should be replaced by a body more akin to the FCC [Federal Communications
Commission] in the United States-a body that allocates frequencies to prevent interference between stations but which maximizes the number of stations on air.

This reformed IBA `should be a commercially-aware body that can effectively promote commercial broadcasting in Britain rather than acting as a body more concerned with control and restriction' (p. 42). Interestingly, although in other
sections it advocated the allocation of radio frequencies by auction, in its
'Television and Radio' section Communications Policy did not specifically suggest
an auction of the ITV licences.
The appearanceof Choiceby Cablein 1983 and Communications Policy in 1984
how
free-market
indicators
important
the
right was, several years after
of
were
1979,turning its attention to challenging the general framework of British broadcasting. But the differences of emphasisbetween the two reports - on advertising
as opposed to pay-TV, and on the amount of attention given to the BBC - also
revealedthat the'ideologica ' free-market camp did not have one single recipe for
the commercialisation of broadcasting. That fact was to prove of considerable
significance for subsequentdevelopments.
In 1984 and 1985a combination of factors pushed the government in favour of
concentrating its energiesin the broadcasting area not just on the terrestrial public service core in general,but quite specifically on trying to put advertising on the
BBC. ITV, in contrast, was the subject of comparatively little attention.
In the summer of 1984 the BBC began preparing its casefor an increasein the
licence fee.`There had only been eight licence fee increasesin our history, recalled
then Director-General, Alasdair Milne, `but five of them had occurred, becauseof
inflation, in the eight yearsbetween 1976and 1984and that had causedthe licence
fee to incur sharp political overtones' (Milne, 1989, pp. 124-5). So, without any
fee
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increase
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developments,
the
would have drawn the
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proposed
other
finances of the BBC into the centre of political controversy in 1984/5.
But there were other factors which sharpened the focus on the BBC. One was
the new interest in broadcasting by the intellectual free-market right which we
have described above.A secondwas the traditional Conservative Party hostility to
the output of the BBC as a hotbed of leftism. This had recently been fuelled by
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controversies over elements of the BBC's Falllands War coverage and its reporting of Northern Ireland. So, for reasonsof its supposedly biased political content,
by the mid-80s the BBC was, at the very least, not the Conservative Party's
favourite broadcaster.
A third new factor was the scale of the increase in the licence fee that the BBC
felt compelled to propose in 1984. For a number of reasons television programming costs have tended to rise faster than the general rate of inflation (Collins, et
al., 1988, pp. 15-18). In the 70s and early 80s the BBC licence fee did not need to
fully reflect this, because television viewers were moving in huge numbers from
black and white to colour, and thus from paying the black and white licence to the
much more expensive colour licence. By the mid-80s, however, this move was
coming to an end (Peacock, 1986, p. 14). So any new hike in the licence had to
reflect more truly the increasesin broadcasting costs, as well as any expansion in
the scope of BBC operations, which, in keeping with its tradition of taking up new
developments in the medium, the Corporation wanted to pursue. The result was
that when Milne and his colleagues publicly launched the BBC's bid for a rise in
the licence fee at a press conference in December 1984, their declared target was
to increase the fee from £46 to £65 -a rise of 41 per cent (Milne, 1989, p. 125).
The bid prompted an extensive and hostile press response.Predominantly proConservative, the press had already begun to articulate some of the general freemarket hostility to the BBC before the Corporation unveiled its licence fee bid. In
a carefully documented survey of the press coverage of the BBC in this period,
Tom O'Malley persuasively suggeststhat the campaign against the BBC was particularly strong in the papers owned by Rupert Murdoch. Press hostility to the
BBC was therefore not simply motivated by general ideological considerations,
but also, O'Malley argues,by Murdoch's desire to expand into television and thus
his desire to destabilise a major state-funded potential competitor (O'Malley,
1994, pp. 36-46). Whatever the motivations, it is clear that after the BBC's
December 1984 press conference press coveragehostile to the traditional basis of
the BBC increased. Most notably, on the 14,15 and 16 January 1985, the
Murdoch-owned Timestook the quite exceptional step of running a seriesof three
consecutive leaders on the same subject -'something it had not done since the
abdication of King Edward VIII in 1936, observed Alasdair Milne (1989, p. 127).
The Timesleaders went under the collective title, 'Whither the BBC?'
`The BBC, pronounced the first of these leaders, `should not survive this
Parliament in its present size, in its present form and with its present terms of reference intact. Four reasonswere advanced for this. `First, since the arrival of independent television, the BBC has found it harder to win the audience necessaryto
justify to itself its licence fee monopoly. ' Second, the BBC's traditional goal of
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the market. Fourth, and we might surmise, most important, `the political climate
has changed. Today a duopoly has to be justified. So does a poll tax such as the
BBC licence fee,particularly one that is fast rising and looks set on present policies
to rise still faster' (Times, 14 January 1985,p. 9).
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By 1985 all thesearguments had gained a considerably wider currency than the
Times leader writers. And, as we shall see,they were to resurface nearly a decade
later in lessstrident form, and in a rather different political climate, in the debate
around the 1996 BBC charter renewal (seeChapter 8).
The second Timesleader explored a fifth issue.'We need, it argued, `more open
discussions about the use of public funds. Ideally the licence fee should not be
used to fund programmes which could be provided by advertising finance.
Advertising funding could, the Times maintained, support considerably more
good television than the British public service tradition had allowed:
The Government might consider critically the question of whether British television
really is better than that of the Americans ... The BBC and its independent competitors
have set a standard within the British tradition. What reason is there to be certain that
finance by advertising will overthrow this?

Facedwith financial pressure,the Times continued, the BBC should cut back on
entertainment areaswhich `could be remade by others if the money is not there
for the corporation' (Times, 15 January 1985, p. 13). (The 'others' it may be
observed would include the commercial television operations which Murdoch
and other newspaper proprietors hoped to develop.) As we shall see,this notion
that public service should be narrowed down away from what might be provided
feature
to
prominently in subsequent discussion of the BBC,
was
commercially
from Peacockthrough to the charter-renewal debate of the early 90s.
In the third of its series,the Timesleader writers came to the question of positive proposals for reform. They were clear that'the Government should concede
no increase in the BBC licence fee, but immediately qualified this with: `nor
should it jump to an ill-considered conclusion that advertising be taken immedi`advertising
:
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ally pay for some of the "quality television" now financed by the BBC licence. The
nearestthe Timesgot to a concrete method of how this changeshould come about
was the slightly confusing proposal (bearing some of the hallmarks of the Adam
Smith Institute Report) for a new broadcasting commission to auction franchises
that were currently operated by the BBC:
These franchises could form one or more than one of the servicesthat the Corporation
currently controls. Public service criteria would be constructed and strictly enjoined on
the franchise holders, all of whom would be allowed to take advertising under as little
regulation as the commission thought appropriate to the smooth establishment of the
new arrangements. (Times, 16 January, 1985)

These last specific proposals were not to prove influential. The general thrust of
the Timesleaderswas.
We have already mentioned the suspicion that these leaders,along with similar
coverageof the BBC in the rest of the Murdoch press, were the product of particular commercial interest as well as ideology. That accusation of vested interest
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Milne, 1989, pp. 129-30) and, however
time
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powerful the circumstantial evidence, it remains difficult to prove conclusively.
But there can be no room for doubt about one other special interest which in 1984
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began to call publicly for a change in the BBC's source of revenues. This was the
advertising industry itself - with, in the early and mid-80s, considerable credibility and influential links to the Conservative Party. (For a full account, see
O'Malley, 1994, pp. 22-9. )
The interest of the advertising industry was clear, and had already been articulated - but rejected by the government - in debatessurrounding the fourth channel. ITV was effectively a monopoly seller of television airtime, with a limited
amount of spaceto sell. It could therefore bid up prices. Advertising on the BBC
would mean more airtime for sale and thus introduce serious competition. Prices
to the advertising industry would therefore fall. In September 1984 the agency
D'Arcy MacManus Massius published Funding the BBC from Advertising, and the
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Allowing Advertising. In November the Institute of Practitioners in Advertising
(IPA), one of the advertising industry's main trade associations,received a report
advocating advertising on the BBC, and in December the IPA called for a committee of inquiry into the funding of the BBC (O'Malley, 1994,pp. 24-9).
This advertising-industry campaign not only added to the pressure for the
Conservative government to `do something' about the core of British television, it
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One other factor contributed to the BBC-directed thrust of Tory television policy. Margaret Thatcher had become personally convinced of the desirability of
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campaign for a licence fee increase, Thatcher's Press Secretary,Bernard Ingham,
let it be known to the press that the Prime Minister personally favoured the
Corporation taking advertising. In her memoirs Thatcher maintains: `I would
have liked an alternative to the licence fee. One possibility was advertising ... '
Interestingly, she adds: `Willie Whitelaw ... was fiercely opposed to it and indeed
threatened to resign from the Government if it were introduced' (Thatcher, 1993,
p. 636).
As Whitelaw's own memoirs reveal he was,and remained, a firm defender of the
traditional core public service duopoly (Whitelaw, 1989,pp. 217-18). That it was
Whitelaw who headed the Home Office (the centre of the formulation of broadfactor
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likely to be one extra reason why Tory television policy shifted direction in
Margaret Thatcher's second term.
At the end of March 1985 Leon Brittan announced the government's response
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cent the BBC had asked for) and a committee of inquiry into the financing of the
BBC was to be set up under the chairmanship of ProfessorAlan Peacock.It was to
report by July 1986 (HoC Debates,27 March 1985).
Establishing such a committee of inquiry offered a number of advantagesto the
government. Independent inquiries - like the Pilkington Commission before the
allocation of the third channel to the BBC, and the Annan Commission before
the fourth channel - had traditionally preceded major innovations in broadcasting. Thatcher may have been convinced personally of the need for advertising on
the BBC, but there was continued opposition to it from Whitelaw (still in the
Cabinet) and the Home Office. An external examination of the subject which
came out in favour of advertising would therefore be useful for government unity.
A committee of inquiry provided just that sort of considered `independent' examination without the great delay that would have resulted from the setting up of a
full-blown Royal Commission.
The Committee's composition was widely seen as being stacked to favour
advertising on the BBC. In fact its members turned out altogether more independent-minded than either friends or critics expected.But suspicions that they had
been selectedto come up with such a result appeared well grounded.
Peacock himself was an economist of a distinctly free-market persuasion, a
member of the advisory council of the Institute of Economic Affairs and a former
Vice-Chancellor of Britain's only private university, Buckingham. He was joined
by
Samuel Brittan. Brittan was a Financial Times economic
Committee
the
on
journalist and leader writer, and brother of the Home Secretary,Leon. Samuel
Brittan later described the membership of the Committee as,from the start, being
divided into three groups:
There were Peacockand myself, who were inclined towards market provision of goods
and services. ... At the other end were Alastair Hetherington and Judith Chalmers ...
who were keen to preserve the achievements of British broadcasting and suspicious of
what they perceived as market ideology ... The third and middle group consisted of
Jeremy Hardie
These three were not
Sir Peter Reynolds
Lord Quinton
and
...
...
...
committed either to the existing institutions or to any particular alternatives; they were
thus the swing voices on the Committee. (Brittan, 1991,p. 340)

This range of predispositions did not, however, mean that the seven members
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were
one publicly associatedwith the Labour Party. Of the two members who Brittan
saw as `suspicious of market ideology, one (Chalmers) was a supporter of the
Conservative Party, aswere two of the `middle group' (Quinton and Reynolds; the
third, Hardie, was a member of the SDP).
In the event it was Peacockand Samuel Brittan, and their `inclination to the
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Committee's conclusions in July 1986.Those conclusions, however,were very different from what many in government had intended, and most observers had
later
Brittan
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recalled, the mistake observersmade was to conexpected.
fuse his and Peacock'sstrong free-market views with `(a) enthusiasm for advertising finance, (b) support for commercial pressuregroups and (c) a desire to please
the Thatcher Government' (Brittan, 1991,p. 340). As Peacockand Brittan were to
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show, none of the latter three positions necessarily flowed from general advocacy
of the free market. The Committee was to prove far more willing to pursue its own
course than either its composition or the circumstances of its creation might have
initially suggested.
The PeacockCommittee was set up with the following terms of reference:
(i) To assessthe effects of the introduction of advertising or sponsorship on the BBC's
Home Services, either as an alternative or a supplement to the income now received
from the licence fee, including
(a) the financial and other consequencesfor the BBC, for independent television and
independent local radio, for the prospective services of cable, independent national
radio and direct broadcasting by satellite, for the press and the advertising industry
and for the Exchequer; and
(b) the impact on the range and quality of existing broadcasting services; and
(ii) to identify a range of options for the introduction, in varying amounts and on different conditions, of advertising or sponsorship on some or all of the BBC's Home
Services, and with an assessmentof the advantages and disadvantages of each option;
and
(iii) to consider any proposals for securing income from the consumer other than
through the licence fee. (Peacock, 1986, p. 1)

This brief was, on the face of it, highly focused on the immediate issue of advertising on the BBC. But (iii) clearly extended discussion to subscription funding,
its
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deliberations far beyond the immediate question of financing the BBC to the
whole of the broadcasting system. This wider remit was apparently what the
Home Secretary himself intended (Brittan, 1991, p. 338), and the Committee
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ITV and Channel Four in the final report were to prove considerably more influential than many of its long-term proposals for the BBC.
The PeacockReport that emerged, on schedule, in July 1986 can most usefully
be analysed under four headings: first, its general approach to broadcasting; secits
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The core of the PeacockReport's general approach was that
British broadcasting should move towards a sophisticated market system based on consumer sovereignty. That is a system which recognises that viewers an& listeners are the
best ultimate judges of their own interests, which they can best satisfy if they have the
from
broadcasting
as many alternative
they
the
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services
option of purchasing
sources of supply as possible. (Peacock, 1986, p. 133)

This statement is a clear indication that Peacockand Brittan's free-market econofuture
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broadcasting as a whole in terms of the market was a fundamental theoretical
break with all previous official reports on broadcasting in Britain - including
Annan - all of, which had stressed public service as their central organising
principle. '
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However, although the market replaced public service as the Peacock
Committee's goal for the organisation of broadcasting, this did not mean that the
Committee foresaw public service disappearing altogether. Indeed the quote
above was immediately followed by this qualification:
There will alwaysbe a need to supplement the direct consumer market by public finance
by people in their capacity as
for programmes of a public service kind
supported
...
citizens and voters but unlikely to be commercially self-supporting in the view of
broadcasting entrepreneurs. (p. 133, my emphasis)

The PeacockCommittee was quite explicit that public intervention in broadcasting should not just be confined to enforcing laws on decencyand defamation,
or preventing monopoly. It should also include some element of collective and
collectively funded provision:
Viewers and listeners themselves may be willing to provide finance for broadcasting
activities in their capacity as voting taxpayers ... A simple illustration makes our point.
Many citizens who never go near our National Galleries value their existence and are
prepared to contribute as tax-payers to their upkeep. Public patronage has long been a
source of support for the arts, alongside direct consumer support, since the time of
classical Greeceor earlier.

The Committee listed a range of the types of programmes which were'suitable for
public patronage. These included: `news, current affairs, documentaries, programmes about science,nature and other parts of the world, as well as avowedly
educational programmes, all of which require active and not passiveattention and
which may also contribute to responsible citizenship'; `high quality programmes
on the Arts'; and `critical and controversial programmes, covering everything
from the appraisal of commercial products to politics, ideology, philosophy and
religion'. There might also be a casefor public patronage for experimental entertainment. The report put just two - rather important - stipulations on such state
support: it should be `visible and not achieved by cross-subsidisation or "leaning"
`account
for a modest proportion of total
it
and
should
makers,
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broadcasting' (pp. 127-8).
So, although the Peacock Committee decisively shifted the parameters of
broadcasting debate from public service to the market, within this envisagedmarket-dominated future, it still saw a continued and permanent, if subordinate,
place for public service and state support.
A second, important point to note about the Peacock Report's pro-market
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ingly like the press, governed by the market, then it would also become, like the
press, subject only to the general `law of the land. `The end of all censorship
arrangements, declared the Committee, `would be a sign that broadcasting had
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Samuel Brittan later explained that this link between the market approach and
the liberal tradition of free speech was an important element in winning over
members of the Committee who were sceptical about the role of the market in
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broadcasting (Brittan, 1991,p. 341). He also
recalled that'it was the linkage of the
Report with the long tradition of Western writing (from Milton to Mill
and
beyond) in favour of free expression that gave
me more pleasure than anything
else' (p. 342). But it was also an aspect of the report that stuck in the throats of the
Conservative government, who were, at the time,
as concerned with controlling
the content of broadcasting, on political or `moral' grounds, as they were with
developing market forces within it. `Just how far
removed the Thatcher
Government really was from the main Peacockconclusion became
apparent when
the Whips applied pressure on the "payroll vote" to ensure the Second Reading of
the Obscene Publications Bill on April 3,1987, Brittan commented. `This was a
highly illiberal measure inspired by the "moral
majority" campaign of Mrs
Whitehouse' (p. 352).
The third major element in the PeacockCommittee's
overall philosophy was its
emphasis on efficiency of resource allocation as a prime goal of broadcasting
policy. Chapter 11 of the report was entitled `Improvements in Efficiency':
We received a fair number of letters and memoranda from both the
general public and
figures prominent in the broadcasting world
recommending that the Committee should
look into the question of the efficiency
of the BBC and the extent to which this
depended on the duopoly situation..: (Peacock, 1986, 120)
p.

The Committee certainly did not take such representations
uncritically, nor did it
attempt to gloss over the problems involved with the different strategies involved
in trying to improve efficiency. But the very concern
with efficiency in resource
allocation, which occurs throughout the report, and is not confined to the BBC,
represented a fundamental departure from previous official discussions of
broadcasting.
Like the `industrial' considerations on satellite and cable we have highlighted in
the last two chapters, efficiency of resource allocation had not figured prominently in either the Pilkington or Annan Reports. The prominence of 'efficiency'
in Peacockwas to prove one of the report's most important and lasting legacies.
The final feature of the general Peacockapproach particularly worth noting is
its advocacy of a move towards a sophisticatedmarket system. Both of these qualifications, made by the Committee in its advocacy of the market,
were important.
The first implied that not every immediate apparently 'pro-market' reform would
necessarily operate in favour of the final goal of sovereignty of consumer choice,
especially if the conditions of multiplicity of channels were absent. As academic
economists, Peacockand Brittan may have been starry-eyed about the theoretical
workings of the market, but they were also readily familiar with the standard conditions which free-market theory considers necessaryfor the market to properly
work. Advocacy of a `sophisticated' broadcasting market not only meant a recognition that a multiplicity of channels was necessaryif the television market was to
work according to free-market ideals but also entailed a strong preference for payTV. Paywas a direct way for the consumer to exert financial preference in contrast
to the considerable imperfections of advertising. These two qualifications took on
great practical importance when it came to the Committee's recommendations on
its immediate remit of putting advertising on the BBC.
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The PeacockCommittee spent a considerable amount of effort trying to accumulate evidence on the likely prospects for the growth of television advertising
expenditure. Its witnesses were sharply divided in their prognoses, and on the
whole the Committee tended to side with the more cautious estimates.However,
as the PeacockCommittee itself stressed,its final conclusion was not dependent
on these estimates:
Our primary consideration has been the satisfaction and range of choice available to
viewers and listeners. The main defect of a system based on advertising finance is that
channel owners do not sell programmes to audiences,but audiences to advertisers. The
differences between the two conceptswould narrow if there were sufficiently large numbers of channels, without concentration of ownership. In that casethere could well be
pressure on suppliers to transmit a wide range of programmes, covering minority and
medium appeal programmes. But theseconditions do not prevail and are unlikely to for
some time. So long as the present duopoly remains in being and competition is limited to
a fringe of satellite and cable services,the introduction of advertising on [BBC] television
is likely to reduceconsumerchoiceand welfare.It could do this both by driving the BBC
into a ratings war and by putting financial pressure on ITV companies, which would
make it more difficult for them to meet IBA requirements. The result could be an inadequate supply of programmes which many of us watch most of the time, but which
do not achieve top audience ratings. One consequenceof not introducing advertising
on the BBC television services is that the growth in advertising revenue in real terms
projected by our economic studies will provide additional finances for the new technologies of cable and DBS. (p. 137, my emphasis)

Such a verdict, delivered by a committee dominated by pro-market economists
been
having
set up with the specific purpose of introregarded
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and generally
ducing advertising on the BBC, was a devastating blow to any such project.
Regardlessof Margaret Thatcher's personal preferences,the PeacockReport effectively removed advertising on BBC television, not only from the practical political debate of the mid-80s, but also for the following decade.
The Peacock Report's specific proposals for the BBC followed from its longterm desire to move towards a sophisticated market system for broadcasting,
coupled with its recognition that the complete end to spectrum scarcity was
`the
BBC, and the regulated ITV sysIn
the
this.
to
meantime,
achieve
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tem, have done far better, in mimicking the effects of a true consumer market,
than any purely laissez-faire system, financed by advertising could have done
under conditions of spectrum shortage' (p. 131).
So, reform of the broadcasting system would have to be based on a series of
stages through which broadcasting would move. The Peacock Report distinguished three stagesof likely broadcasting developments. During stageone, `satellite and cable develop, but most viewers and listeners continue to rely on BBC,
ITV and independent local radio. During stagetwo there would be a 'proliferation
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the `cost of outlets and of charging system' (p. 136). It was central to the
Committee's recommendations that policy measures had to be appropriate to
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To facilitate the transition to that final stage, quite different measures were
required in earlier stages,particularly stage one, than would be necessaryonce a
full broadcast market was established. We have seen that, during stage one, when
the ITV/BBC duopoly would continue, the Peacock Report rejected advertising
funding for the BBC. Instead it proposed retaining the licence fee `for the time
being as the principle source of BBC finance. It was `important to have a systematic and agreed formula for determining it, and, therefore, `the licence fee should
be indexed on an annual basis to the general rate of inflation. This, the Committee
believed, `would bring a measure of insulation of the BBC from political influence. General inflation was chosen in preference to either averageearnings or the
BBC's own level of pay costs, becauseeither of the latter courses `would build in
incentives to inefficiency, waste and lax pay settlements' (pp. 137-8). In other
words, the Peacock Committee expected indexation to the retail price index to
bring some downward pressure on BBC costs.
Finance of the BBC from the licence fee was not, however, to continue
indefinitely:
In Stage 2, which is likely to begin well before the end of the century, we recommend
that subscription should replace the licence fee. We regard it as the way in which all
broadcasting organisations, including the BBC, can sell their services directly to the
public. We do not see it simply as an alternative way of collecting the licence fee.
This medium-term
shift to subscription for the BBC did not, in the Peacock
Committee's view, obviate the continued need for some public service provision:
We must face the possibility that if broadcasting finance is confined to subscription and
advertising there would be some erosion of public service broadcasting in the narrow
sense.As broadcasting becomes more competitive the ability and the desirability of
detailed IBA regulation of the independent sector will also weaken. Rather than engage
in a fruitless battle to maintain regulation
it would be better for parliament to take
...
more positive action to make finance available for public service broadcasting. (pp.
147-8)

This finance - either from general taxation or a continuing licence fee - would be
distributed by a Public Service Broadcasting Council (PSBC), allocating grants for
particular programmes which it deemed merited public service support on any
channel. `Whenever a PSBC grant was given, the PSBC would have the right to
be
broadcast
be
broadcast,
these
programmes
should
stipulate where
should
and
in non-encrypted form. Public service programmes so funded `would be likely to
be a narrower group than "everything the BBC at present does" but a larger group
than what has been called rather gracelessly"an arts and current affairs ghetto"'
(pp. 148-9).
In short, the PeacockReport recommended an indexation of the licence fee and
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Alongside its proposals for the BBC, the Peacock Report made a number of
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them to take place during stageone, and all of them presumably designed to pave
the way to stagestwo and, ultimately, three -'multiplicity of choice leading to a
full broadcasting market. One of theserecommendations applied to both sidesof
the `comfortable duopoly': 'the BBC and ITV should be required over a ten year
period to increase to not less than 40% the proportion of programmes supplied
by independent producers. At the time, it should be remembered, virtually all
BBC and ITV programmes were produced in-house. The independent television
production sector was new, essentially brought into being by, and still largely
confined, to Channel Four.
It is important to note the Peacock Committee's reasoning behind this
recommendation:
We are concerned about the level of costs and efficiency in broadcasting generally
...
There is suggestiveevidence that BBC costs are higher at least in some casesthan those
of small independent producers ... and that ITV costs are higher than those of the BBC.

This situation resulted from the very nature of the 'comfortable duopoly': `One
way of introducing competition, even while the duopoly remains, is by enlarging
the scope of independent programme makers to sell to existing authorities, as
already occurs in the caseof Channel Four.
The Committee continued:
there are many reasonsfor wanting to enhance the role of independent producers apart
from the greater range of cost comparisons which greater competition would ensure....
Requirements for in-house production are at the root of union restrictive practices at
least in the major ITV network companies. If ITV programme makers were separate
entities from ITV contractors, they could less readily be blackmailed by the threat to
black channels out
Apart from its value as a check on costs, minimum prescribed
...
proportions for independents would have the great advantage of encouraging new
small-scale units in preparation for the more competitive regime of Stages2 and 3.
(pp. 141-2)

In short, the Peacock Report recommended an independent production quota,
not primarily in order to diversify the types of programmes being produced, but
so as to exert a downward pressure on programme costs, most specifically by
weakening union bargaining power in the television industry.
The PeacockReport's two other major recommendations were clear examples
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cerned solely with ITV, the other with Channel Four.
Recommendation 10 of the report asserted that `franchise contracts for ITV
contractors should be put to competitive tender. The Committee saw this as a
necessaryextra measure`to produce more efficient use of resources':
The [ITV] levy was designed to cream off some of the monopoly gains resulting from
the restriction of entry into the sector: but even after its 1986 reform the levy system
offers too little incentive to economise in costs,which may be inflated in order to reduce
the net profit which is the tax baseof the levy. A more suitable device, which would both
act as a revenue raiser and an incentive to economise in resource inputs, would be for
those seeking a franchise to bid against each other in competitive tender. The successful bidder would then have monopoly profits creamed off in advance of operating the
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franchise, and the subsequent earning of profits
would depend on close attention to
economy in the use of resources.

This was the stated rationale for what was to turn
out to be the notorious `ITV
franchise auction' of 1991. It displayed both the Peacock Committee's
general
concern to introduce efficiency into broadcasting through market mechanisms
and a liberal economist's technical solution to the problem of ITV's monopoly
profits. Given the subsequent history of the franchise auction, it is important to
note a number of extra details about its original formulation.
First, the Peacock Committee were concerned that at this stage in the duopoly
the quality of service might be reduced. So,it stated,'we would still expect the IBA
to lay down the minimum quality, schedules and range of criteria which
companies bidding for franchises for programme packaging must meet. In
addition, `the IBA could decide that a company offering a lower price was giving
more "value for money" in terms of public service and, accordingly, award the
franchise to them. Lastly, `where there was only one bidder for franchise, the IBA
a
might lay down a "reserve price" on the allocation of a channel' (p. 143). These
qualifications were all to prove of major importance in subsequent debates on,
and operation of, the auction system.
But despite the qualifications, Recommendation 10 gained the support of only
a bare majority (four out of seven) members of the Committee. The other three
(Judith Chalmers, Jeremy Hardie and Alastair Hetherington)
appended the
following note of dissent:
Three of us
do not recommend this system, certainly as long as the duopoly lasts.
...
First, it would be very hard for the IBA to choose between a high cash bid and a bid
which offered less money but a better chance of high quality public service broadcasting. The present system of allocating franchises has been much criticised as arbitrary
and unpredictable. The proposed system would reinforce these criticisms. Second, we
do not think the public service undertakings given by bidders can be
made sufficiently
precise to be legally enforceable; and if it is the IBA, not the courts, who decide when
there has been a breach, that will give rise to concern about unnecessary and arbitrary
decisions. Third, a system of competitive tenders is designed to reduce profits. It therefore makes it more likely that companies, through bad luck or bad management, will
make lossesor poor profits. The examples of TV am and many ILR stations show how
hard it is in practice for the IBA to enforce standards in those circumstances. (p. 143)

We shall see in Chapter 8 just how prescient or otherwise those objections were
to be.
The Committee's specific recommendation on Channel Four was unanimous,
but less clearly explained: `Recommendation 14: Channel 4 should be given the
option of selling its own advertising time and would no longer be funded by subscription from ITV companies. The only justification offered for this was that
'Channel 4 is now at a point where its costs are of a similar order to the revenue
from advertising'(p. 144). In other words Channel Four was now in a position to
fend for itself. Any implication this might have for the channel's fulfilment of its
special remit was not considered. We can only speculate on any other reasons
which may have lain behind this recommendation. One consequencewould, of
course, be to introduce some measure of competition into the sale of television
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airtime. The advertising industry's preferred option for this - advertising on the
BBC - had, as we have seen,been rejected by the Committee. For Channel Four to
sell its own advertising could therefore be taken as a consolation prize for the
advertising lobby.
For all their range and radicalness, every one of the above recommendations
related to one aspector another of broadcastingastraditionally understood. In the
last part of the report that merits special mention the Committee extended their
recommendations to telecommunications:
At the time of writing, a likely route to the full broadcasting market we envisageappears
to be the development of an optic fibre network by the telecommunications industry,
which could be used for broadcasting and other services.In our first stageproposals we
suggestthe removal of the obstacles to such a development. (p. 135)

So the PeacockReport's Recommendation 15 was that `national telecommunications systems(e.g. British Telecom,Mercury and any subsequententrants) should
be permitted to act ascommon carriers with a view to the provision of a full range
of services,including the delivery of television programmes. BT had put the case
to the Committee that pay-TV could become available at a modest price to the
fibre-optic
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to
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connected
consumer as
if the government were to stick to its current line of hoping that existing cable systems
will develop on an entertainment basis and that a competitive telecommunications network will be established, then the whole communications enterprise could get bogged
down.

The PeacockCommittee saw its proposal to allow BT and Mercury to act as common carriers for television and other servicesas a way out of this impasse.
This approach was in keeping with the tendency to view television aspart of the
general telecommunications policy which had characterisedthe Tory policy of the
early 80s,particularly on cable. By the middle of the decade,with the Tories tending to compartmentalise broadcasting and telecommunications issues more
rigidly, it fell on stony ground. The recommendation was largely neglected in discussion when the report was published, and in 1990/1,when the government conducted its telecommunications duopoly review, the Peacockrecommendation was
ignored (DTI, 1991). The ban on BT and Mercury carrying broadcast entertainment was retained. It was only in the mid-90s, as we shall explain in Chapter 10,
that the subject returned to the centre of the television policy debate.
The Peacock Report threw Tory television policy into disarray. A committee
appointed by the government had devastatingly rejected the Prime Minister's
favoured policy of putting advertising on BBC television. The alternative policy it
by
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put
a quite new proposal for most of the Cabinet and was viewed with hostility by the
Home Office, Tory paternalists, the Opposition and a large section of the television industry. On top of this, the PeacockCommittee's anti-censorious liberalism brought a major aspect of its general approach into sharp conflict with the
Prime Minister's determination to be more censorious with television over `taste
and decency' and politics.
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The Peacock Committee's findings were
well leaked in -the weeks before its
official publication on 3 July 1986. Samuel Brittan subsequently claimed that this
had been deliberately done by the Home Office
with the object of denigrating the
report and `putting it into the long grass' (Daily Telegraph,30 July 1986, p. 4).
Whether or not this was true, many observers the time thought
at
that conflicts
within the Cabinet would result in the report being put on the shelf. The possibility for such conflicts had been exacerbated by
another shift in departmental
responsibility. In the interval between the establishment of the Committee and its
report, Leon Brittan had been replaced as Home Secretary by Douglas Hurd.
Hurd may not have been as committed to the public service duopoly
asWhitelaw,
but he was distinctly more in tune with the traditional
pro-status quo Home
Office position than Brittan.
So, in the not untypical view of one trade paper the time, the
at
report
has been virtually written off even before its
publication today ... After the frustration
of seeing the committee refuse to do the one thing she wanted from it to press for the
introduction of advertising on the BBC the Prime Minister is
said to have dismissed
the alternative proposals as neither strong nor immediate enough
Hurd apparently
...
because
he
believed
the
opposed
proposals
they were too radical and could spell the end
of public service broadcasting in Britain. The result now seems to be that the Prime
Minister and Hurd have decided, for opposite
reasons, that the report should be
shelved ... (Television Today,3 July 1986, p. 17)

Against this background, the government's initial
public reaction to Peacockbore
all the signs of a holding operation. Hurd's first official response was cautious in
the extreme. The government, he maintained, saw much merit in the Committee's
emphasis on consumer choice, 'which is very much in tune with the Government's
general philosophy. Its proposals 'deserveand will receivecareful study. Peacock's
rejection of advertising on BBC television `could not be lightly put aside. The government also saw merit `in a number of the committee's shorter-term proposals
designed to pave the way for the free broadcasting
market' But, Hurd rapidly
added, `the best way of achieving this will need careful consideration' (HoC
Debates, 3 July 1986, cols. 1176-8). This 'careful consideration' was to last well
over two years. The government only finally felt able to put forward an agreed
menu of proposals for reform of the television system at the end of 1988,with the
publication of the White Paper, Broadcasting in the 90s: Competition Quality and
Choice.
By November 1986, when the House of Commons had its first full debate on
Peacock,it was clear that the government had begun to set some of the parameters
for its post-Peacock strategy. Hurd informed the Commons that it was likely to
accept the Committee's verdict against advertising on the BBC:
The committee made out a powerful and detailed case based both on economic principle, on the committee's assessmentof price elasticity of demand for advertising, and
on research of experience abroad. The arguments werepretty forceful and I believe that
the onus now restson those who disagreewith the committee's conclusionsto disprove the
arguments underpinning thoseconclusions.(my emphasis)

The government, Hurd made clear, favoured the Committee's recommendation to
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index the licence fee to the RPI. And it leant towards doing something about
Peacock's'important recommendations for the independent television system.
The government needed time to decide on the changes that should be made,
explained Hurd. So, in order not to foreclose on the options, the Home Secretary
announced that `there should be early legislation which would have the effect of
enabling the IBA to extend existing contracts ... ' (HoC Debates, 20 November
1986,cols. 716-18).
This legislation was soon forthcoming. In 1987 the ITV licenceswere extended
full advantageof this breathing
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space,internal government debate on the framework for the new franchise round
was conducted in a Cabinet Committee chaired by the Prime Minister. One member of that committee, Nigel Lawson, the Chancellor of the Exchequer from 1983
to 1989, has since given a distinctly jaundiced account of its workings:
The future of broadcasting, and in particular television,
... occupied a surprising
amount of my time in 1987 ... Faced with the need to devise a coherent Government
response to both the PeacockReport and the enormous technical possibilities that were
opening up, which clearly required a whole new statutory framework, Margaret
[Thatcher] set up a Cabinet Committee on broadcasting on which I served. It was not
the most cost-effective way of spending time. Broadcasting was a subject on which
Margaret held a great many firm views and prejudices, which she would air at some
length, irrespective of whether this had any bearing on the Committee's pressing need
to reach decisions on a number of complex and critical issues. Indeed, her
Chairmanship became so discursive, and hence indecisive, that, with her knowledge and
consent, I took to chairing smaller meetings between the meetings of the main committee, without which it is hard to see how decisions would ever have been taken. At
these smaller meetings ... the key participants were the two Ministers with the main
departmental interest in broadcasting: Douglas Hurd, then Home Secretary,and David
(Lawson, 1992, pp. 720-1)
Young, then Trade and Industry Secretary
...

Alongside the personal ideological divisions between the members of the
Cabinet Committee, there were equally important divisions based on different
departmental loyalties - the Treasury's desire to maximise revenue from ITV, the
Home Office's protectivenessover the traditional British broadcasting framework
and the Department of Industry's predisposition to see broadcasting as simply
another industry to be made more efficient and competitive.
That Young and the DTI were now centrally involved in formulating general
television policy was seen by many contemporary observers as being a key indicator of the drift of government thinking. We shall seein the next chapter that this
involvement left a rather less lasting imprint on government policy than critics
might have feared. But, it should also be noted, this involvement of the DTI con'industrial'
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Any members of the Cabinet Committee who were tempted to take early action
on Peacock'slong-term goal of turning the BBC over to subscription must have
had their enthusiasm dampened by the one major piece of researchthat the government commissioned on the subject. Soon after the Peacock Committee had
reported, the Home Office decided to commission independent consultants to
examine the technical and economic implications of Peacock's subscription
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proposals The contract for the study was awarded to Communications Studies
and Planning Limited (CSP) in October 1986. CSP was taken over by Booz Allen
and Hamilton before the study was completed in April 1987, and it was eventually
published under the title Subscription Television(Booz Allen, 1987) in May.
At over 200 pages,Subscription Televisionwas a weighty assessmentof the then
available evidence about the prospects in Britain for the new form of television
finance. The report was to prove perceptive in identifying the potential UK consumer demand for `premium channels'. But what mattered in 1987 - with subscription for the BBC already viewed with much suspicion in the Home Office
and elsewhere- was the study's conclusions about switching the BBC's existing
channels to subscription. And these were, in the immediate term, distinctly
unfavourable to Peacock'shopes of a subscription-based future.
Subscription television in the UK, Booz Allen concluded, presented no great
technical problems - although even on technical grounds the study pointed to `the
need to introduce any future subscription service on a gradual basis rather than
by a sudden switch-over of an existing channel from clear to scrambled transmission'. The key problem was financial. In the opinion of the study, neither BBC
1 nor BBC 2 could finance themselves from subscription. BBC 1 could raise only
half its running costs, BBC 2 could do better, but still not break even. Although
UK viewers were willing to pay for more television, this was primarily for, what
Booz Allen called, `premium' programming
first-run
movies, major sporting
events,etc. - and not for the current programming mix on the terrestrial channels
(p. 160). To this gloomy assessmentof the financial viability of a subscriptionfinanced BBC, Booz Allen added a second, damning conclusion:
All options involving subscription funding of the existing channels are undesirable
when evaluated from the standpoint of economic benefit-cost analysis. Applying the
methodology of welfare economics to assessthe value of television services to UK consumers under various financing options, we find that the substitution of the licence fee
by subscription results in a large loss rather than a gain in economic welfare
Indeed
...
the economic analysis suggestsan optimal licence fee would be set at a level higher, not
lower, than the present figure
(p. 161)
...

This was clearly not a line of argument that fitted in well with Conservative thinking. And indeed, Booz Allen recognised it as a political impossibility.
Nevertheless the study was not totally negative about the prospects for subscription television in the UK in general. 'Our study has identified, it continued,
`considerable consumer demand for extra television programming, backed up by
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ticularly under-supplied in the UK is premium material... ' (p. 162). The correctness of this prognosis was soon to be borne out by the successof Sky and then
BSkyB's subscription movie and sports channels. But in 1987 Booz Allen saw confor
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made three proposals:
1. Use of night-time services on BBC 2 and Channel Four for downloading
premium material;
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2. Replacement of some parts of the BBC 2 schedule by encrypted and subscription-financed premium material;
3. New terrestrial subscription channels.Another study carried out by Booz Allen
for the Home Office in 1987 had already shown that such extra terrestrial
channels, covering a substantial part of the country, were technically possible.
There was implicit in these suggestionsa course of development along the lines
already pioneered by Canal-plus in France- subscription funding in one or a few
terrestrial channels as an add-on to the 'free' public service system. This option
was not taken up by the British government. The overall effect of the Booz Allen
study was to put one more nail in the coffin of Peacock'slong-term goal of subscription funding for the BBC as a matter of practical policy.
It surfaced just once more. On 10 June 1988 a joint statement by the DTI and
the Home Office revealedthat Young and Hurd were in discussionswith the BBC
and IBA about the possibility of moving BBC 2 and Channel Four to satellite so
as to free the terrestrial frequencies occupied by them for new advertising-funded
commercial channels (Independent, 11 June 1988,p. 2). The proposal was greeted
with considerable astonishment and hostility within the industry, and was widely
seen as an example of the DTI's attempts to encroach on broadcasting policy. It
sank without trace in a few weeks.
The burial of a long-term subscription future for the BBC as a practical guide
to policy still left much to disagree about in the Cabinet Committee on broadcasting. In the two years that these disagreementswere hammered out inside the
administration, the government neverthelessmanaged to begin to implement two
of Peacock's immediate key proposals: independent production quotas and
licence fee indexation.
In the November 1986 Commons debate on the Peacock Report, Douglas
Hurd's most positive comments were reservedfor independent production:
The PeacockCommittee argued forcefully that an increase in independent production
[on BBC and ITV] would help the general move towards a more competitive broadcasting market... and have a good effect on the level of costs and efficiency in broadcasting generally.... We agreewith that view and believe that independents, too, deserve
a place in the sun.

Hurd added that, having been in touch with independent producers, he believed
the goal of 25 per cent, advancedby the independent producers' lobby, was `more
realistic; although the government looked for `somewhat faster progress' on this
than Peacock'sten-year target. `I have, therefore, arranged, Hurd concluded, `to
meet the chairmen and directors general of the BBC and IBA soon to discussthe
means of achieving the broad targets that we have in mind' (HoC Debates, 20
November 1986,cols. 718-19).
On 14 January 1987 Hurd announced to the House of Commons that the government had definitely accepted that the BBC should not be financed through
advertising and `for the time being the licence fee should remain the main source
had
fee,
Hurd
income.
That
already announced was to remain at £58
which
of
until March 1988,would thereafter be indexed to move annually in line with the
RPI. This arrangement would last for three years from April 1988.`Given the past
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tendency of BBC costs to rise faster than inflation: said Hurd, `this form of indexation will form a strong incentive to practise efficiency and care in undertaking
fresh commitments. The base from which this indexation would be made
-a
notional £60 for the year 1987/88 - put further pressure on the BBC's finances, as
Hurd explained: '
By April 1988 the BBC will be spending at substantially above the level of the £60 licence
fee. We shall be applying a double squeeze- a once-and-for-all squeeze,inasmuch as we
have chosen a notional figure of £60 and not a higher figure, although the BBC will be
spending at a higher figure, and a continuous squeezeinasmuch as we have chosen for
the index the retail prices index and not the higher index that the BBC tended to
favour... (HoC Debates, 14 January 1987, cols. 263-5, my emphasis)

The considerable hostility with which the PeacockReport was initially greeted
by both the Opposition and much of the television industry continued during the
two years between the report and the White Paper. However, despite that continued and widespread hostility, there were indications that at least some of
Peacock'sgeneral philosophy was becoming increasingly regarded as the common
senseof debate on television policy and that some of the Committee's still controversial recommendations were increasingly being seen as inevitable.
On publication in July 1986 Shadow Home Secretary, Gerald Kaufman
rubbished the Peacock Committee's findings:
In most of its recommendations [it] goeswildly beyond its terms of reference and seeks,
arrogantly and impertinently, to restructure the whole of broadcasting ... We reject the
plan for BBC TV as a subscription service. That would either turn the BBC into the television equivalent of junk food, or drive it into a cultural ghetto ... We reject the proposal to privatise TV during night time hours. This could introduce a completely
unregulated system of television which would become a playground for pornography
and violence ... We reject the indexing of the licence fee. Such a system would be unrelated to the BBC's financial needs ... The proper place for the report is not a pigeon
hole but a wastepaper basket. (HoC Debates, 3 July 1986, cols. 1178-9)

In the full November debate on the Peacock Report, Kaufman's tone was rather
more considered, but he still reached a damning conclusion:
If the Government follows the Peacockproposals, they will destroy the standards which
We condemn the
have brought distinction to British broadcasting and television
...
Government's present anti-BBC vendetta and oppose the Peacock prospect of a freefor-all future
(HoC Debates, 20 November 1986, col. 731)
...
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short, negative and more specific: `We reject subscription for the BBC and the
auctioning of the ITV franchises, its manifesto declared (p. 472).
In 1988, however, despite continued hostility from the Labour front bench,
there were indications of some cross-party consensusabout the reform of British
broadcasting. That consensus apparently extended to at least the principle of
introducing money into the allocation of ITV franchises. In December 1987 the
House of Commons Home Affairs Committee announced an inquiry on the
future of broadcasting and produced a unanimous report - The Future of
Broadcasting(Home Affairs Committee, 1988) - in June 1988.The Home Affairs
Committee Report is an interesting indicator of how the post-Peacock concerns
had become accepted and of the consensus that was being established among
back-bench politicians of all parties on the eve of the government's November
1988Broadcasting White Paper.Among the Committee's many recommendations
was an endorsement of the principle of a franchise 'auction':
There would be obvious advantagesin introducing a more commercial element into the
allocation of ITV franchises. The Exchequer would gain maximum revenue from the
sale of frequency space,while the ITV companies, faced with reduced profits in a more
competitive market, would not need to pay back a bureaucratically-determined percentage of their revenue. Tendering would also be a simple way of ensuring cost
levy
The
ITV
companies.
system has historically been difficult to
within
efficiency
administer satisfactorily and effectively, and is unlikely to prove suitable to the radically
changing broadcasting environment of the future. A suitably regulated tendering
process would continue to provide a good return to the Exchequer, while satisfying the
demand for quality television and good housekeeping by the television companies. We
therefore recommend that such a system be introduced when the ITV franchises are
next due for renewal. (pp. xxxiv-xxxv)

This was both a succinct restatement of the classicliberal economist's argument
for a franchise auction and an endorsement of the Peacock'sgeneral concern for
efficiency in resource allocation in broadcasting. The fact that it was endorsed by
all the Labour members of the Committee is strong evidence about how far these
ideas had permeated in the two years since the report. The Labour front bench
might appear to continue its opposition to an auction in principle, but thereafter
the real - although still fierce - arguments were in practice about the precise
had
itself
become
The
ITV
the
auction
regarded as
auction.
of
mechanism
inevitable.
The Peacock Committee left a hugely important but complex legacy. The
Committee had been set up by a government whose Prime Minister, at least, was
set on radically reforming the core UK television systemby putting advertising on
the BBC. By explicitly rejecting Thatcher's preferred option, the Peacock
Committee effectively spiked advertising on the BBC asa practical political option
for the next decade.The Committee's own long-term strategy for the BBC presented numerous technical problems and was for a variety of (often opposing)
reasons unacceptable to the government. Tory television policy was therefore
forced to redirect its target towards the already advertising-funded side of British
television. Here it took up a number of the PeacockReport's specific proposals.
So far as the general philosophy of the report was concerned the government,
keen to placate the `taste and decency' lobby, rejected Peacock'santi-censorious
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twist to the free market. But the Committee's emphasis on `efficiency' in broadcasting was eagerly accepted by the government and soon became part of the political and industry conventional wisdom. As for the Committee's goal of pushing
towards a broadcasting market, that too became a slogan of Conservative policy,
but one whose practical meaning was susceptible to numerous interpretations.
Both the Peacock Report and its reception in Conservative circles are proof, if
proof were needed, of the deep divisions among free-marketeers about how their
messageshould be applied to broadcasting.

Note
1. In this respect Jean Seaton's formulation in the standard work Power without
Responsibility is seriously misleading. She states, correctly, that up until the 70s official
thinking on broadcasting in the UK had been dominated by the notion of 'public service, unified in structure and aim' and based on the `assumption of commitment to a
unified public good. The Annan Report, she claims, abandoned this assumption in
favour of `liberal pluralism 'For Annan and those who supported and inspired him, ' the
ideal became'a free market-place in which balance could be achieved through the competition of a multiplicity of independent voices' (Curran and Seaton, 1988, p. 17).
This is to confuse two things. The first is a move from the notion of a unified public
to be served by public service broadcasting to a more pluralist conception of public service. Here, Seaton is right - Annan did mark an important break in official thinking. The
second is the move from public service itself as the underlying principle of broadcasting
to a notion that broadcasting should be organised as a marketplace for independent
voices. Annan did not make this move, Peacockdid. For Annan, pluralism in broadcasting was to be provided not only within, but actually by, the continuation of public service as the overriding principle of broadcasting organisation.
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7 The Great Reform - From White Paper to
1990 Broadcasting Act

It took nearly two and a half years from the publication of the PeacockReport for
the government to decide precisely how to respond to Peacock's recommendations and to present its own detailed plans for reform of the broadcasting system. These plans were finally unveiled on 7 November 1988,when Douglas Hurd
at long last published the White Paper, Broadcasting in the 90s: Competition,
Choiceand Quality (Home Office, 1988).
Broadcastingin the 90sannounced changesacrossthe whole range of television
services- including the BBC, cable and satellite, and a proposed fifth terrestrial
television channel. But the main thrust of the White Paper'splans was directed at
the existing advertising-funded terrestrial channels - ITV and Channel Four.
Here, Broadcastingin the 90smade three central proposals:
" First, the IBA was to be replaced by a new `lighter touch' regulator, the
Independent Television Commission (ITC).
" Second, the new licences for ITV were to be allocated (subject to significant
qualifications) to the highest bidder.
" Third, Channel Four was to sell its own advertising.
Broadcastingin the 90smaintained that the new framework it proposed would
enable a more open and competitive broadcasting market to be attained `without
detriment to programme standards and quality' (Home Office, 1988, p. 1). Few
outside observers shared that confidence. Each of the three measures outlined
above had the potential to fundamentally transform the terrestrial core of UK
television to the detriment of both standards and quality. Eachwas to be criticised
on those grounds. And, in response to that widespread criticism, each measure
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Broadcasting in the 90s was also very much a product of uneasy compromises
within government - compromises between DTI and Home Office concerns,
between the desire for heightened authoritarian controls over the content of tele93

vision and the desire to open it up to the market, and between different free-market strategies.As one contemporary critical account put it:
A careful reading of the document reveals signs of the tug between
In
two
aims
...
...
the caseof the White Paper it is possible to detect.., the work of two hands, one belonging presumably to the Home Office (worried about taste and decency and standards)
and the other to the Department of Trade and Industry (determined to let slip the dogs
of the market). (Hood and O'Leary, 1990, p. 121)

This tug, and the compromises it involved, resulted in what turned out to be some
highly ambiguous major formulations in the White Paper.
Broadcasting in the 90sspecifically acknowledged two intellectual debts - to the
Peacock Report and to the 1988 Home Office Select Committee Report on The
Future of Broadcasting.It presented the background to its proposals in firmly freemarket and technologically determinist terms:
In a rapidly changing environment, the existing framework for broadcasting in the UK
must change too. But change is desirable as well as inevitable. Through it the individual
can exercise choice from a greater range and variety of services. The growth of choice
means that a rigid regulatory structure neither can nor should be perpetuated. It would
not be sensible for the Government to try and lay down a detailed blueprint for the
future. The Government should not try to pick winners. It should enable, not dictate,
choice. A new enabling framework must be flexible to allow for technological change.
As new services emerge and subscription develops, viewer choice rather than regulatory
imposition, can and should increasingly be relied upon to secure the programmes
which viewers want. (Home Office, 1988, p. 5)

But, if its general premises were superficially as free-market as Peacock's,the
White Paper departed from the Peacock Report in two quite fundamental ways.
First, it effectively rejected Peacock'sequation of the move towards a broadcasting
market with a move towards the complete abolition of censorious controls.
Margaret Thatcher's concern to tighten up on standards of `taste and decency' in
broadcasting remained, quite unpersuaded by Peacock's libertarianism. So the
free-market premises of the White Paper cited above were immediately followed
by the qualification that `rules will still be needed to safeguard programme standards on such matters as good taste and decency and to ensure that the unique
power of broadcasting is not abused' (p. 5). Indeed, a whole chapter (Chapter VII)
'furdevoted
`programme
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White
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that
to
the
argued
of
was
standards.
ther stepsare need to meet public concern' about the portrayal of violence and sex
in television programmes. Inter alia this chapter proposed to remove the previous
exemption of broadcasting from the 1959 Obscene Publications Act; to establish
on a statutory basis the Broadcasting Standards Council, which was already established on a non-statutory basis to monitor and enforce standards of taste and
decency in broadcasting; and to extend legally enforceable taste and decencystandards to all satellite services.
The second way in which the White Paper departed from Peacock was in its
downplaying and effectively indefinite postponement of Peacock's long-term
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Government agreeswith the Home Affairs Committee that the BBC "is still and
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will remain for the foreseeablefuture, the cornerstone of British broadcasting"'
(p. 7). This meant that for the moment the licence fee would remain and advertising would not appear on the BBC. But, the White Paper maintained:
The
the BBC has a role in the Government's desire to enable subscription to develop
...
Government looks forward to the eventual replacement of the licence fee
The
...
Government intends to encourage the progressive introduction of subscription on the
BBC's television services.(p. 8)

However, this purported ultimate aim was not reflected in any specific proposals in Broadcasting in the 90s.Instead, the White Paper cited approvingly the
views of the 1987 report on Subscription Television:
the Government's consultants advised against the wholesale immediate switch of existing servicesto subscription, mainly becausethis would result in a loss of consumer welfare since some viewers would not subscribe to services now available to them
the
...
Government accepts the advice of its consultants that a sudden, wholesale switch to
subscription would be undesirable and damaging. (p. 8)

The White Paper also rejected Peacock'sproposal to make the fitting of peritelevision socketsmandatory on new televisions (pp. 9-10).
There was therefore only one practical step towards subscription for the BBC in
Broadcastingin the 90s namely, that the Corporation's traditionally unused night
hours be utilised for subscription. Focus on the night-time hours as a possible
vehicle for subscription derived from Peacockand from Subscription Television.
Debate on it was much concerned with the dilemma of whether the night-time
hours of BBC and ITV should be allocated to their former owners to exploit commercially, or whether they should be allocated separatelyto new commercial operators. By the time of the White Paper the BBC had already started downloaded
night servicesin conjunction with a commercial partner (pp. 8-9). These services
were not to prove particularly successful.But even if they had been, provision of
downloaded material for paying customers in the night-time hours was at best
quite marginal to the BBC's finances, and scarcelyamounted to a major stepping
funding
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to
the
general
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more
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Serviceson the BBC night-time hours were generally business-oriented, not the
premium entertainment that Subscription Televisionhad envisaged.
So,despite its formal protestations to the contrary, Broadcastingin the 90seffectively shunted a subscription future for the BBC to the sidelines of government
for
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policy.
Broadcasting in the 90s signalled a more general shift in focus for Tory television
policy, away from the BBC and towards, what pre-Peacock had been little considered, the advertising-funded segment of the public service system.
Once these two quite fundamental qualifications are taken into account it can
be readily acknowledged that many of the major positive proposals of the White
Paper derive from the StageOne recommendations made by the PeacockReport.
In other words, there was the extensive `cherry-picking' that the Committee's
Chairman described.
But without the PeacockReport's broader context, the White Paper'sproposals
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were viewed with considerable scepticism by the report's main authors. Samuel
Brittan wrote of the White Paper that
Unfortunately, the selective way in which the Government picked up some specific proposals from the [Peacock] report, while failing to accept its basic import, was unpromising. To the extent that the Government endorsedsome Peacockrecommendations it is the
letter that was accepted,and the spirit that was rejected.(Brittan, 1989, pp. 39-40)

The central proposals of Broadcasting in the 90swere directed towards a reform
of the ITV system. The proposed reform had several elements. The IBA, which
had owned the the transmission system for ITV and Channel Four, and had legally
been their publisher, was to be replaced by the ITC: `The Government proposes
that the ITC should be a licensing body rather than a broadcasting authority. This
means that it will supervise, but not itself provide, programme services,applying
the same light touch regulation acrossthe board.' The ITC, which would now also
be responsible for all cable and satellite television services,would no longer own
transmitters or have the right to preview programmes. The ITC would enforce on
all services - terrestrial, cable and satellite - what the White Paper called 'consumer protection requirements. These stated that news and political and religious
stancesshould be'impartial' and that `nothing should be included in programmes
which offends against taste and decency or encourages crime or disorder or is
offensive to public feeling' (p. 20). In addition to these requirements, Broadcasting
in the 90sproposed that ITV (called'Channel 3' in the White Paper) be given extra
positive programme requirements. These were, most importantly, that ITV
should show'regional programming' and `high quality news and current affairs,
and should `provide a diverse programme service calculated to appeal to a variety
of tastesand interests.
In explanation of this stance the White Paper, on the one hand, assertedthat
these programme requirements'are not, and need not be, as extensiveas thosenow
governing ITV (my emphasis). But, on the other hand it acknowledged that
the PeacockCommittee [had] warned against a policy of commercial laissezfaire, under
which there would be no constraints on the ability of broadcasters to sell audiences to
advertisers, leading to curtailment of the range and diversity of programmes provided.
(p. 21)

The key ambiguity about Broadcasting in the 90slay in this `lighter touch' regulation that it proposed for ITV. In formal terms the White Paper was clear what
that lighter touch involved: the regulator of commercial television would no
longer be its legal publisher and no longer have the right to preview. But in the
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Over the next two years, as the details were filled in under the pressure of public
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debate and private lobbying, this ambiguity would be effectively exploited by
opponents of ITV deregulation. As we shall shortly see,the opponents of deregulation enjoyed considerable successin securing positive programme requirements
on the new ITV systemestablishedby the 1990Broadcasting Act, which were considerably nearer to those of the old ITV than many readers of Broadcastingin the
90seither hoped for, or, more likely, feared.
Alongside its proposals for the existing Channel 3 (ITV and commercial
Breakfast Television), the White Paper proposed a new, virtually national, terrestrial channel - Channel 5. The technical possibility of such a channel had, as we
have seen,emergedclearly during the post-Peacockdebate.`The Government profrom
`that
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poses, said
beginning of 1993,when the new Channel 3 licences will start: It added that the
`sameregulatory requirements (although without the regional programming obligations) and the samelicence allocation and review arrangements' that applied to
ITV should also apply to the new channel (pp. 23-4). In effect, this meant that the
fifth channel was seen as another advertising-funded commercial channel, allocated by competitive tender, with some public service requirements as ITV This
was of course quite different from the use of the fifth channel proposed by
Subscription Television.The Booz Allen Report had envisagedthe new channel as
Canal-plus
French
British
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a
-a subscription-funded terrestrial
provider of premium entertainment. There is no direct evidence as to why the
favour
in
this
of what would in practice turn out to
strategy
government rejected
be an advertising-funded channel. But we may speculatethat the desire to appease
the advertising industry lobby, who had lost the battle for the BBC, was a not
unimportant motive.
The second central plank of the White Paper's proposed reform of ITV concerned the method by which the ITC allocated ITV licences. Previous arrangements had, it explained, been 'widely criticised as arbitrary and opaque. The
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Report that there was `advantagein introducing a more commercial element into
the allocation of ITV franchises,and ... [so] a suitably regulated tendering process
should be introduced. The mechanisms of this tendering processwere as follows:
The ITC should operate a two-stage procedure. In the first place applicants would have
to pass a quality threshold ... All applicants passing this threshold would go on to a
for
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be required to select the applicant who submitted the highest tender
...
procedure will provide a more objective method of licence allocation which will be
fairer to all applicants, and will at the same time securea proper return for the taxpayer
for the use of a public resource. (pp. 22-3)
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the issuewas to figure highly in subsequent debate, as opponents of the franchise
auction tried to reintroduce an element of discretion into its operation.
Alongside Peacock'srecommendations for an auction of ITV franchises, the
White Paper also took up the Peacock Report's recommendation that Channel
Four should be allowed to sell its own advertising. 'The programming remits of
Channel 4 and S4C have been a striking success,proclaimed Broadcasting in the
90s.So, it continued, that remit should remain:
The Government accordingly proposes that Channel 4 should be required to cater for
tastes and interests not served, or underrepresented by, other parts of the independent
television sector: to encourage innovation and experiment in the form and content of
programmes ...

But acceptanceof the Channel Four remit did not, the White Paper maintained,
mean that the structural arrangements of Channel Four should remain
unchanged:
It is now clear that under the present arrangements the revenue from Channel 4's air
time could sustain its service. There is a strong case that it should be funded from this
source. Greater competition between those selling television air time -a pressing
demand from those whose expenditure on advertising has paid for the independent
television system - is essential.

A change in the structure of Channel Four was also unavoidable, according to the
White Paper,because'the Government's wider proposals for a more competitive
inteindependent television sector mean that a place for Channel 4 within
an
...
grated ITV system will no longer be available.
The White Paper was definite about the general principles of the new structure:
The Government believes that Channel 4's special role is best fulfilled by an independent organisation subject to ITC oversight, but without direct structural links to the
Channel 3 licensees.Advertising will be sold separately from the advertising on Channel
3 or other channels
...

But within these general principles Broadcasting in the 90soutlined three possible
options for a new Channel Four structure. These were:
1. 'A private sector company licensed by the ITC in much the sameway asservices
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dependent on these sources,a minimum level of income could be guaranteed.
This would provide a safeguard against erosion of the remit.
3. 'A further possibility would be to establish some kind of link between Channels
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to the more commercial regime already described.
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The White paper appeared genuinely open-minded when it came to considering
these options:
A fully privatised Channel 4 would have greater incentives to efficiency... But there are
fears that if Channel 4 were to be operated by a private company anxious to maximise
profits, it might be tempted to weaken the remit ... On the other hand if Channel 4
remains in the public sector, and particularly if it does so under an arrangement which,
like the present system, guarantees its income and accordingly insulates it against any
market disciplines, then the incentive to efficiency will be diminished, and in programming matters, it may be vulnerable to sterile elitism or precious self-indulgence.
(pp. 24-5)

Here, for a third time, but in this casequite explicitly, the underlying ambiguities
of the White Paper are apparent. On Channel Four, ason ITV, the government was
clear that it wanted to changethe structures of the non-BBC side of British broadcasting to make it more commercial. But it was uncertain about how far it was
willing to go along this route. Just as with ITV, the uncertainty was barely concealed under the public pretence of having one's cake and eating it - commercial
independence for Channel Four without in any way affecting the channel's special
remit.
One other major Peacockrecommendation found a place in Broadcastingin the
90s.Peacockhad recommended an independent production quota for BBC and
ITV. The government had, well before the White Paper,declared itself in favour of
a 25 per cent quota and set a target for the broadcasters to reach this goal. The
White Paper toughened this up by proposing to make the 25 per cent independent
production a statutory requirement for both BBC and ITV. As the White Paper
made clear,`the Government has already set the BBC and the ITV companies the
target of original material from independent producers as quickly as possible,
with a target date of 1992 for achieving the full quota.
The White Paper's general rationale for the quota was twofold: `independent
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exploited, and have brought new pressuresfor efficiency and flexibility in production procedures' (p. 41). More specifically, Broadcastingin the 90sargued that
'the Corporation's acceptanceof the Government's independent production targets' had been `a further stimulus for change at the BBC' (p. 10). The White Paper
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(p. 41). This last proposal opened up the possibility of ITV licenseesbeing what
were to become known as `publisher-contractors, contracting out all their programme production to independent producers.
A further important strand of Broadcasting in the 90s was its proposal to reorganise the regulation of cable and satellite television. Previously the UK's
`official' DBS serviceshad been allocated and regulated by the IBA, its cable serfrom
lowServices
by
Cable
Authority.
the
and medium-powered satellites
vices
receivable directly by homes in Britain had been unregulated. The White Paper
proposed to abolish the Cable Authority and put all cable and satellite services
under the authority of the new ITC. Recognising that'since 1985 direct reception
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of low and medium power satellite services has been permitted in the UK, the
White Paper proposed to bring them within the regulatory framework. The'consumer protection regulation of programme content' proposed for the ITC would
extend'to cover all satellite servicesuplinked from this country but received direct
'And satellite services uplinked from abroad would be monitored by the ITC
...
and the BSC to ensure that they were not 'obscene or grossly offensive. If they
were, the government would take action (p. 36).
The White Paper therefore rationalised regulation of the services provided by
new delivery mechanisms under the authority of the new regulator for terrestrial
commercial television, the ITC. Development of these services would be on a
purely commercial basis,with regulation essentially confined to the government's
particular concern with `tasteand decency. By the time the White Paper was published, Rupert Murdoch's plans to provide a UK-directed service from the
medium-powered Astra satellite were already clear, and the service went on air
severalmonths before the new Broadcasting Bill went before Parliament. Whether
Murdoch's potentially powerful new service should be regulated more strongly
than just for'consumer protection' would therefore be another important issue of
contention in the debate that followed Broadcasting in the 90s.
The last major strand in the White Paper was its insistence on the need for extra
measures to foster competition in the television industry. The government's
approach was to 'counter the excessivedegree of vertical integration which has
characterised broadcasting in the UK as an industry. A greater separation of the
different economic activities making up broadcasting will help to promote competition and efficiency.' Such an approach underlay the independent production
quota. In addition, the White Paper proposed to privatise the transmission networks previously run by the IBA (p. 39) and to require that some sharesin ITN be
held by bodies external to ITV (p. 22). The White Paper also emphasisedthat the
government had, in March 1988,already referred possible restrictive labour practices in television and film production to the Monopolies and Mergers
Commission (MMC): 'The Government will take account of its conclusions in
preparing legislation and hopes that the report will help the industry to face up to
an increasingly competitive environment and succeed in international markets'
(p. 41).
In summary, in the 1988 White Paper the government expressedthe aim of
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Responsesto Broadcasting in the 90s adopted two (often overlapping) tones.
One was general and apocalyptic about the supposedly dire consequencesof the
whole projected reform. The other was critical - and often severely critical - of
particular details of the proposals. Together, these two types of critical response
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The apocalyptic responsesto the government's reform of commercial broadcasting began well before the publication of Broadcastingin the 90s.In September
1988, South of England ITV licensee,TVS, ran a series of advertisements in the
broadsheet press warning of the dangers of television deregulation. The most
notorious of the advertisements featured a woman doing a striptease, with the
caption: `Italian Housewives Do it on TV. Videos of stripping housewives were,
the advertisement alleged, the sort of cheap programming that had appeared on
Italian television following on deregulation -'with around 600 national and local
TV stations now competing for a finite number of viewers, standards have dived
and so have airtime costs. `Do you really want it here?' the copy continued. `We
don't. The best way to ensure it doesn't happen is to preservethe environment in
which British television operates' (Guardian, 19 September 1988,p. 5).
The details of the TVS ad were almost immediately discredited - the picture
was posed by a British model and striptease channels were no longer a feature of
Italian television (Independent, 28 September 1988, p. 15). But the spectre of
deregulation prompting a downward spiral of programme standards and quality
for
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terrible
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with
as
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warning
remained
central
Paper'scritics. It was echoed in the comments of Labour broadcasting spokesman
Robin Corbet during the first major House of Commons debate on Broadcasting
in the 90s,in February 1989:
In the White Paper, any specific obligation of public service goes out the window. That
is becausethe Government simply want to hand over ITV to the men with the deepest
pockets who will meet a so-called quality threshold no higher than a pile of £50 notes
It is not the so-called market value of a franchise which should guide the
...
Government if they have the genuine interest of viewers and listeners at heart. It should
be the quality and diversity of content, and the need to ensure that what happened in
the United States of America, and lately in France and Italy, will not be allowed to
happen here. (HoC Debates,8 February 1989, cols. 1069-72)

This warning could have been dismissed as simply overblown parliamentary
rhetoric, if it had not echoed the more detailed criticism of the White Paper proposals which came from the establishedcommercial television industry, its regulators and a range of more independent commentators.
The trade association of the ITV licensees,the ITV Association, purported to
but
list
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to
the
on
general
philosophy,
went
present
a
of
welcome
White Paper proposals which it regarded as `questionable or outdated. These
included both `the systemof competitive tendering as at present planned' and'the
likely separation of Channel 4 from ITV' (ITVA, 1989,pp. 1,11). The IBA adopted
a similar position. As Chairman, George Russell, put it in his forward to the
Authority's official response:`The IBA shares Government's objectives, put forward in the White Paper,but we question whether all the particular proposals are
forward:
form
Among the main ones with
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in
they
the
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workable
which the IBA `had difficulty, continued Russell,'are the proposals for the tendering processwhich allocatesChannel 3 and 5 licencessimply to the highest bidder. He added that in his opinion, `the ability of Channel 3 licenseesto provide the
range and quality of programmes so far produced by ITV is likely to be reduced
if all the White Paper proposals are put into effect' (IBA, 1989,pp. 1-2).
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Whether framed in general or detailed terms, these
widespread criticisms of
Broadcasting in the 90s added up to one overall accusation the
government was
planning a deregulation of British television which - whether the government
desired it or not could put established standards
and quality in peril. The mechanisms of this supposed peril were various. There were at least four logically distinguishable ways in which the White Paper proposals could, and was said to,
threaten the established standards and quality of UK television:
1. By making the regulator employ a 'lighter touch, the White Paper
proposals
necessarily made it less able to enforce public service requirements. The ITC
would inevitably have less clout than the IBA.
2. The White Paper had itself narrowed down those public
service requirements.
3. Auctioning the licences necessarily meant that money
- and quite possibly
irresponsible amounts of money would prevail
over quality.
4. Lastly, forcing Channel Four to sell its own advertising
would inevitably compromise the channel's remit as it was forced to compete head to head with ITV
The history of Tory broadcasting policy from the 1988 White Paper
to the final
passageof the 1990 Broadcasting Act is a history of modifications to the original
White Paper proposals in an effort to
meet these objections.
The first major modification came
over Channel Four. As one review of the
responsesto the White Paper noted:
With the possible exception of the proposals regarding franchise
auctions, this part of
the White Paper provoked more alarm and hostility than any other. Broadly speaking,
advertisers argued that C4 should become financially self-sufficient, while just about
everyone else concluded that the remit was not sustainable unless C4 had a guaranteed
level of support. The overwhelming
weight of opinion argued against C4 competing for
advertising revenue with Channel 3 and supporting arrangements, accepting option 2
if the changes were insisted upon. (No submission
expressedfears about elitism or selfindulgence. ) (Stevenson and Smedley, 1989, p. 54)

In February 1989 the House of Commons held hearings on the White Paper
proposals for Channel Four. The previous year, in its report on the future of
broadcasting, the Home Affairs Committee had declared that Channel Four had
been 'well received by viewers, and added that 'we feel
certain that a major contributory factor to its programming successhas been its indirect link with its
source of income. It therefore recommended that'Channel 4 should remain substantially as it is at present. For the time being the current system of financing
would seem to be the best way of achieving this end' (Home Affairs Committee,
1988,pp. xxxv-xxxvi).
That was before the White Paper. In February 1989 this Conservativedominated committee now had to consider government proposals which ran
counter to its previous recommendation. The Committee took evidence from the
IBA, the ITVA and Channel Four itself. All were, to varying degrees critical of
the White Paper proposals, but they exhibited certain differences when it came to
the precise remedies.
All were agreed on maintaining Channel Four's remit and on White Paper
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Option 2-a non-profit-making trust - as their preferred future organisation of
the channel. Neither of the White Paper'sother two options - Option 1 (privatisation) or Option 3 (links with Channel 5) - found any significant supporters. All
agreed on the need for continued cross-promotion between Channel Four and
ITV. The ITVA went on from this to conclude that
the remit of C4 would be best protected in the Nineties by a fully complementary
relationship with the mass audience channel. C4 would do better to see itself, not as a
pensioner of ITV, but as a partner with ITV.

It therefore made a final plea for the government to consider'an extension of pre(Home
Affairs Committee, 1988,pp. 36-7).
suitably
modified'
sent arrangements,
However, in its submission, Channel Four appeared less than eager to accept
this ITV embrace:
Channel 4 is confident that it can continue economically to provide its wide range of
programming in an expanding broadcasting market. We are fully prepared to exploit
the revenue opportunities offered by the move to separate selling of the Channel's airtime.

The Channel 4 submission then pointed out the `central dilemma' of the White
Paper: how to reconcile its three different objectives - increasing competition in
the advertising market by separateselling of Channel Four airtime; guaranteeing
the independenceof the channel and its remit against the dangersof financial erosion; and, at the same time, maintaining incentives to efficiency in the channel.
The reconciliation Channel Four proposed was to take up the White Paper's
by
baseline
the ITC:
a
underwritten
suggestion of
We have calculated the Channel's needs in the new environment, and have determined
that the safety net for the ten year period of the Channel 3 licences should be set at 14
per cent of all terrestrial Net Advertising Revenue(NAR) [the joint revenue from advertising of Channel Four, ITV and - when it started broadcasting - Channel 5. (p. 1)

Channel Four's proposal for a safety net set at 14 per cent of total television advertising revenuewas basedon its calculation that the channel's costsfor the previous
financial year (1987/8), adjusted to take account of the extra costs that would
incur under the new arrangements, would be 14.9 per cent of the year's total terhave
it
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forming well above the 14 per cent baseline.
The Channel Four argument was supported by the IBA, and endorsed in virtually its entirety by the Commons Home Affairs Committee when it reported in
March 1989.Like almost every other responseto the White Paper,the Committee
hoped
future
Channel
Four.
It
Option
2
that
the
structure
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on
supported
Channel Four and ITV would continue cross-channel promotion, and accepted
that Channel Four selling its own advertising would be an `integral part of the new
arrangements' (noting that `Channel Four welcomes the opportunity to set up a
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national network advertising salesoperation'). Most importantly, the Committee
endorsed Channel Four's 14 per cent backstop. `In proposing a safety net baseline
of 14 per cent of Terrestrial NAR,' it commented, 'Channel 4 is wisely offering to
limit its guarantee to below the present level of support. This represents an incentive to maximise efficiency and its own income... ' (p. x).
Three months later, the government, in turn, effectively accepted the
Committee's - and the channel's - main recommendations on Channel Four. On
13 June 1989 Douglas Hurd announced to the House of Commons that `the
Government has decided that it would not be feasible at the present time for
Channel 4 to become an independent commercial company competing with other
broadcasters if, as we consider necessary,it is to retain its remit. The uncertain
financial outlook and pressure to maximise profits could `put too much pressure
upon Channel 4 finances and place its remit in jeopardy.
So, the government had now decided, Channel Four would become a public
trust which would continue to provide the service set out in its special remit.
Although it would be licensed by the ITC, it would not be owned by the
Commission, because 'we see some difficulty in Channel 4 continuing to be
owned by the authority responsible for regulating its output ... The channel
basebe
`and
Hurd
its
to
a
would,
continued, sell
subject
own advertising,
would
line of 14 per cent per annum of terrestrial net advertising revenue. If the channel's revenue fell below the baseline, the difference would be funded by the ITC up
to a maximum of 2 per cent NAR met by a levy on Channel 3 companies.
There was one sting in the tail not included in any of the previous public submissions: `Any surplus revenues above the baseline would be shared equally
between Channel 3 and 4' (HO PressRelease,13 June 1989; HoC Debates, 13 June
1989 [my emphasis)). In other words, if Channel Four performed better than its
little
it
ITV.
At
remarked
this
to
the
time,
was
provision
safety net, would pay out
on. As events turned out (seenext chapter), Channel Four did perform well above
the baseline, the payouts to ITV proved substantial, and Channel Four was to cry
foul.
But in June 1989such a possibility was not at the forefront of discussion. Hurd's
announcement effectively seemed to remove one central threat to existing programme quality. The White Paper had toyed with the idea of full-blooded competition for revenue between Channel Four and ITV. Faced with the almost
universal objection that such competition would imperil the channel's remit, and
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With Hurd's June 1989 announcement, later embodied in the 1990
Broadcasting Act, the Channel Four issue receded from the centre of the broadcasting debate.
The franchise auction issue took much longer to settle. The government's proby
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The overwhelming weight of opinion was strongly opposed to the auctioning of franchises to the highest bidder. Submission after submission argued that sealed bid auctions, as proposed in the White Paper, would encourage over-bidding to secure the
franchise, with the successfulbidder having to reduce expenditure on programmes to
ensure any profit. This tendency would be reinforced by the levy on revenue, rather than
on profit, and the minimal standards of programme requirements which can be
demanded by the ITC. So, the argument ran, money otherwise available to spend on
programmes will be diverted to the Exchequer, and a group of under-resourced television companies will struggle with each other to gain maximium audience ratings
from large volumes of the same, largely imported, mediocre populist material.
(Stevenson and Smedley, 1989, p. 35)

Interspersed with this generally expressedoutright rejection of the auction system
as intrinsically harmful to the quality and diversity of UK broadcasting were two
other types of responseto the White Paper's auction proposals.
One was a seriesof technical examinations of the auction process,chiefly commissioned by the ITV companies as part of their response to the White Paper.
Perhaps the fullest of these was the work of consultants, NERA (ITVA, 1989,
pp. 97-9), later developed into an academicpaper (Cheong and Foster, 1989).Also
notable was the contribution made by Cento Veljanovski, the free-marketeer who,
as we have seen,had been one of the early advocatesof an auction system (ITVA,
1989, pp. 85-7). What such technical discussions stressedwas that there were a
variety of different auction mechanisms, each of which would prompt different
different
bidders,
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chise auction turned out in practice. In the period from the 1988White Paper to
the eventual passageof the 1990Broadcasting Act, the technical discussion of auction mechanisms opened up to question, from an impeccably free-market framework, the distinctly primitive and unthought-through auction mechanisms
advanced in the White Paper.
The last strand of responsewas lesstheoretically rigorous, but instead placed its
emphasis on the need to retain the supposedly high existing standards of UK telefor
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Quality Television, a lobbying group formed by programme-makers with the
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Parliament, David Mellor (see,for example, CQT, 1990,pp. 1-2).
The first substantial results of this barrage of criticism came well before the
Broadcasting Bill was published. On the 13 June 1989,during the sameannouncefor
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Four, Douglas Hurd announced two major changesto the original White Paper
auction proposals.
First, the quality threshold was to be significantly strengthened. Channel 3 and
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a diverse programme service calculated to appeal to a wide variety of tastes and
interests. It would be up to the applicants, Hurd continued, to decide what exactly
this meant when drawing up their programme proposals. But `those who fail to
satisfy the ITC that they can meet this requirement will not have their financial
bids considered.
Second, Hurd proposed to introduce what he called an `element of flexibility'
into the auction procedure. This was not to be a full-blown weighing of fine distinctions about the relative quality of different bids. That, Hurd maintained, was
impractical and unnecessary in light of the strengthened quality threshold, and
risked returning to the `opaque and sometimes arbitrary selection procedures of
the past. But Hurd was now prepared to grant the ITC the power, `in exceptional
circumstances ... to select a lower bid. If it chose to exercisethis power, the ITC
would be required to give its full reasons, and its decision would be subject to
judicial review (HO News Release,13 June 1989, pp. 1-3).
Taken together, these two measures had the potential to substantially shift the
operation of the licence auction in the direction of preserving the existing programming mix and standards of ITV. But they by no means satisfied the critics of
the White Paper, who continued to bombard the government with further proposals to strengthen `quality' during the whole of the passageof the Broadcasting
Bill through Parliament, from its publication in December 1989 right through to
the granting of royal assent in November 1990.
The government was by no means unresponsive to this continuing pressure.
After the committee stageof the Broadcasting Bill in the House of Commons, leftbills
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committee stage. This was the one in which most movement was achieved'
(Broadcast, 23 March, 1990, p. 7). And in a speech to a forum organised by the
Campaign for Quality Television in March 1990,David Mellor listed eight changes
passedin the committee stagewhich would `beef up the quality threshold. These
included a new statutory requirement for children's and religious programmes,
and a significant bolstering of regional requirements (CQT, 1990, pp. 4-5).
Later on in the year the government also bowed to pressure to spell out quite
explicitly in the legislation that the `exceptional circumstances' clause announced
by Hurd before the bill could be used by the ITC to make an award on the basis
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formula floated by the Campaign for Quality Television for a `quality auction' keeping the name but removing the cash-bid element - was not taken up. Indeed,
the wording of the new `exceptional circumstances' sub-clause was clearly
designed to ensure that the ITC did not overstep the mark and try to make the
`fine distinctions' on quality of which Hurd had complained when he originally
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During the Lords Committee stage,amendments were passedadding educational,
social action and documentary programmes to the already expanded list of programme types in the statutory quality threshold required for ITV. A provision was
also added requiring programmes of each kind to be scheduled at appropriate
times of the day and week. The government used its majority in the House of
Commons to reverse these amendments. `It is unsatisfactory for Channel 3
licencesto be required by statute to show a long and detailed list of individual programme types, David Mellor pronounced (HO News Release,4 September 1990).
Nevertheless,the sum total of amendments to the quality threshold and auction procedure representeda qualitative change from what had been proposed in
the White Paper.`I am persuaded, Mellor declared at the same time as he proposed to reversethe House of Lords amendments on extra statutory programme
requirements:
that in order to pass [the quality threshold] ... applicants will need to offer the full
range of programmes which are currently available on ITV - it would be a brave applicant who was so confident of his ability to passthe quality threshold regardlessthat he
chose to offer appreciably less. (HO News Release,4 September 1990)

As we shall seein the next chapter, Mellor's confidence had considerable substance.Alongside the amendments to the original White Paper proposals on quality threshold and auction procedures, there was one other important reason for
this. The amendments, and the nature of the debate surrounding the bill, effectively made the ITC distinctly lessof a'light touch' regulator than Broadcastingin
the 90s had orginally appeared to envisage. Hurd had portrayed his general
strengthening of the quality threshold as leaving the applicants themselves to
make a judgment on quality and diversity. But a seemingly rather technical
amendment to the bill during the House of Commons Committee stage, proposed from the opposition benches and accepted by the government, radically
changed this. When inviting applications for the Channel 3 and 5 licences, the
Commission would have to publish `generalguidance to the applicants' containing'examples of the kinds of programme whose inclusion in the service proposed
by the applicant would be likely to comply' with the quality and diversity requirements (Broadcasting Act, 1990, clause 15.2). So the ITC could effectively set out
before the auction more detailed - and therefore more stringent - requirements
for the future servicesthan those listed in the Act itself. That gavethe Commission
considerable initiative, further reinforced by the `exceptional circumstances'
clause.
The tone of the debate on the bill ensured that the ITC would make the most
of these opportunities. ITC Chairman designate,George Russell,had early on in
the debate declared that the quality threshold would be a'Beecher's Brook' (the
most difficult fence in the Grand National). Government spokesmen constantly
referred favourably to this declaration, particularly when they resisted critics'
demands for yet more statutory requirements to be included in the threshold.
Russelland the ITC therefore ended up with both sufficient statutory power to set
a high and detailed quality threshold and the political endorsement from the government to do so.
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This potential power and discretion of the ITC extended not merely to programming promises but also to the bids themselves.Much of the concern among critics
of the White Paper's auction proposals was directed at the likelihood of
`overbidding'- bidding that wastoo high to sustain the programmes promised, thus
leading either to bankruptcy or, more likely, to the eventual reduction of expenditure on programming and therefore failure to meet the programme promises.
The government responded to such criticism with a number of changesto the
original White Paper proposals designed to lessenthe dangers of successfulapplicants making what might turn out to be financial over-commitments. Payments
to government by licenseeswould comprise two parts -a percentage of advertising revenue, set on a licence-by-licence basis before the bid by the ITC, and the
value of the bid itself. The bid would be payable on a yearly basis (to avoid advantaging those with deep pockets) and would be index-linked (to prevent dangers
arising from any inaccurate estimation of inflation).
And here, too, extra discretion was given to the ITC. Russell had declared that
he would interpret the quality threshold as including `the quality of money, and
this phrase was continually favourably cited by government representatives.The
ITC was given the power to take this concern with `overbidding' into account by
two, again seemingly technical, sub-clauses in the Act. First, the Commission
could only consider a bid if it was satisfied that the applicant could `maintain ...
[the proposed] service throughout the period for which the licence would be in
force' (Broadcasting Act, 1990,clause 16.1.b). Second, applicants were required to
supply to the ITC `such information as the Commission may reasonably require
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during the period for which the licence would be in force' (clause 15.3.g). In other
words, the ITC had to require applicants to supply a detailed business plan and
could rule them out if they did not believe it was up to scratch. Russell's pronouncement on `the quality of money, and the government's endorsement of this,
gave every indication that the ITC would use these provisions to the full.
All this made it clear, by the time the Broadcasting Act received royal assent,
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8 The Reform in Action

The ITV Auction
The Broadcasting Act received royal assentin November 1990. The existing ITV
licences ran for two further years until the end of 1992. It was generally agreed
that any new licenseeshould be given a year to get up and running before it went
on air. Before that, the ITC would need severalmonths to processapplications and
make its decisions. And, prior to that, prospective applicants would also need a
similar amount of time to prepare their applications.
That added up to nearly two yearsbetween the start of the race and the winners
coming on air. So,in late 1990,the Commission had to move quickly. It was up to
the ITC to decide how many licences would be issued - in other words how the
regional map would be drawn - but several months before the Broadcasting Act
became law the (then shadow) ITC had indicated that it would advertise exactly
the same division of the Channel 3 map as had existed before the Act - fifteen
regional licences with the same boundaries as before (London continuing to be
divided between weekday and weekend), plus one national (breakfast) licence.
This decision had been endorsed by government during debate on the bill as
further support of its contention that the new arrangements would involve no
dilution of the regional basis of ITV.
In the samemonth that the BroadcastingAct becamelaw the ITC published for
consultation draft invitations to apply for Channel 3 regional and national
licences (ITC, 1990aand b). These drafts were not the subject of much significant
criticism. And the invitations to apply were issued, substantially unchanged, in
final form on 15 February 1991 (ITC, 1991aand b), formally marking the start of
the 1991 ITV franchise race. They called for applications to be submitted by 15
May 1991.
The ITC's invitations to apply were formidable documents. The regional invitation was 100 pageslong and the (very similar) breakfast invitation only slightly
shorter. They set down the parameters for the race in great detail, and would have
enormous effect on the sort of ITV system that eventually emerged. The
invitations were, therefore, quite crucial indications of just how far the ITC was
prepared to exercisethe discretion given to it by the much-amended Act, and just
how far it would attempt to preserve the range and quality of existing ITV programme services.They are, therefore, worth very close examination.
The invitations to apply set down in great detail the statutory obligations under
the Broadcasting Act which the applicants would have to fulfil for their bids to be
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considered. But they also interpreted and amplified these statutory requirements
in a number of crucial ways.
First, and most important, of these extensions of the bare letter of the Act's provisions came under the heading of `Diversity in the Service: The ITC was, the invitations explained, required by the new Act to ensure that, taken as a whole,
programmes in an applicant's proposed service were 'calculated to appeal to a
wide variety of tastes and services. That was as far as the Act went. But the invitation to apply then expanded on this: `in considering the diversity of the proposed
service,the ITC will have regard to the programme range in the present ITV schedule' (my emphasis). Taking full advantage of the amendment accepted at the
House of Commons Committee stage in the passageof the Act, the invitation to
apply for Channel 3 licences devoted more than a page to listing nine strands,
some with as many as three sub-strands, and all further detailed, which were
currently carried by ITV. We may take one of these (no. 6) as an example. The
invitation to apply specified it as follows:
Education, including
- adult education, usually backed by specially prepared literature advertised on screen
and in other appropriate ways.
individual
social
or
promote
action,
needs
covering
programmes
which
reflect
social
or community action. (ITC, 1991a, pp. 29-31)

It will be remembered that, towards the end of the passageof the Act through
Parliament, the government had reversed House of Lords amendments requiring
in
David
because,
Channel
3,
educational and social action programming on
Mellor's words, 'It is unsatisfactory for Channel 3 licencesto be required by statute
to show a long and detailed list of individual programme types.' But, only a couple
of months later, precisely such a `long and detailed list of programme types' indeed longer and more detailed than any critics had attempted to introduce in
the statute - was precisely what was being required by the ITC. There was no word
of objection from government.
A similar, though shorter, shopping list was included in the invitation to apply
for the Channel 3 breakfast-time licence (ITC, 1991b,p. 23). This too reflected the
Both
being
TV-am.
broadcast
in
regional
this
on
case
range of output currently
and breakfast-time invitations stated explicitly that `the ITC considers that there
formally
it
It
be
in
possthe
made
strands.
some programming
each of
should
...
ible to miss out some of the sub-strands, but insisted that applicants would have
inviin
had
left
demonstrate
It
the
regional
to
any of them out. warned
why they
is
limited
than
`applicants
range
tation that
should note that a service with more
indicated here is unlikely to passthe quality threshold' (ITC, 1991a, p. 31). Mellor
had said that it would be a brave applicant who offered less than ITV. The
invitations to apply went further - they made it clear that it would be a positively
foolhardy one. To offer less than the ITC's codification of existing ITV best practice was to invite the Commission to reject the application.
On regional programming, the (regional) invitation to apply was even more
for
hours
laid
down
each region
It
programming
the
of regional
weekly
specific.
four
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include,
minialso
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and
minimum
at
applicants'must
which
(pp.
27-9,
hours
my
output
of sub-regional
mum number of average weekly
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emphasis). In both cases,the figures were based on existing practice, but in some
instances they may have actually gone beyond it.
Lastly, on `quality' -a statutory requirement - the invitation to apply offered
the following elucidation:
The ITC considers that categorisation of programmes as of high quality is a matter
which cannot be reduced to a single formula ... it is important that programmes of
wide audience appeal should also be of high quality. High quality cannot be guaranteed
by any particular combination of talent and resources, although both are normally
crucial elements. (p. 31)

This was a formula that gave every incentive to applicants to maximise their
but
left
ITC
the
with a
talent
still
over
every
strand,
package
and
resource
offered
tantalising amount of discretion when it came to their final decision.
One of the few significant changesfrom the draft invitation to apply to the final
document demonstrates the ITC's determination - and ingenuity - to set a prohad
level
least
ITV
ITV
the
the
threshold
of
existing
service.
at
at
gramme-quality
long been characterisedby its huge proportion of domestically produced product,
draft
invitation
imports.
low
level
US
In
its
the
a requireof
and
comparatively
(which
in
be
European
75
of
that
should
programming
per
cent
of
ment was set
terms of UK popular television effectively meant UK) origin (ITC, 1990a,p. 26).
This was roughly the figure then being offered by ITV. Lobbying from the US
final
draft
figure
in
its
forced
ITC
to 50 per cent. But
this
to
the
reduce
embassy
the Commission then added a new condition - 65 per cent of programmes had to
be 'originally produced or commissioned for Channel 3 services' rather than
acquired (ITC, 1991a,p. 23). Given that virtually all originally produced or comfew
be
UK-produced,
that
a
percentagepoints
and
would
missioned programmes
formula
in
be
UK
this
practice proorigin,
new
of
would
programmes
of acquired
duced the same result as the original draft. The ITC thus effectively blocked an
extra flood of US (or Australian) imports on the new ITV.
Commenting at the end of 1990,the then Director of Programmes for Thames
Television, David Elstein, observed that for him the best thing that had happened
in the year was the ITC draft invitations to apply:
Some people in ITV will see them as dauntingly over-regulated. But to people like me
it
Nineties
into
best
ITV
the
was very reassuring that
to
the
retained
of
see
who want
the ITC had the courage to put into the application what I would call `ITV plus'.
(Broadcast, 20 December 1990,p. 17)

ITV plus - this was a neat and accurate phrase to sum up what the ITC had done
in its invitations to apply. The Commission had used every element of discretion
had
ITV
best
in
terms
that
by
Act
it
the
1990
to
service
public
codify
the
given
licences
for
that
under the new regime would
to
applicants
achieved, and ensure
have to commit themselvesto at least that in order to stand any chance of having
their bids accepted.
However, commitments were one thing, performance was another. But here
too, in its invitations to apply, the ITC displayed both initiative and ingenuity in
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squeezing the maximum amount that it could out of the Act so as to preserve the
existing standards and range of ITV programming into the new regime.
First, the invitations to apply gavethe ITC ample means to deal
with the muchdebated problem of `overbidding: The Act required that the ITC
ensure that a successful applicant could maintain its promised programme service throughout the
licence. Under the heading `Maintaining of the Service, the invitations to
apply
developed on this theme. The ITC would require detailed financial information
as
a basis on which to judge whether the applicant could, in their judgment, successfully maintain the promised service.`Key to questions in this area concern the
financial resources of the applicant. So the Commission demanded:
- profit and loss projections;
- cash flow projections; and
- projected balance sheets. (ITC, 1991a, p. 38)

The details of how these were to be presented and justified
were specified, again
in considerable detail, in section c of the invitation, which ran to just over seven
pages (pp. 68-75). Among many other things, applicants were required to project
television advertising growth and the share of it that would go to their licence.
So, the ITC armed itself in advance with the information it believed necessary
to eliminate `overbidders. This was not only a clear warning against overbidding,
it also added considerably to the problems and cost of bidding for all applicants,
becauseit required any applicant who hoped to succeedto provide a detailed business plan which the ITC would find credible. The applicant had to second-guess
at what level of projections for, for example growth in advertising revenue, the
ITC might decide that an ambitious bid had turned into an overbid. For the
Commission was not just laying down a complicated step of hoops through which
any successful applicant would have to jump. It was, in addition, clearly leaving
open its option to decide whether or not it found a particular bid credible, regardless of how meticulously that bid provided the required formal details.
In addition to providing itself with a potentially powerful defence against overbidding, the ITC also put into its invitation to apply a potentially powerful
weapon to ensure compliance. The invitations said:
The licence granted by the ITC will include
to programme
conditions
with
regard
...
content and other matters relating to the service. Thesewill reflect the proposals made by
the winning applicant as to the serviceto beprovided as set out in the information supplied
by him to the ITC (p. 21, my emphasis)

In other words, successfulbidders would be contractually bound by the promises
they had made in their application. This was a departure from previous practice.
And - given the incentive provided, by both the detailed quality threshold and the
possibility of an exceptional circumstances award, to maximise programme
promises in the applications - it was a potentially very important departure. The
ITC had laid down a standard of `ITV plus. No serious applicant would offer less
than that. So any successful applicant would be contractually locked in to `ITV
plus.
The franchise race may have officially started in February 1991,but for poten112

tial contenders preparations had begun months, and in some casesyears,beforehand. For the incumbents this had involved cutting costs, most notably staff;
rationalising structure by divisionalisation and out-sourcing; and in some cases,
improving output, by, for example, subdividing regional news provision. For
prospective challengers,it involved forming credible consortia. And in both cases
it involved developing businessplans.
The process gave ample room for backstabbing, gaining intelligence about
opponents and second-guessing both opponents and regulators, and all the
associated skullduggery that such practices might involve. (A well-informed
account of the manoeuvres indulged in by the contenders for most of the major
franchises can be found in Davidson, 1992.) What were the results of this hectic
preparation?
First, the final line-up for the 1991 ITV contest was on much the same scaleas
the line-up for the previous contest in 1980. In 1980 there had been forty-four
contenders for sixteen franchises- thirty-six for the fifteen regional franchisesand
forty
for
breakfast
franchise.
In
for
1991
the
there
the
were
contenders
new
eight
same sixteen licences- thirty-seven for the fifteen regions and three for breakfast
(IBA News Release,9 May 1980; Davidson, 1992, pp. 297-8). So the new 'commercial' auction system in 1991 did not produce significantly more challengers
than the old `beauty contest.
Nor did it greatly change the make-up of the contenders.The 1991contest, like
the 1980 contest, was overwhelmingly British, despite the fact that under the new
rules a licence could be wholly European-owned and non-European players could
have a substantial (generally considered to be up to 30 per cent), although noncontrolling, share.As eventsturned out, few of the European and even fewer of the
US television giants entered the race (although there were exceptions - for
example, CLT was a major stakeholder in an unsuccessfulbid for the East Anglia
licence and Rizzoli Corriere della Sera was a minor stakeholder in Carlton
Television). The Americans may have been put off by the prohibition on control
from outside the EU. Both they and the Europeans were probably also put off by
the complexity of putting together a credible bid. Nor were the British contenders
of 1991 much different from those under the old regime. Of the two major multiple bidders in 1991, one, Carlton, had been a previous contender for an ITV
franchise, and both Carlton and Virgin (the other 1991 multiple bidder) had participated in the `beauty contest' run under the old rules for the UK DBS licence.
There were just two significant new factors in the eventual make-up of the challenging consortia. Most challengers included independent producers either in
their consortium or as promised suppliers to it. This independent production sector had, by and large, not played a part during the last contest, and what independent production had existed had very little credibility with regulators. In 1991
the situation was quite different. Perhaps independent production was cheaper,
but, more importantly, by 1991 tying in credible independent producers was the
for
in
the
only,
way
challengers to offer a credible
probably
practice
easiest,and
production base to pass the quality threshold. Also, all bidders, whether incumbents or challengers,had to be able to demonstrate that they could meet the 25
per cent independent production quota.
The other difference was that having local worthies on the board was no longer
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the sine qua non of a successful challenge that it had been in 1980. In 1991 most
challengers played safe and included such figures, but one challenger, Carlton, did
not. Its gamble proved successful.Under the new system their absencefrom the
board was not to prove an obstacle to a successfulregional ITV bid.
The second main feature of the 1991 contenders was a complete split in
approach between incumbents and challengers. Despite divisionalisation, all the
incumbents bid as producer-broadcasters (i. e. making their own programmes),
while all the challengers bid as publisher-contractors (i. e. contracting out their
programme production to - generally named - independent producers). In the
run-up to the contest there was much debate in the industry about which model
was cheaper. But the sharp divergence in strategies points to another factor - the
quality threshold. For incumbents, that meant above all resting on their record as programme producers. For challengers, the safestmethod of guaranteeing programme quality was to sign up proven independent producers.
The third notable fact about the 1991 bids was their lack of innovation. The
ITC had, as we have seen, set tight parameters for the contest and provided
detailed incentives that encouraged challengers to promise to replicate the old ITV
schedules,and incumbents to guarantee more of the same. Only one challenger,
North West Television, proposed significant changesto the schedule (and this only
in the little-watched night-time hours), and it failed the quality threshold.
The one obvious new element in the 1991 contest was the cash bid. Here the
incumbents
different
Some,
notably
contestants adopted radically
strategies.Central and Scottish, took the view (as it turned out correctly) that they would not
be faced by a serious challenge for their franchise and therefore put in what was
effectively a zero bid. One other, LWT, took the view that it would win on quality
(either through its challenger failing to passthe quality threshold, or by an'exceptional circumstances' award). But it also believed (probably mistakenly in the light
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wrong. Twelve of the twenty-four challenges to incumbents were judged by the
ITC as failing to meet the quality threshold, and three bids which did pass the
quality threshold were ruled out by the Commission as too high. These rejected
bids included ones made by applicants with considerable experience and credibility in the industry. Challengers backed by companies as prominent as Virgin
and leading independent producer Mentorn were ruled out on quality grounds.
Two of the three ruled out for overbidding were incumbents, TVS and TSW. This
suggeststhat the ITC was exercising its discretion to the maximum, not merely in
setting the rules for the game, but also in adjudicating on the outcome.
A comparison of the outcome of the 1991 franchise race with that of 1980reinforces that belief. In 1980, of the fifteen regional franchises, three were unchallenged and three incumbents were unseated (one as a result of a forced
amalgamation). In 1991 the figures were exactly the same: fifteen regional races,
three unchallenged and three incumbents unseated.The only reasonwhy the 1991
race may appear to involve slightly more upsets than 1980 is becausethe incumbent of the breakfast licence (a quite new franchise in 1980) was also unseated.Of
the 1991 losing incumbents, two (TVS and TV am) had been widely criticised
beforehand, and one other (TSW) was at best a lacklustre and quite marginal contributor to network programming. In other words, all three would have been
prime candidates for a fall under the old rules.
So, the only way in which the auction system produced an obviously different
outcome to the race than might have been anticipated from a rerun of the previous `beauty contest system' was in Carlton Television's successfuloutbidding of
Thames for the London weekday licence. Thames was widely perceived to be a
pillar of quality in the old ITV system.It has often been claimed since that Thames
was a political victim as a result of showing Death on the Rock, a critical documentary on the killing by the SAS of three unarmed IRA members in Gibraltar.
There is no evidence for this. And indeed, both the old IBA's behaviour over that
programme and the new ITC's general conduct of the franchise auction suggest
that the regulators were perhaps surprisingly immune to any such nakedly political considerations. George Russell has subsequently claimed that the ITC sought
legal advice as to whether it could successfullymake an exceptional circumstances
award to Thames, but was told that this would not stand up to challenge in court
(Thames's quality might be acknowledged as higher than Carlton's - but not
`exceptionally' higher). Those who want to see a political element in the ITC's
awards might perhaps suggestthat such legal advice was itself based on a recognition that Carlton was the outsider who had previously made most effort to
break into the ITV system and who had been closestto Thatcher in the attempts
to change it. That limited speculation apart, the outcome of the 1991 franchise
race pointed to the ITC, perhaps unexpectedly successfully,managing to preserve
the substance of the existing ITV system while observing the letter of the substantially qualified auction. In other words, the outcome of the 1991 franchise
race was in many respects a testament to the triumph of regulatory persistence
over legislative change.
A consequenceof this was that one supposed virtue of the auction system of
franchise allocation fell flat on its face.Whatever advantagesmight be claimed for
it, an auction system, the government had maintained, would at least produce a
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transparently fair result. Ten million pounds was clearly objectively higher than £9
million, and would be seen to be so. But the ITC's decisions on quality thresholds
and overbidding ensured that of thirteen contested franchises only five went to the
highest bidder. The result was a press outcry (see the editorials in daily morning
press for 17 November 1991). It was not the specific decisions of the ITC that were
challenged - few outside observers strongly suggestedthat x rather than y should
have won a particular contest. It was rather that the overall decision procedure
appeared just as opaque as it had done under the old `beauty contest:
None of the challengers who had been ruled out on `quality' grounds challenged that ruling in the courts. However sore they may have felt, they were no
doubt advised that the courts would be unlikely to overturn the ITC's judgment
in this, its expert field. There was, however, a serious legal challenge from one of
the incumbents (TSW) ruled out for overbidding. In the end this challenge was
not successful,but the casedid give some insight into the ITC's procedures on this
question.

The Channel 5 Auction
The concessionsmade by the government since the publication of the 1988White
Paper,and the determination of the ITC to exploit them, together ensured that the
1991 franchise auction had rather lessto do with cash bids and much more to do
with the discretion of the Commission. This was even more the casein the'auction' of the Channel 5 licence. The licence for the new channel was, according to
both the 1988 White Paper and the 1990 Act, to be allocated by exactly the same
procedure as the ITV licences. But the fact that the channel was new gavethe ITC
even more discretion than it had had with ITV. Applicants could not make the
same assumption that applicants for ITV licences had made - that the quality
threshold meant effectively a repeat of past performance. Quite new schedules
would have to be produced - with the risk that these might prove unsatisfactory
to the ITC. And the credibility of business plans for a new service was an even
more subjective matter than for a service that had been running for more than
three decades.Channel 5 applicants would also be required to provide a credible
freby
for
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the
the
that
affected
plan
retuning
millions of video recorders
would
quencies used by the new channel.
The Commission advertised Channel 5 twice. In April 1992 it issued its first
Invitation to Apply for a Channel5 Licence.When the deadline passedin July there
was just one bidder, Channel Five Holdings Limited, whose most notable member
licence.
ITV
loser
Television,
London
Thames
the
the
weekday
prestigious
of
was
In December 1992, having twice deferred its decision at the applicant's request,
the Commission issued its verdict. The licence would not be awarded to Channel
Five Holdings, explained the ITC, becausethe Commission were not satisfied with
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level
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of
plan
or
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decision effectively removed additional and unpredictable competition from ITV
during the early and uncertain years of the new commercial regime. This may not
have been entirely unwelcome to the ITC, although Commission spokesmen
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a
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After another extensive round of consultation, the ITC issued a second
(amended) invitation to apply for Channel 5 in November 1994, with the deadline for applications set for May 1995. This time there was considerably more
interest - perhaps becauseof the upturn in the economy, and consequent growth
in advertising revenuesthat had occurred in the two years since the first attempt.
Participants in the four consortia bidding for Channel 5 in 1995 presented an
impressive range of British and foreign media companies (indeed, foreign interest
for this one new channel was as great as for all sixteen ITV licences in 1991).
Easily top bidder of the four was UKTV Developments, a consortium dominated by Canadian broadcaster Canwest, which had made a very late marriage
with a British independent producer. Tying for second place were two consortia
from
Channel
input
British
5
companies
media
more
substantial
rather
with
Broadcasting, backed by Pearson and MAI, and Virgin Television, backed by
Richard Branson's Virgin group. Finally, with a far lower bid came New Century
Television, whose most noted component was Rupert Murdoch's News
Corporation.
This line-up presented the ITC with some intriguing dilemmas. The top bidder
was clearly dominated by a non-European company.Although a legal formula had
been found to get round this, it can safely be assumedthat the ITC would remain
for
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for the Commission. Lastly, if all the top three bids were ruled out, that would
leave as winner the consortium backed by Rupert Murdoch, a prospect widely
criticised in the run-up to the bids, and one unlikely to be eagerly welcomed by
the ITC.
In the event, the Commission neatly sidesteppedthese dilemmas. It ruled out
top bidder UKTV and one of the tied bidders, Virgin Television, on programme
quality grounds. This left Channel 5 Broadcasting to successfully outbid the
Murdoch-backed consortium. Deft use of its discretion on quality threshold had
once again enabled the ITC to achievethe result which it would surely have come
to in a'beauty contest' without cashbids.
As in 1991 the press was unconvinced about any transparency in procedures,
but, unlike 1991, unperturbed by their end result. There was another, again ultilosers.
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some explanation of its decisions on passing the quality threshold. That explaformal
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and cursory terms. Virgin, said the ITC,
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quality or offered a service which, taken as a whole, appealedto a wide variety of
tastesand interests. There was no amplification.
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The New System in practice
The 1988 Broadcasting White Paper had contained crucial ambiguities between
the government's desire to maintain the overall programming standards of the
existing ITV system and its desire to fundamentally change that system to a more
commercial model. The 1990 Broadcasting Act incorporated numerous concessionsto critics who sought to emphasise the virtues of the old system against
the perils of deregulation. And the ITC ran the 1991 franchise race so as to preserve as much as it could of the existing ITV system. But all this still left open the
question of just how the new system would work in practice. Once the licensees
started broadcasting, how much would the new regime established by the 1990
Act and the ITC actually differ from the old?
The new regime came into full operation on 1 January 1993 when the new
licenseescame on air. Before that, two things were required, each of which would
greatly affect how the new ITV regime operated. The ITC had to agree the details
of licences with the winners of the 1991 race, and the new licenseeshad to agree
arrangements for running a national network which were satisfactory to both the
ITC and to competition regulators.
The first of these requirements proved easy.The ITC did as it had promised in
the invitations to apply, and incorporated as an annexe to each licence the whole
of the detailed programme proposals the successfulbidder had made in its application. For good measure, each licence also spelt out the precise number of hours
for each programme strand that the licensee had promised. The licences were
signed with very little demur in late 1991 and early 1992. (Copies of the licences
can be found in the ITC library. ) As we shall see,these very detailed contractual
obligations were soon to be used by the ITC, and used effectively, in a key dispute
with the commercial desires of the new ITV broadcasters.
Agreeing arrangements for a national network proved rather more difficult.
The government had set the goal that there should be 'fair competition' in the
supply of programmes to the network. In other words, rather than programme
supply being largely carved up between the'big five ITV companies, as had traditionally been the case,the programme proposals of the smaller ITV companies
and independent producers should be considered for the network on their merits. So the network arrangements had to involve some degree of formal separation
between the ITV companies as network programme commissioners and the same
companies aspotential network programme suppliers. The 1990Act required that
both the ITC and the Director-General of the Office of Fair Trading (OFT) had to
approve network arrangements.
Not unnaturally, the `big five' companies were reluctant to abandon entirely
their previous privileged position on network programme supply. Provisional
by
ITC
by
the
ITV
the
approved
were
companies
network arrangements proposed
in May 1992,but the OFT decided that they did not adequately meet the competition test. The arrangements were then referred to the MMC, and eventually
(ITC
Annual
by
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regulators
modified network arrangements were accepted
Report 1992,pp. 4-5). However, there continued to be complaints from independent producers that the ITV companies were abusing their position as broadcastersin order either to securemore production for themselvesor to retain rights
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in independent productions. Significantly, this latter complaint was directed not
only at the old producer-broadcasters but also at some of the new publishercontractors.
Under the new commercial television regime, the ITC on the faceof it no longer
had the formal power to determine the scheduling of programmes. It had set the
amounts of particular programme genres,but could not, unlike the IBA, prescribe
when these were to be shown. That raised the possibility of `public service' programming on ITV being moved out of peak viewing hours in favour of more
audience-maximising (and therefore revenue-maximising) entertainment. A
small but revealing indication that the ITV companies would take advantage of
this came right at the start of the the new licensees' transmissions, when ITV
abandoned its traditional early Sunday evening `God slot' and instead broadcast
its quota of religious programming at times when smaller audiences were available. The ITC took no action on this.
But later in 1993a further move along the samelines resulted in far greater controversy. A number of ITV companies felt that broadcasting their main weekday
feature
bulletin
10
the
prevented
scheduling
at
o'clock
of
unbroken
news
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films - which would have provided larger audiences- in late peak time. The issue
was discussed at an ITV strategy conference in June, and the desire of the ITV
leaked
late
to the press.The news
their
to
evening
news
was
companies reschedule
provoked vocal criticism, particularly among politicians of all parties - for whom
News at Tenhad the particular attraction of maximising coverageof their activities to a peak audience. The ITC promptly sided with these critics, and wrote to
the ITV companies reminding them that a majority of companies had pledged to
continue the 10 o'clock news slot in their applications, that these pledges were
included in their licences and that therefore they would be in breach of their contractual obligations if they moved the time of their late weekday news bulletin.
ITV promptly abandoned the attempt to shift News at Ten (ITC Annual Report,
1993, p. 23). The affair was an early, and important, indicator that the ITC had
sharp regulatory teeth, and was prepared to use them in order to maintain some
of the central pillars of ITV's traditional public service traditions.
The following year those regulatory teeth were bared again, this time over the
issue of the `undue prominence' given to commercial goods and servicesin programming. In December 1994 the ITC fined Granada Television for repeated
breachesof the `undue prominence code in one of its regional programmes. It was
the first time the ITC had imposed a financial penalty, and the fine - of half a million pounds - was generally seenas a substantial one (ITC Annual Report, 1994,
p. 27).
While the ITC displayed a readinessto enforce the rules it had set after the 1990
Act regarding the ITV companies' on-screen performance, pressure was mounting from the companies for the government to change the rules it had set about
their behind-the-screens organisation. Using the powers given him by the Act, the
Home Secretary had in December 1990 set down the details of ownership limits
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licences.Only one takeover took place under these rules. Before the new licensees
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started transmitting (small) Tyne Teesagreed (with the ITC's approval) a takeover
by neighbouring (large) Yorkshire. However, mergers between a large and a small
company, or between two small ones, still blocked the large economies of scale
that could be gained by mergers between large companies. Some in the ITV industry (most notably Central Television's Chief Executive, Leslie Hill) had long
argued that ITV should be concentrated into a handful of companies. In the arguments over the White Paper and the Broadcasting Act, ITV as a whole had argued
for maintaining separately owned regional companies. However, once the new
licenseesstarted broadcasting, the balance in ITV shifted, with a number of key
ITV companies (notably Granada and Carlton) now arguing that companies
should be allowed to own more than one big licence.
The argument was not simply in terms of the merits of concentration. It also
seized upon an anomaly in the 1990 Act's ownership provisions. European
companies could control ITV licences. So,whereas one large ITV broadcaster was
not allowed to take over another large ITV broadcaster, that broadcaster could be
taken over by a European television giant. Granada, for example, was not allowed
to take over LWT, but Silvio Berlusconi or CLT were. The spectre was therefore
raised of British commercial television falling into foreign hands unless the
ownership rules were relaxed.
In November 1993, Heritage Secretary,Peter Brooke, bowed to this pressure by
announcing that from now on a company could own two `large' licences (apart
from one company owning both the London licences). In his announcement,
Brooke presented the apparently simple case that had influenced his decision:
`Changesare taking place in broadcasting throughout the world. The Government
has been urged to relax the present restrictions on the ownership of ITV
companies to enable them to compete more effectively in world markets' (DNH
News Release,24 November 1993).
In the following months Carlton took over Central, Granada took over LWT,
and MAI, which already owned Meridian, took over Anglia. In those few months
a bigger concentration took place in ITV than had occurred since its very earliest
days. All three new pairings shed further numbers of staff as they rationalised
their merged ventures.
So, relaxation of the ownership rules certainly allowed the merged ITV
companies to achieve significant economies of scalein the home market. Whether
that would mean a more active role for ITV companies in the world market was
altogether less clear.
There was also pressure for change in the rules set by the 1990 Broadcasting Act
for Channel Four. The Act had forced Channel Four to sell its own advertising, but
buffered it from competition (and so protected its remit) by providing it with a
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Four fell below this, then ITV would have to make up the difference. The channel
had viewed the prospect of selling its own advertising with some confidence,
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When it announced the 14 per cent safety net, the government had added a
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rider, incorporated into the Act, that if Channel Four earned over the 14 per cent
then it would pay 50 per cent of the surplus to ITV (plus 25 per cent to a Channel
Four reserve fund). So, with 18.2 per cent of terrestrial advertising revenue in
1993, the first year of the new regime, Channel Four ended up paying £38.2 million to ITV, with the prospect of even bigger figures in subsequentyears.
In 1994 Channel Four launched a vigorous campaign to get the formula abolished - well before the 1997 review that the Act allowed for. `We believe, argued
the channel's 1994position document, `that the present terms of the Act will result
in Channel 4 diverting an average of £50 million a year from its programme
expenditure - thus greatly weakening the channel's competitive position'
(Channel Four, 1994,p. 6).
The channel's argument gained considerable political support, including from
former Broadcasting Minister and Heritage Secretary,David Mellor. It was, naturally, vigorously opposed by the ITV companies, whose financial interests were
directly and substantially at stake,and who could argue that the existing funding
formula was the one under which they had made their bids. The government
resisted Channel Four's argument for over two years,finally making a very limited
concessionto the channel in the 1996 Broadcasting Act (seeChapter 9).
Ultimately the most important test for the new regime was the standard of programming broadcast under it by the new licensees.Any judgments here are bound
to be both impressionistic and subjective. From the start of the new licences the
ITC adopted the practice of publishing detailed annual `Performance Reviews'
about both the ITV network in general and individual licensees.In the years 1993
to 1996these reviews dealt with a host of issues,and handed out praise and blame
in good measure.Perhapsthe most important pronouncements were made at the
end of the first year of the new regime:
Although many individual programmes and series displayed high quality production
standards and creative ability, the overall feel of the (ITV] network schedule was cautious and predictable, There was little evidence of adventure or the surprise of one-off
events.

The ITC particularly singled out the fact that `the predominance of crime-based
stories narrowed the range of drama overall. On current affairs, the Commission
considered that ITV's overall performance `wasbetter than some of its eagercritics assertedand there was no significant narrowing of the agendacompared to the
recent past. But it then added: `nevertheless,the pressure to deliver ratings was
never far away and occasionally showed in loss of nerve in the choice of subject
and treatment. In this first performance review the ITC made a specific point of
for
failing
Carlton,
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the
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major
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network programming. What Carlton did provide was, the Commission commented, `with some exceptions not distinctive or of noticeable high quality. There
would need to be `significant improvement' (ITC Annual Report, 1993,pp. 53,55,
61).
The Performance Reviewsfor the following two yearswere in general lessharsh.
Some of the Commission's warnings about the first year had presumably been
heeded. But the general thrust of those early criticisms continued to be a feature
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of comment on ITV programme output under the new regime. The Performance
Review for 1996 reiterated them with a new senseof concern:
The preoccupation with crime, police and emergency services in drama and factual programmes was no worse, but has not diminished since 1995 and was again, with some
justice, criticised by the Viewer Consultative Councils. Network First and The South
Bank Show, two flagship series regularly praised by the ITC for their high quality, were
scheduled less frequently and with a narrower range of subject matter than in previous
years. ... The strength of ITV's continuing commitment to regular serious documentary and arts coverage, clearly set out in the licence applications, appears to be in question. (ITC Annual Report 1996, p. 61)

The wilder prophecies of doom for `quality' programming on ITV made during
the debate on the 1988 White Paper and the 1990 Act had not been fulfilled. But
there were scarcely any outside observers to be found who claimed that ITV programming under the new regime was in any way an improvement on the old.
In its early years of operation, thanks to the concessions made in the passage
from the 1988 White Paper to the 1990 Act, and thanks even more to the continued willingness of the ITC to exploit these to the full, the advertising-funding
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lic service standards which many critics of the 1988 White Paper had anticipated.
In formal, and many substantive terms, the elements of public service programming established in the old ITV persisted. Meanwhile, Channel Four continued to
fulfil its remit, at least in the terms which it had done so in the years immediately
before the new regime. But there has been a clear and substantial commercialishas
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Alongside regulation, there was another reasonwhy, up to the mid-90s, the worst
of the feared prospects of the government's post-Peacock reforms to advertisingfunded terrestrial television had been avoided. Competition for television advertising, within commercial terrestrial broadcasting, had been dampened by the
Channel Four funding formula. And competition for television advertising from
outside - i. e. from cable and satellite - was still relatively small. Cable and satellite's
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office in 1997,ITV and Channel Four still maintained the relatively securerevenue
stream that had underpinned their public service provisions. That stream was,
however, becoming lesssecure.ITV viewing figures seemedto be hit harder by the
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9

Back to the BBC

Once the Tories had shaken up commercial television with the 1990 Broadcasting
Act, it seemed to most observers to be only a matter of time before the government turned its attention to the BBC. In 1991 the organisers of the annual
University of Manchester Broadcasting Symposium neatly captured the mood of
foreboding
by
`And
for
Now
their
the BBC
and
calling
gathering
expectation
..:
(Miller and Allen, 1991).
This might have been more accurately phrased as `and now onceagain for the
BBC. For, as we saw in Chapter 6, the whole Conservative excursion into reforming ITV, which culminated in the 1990 Broadcasting Act, had originally started in
1985 with an attempt to decisively change the BBC. After the passageof the 1990
Act and the 1991 ITV franchise auction, it seemedreasonable to expect that the
Tories would return to implementing their unfulfilled mid-80s agenda for the
BBC.
The government did indeed turn its attention back to the BBC in the early 90s.
But it did so for rather routine administrative reasons.The BBC's charter was up
for renewal in 1996.So,whether they contemplated any change or not, the Tories
were bound to address the question of the future of the BBC in the years
preceding that renewal.
The government approached the task at a leisurely pace. Before the 1992 election the Home Office drew up a draft Green Paper,which apparently reflected the
then Home Secretary Kenneth Baker's desire to reopen the argument about
putting advertising on the BBC (Barnett and Curry, 1994, p. 169). But such an
approach did not command the support of Baker's colleagues,and after the election work started on a new draft, this time under the auspicesof David Mellor.
Mellor had been the key government protagonist in the passageof the 1990
Broadcasting Act, and had been widely seenasthe willing broker of the many conbill
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finally published by Mellor's successoras Heritage Secretary, Peter Brooke, in
November 1992. Lessthan a week later, the BBC followed suit with its own strategy statement (written well before), Extending Choice(BBC, 1992).
The most obvious feature of the 1992BBC Green Paperwas the enormous contrast in tone between the way the Conservative government in 1992 approached
the BBC and the way the Conservative government in 1988 had approached ITV.
In 1988 there had been no Green - or consultative - Paper.The Tories had moved
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directly to publishing a White Paper, which set out, as policy, a seriesof radical, if
often ill-thought-through, proposals for reform to a generally hostile industry and
public. Having failed to convince almost anyone else of the merits of these proposals, the government proceeded to push their core into legislation, while grudgingly backtracking on many of their more controversial elements.
The tone of the 1992 Green Paper could scarcelyhave been more different from
the 1988 White Paper. One newspaper leader (Independent 25 November 1992,
p. 22) aptly described the 1992 document as 'long on options, refreshingly short
on recommendations. This change in tone undoubtedly reflected a real political
shift It was two years since Margaret Thatcher had been ousted from the
Conservative leadership. The debacle of the ITV franchise auction had scarcely
whetted the appetites of Tory politicians for more of the same.And David Mellor,
who as Broadcasting Minister had piloted the ITV reforms through Parliament
and, as Secretary of State for National Heritage, presided over the first drafts of the
Green Paper,now took great glee from the back benchesin warning his colleagues
about the dangers of listening to 'glinty eyed pamphleteers. By that he meant the
free-market think-tanks. These had seemedvery close to government broadcasting policy in the mid-80s but were now distinctly out of fashion in government
circles.
What did this change in tone mean in practical terms? Behind a set of apparently open questions which formed the bulk of the Green Paper, the government
undoubtedly had its own agenda for the BBC; but it was a markedly undraconian
one - at least in formal terms - and, it should be added, one much more modest
than it would have been had it been formulated at virtually any time since 1984.
By 1992 the government seemedto have no intention of replacing the licence fee
as the major source of BBC funding, no intention of getting the BBC to take
advertising, no intention of cutting the BBC's two television channels to one (a
seriously canvassed' outside possibility in the years before) or of breaking up the
Corporation. The one 'radical' scheme, rather lamely canvassed in the Green
Paper,was that of establishing a Public Service Broadcasting Council which would
distribute licence money for public service broadcasting to both the BBC and
other channels - an option first advocated by the PeacockCommittee.
Why had the Conservatives so shifted their ground on the BBC between the
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in the intervening period. Perhapsthe key reason why the Tories, from 1992,opted
for a 'steady as she goes' course on the BBC was that the Corporation itself was
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this development that we must now turn. In what ways did the BBC change from
1985 to 1992?And how much was this change a consequenceof Tory policy?
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The BBC from Peacock to Green Paper
With the important exception of the 25 per cent independent production quota,
the PeacockCommittee generatedscarcelyany legislation to change the BBC. But,
aside from legislation, the government had three other weapons available with
which to influence the Corporation. It could exert financial pressure,becausethe
government set the level of the licence fee. It could change the policy of the BBC
through its ability to appoint the Chairman, Vice-Chairman and the rest of the
Board of Governors. And it could generatepolitical flak, either directly or through
its press and back-bench supporters, which would put pressure on the
Corporation to change its course.All of thesewere potentially powerful weapons.
But, as we have seenin Chapter 3, before 1984 they were either little used or used
ineffectually.
In the mid-80s this all changed.Both the shift in the political atmosphere which
led to the establishment of the PeacockCommittee and the PeacockCommittee
itself were accompanied by an increasing willingness on the part of the government to use this full range of non-legislative policy instruments on the BBC. And
the use of these instruments had, by the early 90s,produced important changesin
the Corporation.
Deliberate financial pressure started at the very time when the Peacock
Committee was established.In 1985 Home SecretaryLeon Brittan had exerted an
initial major financial squeezeon the BBC by granting a much smaller licence fee
increasethan the Corporation had askedfor. After Peacockreported, in December
1987 Brittan's successor,Douglas Hurd, declared his 'double squeeze' on BBC
finances by indexing the licence fee to general inflation - less than broadcasting
inflation - and by starting that indexation from a basewhich was lower than the
BBC was already budgeting for. And in 1991, following a report for the government on the BBC's finances conducted by consultant accountants, Price
Waterhouse (Price Waterhouse, 1990), the government set the increase of licence
fee at 3 per cent below the increase of the RPI for a year, followed by two more
years indexed to the RPI. So,the question of the 'efficiency' of the BBC, which had
been foregrounded by Peacock,had from the mid-80s become a routine part of
the government's professed agenda. To some extent, the Corporation was protected from the full effect of any squeezeon the licence fee in the 80s by the rise
in the number of households and the continued switch from black and white to
colour licences.But asAndrew Graham and Gavin Davies have noted, despite this,
there was a significant shift for the worse in the real income of the BBC after 1986:
'From 1986-91 the real licence fee receipts, deflated by the labour cost index,
actually fell by 0.9 per cent per annum' (Graham and Davies, 1992, pp. 205-6).
This fall came even before the extra stringency of the RPI minus three settlement
of 1991.
Political flak directed against the Corporation also increasedin the mid-80s. In
August 1985 Brittan took the unprecedented step of writing to the BBC asking the
Corporation not to broadcast an episode in the Real Livesseriesthat sympathetically treated a prominent Irish republican and an 'extreme' loyalist. The
Governors complied with this request,prompting strike action from BBC staff. In
September 1986 there was considerable fuss in the Tory pressabout the BBC'fac125

tual' drama, The Monocled Mutineer. And in October two allegedly right-wing
Conservative back-benchers won a libel caseagainst the BBC for their portrayal in
an edition of the Corporation's flagship current affairs programme, Panorama.
Taken separately, and divorced from their context, these incidents were not
necessarily more important than the periodic outbursts of right-wing outrage
against particular BBC programmes which have been a regular feature of the
Corporation's life under both Tory and Labour administrations. Brittan's intervention over Real Lives may have taken a constitutionally unprecedented form,
but government intervention in programming on Northern Ireland had also been
a feature of previous Labour governments (fully detailed in Curtis, 1984).
However, coming on top of one another, and occurring in the shadow of the
Peacock Committee, these incidents of government flak against the Corporation
had more profound consequencesthan their predecessors.Chief target of the flak
was the BBC's then Director-General, Alasdair Milne. It is at this point that the
third non-legislative instrument of government policy - its appointment of BBC
Governors - became important.
The Thatcher administration had made two appointments to the chairmanship
of the BBC's Board of Governors in the first half of the 80s - George Howard in
1980 and Stuart Young in 1983. Whatever might have been the intention behind
these appointments, neither Howard nor Young had, as we have seen,turned out
to be obvious instruments of a radical government policy within the BBC. Young
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perceived as having `gone native' in his BBC post. But, following Young's premature death in 1986, the Tories had the opportunity to make a third appointment
to the BBC Chair. It was made at a high point of Tory political hostility to the BBC
and at the high point of the government's expressed desire to reform the
Corporation.
The government's candidate for Chair was seenat the time as- and was to turn
out to be - quite different from the Tories' earlier appointments. Marmaduke
Hussey,appointed by the government as BBC Chair in October 1986,was an outsider to broadcasting. That in itself made him no different to most previous BBC
Chairs. His background lay in newspaper publishing and he had a recent record
of confrontation with the unions in that industry. Hussey's appointment as BBC
Chair was warmly endorsed by the Corporation's former Vice-Chair (and most
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Mogg. `Hussey; commented Rees-Mogg,'will see through the BBC mandarins at
a glance' (Milne, 1989, p. 188).
Within a few months of taking up his appointment, in January 1987, Hussey
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accountant and not a programme-maker like Milne, was appointed as the new
Director-General. At the same time, John Birt was brought in from LWT as
Deputy Director-General. Birt was to oversee a new unified News and Current
Affairs Directorate.
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traditional basis by the Peacock Committee and in the wake of some of the
heaviest government-generated, or government-supporting, political flak that
the BBC had faced for severalyears. The result was a deep and lasting change in
the senior managerial culture in the BBC. The background to the shake-up
ensured that the new management team was more sympathetic to government
thinking and saw itself as confronted with two major tasks: to diminish the political flak from the government and its supporters, and to order the Corporation's
affairs in responseto the government's financial squeeze.
The first of these tasks was dealt with by Birt's reorganisation of BBC news and
current affairs. His establishment of a unified News and Current Affairs
Directorate both heightened the profile of news and current affairs within the
Corporation and increased its `professionalism' - with, for instance, subject
specialists on economics and social affairs. Some aspects of Birt's approach to
`professionalism' involved making news and current affairs more `responsible'and
therefore lesslikely to fall foul of the Tories on political grounds. An early event,
at which Birt outlined his criticisms of former BBC practices on news and current
affairs, is said to have
left some participants with the uncomfortable feeling that a straitjacket was about to be
imposed which would at best cramp and at worst stifle completely any innovation or
creativity in BBC journalism - particularly journalism in awkward political areas.
(Barnett and Curry, 1994,p. 85)

In the following years there were a number of incidents which seemedto many
observers to confirm these fears.One notable example occurred on the eve of the
1992general election. An edition of the BBC's flagship current affairs programme,
Panorama, had been prepared, entitled `Sliding into Slump. Presented by the
BBC's economics editor, Peter Jay,it analysed where the blame lay for Britain's
economic problems. On the Friday before transmission the programme was
pulled: `The consequenceswere swift and predictable. Those who had long been
convinced that Birt was leading the BBC down a path of closet connivance with
the government saw this as the final confirmation' (Barnett and Curry, 1994,
pp. 169-70).
The second problem, the financial squeeze,prompted two initiatives within the
Corporation. If, as the BBC senior management increasingly came to accept, the
licence fee was to remain pegged to the RPI or below, the main source of BBC
income would fall in real terms. So either the BBC would be forced to diminish
the servicesit provided - not an option seriously contemplated by the new management or ever specifically canvassedby the government - or the financial shortfall had to be made up. There were two possible ways of doing this. There could
be `savings' on costs, through increased efficiency. And extra income could be
earned through increased commercial operations. From Hussey's sacking of
Milne, through into the 90s, the BBC increasingly vocally pursued both options.
Together they entailed an increased commercialisation of the culture of the
Corporation. But each had somewhat different consequencesin terms of public
debate and government policy.
It should not, however, be thought that the drive to commercialism within the
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BBC was simply a coldly calculated attempt to make financial ends meet. It was
also, to a considerable extent, a directly political initiative by the new management
of the Corporation, aimed at courting favour with the government. As one
internal BBC strategy discussion document put it in 1991:
Beyond the' needs of the consumer, there is a need to run with the political tide.
Entrepreneurialism was a requirement of the 1980s and will still have an important
place to play in the public sector in the 1990s.The BBC's involvement in commerce signals that it is part of the market place. (unpublished Charter Review task force party
report on'The BBC: the Entrepreneur' p. 1)

Before the Green Paper the more prominent of the Corporation's two strategies
to meet the financial squeezewas 'savings' on costs. In 1989 Checkland set up a
committee under Director of Finance, Ian Phillips, to recommend ways of saving
money. In January 1990, it presented its report, Funding the Future, which proposed measures to save£75 million by 1993 (BBC Annual Report 1989/90, p. 7).
At the end of 1990, the government's consultants on the licence fee settlement,
claimed that, in addition to these, a further £131 million of cost savings could be
made by 1995/6 (Price Waterhouse, 1990, p. 7). By the summer of 1992 the
Governors were noting that `Significant savings in manpower, resourcesand costs
have already been made through rationalisation of our activities and improved
productivity. A net reduction of about 2,000 jobs occurred during the year
[1991/2] in the Home Services' (BBC Annual Report; 1991/2, p. 7).
These cuts were by no means the end of the process. In 1991 the Corporation
unveiled what the Governors subsequently described as `a much more radical
initiative'. Under Producer Choice, to become fully operational throughout BBC
television in April 1993:
cash budgets will be allocated to all programme-makers who will be free to use either
outside or in-house facilities to get the best value for money.... Under Producer Choice
resource departments will be funded only by selling their services to programme
makers. (BBC Annual Report, 1991/2, pp. 7,21)

Whatever cost savings might eventually be achieved by this new mode of BBC
organisation - and there were some sceptical voices from both within and outside
the Corporation on this score- Producer Choice was of great political significance
in terms of the relationship between the BBC and the government. Well over a
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Corporation, the BBC management had declared their firm intention to introduce
a fully-fledged internal market into BBC television, and an internal market which
was open to outside competition. This was precisely the form of organisation that
the government was then introducing, as a central part of its strategy, throughout
the public sector, most notably (and notoriously) in the National Health Service.
In the subsequent debate over charter renewal, Producer Choice was to figure
prominently in the positions of both BBC and government.
The change in the managerial culture of the BBC instituted in the late 80s and
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range of prominent figures in the television industry: for example, Channel Four
Chief Executive, Michael Grade, and veteran BBC India correspondent, Mark
Tully (Tully, 1993). Grade's attack, made in the keynote MacTaggart Lecture at the
Edinburgh International Television Festival in August 1992, was both one of the
earliest and one of the most damning of such critiques.
Over the previous five years, argued Grade:
the BBC Governors have adopted a policy of political appeasement. They have half
embraced the free market but in doing so have set the BBC on a course which can only
lead to terminal decline.
The Governors determined to throw themselves at the
...
mercy of a government that had shown the BBC no mercy at all. They decided that the
only way to win back Government support, and therefore safeguard future levels of
licence fee increases,was to try to catch up with the political mood of the times and be
seen to be taking charge. More and more they encroached on the day-to-day management of the place. (EITF, 1993, pp. 96-7)

Grade'scomments were made three months before the publication of the government's Green Paper on The Future of the BBC and the BBC's Extending Choice.
Whether or not one agreed with Grade'sjudgment on the ultimately dire consequences of the BBC's subservienceto the government, the two documents show
the process that he identified in action -a processof BBC subservienceand government `reward:
In formal terms, the Green Paper put virtually every aspect of the BBC up to
question. The headlines of its `Key Issues'section asked:
What should be the aims of public service broadcasting in the future?
What kind of programmes and services should the BBC provide?
...
What other functions should the BBC carry out in the future?
...
How should the BBC respond to the challenges of the commercial media world?
...
How should the BBC services and programmes be paid for?
...
How can the BBC be made more accountable while keeping its editorial indepen...
dence? (DNH, 1992,pp. 12-13)

On the face of it no answer was ruled out. In that sensethe Independentwas quite
correct to see the Green Paper as `long on options' and `short on recommendations'. In practice, this opennesscarried within it much scarcelyveiled direction.
Many of the nostrums prescribed for the BBC by the free-market right in the mid80s,which had then found favour in government circles, were now treated by the
disdain.
For example, the Green Paper'ssection on
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`Advertising on BBC Services'(pp. 33-4) could scarcelybe read as seriously trying
to reopen the debate on the issue which had been officially opened up with the
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have already observed, the only `radical' proposal apparently seriously canvassed
in the Green Paper was the idea of a Public Service Broadcasting Council (p. 39).
And even this was canvassedin a distinctly non-committal way.
There was, however, one clear lead given by the Green Paper- on what it called
'Value for Money:
The Government has urged the BBC to improve its efficiency. The decision to hold
licence fee increasesbelow the levels of inflation, as measured by the Retail Price Index,
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has encouraged the BBC to look for ways of reducing its costs and diverting funds from
administration to programmes. The BBC's initiatives, 'Producer Choice' and 'Reshaping for the Future, and its scrutiny of overheads, are all steps in this direction.
(p. 35)

For its part, the BBC, in Extending Choice,made no attempt to argue the casefor
increased public funding for broadcasting. It appeared to accept the inevitability
of a licence fee pegged to less than the rate of inflation and therefore declining in
real terms.
And so, the BBC's strategy document echoed the Green Paper in emphasising
cost savings. Extending Choice, like the Green Paper, included a major section
entitled `Value for Money. It began with a proud recitation of the cuts the BBC
had recently made; outlined the themes of Producer Choice, which it declared to
be `at the heart of the processof change'; and ended with the declaration that: `The
BBC of the future will deliver clear public service purposes which are different
from those of the commercial broadcasting market. But it will use the market to
help achieve its purposes and test its efficiency' (BBC, 1992, pp. 52-5).
The rest of Extending Choice also sat comfortably with government thinking.
Three strands of the BBC's strategy for `the new broadcasting age' are particularly
worth noting in this context - the Corporation's emphasis on news and current
affairs, its pitch to represent the `national culture' and its approach to `popular'
programming.
Extending Choice was explicit in accepting that public service broadcasting
must inevitably narrow in scope in a multi-channel environment:
The rapid expansion of commercially funded broadcasting services through the 1990s
will not invalidate the need for publicly funded broadcasting: but it will serve more
clearly to limit and to define the specific role that it should play in pursuit of its public
purpose.
In the past as a dominant provider, the BBC had an obligation to cover all audiences
and broadcasting needs: in the future it will have an obligation to focus on performing
a set of clearly defined roles that best complement the enlarged commercial sector.
(p. 19)

The four roles for a public service broadcaster that Extending Choicesingled out
were:
1. Providing the comprehensive, in-depth and impartial news and information
coverageacrossa range of broadcasting outlets that is needed to support a fair
and informed national debate.
2. Supporting and stimulating the development and expression of British culture
and entertainment.
3. Guaranteeing the provision of programming and services that create opportunities for education.
4. Stimulating the communication of cultures and ideas between Britain and
abroad. (p. 19)
It was probably no accident that news and current affairs came first. The BBC had
just put extra resources into this area and reorganised it as a single directorate.
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These developments had been associatedwith John Birt and had, as we have seen,
been accompanied by a new `responsibility' in the treatment of controversial
issues.And from July 1991 Birt had been designatedby the Governors as Michael
Checkland's successorafter March (or, as it turned out, January) 1993.
The high priority that Extending Choicegave to news and current affairs was
further demonstrated by the fact that it was the only areawhere a completely new
service - rolling-news channels on both radio and television - was flagged up as a
`public service priority' for the BBC. This emphasis on news and current affairs
was probably at least in part motivated by the fact that it is the one area of television that politicians (including Tory politicians) are actually familiar with. The
BBC's emphasis on news and current affairs had already been accompanied by an
organisational and ideological tightening up which made it less likely to
embarrass the government. Extending Choice effectively promised more of the
same.
In its preparations for the charter renewal debate the BBC had engagedin considerable internal discussions about how far it should, on the one hand, concentrate on the `high ground' and, on the other hand, to what degree - if any - it
should pull back from its current range of popular programming. Criticism from
the pressand politicians of the BBC for screening popular entertainment that was
more appropriate to ITV has long been a feature of the broadcasting debate.The
popular imported mini-series, The Thorn Birds, had been a particular target in the
run-up to the Peacock Committee (Leapman, 1986, p. 17). Supposedly overly
`highbrow' programming on the BBC has also been, equally traditionally, the
object of criticism (often from the samesources).If `highbrow' programming lost
the BBC audiences,then it, as a result, weakened its political casefor the licence
fee, a dilemma that public broadcastersin all countries have faced (seeAchille and
Miege, 1994).
One solution Extending Choice came up with was to put together all nonfactual programming under the heading, `Expressing British Culture and
Entertainment'. In terms of crude realpolitik, the solution was an ingenious one the most banal soap or light-entertainment show could be justified as expressing
`British culture, and an obvious appeal was made to the Tory desire to reassertthe
`national heritage' (expressedoutside broadcasting in, for example, the national
curriculum).
Circumstantial evidence that exactly this sort of cynical politicking was being
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the BBC was expressing. The four examples of `classicliterary adaptions' were
`Dickens, Conrad, Trollope and George Eliot. How did Trollope get into the big
four? Was it entirely accidental that he happened to be John Major's favourite
author? Extending Choicemade a token recognition of the problem of cultural and
social pluralism, highlighted by Annan, by promising that the BBC would'reflect
the full cultural diversity of the country. But that did not sit well with its very conventional middlebrow lists of `best of British.
In short, there was good reason to believe that on culture, as on news and current affairs, the implicit bargain that the BBC had made with the Tories was to reemphasisesome of the more paternalistic aspectsof Reithianism, and to pull the
BBC back from potentially subversivepluralism.
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Extending Choice did not limit its treatment of the `highbrow versus lowbrow'
argument about public service broadcasting to trying to wish the problem away
under the banner of national culture. It also signalled a small but significant move
towards the `highbrow' - or at least away from the most `lowbrow' in the overall
mix of BBC programming: `There should be no room on the BBC's airwaves for
derivative, "formula" comedy or entertainment formats; nor for simple and
unchallenging game shows and people shows which will be provided in abundance on other channels... ' (BBC, 1992, p. 33).
For a year and a half following the publication of the Green Paper and
Extending Choicean extensive debate was conducted about the issuesof the future
of the BBC. But the debate rarely caught fire; it did not extend much beyond elite
circles, and among these there was a remarkable degree of consensus.There was
almost unanimous support from official contributors to the debate for maintaining in full the BBC's current range of both television and radio services;for maintaining the licence fee as the BBC's prime source of funding; and in rejecting the
idea of a Public Service Broadcasting Council. On each of these issues,overt opponents of the new consensus were in a tiny minority (Goodwin and Stevenson,
1994, pp. 8-18). On all of these questions the new consensus coincided with
Extending Choice. However, on one other issue the consensus parted company
with it. Extending Choice had signalled some degree of withdrawal from types of
popular programming which would be adequately provided by commercial
broadcasters.Scarcelyany respondents to the Green Paper agreed with this, while
a number specifically criticised it (pp. 55-61).
Substantial controversy centred on other matters. A range of organisations kept
up the long-standing criticism (going back into the 70s debates) that the BBC was
too `London-centred' (pp. 29-37). There was both fear, and to a lesser extent,
enthusiasm for the BBC's commercial activities and for Producer Choice
(pp. 19-28,50-3). But probably the most widely voiced criticisms of the BBC's
current practice fell under the general heading of what might be termed the
Corporation's constitutional status. The thrust of the criticisms was that in both
formal and practical terms the BBC was to some important degree lacking in
accountability. The Governors were a particular target, regarded as both unaccountable and interfering (pp. 70-9).
The consensus we have identified among formal respondents to the Green
Paper was also effectively shared by the back-bench cross-party House of
Commons National Heritage Committee, which took evidence and produced a
report in the year following the publication of the Green Paper.Most importantly,
the Committee's report on The Future of the BBC'rejected the idea of making the
BBC rely on direct advertising' and stated that `after considering the various funding opinions the Committee has, with great reluctance, come to the conclusion
that the present flat rate licence system has the fewest objections to it' (National
Heritage Committee, 1993,Vol. 1, p. xxviii).
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The BBC as world-beater
The formal debate on the renewal of the BBC's charter came to an end in July 1994
with the publication of the government's plans for the Corporation in a White
Paper,also called The Future of the BBC. There were few surprises.What had been
implicit in the 1992 Green Paper had been reinforced by the consensuswe have
described and was now made explicit in the 1994White Paper no advertising on
the BBC, the continuation of the licence fee (at least until 2002) and maintenance
of the full range of the BBC's existing services.The intervening debate had produced little change. The one `radical' option seriously canvassedin the Green
Paper -a Public ServiceBroadcasting Council - had found little support and was
therefore unceremoniously dropped.
Probably the biggest issue raised in the 1992/3 debate on the Green Paper had
been the general question of what might be termed the `governance'of the BBC,
and in particular the question of the Governors. Here, despite the numerous
expressionsof dissatisfaction, the 1994 White Paper firmly maintained the status
quo. The BBC was to continue on the basis of Royal Charter, not Act of
Parliament. And the Governors were to remain appointed by the government,
without either any sort of democratic accountability or public scrutiny.
The one move on `accountability' that the White Paper did make was not so
much a responseto the real concerns that had been raised by critics in the debate
as an application to the BBC of the `Citizen's Charter' initiatives which the Major
government was then trying to implement right across the public sector: 'The
BBC should operate its public servicesaccording to the principles of the Citizen's
Charter. It should make clear the standards to which it will aspire in a new statement of promises to its audiences' (DNH, 1994,p. 44).
One significant absencein the White Paper was any comment on the BBC's
apparent intention, expressedin Extending Choice,to shift its range of programming a significant degree up-market. As we have seen,this proposal had in general been received unfavourably in the debate on the Green Paper.Most outside
observers who expressedan opinion firmly believed that the Corporation should
remain in the field of all types of popular entertainment, and believed that any
attempt to withdraw from that full range would result in the BBC becoming a
`public service ghetto. Perhaps as a result of this response, perhaps because it
became apparent that the government, in its new mood towards the BBC, was
indifferent to the issue,between 1992and 1994the BBC itself rapidly backtracked
on the `complementary' (to the commercial sector) programming philosophy it
had advancedin Extending Choice.In July 1993,the new Controller of BBC 1,Alan
Yentob, announced that researchhad shown that the BBC was `superserving' the
middle classes,and that it had to attract viewers from lower socio-economic
groups (Daily Telegraph,14 July 1993, p. 2). With that announcement the BBC
effectively abandoned the slight, but significant, shift away from the full range of
popular programming signalled by Extending Choice.
There was only one significant change between the government's position on
the BBC suggestedin the Green Paper of 1992and the stanceeventually explicitly
adopted in the 1994White Paper.The change could be seenin the White Paper's
subtitles. Alongside 'serving the nation' came 'competing worldwide. Whereas
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before 1992 cost-cutting had been the most prominent of the BBC's two means of
meeting the licence fee deficit, now commercial revenue-earning came to the fore.
The BBC had run commercial operations long before the Thatcher government, mainly domestic print operations like the Radio Times and the international salesof BBC programmes to foreign broadcasters.These operations had
provided the BBC with a small commercial income to supplement the licence fee.
In the early years of the Thatcher government these commercial operations had
continued largely without comment. In the years after the Peacock Report they
became the object of rather contradictory government concern. On the one hand,
the government, and its competition regulators, judged that some aspectsof the
BBC's domestic commercial activities, particularly in the print field, amounted to
`unfair competition. So the BBC's monopoly over its programme listings was
abolished (thus damaging the position of the Radio Times) and its ability to promote on air its specialist consumer magazines (an important and expanding area
of BBC commercial activity) was curtailed (MMC, 1985,1992). On the other
hand, the BBC was specifically required by the government to make commercial
use of its night-time hours. This requirement was not to prove commercially successful - the attempts to sell night services made a loss.
During the same period, the BBC itself had embarked on three other, more significant, initiatives in the commercial field. Its print and programme salesarm,
BBC Enterprises, had embarked on what some observerscalled a 'dash for growth.
This involved a rather unsuccessful diversification of BBC commercial activities
from which the Corporation later withdrew (Davenport, 1993, p. 26). Second, in
November 1991 the Corporation launched BBC World Service Television
(WSTV). WSTV was first conceived several years before as a logical extension of
BBC World Service Radio, an international, government-funded public service
that employed the new technology of satellite delivery of television. The BBC
World Service lobbied government to provide extra funding to extend its international public service radio services to television. This lobbying was unsuccessful. BBC World Service nevertheless continued with the project on the basis of
'self-funding' public service. However, by the time WSTV was launched in 1991its
rationale was shifting again -, towards the straightforwardly commercial. WSTV
would exploit the supposed international demand for BBC programmes and the
new delivery systems,so as to earn extra money for the BBC. Lastly, in November
1992,the BBC launched a UK-directed satellite channel, UK Gold, using its library
material, in partnership with the ousted ITV mainstay, Thames Television, and the
US cable-operator, Cox.
These new commercial initiatives by the BBC figured in both the government's
Green Paper and in the BBC's Extending Choice,albeit in a subordinate place. Less
than two years later, in the 1994 White Paper, they figured altogether more
prominently:
The BBC's more recent proposals are designed to provide a strategic purpose for its
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The White Paper maintained that the BBC's `long-term objectives and values as a
public service broadcaster should underpin all its other activities. It also insisted
that `the BBC's commercial activities should be conducted in ways which are fair
to its competitors. That means that they must not be subsidised by the licence fee
or the Grant-in-Aid which financesWorld Service Radio. But, with those two riders, the White Paper set down, for the first time in the history of British broadcasting policy, a major new role for the Corporation as a player in the global
communications market:
The BBC's commercial activities in the United Kingdom are likely to increase through
cable and satellite services and through publishing. However, the Government believes
that the BBC's commercial initiatives should aim increasingly at international markets,
so helping to create and sustain a United Kingdom presencein an international multimedia world, and increasing the United Kingdom's competitiveness. (p. 24)

This official declaration of the BBC as a potential world-beater in the new media
markets was by no means a unilateral imposition of strategy by government. As
the White Paper clearly recognised, the initiatives had been made by the BBC
itself. Particularly in the early stagesof the inception of WSTV, these were no
doubt the product of what has sometimes been rather jaundicedly termed `BBC
imperialism' - the desire of the Corporation to participate in any new broadcasting developments. But, more importantly, the BBC's international commercial
initiatives were also the result of its new management'seagerresponseto the twin
government pressuresof financial stringency and conformity to Tory norms for
the public sector.The BBC's international commercial initiatives would both help
make ends meet, without extra public funding, and also demonstrate the
Corporation's participation in the `Enterprise Culture.
These international commercial initiatives had also, between the Green Paper
of 1992 and the White Paper of 1994,received enthusiastic endorsement and further impetus from the House of Commons National Heritage Committee. This
was not simply a caseof Conservative back-benchers doing the bidding of their
government. The Committee's Labour Chair, Gerald Kaufman, was openly enthusiastic about a commercial international `multimedia' future for the BBC.
Kaufman's views were extreme, by the standards of either the government or his
own party colleagues,but what they do indicate is the growing and bi-partisan
enthusiasm among politicians for the BBC in its role as a global player - an
enthusiasm which extended to the Opposition front benches. A year before he
became Prime Minister, Tony Blair declared that `Britain is fortunate to have
potential competitive advantages' in inventing and marketing the information
economy. These include `our leading information companies, from BT to Pearson,
from lonica to Reuters,from Mercury to the BBC' (Blair, 1996,p. 104). As Blair's
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also increasingly linked to a similarly bi-partisan enthusiasm for new developments in information technology. We will chart the further developments along
these lines in the next chapter.
The 1994 White Paper effectively sealed the government's new policy on the
future of the BBC. The small print remained to be sorted out, and it was on 30
April 1996 that the new BBC Royal Charter and Agreement finally came into
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effect. They run until the end of 2006. Celebrating the occasion, the then National
Heritage Secretary,Virginia Bottomley, observed:
[The Charter and Agreement] provide a strong and secure framework for the BBC's
public service broadcasting and the flexibility necessaryto enable it to develop its commercial services to meet the challenges of the next century. The BBC is a unique and
valuable national resource and it is important for audiences in the United Kingdom that
the BBC can continue to develop its rich tradition of high quality public service broadcasting. (DNH News Release,1996)

These were official platitudes but they had considerable substance.To crystal-ballgazers of the mid-80s, this mid-90s settlement of the BBC's future would have
come as a considerable surprise. Then, Margaret Thatcher was eagerly trying to
foist advertising on the BBC; the Peacock Committee was looking to a subscription-based future for the Corporation; assorted free-market think-tanks and press
pundits were centre-stage advocating privatisation of (particularly the popular)
chunks of the BBC's programme services; and prophets of the multi-channel
revolution were portraying the old public service warhorse as set for rapid and
terminal decline.
A decade later the picture looked very different. The options of advertising or
subscription funding for the BBC were confined to the margins of domestic public debate and rejected by the UK government. The licence fee asthe Corporation's
primary source of finance was guaranteed until 2002. Every one of the BBC's two
national television channels and five national radio channels (one, Radio 5, established in the mid-80s) remained firmly in public hands, with their full range of
programming intact. And on top of that the BBC now had the extra status of
being officially proclaimed a national commercial champion in the world market.
There was just one important reduction in the formal scope of the
Corporation's activities. In the 1996 Broadcasting Act the government privatised
the BBC's transmission (a policy signalled in the 1994 White Paper (DNH, 1994,
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government's endorsement of its established domestic position and enthusiastic
embrace of the BBC's new ambition to be a substantial international commercial
player.
The publication of the 1994 White Paper may have finally removed the BBC
from any threat of formal government-imposed changes,but it did not remove
the basic squeezeon its core revenue base that the government had exerted over
the previous decade.Now, the BBC perhaps felt more confident of its position and
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This was the opening round of a campaign by the Corporation to increaseits public funding through the licence fee. However, despite, or perhaps becauseof the
government's new-found enthusiasm for the BBC as a potential UK world-beater,
one of the Tory administration's last major decisions on television was to turn
down such pleas. On 18 December 1996, Heritage Secretary,Virginia Bottomley,
announced a new five-year licence fee formula, starting with an increase pegged
to RPI in 1997/8 and RPI plus 3 per cent in 1998/9, but followed by RPI minus a
`/zper cent in 1999/2000, RPI minus 1 per cent in 2000/1 and RPI minus 2.5 per
cent in 2001/2 (DNH News Release,18 December 1996). The net result, over the
five years,was slightly below RPI. In other words, the financial squeezewas to continue, despite the BBC's belated pleas.The long-term implications of that squeeze,
coupled with the BBC's new international commercial role, are of major importance.They were rendered even more important by a second initiative announced
by the Corporation in 1996.
In May of that year - scarcelya week after the new charter came into operation
full
its
BBC
took
the
advantage
of
new-found security to mount an ambitious
bid for a substantial extension of public serviceprovision using digital technology.
In Extending Choice in the Digital Age the BBC promised licence payers`a digital
dividend' of extra public services.Using the extra channel capacity provided by
digital terrestrial broadcasting, these new public services would include: simulcasting of BBC 1 and 2 in wide-screen format; complementary channels to BBC 1
and 2 providing extra information, follow-up programming, extended live coverageand more; a 24-hour television news channel; and extra educational provision
(BBC, 1996,pp. 27-38).
On the face of it Extending Choicein the Digital Age marked two bold stepsfor
the BBC. First, the Corporation made an early and apparently wholehearted
commitment to exploiting digital terrestrial broadcasting. That put it way ahead
of most public servicebroadcasters(and - aswe shall seein the next chapter - the
government in 1996was particularly keen to push digital terrestrial broadcasting).
Second,the BBC made it clear that its exploitation of this new distribution technology was intended, in part, to involve the delivery of extra public service provision. This was a radical break from the BBC approach to the new distribution
technologies of cable and satellite. Since the mid-80s the BBC had regarded such
new distribution technologies only as extra opportunities to sell programming.
The problem that remained was how such extra public service provision would
be paid for. Extending Choice in the Digital Age put forward two answers. It
declared that there would be more'savings, this time through the use of new technology. (BBC, 1996,pp. 63-4). But this claim sat uneasily with the campaign that
the Corporation was mounting at the very same time: namely, an increasein the
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further substantial internal savingson costs.
Second, Extending Choice in the Digital Age claimed that there would be a
`virtuous circle' whereby `commercial earnings will further improve the quality of
our service programmes and, therefore, the assetswhich can be exploited around
the world (p. 39). This idea of a 'virtuous circle' between public service and commercial activities applied not simply to the BBC's new digital operations, but was
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effectively at the centre of the whole 1994 White Paper strategy of combining
(public service) `serving the nation' with `competing worldwide.
The BBC's traditional public service role has been twofold. World Service Radio
had its own, admittedly ambiguous, international public service role -'impartial'
funded,
by
the UK Foreign Office. Alongside
publicly
political news and analysis,
that, BBC Home Services provided a public service to the domestic audience,
financed by the licence fee. In neither casewas there an unqualified `virtuous circle linking traditional public service requirements with the new commercial
operations. The international public service role was clearly at odds with the political requirements of some of the states within which the BBC hoped to expand
its commercial operations. As a result of theseWSTV was excluded from Malaysia
forced
BBC
China,
to abandon its Arabic television service
the
was
and
and
(because of political opposition from its commercial partners, who were closely
connected with the Saudi regime).
Less obviously but, if anything, more importantly, the tension between public
service and commercial operations extended to the domestic front. To take one
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not unimportant example, much of
traditionally involved providing high-quality drama about contemporary UK
working-class life. Such subject matter has very limited export potential. However,
costume drama with a `heritage' orientation, which documents UK middle- or
upper-class life in the past, has much more of an international market. A public
former
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domestic
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service
over the latter. A commercial broadcaster oriented to an international audience
would prioritise the latter over the former (Sparks, 1995, pp. 336-8).
There was, then, a fundamental question mark over the BBC which the Tories
bequeathed to their successors.Ten years of financial squeezeand a new managerial regime had not formally altered the BBC's public service role. But together
they contributed to a more indirect and long-term, but still substantial, threat to
that public service role. That threat was contained in the BBC's new role in the
world television market. Despite all the formal safeguardsthe government and the
Corporation had introduced in the new charter and licence, by 1997 there was the
real prospect that the (mainly international) commercial tail of the BBC would
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Note
1. For example, by Sunday Times editor, Andrew Neil, in a presentation to the 1991
Edinburgh International Television Festival (Neil, 1991, p. 6).
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10 Into the MultimediaAge?

The 1994 White Paper on the Future of the BBC foregrounded an expression
which had hardly featured in previous government pronouncements on broadcasting policy. The new watchword word was `multimedia.
`The next 10 to 15 years will bring rapid and exciting changesin broadcasting,
proclaimed the second paragraph of the White Paper:
New technologies are emerging and the boundaries between broadcasting, telecommunications and other media are becoming blurred. New services are being created,
which combine aspects of different media, and which have become known as multimedia services. There will be new opportunities for United Kingdom businessesin
providing such multi-media servicesin an expanding global market. (DNH, 1994,p. 1)

So far as the substanceof The Future of the BBC was concerned, the prominence
given to the term `multimedia' was somewhat misleading. When the White Paper
went on to say that the BBC should `evolve into an international multimedia
enterprise, building on its present commercial services for audiences in this
country and overseas,what it in practice meant was that the Corporation should
market internationally, by now quite conventional, cable- and satellite-delivered
television services. But the use of the term was nevertheless significant. From
roughly 1993 onwards, debate on media policy in Britain had undergone a profound change in emphasis. Terms like `multimedia; 'digital revolution' 'information superhighway and `convergence'had begun to dominate discussion on all
media policy - and that included, quite centrally, television policy. From one point
of view this new focus of discussion was simply the result of molecular changesin
the technology, economics and politics of the media which had begun at least as
far back as the 70s.Nevertheless,there was a real sensein which, by 1994,a gradual accumulation of quantitative changeshad produced a qualitative transformation in the framework of British media policy debate.
A variety of factors acceleratedthis transformation. In the USA, Bill Clinton's
1992 election campaign and his new administration had popularised the notion
of the `information superhighway. In Europe, 1994 saw the publication of the
Bangemann Report on Europeand the Global Information Society(Bangemann et
al., 1994). And in Britain, in 1993,leaks appearedin the pressthat British Telecom
was now technically able to provide video-on-demand (VOD) of acceptablestandard to a majority of customers over existing twisted copper pairs by the use of
ADSL compression technology. The precise provenance of the leaks was much
debated. But whatever the exact motives and substanceof the BT VOD leaks, it is
undeniable that from roughly that time British media policy debate began to be
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taken up by `multimedia' and associatedbuzz-words to an extent qualitatively different from the previous decade.
This shift in the climate of debate brought in turn a crucial, but largely unacknowledged, shift in Tory television policy. Between 1981 and 1984 there had
been a firm link between Conservative broadcasting and telecommunications
policies, much influenced by the then current concerns about the `information
society. As we have seen in Chapters 4 and 5, much of the innovatory broadcasting policy of the early Thatcher years on satellite and broadband cable was made
from a perspective which considered broadcasting and telecommunications
together as one aspect of a growing information technology sector.
But throughout the twists and turns of the very considerable debate on the terrestrial channels that followed, from 1984 right through into 1993,this attempt to
link broadcasting policy to telecommunications policy largely disappeared from
government thinking (Peacock's vision of a broadband multi-channel future
being the one major but, as we have seen, rapidly rejected exception). The
telecommunications or general information technology implications of broadcasting policy went largely undiscussed by the government after 1984.The Tories
simply steeredtelecommunications along a parallel, but effectively quite separate,
deregulatory course. (For a perceptive
contemporary view of these developments,
see Negrine, 1988).) From both pro- and anti-government sides, telecommunications, or more general information technology considerations, figured
only marginally in the debates on the 1988 Broadcasting White Paper, the 1990
Broadcasting Act or surrounding BBC charter renewal.
So the shift in the mind-set of Tory television policy, symbolised by the languageof the opening of the 1994 BBC White Paper,was not a shift into totally new
terrain. It was also, to a significant degree, a shift back to the concerns and priorities of the early 80s.But in the debatesof the mid-90s that followed this shift, very
little general consideration was paid by the government or indeed by many other
participants - to the lessons that might be learnt from the Tories' first, distinctly
disappointing dry run towards the brave new world of new communications technologies that we have outlined in Chapters 4 and 5.
The new mode of thinking that crystallised in 1993/4 extended to far more substantial issuesthan the rather empty use of the term `multimedia' coined in the
1994 BBC White Paper. In the same year as The Future of the BBC was published
two new issuesof television policy came to the forefront of public debate, apparently more firmly grounded in the development of the new converging communication technologies. One was the question of who would build the UK
`information superhighway, or, more mundanely, what balance should be struck
between BT and the cable industry in the provision of television entertainment to
promote that building. The second issue concerned the question of cross-media
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Broadcasting Act or BBC charter renewal, came to dominate Tory television policy from 1994 onwards. Some of them, and some of the problems that had arisen
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Who will build the superhighway?
As we have seen,Tory media policy of the early 80s had regarded broadband cable
as part of both broadcasting and telecommunications. Cable policy was, as the
1983 Cable White Paper had put it, `in a sensethe crossroadsat which broadcasting and telecommunications issues meet' (Home Office and Department of
Industry, 1983,p. 5).
The regulatory regime laid down in 1984 had allowed cable operators to provide all telecommunications servicesapart from voice telephony. This last area,for
the moment, had been restricted to the duopoly of BT and its fledgling government-encouraged competitor, Mercury (although cable companies could, and
some soon did begin to, provide voice telephony servicesin partnership with one
of the two public telephone operators). In return BT (and Mercury) were prevented from either carrying or providing broadcast video.
These arrangements were central to the government's strategy of fostering
infrastructure competition in telecommunications. Cable operators were to be
encouraged by having a clear run on television services,and Mercury was given a
clear run to compete with BT on voice telephony. Even before the arrangements
were modified in 1991 they provided one of the world's most 'liberal' regulatory
environments for cable - one which was surely a significant factor in the mushrooming North American cable and telephone companies' investment in UK cable
from the late 80s onwards.
'In the government's 1991 review of its telecommunications duopoly policy
(DTI, 1991), cable operators were allowed to interconnect and to provide voice
telephony in their own right. This modification in telecommunications competition policy enabled a rapid growth in cable voice telephony subscribers. In 1994
telephone lines provided by cable operators more than doubled from 314,000 to
717,000 (ITC PressRelease,27 January 1995). Cable operators in Britain, exploiting this second important revenue stream, thus began to present themselvesas
significant competitors to BT in the provision of `plain old telephone services,and
consequently as potential competitors in more advanced telecommunications
services.
The exact boundaries of competence between BT and the cable operators had
long been a source of conflict between the two parties and an issue of debate in
telecommunications policy. But they only became an issue of more general concern with the new focus of media debate on the 'superhighway' and the leaked
claim that BT was now able to deliver VOD over its existing network by means of
ADSL. One indicator of this extension of formerly specifically telecommunications concerns into more general media debate was the inclusion of the
question of whether BT should be allowed to broadcast entertainment in a debate
on the new Broadcasting Act at the Edinburgh International Television Festival in
August 1994.It was the first time for many years that a question of telecommunications policy had become a point of issue among the televisioncommunity.
It was in this new climate that in March 1994 the House of Commons Trade
and Industry Committee began hearings on Optical Fibre Networks. The
Committee's report, published in July 1994,began with the now popular premise
that
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The potential now exists for an enormous range of new services,which are likely to have
profound consequencesfor economic performance and for the ways in which people
organise their business and social lives.... There is concern that government policies
could be hindering or not sufficiently encouraging the development of the most
advanced infrastructures and services, and that this could result in the UK falling
behind other countries, with damaging consequences.(HoC, 1994, p. 9)

Here was a key instance of the mid-90s return of British media policy to the
industrial and information technology concerns of the early 80s.
Despite the grandiose premise of `an enormous range of new services,the Select
Committee's investigations essentially boiled down to reconciling the competing
claims of cable and BT over their part in building the broadband infrastructure
for the new services.BT maintained that if the ban on its broadcasting television
was lifted early, then it was ready to invest £15 billion in providing optic fibre to
the home (pp. 25,33). The cable industry countered with the claim that it was
already building the superhighway (p. 28). Both claims looked dubious. BT was
careful to avoid a specific commitment that if the ban were lifted it would
immediately and fully embark on its putative investment. On the other hand, the
cable industry was still to build many of its franchises, and a third of the country
remained unfranchised. Also, the lack of interactive services, or even effective
technical provision for such services,raised questions of whether the precise sort
of infrastructure the cable industry was actually building was quite the 'superhighway' the industry now claimed (p. 28).
The competing claims of BT and the cable industry raised some serious problems for the government's continued objective of developing competition in
telecommunications. If BT's claims were conceded to, then the cable industry
would be left stranded, deprived of its monopoly in providing television services
which had enabled it to compete effectively against its still far bigger and far more
established rival. But if the cable industry's case were conceded to, then that
seemedlikely to remove a key incentive from the player most powerfully placed to
build the superhighway - BT.
The Tory-dominated House of Commons SelectCommittee (with Labour support) argued that this dilemma should be resolved in favour of BT. It proposed
that unfranchised areasshould be offered for franchising to operators including
BT; the government should make clear its aim to allow any company to provide
any service to any customer; and restrictions on BT carrying entertainment
should be ended on a franchise-by-franchise basis,with a general declared aim of
ending all restrictions on BT by 2002 (p. 48). The Committee's proposals were
endorsed by the Labour front bench.
But within a few months, the government responded to these proposals by
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carrying broadcast video serviceswould continue. The government's key reasoning behind this stancewas as follows:
The stable regulatory regime which has been created by the Government has enabled
substantial investments to be made. This investment of billions of pounds by the cable
franchises is not free from risk.... To seek to foreshadow later changes in the regulatory regime [by announcing a firm early date for lifting the restrictions on BT] would
not, in the Government's view, assist the development of broadband communications
in the UK as it would be likely to have a devastating impact on the plans for future
investment by many of the major companies currently involved. (p. 28)

In other words, the government's policy priority from 1984 onwards of fostering
infrastructure competition was to remain sacrosanct.And, as key agents in this
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Cross-media ownership
The 1990 Broadcasting Act had codified long-standing concerns to limit crossmedia ownership, by imposing a statutory 20 per cent ceiling on national newsin
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Brooke, announced a review of cross-media ownership rules. He based his
rationale for the review squarely on the multimedia revolution:
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is for alliances which bring all sectors under one roof. (DNH News Release,17 January
1994)
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The first BMIG submission to Brooke's review also based its argument squarely on
the multimedia revolution:
Multi-media developments (convergence, digital compression and globalisation) are set
to blur and obliterate distinctions between the different media. Print, television and
electronic databaseswill be perceived as simply different formats for exploitation - not
separate industries.... These developments point to the need for new and creative strategic alternatives where existing media companies can join forces with new firms
to
...
provide new services to consumers via new delivery systems.Existing media companies,
particularly newspaper publishers, must therefore be permitted either to join these new
alliances or to compete with these non-media based companies to safeguard their
future. This is currently being hampered by the UK regulatory framework.... British
laws on cross media ownership in particular are bringing disproportionate disadvantages to UK companies within Europe and are hampering their ability to compete in the
global market.... The British Media Industry Group and similar organisations are willing to undertake the risks and investments involved in diversifying into the new multinational and multi-media market. Regulators must act now to allow them this
opportunity. (BMIG, 1994, p. 2)

Thanks, among other things, to relatively uncritical reporting in its members'
newspapers, the general thrust of the BMIG's case rapidly gained the status of
something approaching conventional wisdom in the mid-90s debate on crossmedia ownership in the UK (for a critique, seeGoodwin, 1995a). But, rather like
the cable industry's claim to be building the superhighway, closer examination
raised some rather awkward questions.
The first problem was that the newspaper industry had wanted to get into television ever since the birth of the new medium - many yearsbefore the multimedia
revolution. In 1954, when the ITA first carved up the commercial television map,
newspapers had substantial shareholdings in two of the four groups initially
offered contracts. Since then, both local and national newspaper groups had
exhibited a hefty presencein every extension of the ITV network and in every new
ITV franchise round. So, if, from 1993,newspaper proprietors wanted to get more
involved in television, it was more out of ambition to be associatedwith a glamorous industry, or, more likely, the desire to be part of another profitable business
because
not
of a, as yet non-existent, multimedia revolution.
Second, the BMIG based their caseon the premise that current developments
were
pointing media companies in the direction of multi-media activities; only in this way
can they hope to use software (essentially information and programming) efficiently,
supplying to what would historically have been regarded as a number of different media
markets. (BMIG, 1994, p. 7)

But many years of experience of newspaper involvement in television showed
remarkably little in the way of technical synergies, or circulation of software
between the print and the audiovisual media.
Third, the BMIG was remarkably silent on what the new multimedia services
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provision would be qualitatively enhanced by newspaper companies possessinga
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conventional terrestrial television broadcasting licence. Yet relaxing restrictions
on the holding of these conventional terrestrial licences was precisely what the
BMIG campaign was all about, and it was also the main question which the government's cross-media ownership review was designed to address.

The Labour Party changes course
Although by 1994 the government strongly claimed to embrace the multimedia
revolution, it was still relatively cautious about some of the new policies being
urged upon it in the name of multimedia. We havejust seenhow the government
turned down BT's cross-party-supported superhighway overtures, as to do so
would have meant upsetting the Tories' long-established policy of telecommunications infrastructure competition. The cross-media ownership campaign at first
appeared to elicit a similarly luke-warm government response. Indeed, the
Department of National Heritage (dubbed the `Department of Nothing
Happening' by some of the newspaperswhose proprietors were involved in the
campaign) delayed producing its conclusions for more than a year.
The various reasonsfor Tory caution can be debated. Simple political exhaustion of the administration was undoubtedly one factor. Another reason may have
been that, at the time, the government was experiencing a distinctly uncomfortable relationship with the press,including its own traditional political supporters.
But whatever the reasons,politics abhors a vacuum and the gap was rapidly filled
by the unlikely candidate of the Labour Party.
For nearly a decadeand a half, Labour had been opponents of the Tories' efforts
at the commercially oriented restructuring of British television, and in general
focused their arguments on support for the public service tradition in British
broadcasting. They had also traditionally been opponents of the concentration of
media power, particularly in the guise of Rupert Murdoch's News International.
Lastly,they had not, before the early 90s,been in any way noted for a desire to subsume broadcasting policy under the banner of a more general information technology policy or to re-link it with telecommunications policy. So,from 1979right
through to the early 90s, inasmuch as it had influence on the outcome of government broadcasting policy, the Labour Party had consistently exerted that influence to restrain the Tories' more deregulatory ambitions.
From 1993 the Opposition's stancerapidly changed.In part this was a result of
the rightward move of the Labour Party, which had been under way since 1983
and which had rapidly acceleratedsince the party's unprecedented fourth consecutive general election defeat in 1992. Under its new leader from 1994, Tony
Blair, the party projected itself as the centre-left `New Labour, now accepting as
accomplished facts much of the market-oriented economic and social restructuring of the Thatcher and Major years, and determined not to make any commitments involving increasesin public expenditure.
At the same time, Labour was riding high in the opinion polls and therefore
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caution of the current government approach, and eager to make their mark on
what they increasingly regarded as the likely next administration.
Labour appears to have welcomed these advances with some enthusiasm, not
least becauseit was keen to secure more favourable press coverageof its own general politics. Early evidence of this new coming together of the Labour Party and
big media companies can be found in the party's 21st Century Media Conference
held in July 1994. The conference was sponsored by the Cable Television
Association (now the Cable Communications Association the trade association
of the cable industry), speakers included Peter Smith from News international
and the conference organiser happened, among his other roles, to be a paid
lobbyist for the BMIG (Goodwin, 1994).
Labour's Shadow Secretary of State for National Heritage at the time, Marjorie
Mowlam, began her discussion paper for the conference with premises that will
now be familiar: `An ongoing technological revolution could radically change our
working lives and our leisure opportunities. ... The entertainment, information
and communications media hold the key to unlocking this future: Mowlam went
on to call for a'fresh approach' to communications regulation in the UK: `a new
competition policy and a rationalised regulatory structure to meet the challenges
of the new market place. She did not spell out what that structure might be. But
the overall drift of Labour's new approach was already clear in Mowlam's paper.
She clearly indicated that Labour had to a considerable degreeacceptedthe case
of both BT and the newspaper industry lobbies:
The printed product will reduce in importance when, for instance, a personal selection
of the daily news can be delivered down a cable and printed in the home or office. UK
telephone companies are eager to use their new cable networks to deliver programme
services and reap the financial benefits that these will bring. The present regulatory
structure in the UK restricts both of these developments. Newspapers are largely kept
out of ownership of terrestrial television and British telecommunications companies
are prevented from broadcasting on their own cable networks. (Mowlam, 1994)

The new Labour Party was now apparently happy to be seen in some respects
as more deregulatory than the government on media matters. Speaking to a conference organised by the left-wing Campaign for Pressand Broadcasting Freedom
in March 1995,Mowlam's successoras Shadow Heritage Secretary (and after May
1997 Labour's National Heritage Secretary), Chris Smith, described the government's delay in reporting on cross-media ownership as `a seriously lost opportunity. Asked directly whether Labour was more deregulatory than the
Conservatives over cross-media ownership (as had been publicly suggestedthe
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But he then added: `What I am in favour of is the right sort of regulation. That
does not mean I am in favour of less,nor necessarilyof more.
On cross-media regulation, Smith appeared to be attracted by some form of the
`share of voice' formula, which had been advocated by the BMIG (see next section). In practice, given that the Labour Party was by now scrupulously avoiding
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Brown, 1995), any version of such a formula would allow eachof the BMIG members to reach at least the same level of `share of voice' as Murdoch. That would
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have given them precisely the entry into controlling interests in ITV licences
which they desired. In that respect, at least, the drift of Labour media policy had
already, by 1995, begun to adopt a clearly more deregulatory tone than current
Conservative policy. This fundamental shift in Labour media policy in the mid90s plainly meant that Tory policy on the subject would, from then on, develop
within significantly different political constraints than it had done between the
PeacockCommittee and the 1990 Broadcasting Act.

The 1995 White Paper on Media Ownership
After well over a year of consultation, the new Heritage Secretary,StephenDorrell,
finally published a White Paper,Media Ownership: The Government'sProposals,in
May 1995 (DNH, 1995a). In the preceding few months the concept of `share of
voice' had rapidly gained attention in public debate as the method for resolving
the issue of cross-media ownership. It had been introduced into the UK debateby
News International (Arthur Anderson Consulting, 1994), canvassedby the BMIG
in its second submission (BMIG, 1995) and had by now, as we have seen,gained
the support of the Labour Party.
The basic premise of `shareof voice' was that the sharesof audience in a particular area of each of the various major forms of media (television, radio and
newspapers) should somehow be added up so as to determine the overall share of
a particular company in all media in the area.So,for example, a company that had
a third of the television audience in an area, a third of the radio audience and a
third of the newspaper readership might be considered to have a ninth of the total
`shareof voice' in the area.Consequently,ownership limits could be set on a crossmedia basis,without setting particular limits on the ownership of one medium by
another. One could, for example, say that no company should be allowed to own
more than 25 per cent of all media in the area, even if that 25 per cent included
television, radio and newspapers.
But, however attractive `shareof voice' might seem to prophets of convergence
and partisans of the liberalisation of cross-ownership rules, it was fraught by a
variety of technical problems highlighted by some of the consultants' reports
which the government itself had commissioned (e.g. NERA, 1995). The example
we have given is not unproblematic. How were audiencesfor different media to be
measured? Should public service media - with an obligation to be politically
impartial - be counted in the same way as private media which could be politically partisan? How were markets to be defined, and was national media to be
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different media to be added up?
Different solutions to these technical problems produced radically different
assessmentsof `share of voice, and therefore radically different political conclusions. One method of answering the technical questions might produce a
measure which showed News International dwarfed by the BBC. In another, the
BBC might not even figure, while News International would stand awkwardly far
ahead of the rest of the media pack.
Dorrell's 1995 White Paper presented a technically ingenious and politically
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pragmatic response to the considerable pressuresthat the government now faced
to 'do something' about the cross-media ownership issue. Failure to act would
mean appearing to bury their heads in the sand in the face of the now much proclaimed `multimedia revolution; and would risk further antagonising their former
friends in the press and being outflanked by Labour.
Media Ownership proposed a two-stage approach to the issue. At the `earliest
legislative opportunity, the government would enact primary legislation to, most
crucially:
allow newspaper groups with less than 20% of national newspaper circulation to apply
to control television broadcasters constituting up to 15% of the total television market
(defined by audience share including public sector broadcasters) subject to a limit of
two Channel 3/5 licences. (DNH, 1995a, p. 1)

The technical ingenuity of these proposals lay in combining the fashionable `share
of voice' formula with old style absolute limits on newspaper groups above a
certain size. So newspaper proprietors with over 20 per cent share of newspaper
audienceswould still be prohibited from benefiting from the new `shareof voice'
provisions and thus remain excluded from controlling interests in terrestrial
television.
The political pragmatism of the White Paper lay in the fact that its proposals
allowed each of the four BMIG lobbyists to control chunks of terrestrial television
(and between them, in theory, virtually the whole of it), but at the same time, the
20 per cent of national newspaper circulation threshold prevented News
International (with over 30 per cent of the national newspaper market) from
doing likewise. In all previous debates on cross-media ownership over the past
decade it was Murdoch who had been the main bogeyman. And in many circles
he remained so. However, an important, but perhaps incidental, corollary of the
20 per cent ceiling on newspaper ownership, proposed by the White Paper as the
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Newspapers (with a quarter of national newspaper circulation) would also remain
excluded from controlling interests in terrestrial television.
There was a second stage to the government's proposals. `In the longer term,
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But this second stagewas put off until the indefinite future. It was also subject to
the same technical pitfalls which we have already described for the `shareof voice'
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far less public debate than the government's shorter-term proposals. But the
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immediate measuresproposed by the White Paperwere greetedwith considerable
support by the BMIG lobbyists, and with scarcely concealed pique by Murdoch
(Murdoch, 1995,p. 20).

Digital Terrestrial Television
Three months after Media Ownership the government published their second
1995White Paper on broadcasting, this time on the subject of a new distribution
technology. Digital Terrestrial Broadcasting: The Government'sProposals(DNH,
1995b) was unveiled by Dorrell's successor as National Heritage Secretary,
Virginia Bottomley, in August 1995.
The central importance of digital technology to broadcasting policy is that it
enables several times the number of channels to be broadcast on the same spectrum than would be possible with analogue format. So whereasthe analogue format had limited UK terrestrial television to four or five national channels,a digital
format might increase that number to twenty. How was this new increase in
channel capacity to be managed?And how were these new channels to be allocated and run?
Technically, digital terrestrial broadcasting had been possible for a long time,
and indeed a few contributors to the broadcasting debatesof the late 80sand early
90s had bemoaned the fact that the government had not seriously considered it
then. So, in first publishing a White Paper on the subject in 1995,the government
was scarcely engaging in far-sighted planning. But the plans which it did
announce, and which it then proceded to implement with the 1996 Broadcasting
Act, suddenly put the UK at the international forefront of digital terrestrial television development.
Two other basic technical features of digital broadcasting are also worth mentioning at this stage. First, digital reception - whether of terrestrial, satellite or
cable broadcast - requires a new, and not inexpensive,decoder or set-top box. So
new channels on digital terrestrial television would not have the immediate audiencesthat Channel Four had, or Channel 5 would soon enjoy. Instead, they would
have to compete from scratch for the sale of new reception equipment in a market in which cable and satellite were already established.That presented a fundamental question mark over the future of digital terrestrial television. To put the
problem crudely, why should the viewer pay out to get twenty channels of digital
terrestrial television, when, for a similar outlay, he or she could already get fifty
channels from cable or satellite?
Second,digital format does not just increasethe number of channels available
to terrestrial television. It also multiplies the number of channelsavailable to cable
and satellite. So whereas terrestrial television channels might increase from a
handful to a score, cable and satellite channels could at the same time grow from
dozens to hundreds. So any policy for digital terrestrial television also raised fundamental questions about digital cable and satellite.
The 1995White Paper on Digital TerrestrialBroadcastingbegan with the proposition that the new technology `could mean many more television channels and
radio stations. This was uncontentious if it applied to digital broadcasting as a
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whole - terrestrial, cable and satellite. But whether digital terrestrial broadcasting,
and particularly television, would play a significant part in that expansion of
channels was to a very large degree dependent on whether government policy
positively fostered the rapid development of digital terrestrial television. Unless it
did so, digital terrestrial television might simply be bypassed by digital
satellite
and cable. And indeed, probably the majority of contemporary commentators on
the White Paper expressedconsiderable scepticism about the prospects of digital
terrestrial television in the UK, in the face of the likely imminent launch by BSkyB
of a digital satellite service.
The White Paper continued with two fashionable but altogether more debatable claims. `For many people, it (digital broadcasting) will provide their first
experience of the full potential of the information superhighways. It will provide
significant opportunities for the British manufacturing and programme production industries' (p. 1). Both these themes closely echoed the claims made in justification of early Tory cable and satellite policy. Such
claims might well turn out to
be just as empty in their 90s version as they had in the 80s. If digital terrestrial
broadcasting was to be outflanked by digital cable
and satellite, new technology
might again end up by largely delivering non-UK programming over a non-UK
infrastructure. And even if digital terrestrial broadcasting did
get going, the links
between it and the fully fledged information superhighway
were tenuous. There
was a sense,then, in which the bold claims made by the government for digital terrestrial television concealed, and perhaps were even intended to conceal, a lack of
boldness in the government's overall strategy towards the general development of
new interactive communications technologies.
The specific arrangements for digital terrestrial broadcasting which the White
Paper proposed were complex. But their central elements can be quickly summarised. The ITC was to be responsible for licensing and regulating digital terrestrial television. The Commission would allocate each of the frequencies available
for digital terrestrial broadcasting (initially six), not to broadcasters, but to
providers of `muliplexes. The White Paper explained this centrepiece of the government's proposals as follows:
Digital technology [allows] several television channels to be broadcast on the same frequency channel. The television channels are combined using computer technology
known as 'multiplexing. If a frequency channel for digital broadcasting were allocated
to a single broadcaster, that would mean allocating each broadcaster the equivalent of
at least three television channels and potentially many more. The spectrum would in
effect be in the control of perhaps six broadcasters, so limiting the opportunities for
new broadcasters and for competition, and constraining the variety of programmes on
offer to the viewer. Frequency channels for digital terrestrial television will therefore be
allocated to the providers of the multiplexes which will bring together, prior to transmission, the batch of programme services on each frequency channel. Although imperceptible to viewers, the multiplex provider will be an intermediary between them and
the broadcasters. To apply for the right to use a frequency channel, a multiplex provider
will therefore need to have in place contracts with a number of broadcasters, each supplying one or more channels to be broadcast through the multiplex. (DNH, 1995b)

The ITC would have discretion as to whom it allocated the multiplex licences,
subject to three criteria:
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This was a quite fundamental departure from the principle of licence allocation
which the government had stuck to throughout the debate on terrestrial commercial television from the 1988White Paper to the 1990 Broadcasting Act. Then
the government had insisted on a cash-bid element as essential in the allocation
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The 1996 Broadcasting Act
In December 1995 Heritage Secretary, Virginia Bottomley, published a new
Broadcasting Bill. During the first half of 1996the bill was debated and amended,
first in the House of Lords and then in the Commons, and finally passedonto the
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the workings of the 1990 Act. Among the most notable of these were ownership
rules, Channel Four funding and the plethora of regulatory bodies for television.
Second, the bill provided the legislative framework for the privatisation of BBC
transmission -a move which the government had tentatively signalled in its
1994 White Paper on The Future of the BBC and had subsequently decided to
proceed with. Third, and most important, the bill put into place the framework
for the `digital revolution' in broadcasting which the government had set down
in its two 1995 White Papers on Media Ownership and Digital Terrestrial
Broadcasting. Overall, claimed Bottomley, `The Broadcasting Bill gives all media
organisations a chance to expand, develop new services and exploit new opportunities' (Broadcast 19 July 1996, p. 21).
Debate on the 1996 Broadcasting Act was at times as heated as the debate on
the 1990 Act, and in 1996, as in 1990, the government made a number of significant concessionsto its critics during the passageof the bill through Parliament.
But there was an important difference between the debates on the two Acts. In
1990, the lines of controversy and amendment had largely fallen into a single
overall pattern, as both the parliamentary opposition and much of the television
industry sought to mitigate the government's deregulatory thrust. In 1996 the
lines of controversy were much less consistently drawn.
The key reason for this was the about-turn in Labour broadcasting policy in the
mid-90s which we have already outlined. In contrast to 1990, the Labour Party
accepted the the central thrust of the 1996 Act. As Broadcast'sparliamentary correspondent observed in January 1996:
Labour appears to have accepted that the present climate of deregulation is necessary
for the UK broadcasting industry to move into the digital era. Lord Donoghue, Labour's
Heritage spokesman, commented on the 'courage and ingenuity' of the Broadcasting
Bill, which received its second reading this week. It attempted to grasp the nettle of
digital television, he said, and he welcomed the guarantee of accessfor existing terrestrial broadcasters. (Broadcast, 19 January 1996, p. 5)

This new Labour approach was demonstrated most dramatically over cross-media
ownership. The bill incorporated almost unchanged the government's proposals
outlined in the 1995 White Paper on Media Ownership. These, it will be remembered, allowed newspaper groups to control ITV licences, so long as they had less
than 20 per cent of national newspaper circulation. Labour supported the government's relaxation of restrictions on cross-media ownership, but it now wanted
to take them further. So, when the bill came to the Commons, Labour's Shadow
Heritage Secretary, Jack Cunningham, attacked the 20 per cent ceiling on the
grounds that it presented a regulatory obstacle to the development of strong
media companies. In effect, Labour was arguing that Mirror Group Newspapers
and News International should also be allowed into terrestrial television.
Bottomley faced similar pressure to remove the ceiling from within her own
Cabinet. Nevertheless, the Cabinet as a whole decided to maintain the block on
the two biggest newspaper groups, and Bottomley accused Labour of `lurching
from paranoid terror of large media groups to sycophantic devotion to them'
(Financial Times, 17 April 1996, p. 9). Labour persisted, and in the Commons
committee stageof the bill supported a move by two Tory members to remove the
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20 per cent limit. The government, however, carried the vote with the support of
the smaller opposition parties.
So, on one major issue of debate on the new bill, the government found itself
heavily pressured by the Opposition to be even more deregulatory than it
intended. It resisted the pressure.
The two other major controversies surrounding the bill had a very different
thrust. In each of these,the government found itself pressuredto strengthenregulation - on the listing of major sporting events and on controls over conditionalaccesssystems.
These two issueswere on the face of it very different: the first looking back to
an age of `national' events on free television as of right; the second looking forward to the new technological future. But the large amount of concern expressed
about both stemmed from the same source - worry about Rupert Murdoch's
dominance of satellite television. Murdoch, it was alleged,would take away from
`free' television more sporting events of traditional importance, and he was close
to controlling the `digital gateway. The government made concessions to this
mood on both issues,largely token in the caseof listed events,detailed and substantial in the caseof conditional access(for government thinking on these two
issues,seeDNH, 1996,and DTI, 1996).
The centrepiece of the 1996 Broadcasting Act was digital terrestrial broadcasting. The Act put into legislation the proposals outlined in the 1995 White Paper
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The Tories ended their long period in office trying to sound upbeat about
having set the framework for a multimedia revolution. Whether that framework
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was a solid one was altogether more
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foundered on their longstanding commitment to the cable industry. Digital
terrestrial television was a poor substitute, and even its future seemed largely
dependent on the business calculations of Rupert Murdoch.
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11 The Balance Sheet

It will be several years before we can even begin to draw up a complete balance
sheetof the full effects of Tory television policy between 1979and 1997.The 1996
Broadcasting Act was only just coming into operation by the time the Tories lost
office in May 1997. One of its most important creations, the digital terrestrial
multiplexes, had not even been allocated in May 1997, never mind commenced
broadcasting. What the likely consumer demand for digital terrestrial broadcasting would be, and, indeed, whether or not digital terrestrial television would even
effectively take off in the UK, were still very open questions in 1997.The answers
will only begin to become apparent several years into a Labour administration.
The same can be said for the consequencesof many other, and much earlier,
aspectsof Tory television policy - the effect of Channel 5 on the ITV and Channel
Four regime laid down in 1990,being one obvious example.
But, by the time they lost the general election of May 1997, the Conservatives
had been in office for eighteen years,and had been trying to implement various
changes in television from practically the first day of that period. Some of the
institutional changes they had effected were already long established. Channel
Four had been broadcasting for nearly fifteen years, UK-directed satellite television for eight. The new managerial regime at the BBC was over ten years old,
and the new ITV regime well into its fifth year.
So a preliminary balance sheet of Tory television policy is surely both possible
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British television had effectively consisted of just three - all terrestrial - channels.
Their proportion of viewing in 1980 had been:
BBC 1
BBC 2

39%
12%
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ITV
49%
(AGB, 1996a, p. 46)

By May 1997 just two other terrestrial channels had been added and one of
these, Channel 5, had only started broadcasting at the very end of this period, in
late March 1997.On the other hand, more than fifty
nationally available cable and
satellite channels had come into existence.In the first few weeks of May 1997 the
share of viewing of these various channels was as follows:
BBC 1
31.9%
BBC 2
12.1%
ITV
31.5%
C4
10.7%
C5
2.4%
All cable and satellite 11.4%
Viewing 28 April to 18 May 1997
(William Phillips, in Broadcast, 6 June 1997, p. 31)

These figures present us with one crude but important preliminary verdict on the
initial results of sixteen years of Tory television policy how
much of the old and
new elements of television the audience watched. In May 1997 more than threequarters of viewing was still of the same three channels that the viewers had been
limited to when the Tories took office. And, of the
other quarter, more than half
was from the terrestrial Channels Four and 5 (the great bulk from Channel Four).
In 1997 all fifty cable and satellite channels together still took about the same
share as either Channel Four or BBC 2 did individually. These figures suggesttwo
simple conclusions.
First, after eighteen years of Tory policy-making, when it came to what the average viewer watched, the broadcasting duopoly identified by both Annan and
Peacockwas still very much alive. Second again, from the viewers' point of view
biggest
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was still its very first broadcasting reform - Channel Four. The sum total of viewing of all the cable and satellite channels had only just overtaken it.
It could no doubt be objected that such a picture freezesthe statistical frame
too early. From 1989,when Sky began broadcasting a specifically UK-directed service, the number of households in the UK with multi-channel television (through
either satellite or cable) has grown steadily and impressively. From virtually
nothing in 1989, by the time of the BARB Establishment Survey of June 1996, it
had risen to 5.126 million - 21.8 per cent of television households and was still
growing steadily. Becausethose households tended to be bigger than average,that
meant that by June 1996 27 per cent of individual UK viewers had accessin their
home to multi-channel television (BARB, 1996, p. 91-2). When the Tories left
office nearly a year later, that figure must have been approaching 30 per cent.
Cable and satellite in the UK had most definitely come of age.
But they had done so considerably more slowly than most observers,and particularly most observers who shared the government's 80s vision of broadcasting
developments, had anticipated. For example, in 1987, well after the delays and
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become apparent, Saatchi and Saatchi had forecast that in 1995 combined cable
and satellite penetration would be 45.4 per cent of UK homes - two and a half
times what it in fact turned out to be in that year (Saatchi & Saatchi, 1987).
Nearly 30 per cent of British television viewers with home accessto multichannel television in 1997 was neverthelessa major change in British broadcasting from 1979, but it still left more than 70 per cent who were still totally reliant
had
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rely
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already
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to cable and satellite were still devoting the considerable majority of their viewing
to the terrestrial channels even as the number of cable and satellite channels proliferated. Within multi-channel homes, the proportion of viewing going to cable
and satellite channels in 1996was 36.6 per cent (a rise from 30.8 per cent in 1992)
(Screen Digest, February 1997,.p. 48). In other words, even in multi-channel
homes, between 60 and 70 per cent of viewing was of the terrestrial channels. For
the averageviewer, the dominance of the terrestrial channels - and in effect the
continued dominance of the old television duopoly - seemslikely to outlive the
Conservative administration for many years.
A second set of figures presents a rather more dramatic picture of change. In
1979 revenue for television came from just two sources - the licence fee and
advertising. By 1995 these had long been joined by a third new major revenue
stream - subscription. In 1995/6 the licence fee raised £1,820 million, of which
£1,130 million went to BBC television (BBC Annual Report and Accounts, 1996,
pp. 78-9). In 1996 the total revenue of commercial television broadcasters (terrestrial, cable and satellite) was £4,164 million. Of this, £1,045 million was from
subscription, the vast majority of the rest came from advertising. Subscription
was the most rapidly growing of the three major television revenue streams. In
1994it had constituted just 17 per cent of commercial television revenues;by 1996
that had risen to 25 per cent (ITC Annual Repori 1996,p. 11).
This growth of subscription in the years since the launch of Sky's UK-directed
service demonstrated that Booz Allen's 1987 report for the Home Office (see
Chapter 6) was correct in its belief that there was a significant and, then, as yet
untapped market in the UK for premium television services which could be
directly financed by the viewer. But the largest single chunks of this subscription
revenue, and still, in the mid-90s, the ones most immediately likely to grow, came
from just two genres sport and feature films. Neither fed much back into the UK
programme production industry. Revenue from movie channels flowed to what
had predictably turned out to be their overwhelmingly dominant suppliers - the
Hollywood studios. Subscription revenue from sports programming fed back into
higher wagesfor the sports stars, and higher profits, and perhaps better facilities,
for the increasingly commercially driven sports clubs.
Both of thesedevelopments had been foreseenin early official considerations of
what were likely in theory to be the consequencesof pay-TV (seeChapters 3 and
4). It had been anticipated that pay-TV would start with movies, and that unless
there was some form of quota or levy the British film industry was too weak to
profit from this. Early reports had also warned that development of pay-TV could
lead to a 'siphoning off' of programming from free TV. This was precisely what
happened with regard to sport. Murdoch's sports channels massivelybid up sports
rights and took sporting event after sporting event out of the hands of the'free'
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television broadcasters of the duopoly. It was precisely this development that led
to `reserved'sporting events featuring as such a prominent issue in the debate surrounding the 1996 Broadcasting Act.
The rise of subscription funding for television brought
with it a significant
corollary. Satellite and cable had not simply brought into being a third major type
of revenue stream for television in the UK, they were also overwhelmingly dependent on that stream. In its 1996 Annual Report, for
example, BSkyB revealed that
84 per cent of its turnover came from subscription and just 11
per cent from
advertising. That meant that satellite and cable as yet presented very little direct
threat to the traditional revenue stream of commercial terrestrial television. In
1996 cable and satellite advertising revenue leapt by 37
per cent over the previous
year. But it still constituted only 8 per cent of total television advertising revenue,
compared with 20 per cent for Channel Four and 72 per cent for ITV and GMTV
(ITC Annual Report, 1996, p. 11). Again, the actual
performance in the mid-90s
differed markedly from many mid-80s predictions. In 1987 Saatchi
and Saatchi
had forecast that cable and satellite would be taking 13.4
per cent of television
advertising revenue by 1995 (Saatchi and Saatchi, 1987). As events turned out in
that year, they took less than half this figure.
So, by the time the Tories left office, the two traditional
secure television revenue streams of UK television - licence fee for the BBC and monopoly saleof television advertising for ITV - had become fragile, but still remained intact. In 1997
ITV's advertising revenue was challenged more by the dampened competition
presented (post-1990 Broadcasting Act) by Channel Four than by the potentially
unfettered competition of satellite and cable. It was this division of television
finance into separate and secure revenue
streams, each funding a different broadcaster,that formed the financial underpinning of the traditional television duopoly. As of the mid-90s, cable and satellite were only just beginning to threaten it at
the edges,becausetheir growth had largely been financed by a new third revenue
stream. So, in financial as well as in viewing terms, by May 1997 the British television duopoly was still a force to be reckoned with.
A third aspectof change in UK television between the late 70s and the mid-90s,
is the shift in patterns of employment in the television industry. Incomplete,
undetailed and sometimes inconsistent statistics make exact comparisons impossible. But certain general trends are clear.
In 1979, as we have seen, employment in UK television was (apart from the,
even then, largely casually employed 'talent') confined to permanent employment
in the vertically integrated BBC and ITV companies. From then, until the mid80s, both the ITV companies and the BBC added to their permanently employed
payroll. But from the mid-80s the trend reversed,as the old broadcasterscut back
their numbers.
The reversal occurred slightly earlier in the BBC. In 1979/80 BBC Home
Services (both television and radio) reported an establishment of 23,182
authorised posts. This crept up to a high point of 25,412 in 1985/6, and then
started falling (Goodwin, 1991, p. 33). By March 1996 BBC Home Services
employed 19,882 staff (BBC Annual Report and Accounts, 1996, p. 46). In ten
years the BBC had shed perhaps 5,000'permanent' jobs in television.
The reversal came perhaps a year later in ITV, but was more dramatic. Numbers
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employed by the fifteen regional ITV companies, commercial breakfast television
and ITN peaked at 16,937 in their financial years ending between July 1987 and
June 1988 (Goodwin, 1991,p. 21). By 1993/4 the companies covering these same
franchises were down to 9,018 (including subsidiaries, London News Network
and TSMS) (Phillips, 1995, p. 21). From a slightly smaller basethan the BBC, by
1994 the ITV companies had shed nearly 7,000 jobs. And, with further concentration in the commercial terrestrial television, and the consequent opportunities
for reduction in staffing these entailed, the job lossesin ITV continued in subsequent years.
So, taken together, the television duopoly shed perhaps 12,000 jobs after the
mid-80s. Not all of this was the simple result of the same work being done by
fewer people. Other general trends were at work, three of which each made an
important contribution to the decline in numbers directly employed in the duopoly. Some of the job losseswere the result of the contracting out by both BBC and
ITV of `non-core business'like security and catering. Some were a consequenceof
the greatly increased use that BBC and ITV made of independent production. In
the mid-80s, before the government announced its 25 per cent quota, both the
BBC and ITV still made only tiny use of independents. By 1995/6 the BBC estifrom
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Annual Report 1996,p. 121). A third chunk of the reduction in staff numbers `on
the books' came from a shift by both sides of the duopoly towards making more
use of freelance employment.
Against these reductions in permanent employment in the television duopoly
should be set the growth from virtually nothing in 1979 of three other sectors of
television employment - the cable and satellite broadcasters, independent teledo
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the great majority (1,884) of these BSkyB employeeswere in subscriber management (BSkyB Annual Report 1995,p. 10).
With large numbers of often small companies, and no equivalent giants to
BSkyB, numbers employed in independent facilities and independent production
have always been particularly difficult to pin down. But two surveys suggesthow
important they had become by the mid-90s. Coopers & Lybrand estimated that in
1995 `independent' (including ones linked to broadcasters) facilities employed
6,500-7,000 staff. Not all of thesepeople spent all their time working on television
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In 1995 Price Waterhouse estimated that the six hundred or so independent
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television production companies operating in the UK in 1995 together employed
12,000`person equivalents. That rather clumsy expression was an attempt to sum
up the reality of employment in independent production, where lessthan a quarter of that 12,000 were 'core' staff of the companies, working for them regardless
of particular commissions. The rest were essentially freelances,working for particular companies on particular commissions for months, or, more often, weeks at
a time (Price Waterhouse, 1995, pp. 13,26).
Freelancing had from the start been the norm in independent production. But
by the mid-90s it was also becoming significant in most other fields of television
employment. A major survey of the core specialised occupations of the UK television, video and film industries, conducted in 1993/4, concluded that of the
28,000 specialised workers in production, technical and post-production areas,
15,000 were working on a freelance or short- (less than one year) contract basis.
This figure, of 54 per cent freelance, showed a marked growth in freelancing from
the 39 per cent found in a similar survey done in 1989 (Woolf and Holly, 1994,
'Selected Main Points').
So probably the biggest statistical change to the British television industry
between 1979 and 1995 occurred in the field of employment. In 1979 practically
all of British television employees (again, with the exception of `talent') were
directly employed by the two poles of the duopoly; in 1995 perhaps half of them
were employed by cable or satellite broadcasters, independent producers, independent facilities companies or were freelance.
But, even here, the change needs to be put into perspective. About half of the
British television workforce in 1995was still directly employed by the BBC or ITV.
And much of the work of the rest of them was still carried out for these two sectors. In 1995, for example, Price Waterhouse found that 52.4 per cent of the
income of the independent producers they surveyed came from BBC and ITV as
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Even in employment terms, in 1995 the duopoly was still by no means dead.
Changes in the structure of employment in television are bound up with
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themselves a number of (not necessarily consistent) goals: to make the industry
less vertically integrated; to make the industry more `competitive' and therefore
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develop opportunities for the UK industry on the world market. Between the late
70s and the early 90s, how far did the structure of the British television industry
make any clear shifts in these directions?
There were clear changes on the degree of vertical integration. In 1979 the
industry had been effectively 100 per cent vertically integrated. By 1997 the
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BBC, as we have seen, got 29 per cent of its commissioned programmes from
independents; for ITV this figure was 33 per cent. The great majority of cable and
satellite programme spending was on acquisitions. So, eighteen years on, major
inroads had been made in splitting away programme-making from broadcasting
in what had started as a totally vertically integrated industry.
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It should not, however, be assumedthat this meant the break-up of the entire
vertically integrated structure. To make what by now is a familiar point, the figures for independent production we have given still leave71 per cent of the BBC's
commissioned programmes, and 67 per cent of ITV's, being made in-house.
Equally important, at the very same time as the 25 per cent independent quota
became firmly established,there were signs of a move back to vertical integration
between production and broadcasting in commercial television. This began with
the 1991 franchise race when a number of larger independent producers took
stakesin consortia bidding for ITV licences.It developed in subsequent years,as
large media companies like Carlton and Pearson, with a stake in broadcasters,
took over several of the larger independents. So, for example, by 1996, Pearson
owned major independent producers like Thames and Grundy, but was also a
major partner in the soon-to-be-broadcast Channel 5.
The same went for cable and satellite broadcasters.Most of their programming
was acquired, but the sources of acquisition were very often controlled by the
same international media companies which owned the channels. Indeed, ownership of a satellite channel, as a vehicle through which to recycle a programmemakers' own programme library, had, in the mid-90s, become the standard
pattern for satellite and cable channels in Britain. It would, therefore, be unwise to
conclude that the partial diminution of vertical integration in British television
that had occurred by the mid-90s will necessarilycontinue in future years.
Changes in the degree of competition in the industry are even less susceptible
to statistical measure.In 1979British television had essentiallynot been organised
on a competitive basis- aside from a not unimportant competition for audiences
(and prestige) between the BBC and ITV. By the mid-90s a number of institutional frameworks for increasing competition were in operation: there was the
internal market and market-testing of Producer Choice in the BBC; the ITV
Network Centre with its conscious divorce between ITV companies as producers
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simply carved up between the `big five' as it had been in 1979;Channel Four competed with ITV for the sale of advertising, albeit within important limits; independent producers competed to pitch programmes to the terrestrial broadcasters;
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types of programming than for advertising. We have, however, already seen the
limits, in terms of competition, of some of these new structures.
Three other points need to be added about the competitive environment of
British television in the mid-90s. First, whatever the limits of the institutional
changes,there can be little doubt that by the mid-90s the culture of commercial
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the late 70s.Second,there was no necessaryoverall equation in the domestic market between competitiveness and `efficiency' in terms of the domestic viewer getting more programmes for less cost. The relative efficiency of independent, as
opposed to in-house, production, in either the BBC or ITV, remained unproven
during this period. And one of the consequencesof increasedcompetition in telein
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the price of certain important programme inputs, particularly sports rights and
talent. So here there was a clear increase in broadcasting costs that was directly
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attributable to competition. Third, though overall competition in television may
have increased, cable and satellite broadcasting in Britain in the mid-90s was, contrary to many earlier expectations, dominated by one company, BSkyB, under the
control of one international media giant, Rupert Murdoch's News Corporation.
That raised quite new issuesabout competition in television from those that the
Tories had earlier attempted to address.These showed up in concerns asvaried as
programme pricing to cable companies and control of conditional-access systems.
The last aspect of our snapshot of British television in the mid-90s is the position of the British industry in the world market. In 1979 British television had
been almost wholly contained in the domestic market, with one exception. Britain
was in 1979 the largest exporter of television programming after the USA. From
that base, growth in British television's place in the world market was not dramatic. ITV took no part in the growth of commercial television in Europe in the
early 80s or, indeed, thereafter. Two ITV companies, TVS and Thames, did acquire
important US producers in the late 80s and early 90s, but achieved disappointing
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and satellite failed to fulfil the hopes expressedfor them for the British hardware
and programme industries. Indeed, events turned out quite the reverse.
So by the mid-90s British television's position in the world market was not
qualitatively different from what it had been in the late 70s. It sold rather more of
its originally home-commissioned programmes overseas. But Britain still
remained a net importer of television programming - in 1995 UK television programme exports were worth $394 million, while imports cost $644 million
(ScreenDigest,April 1997,p. 84). And both imports and exports were still dwarfed
in money terms by domestic expenditure on domestically consumed programming. In the mid-90s Britain's big independent producers rarely produced commissions for foreign broadcasters (the one major exception, Grundy, was
significantly an Australian producer whose international production activities
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terrestrial broadcasters, most notably the BBC, had begun to develop international cable and satellite outlets, but, as of 1997,with little or no net return.
So, by the time the Tories left office, the often heralded transformation of
British television from a high-quality domestic provider into a significant player
in a significant world market was still an aspiration rather than an already
achieved reality.
A balance sheet of British television in the mid-90s has, therefore, to record
both significant change from the late 70s and significant continuity. There were
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Intentions and Outcomes in Tory Television Policy
How much were thesechangesin the British television industry between 1979
and
1997 direct consequencesof Tory policy during that sameperiod? Or how
much
were they the products of other factors? And, inasmuch as the changeswere the
consequencesof Tory policies, how much were they intended consequencesof
those policies? To ask these questions is to return to the general debate about the
nature of `Thatcherism' that we raised in the introduction to this book. We
suggestedthat behind the apparently sharp polarities of this debate there lay a
spectrum of possibilities, ranging from coherent projects to opportunistic
reaction to events,where just the two extreme poles of a complete blueprint and
complete opportunism were ruled out.
Our survey of Tory television policy from 1979 to 1997 prompts one crucial
observation about where television lay on this spectrum. In this area,at least,there
was quite simply no over-arching `Thatcherite project' for institutional reform.
There was no single, *evenremotely coherent plan of action
which guided Tory
policy from the beginning of Margaret Thatcher's administration to the end of
John Major's. Quite the opposite. Over these eighteen yearsTory television
policy
lurched from one `project' of reform to another.
In opposition, before 1979,the Tories had effectively acceptedthe existing television duopoly and made their own pragmatic responseto the 70s critics and the
Annan Report. They had shown little interest in the new broadcasting technologies. During Margaret Thatcher's first term, between 1979 and 1983, the
Tories stuck firmly to the first two of theseperspectives.They made no attempt to
change either the BBC or ITU, and they carried through their previous commitment to establish a fourth terrestrial channel, along the lines they had mapped out
in opposition. That channel did to a considerable extent succeedin fulfilling the
aspirations of the Annan Report. There was,however, during those first four years
of government, a sharp break from pre-1979 Tory thinking on new broadcasting
technologies. Between 1979and 1983thesewere taken very seriously,and the government made ambitious plans for both cable and satellite television. These plans
linked the new television distribution technologies both to the broader 'information revolution' and to industrial policy - the first time in Britain that industrial policy had played an important part in policy on television.
After 1983 the Tories radically changed course, on both the main structures of
terrestrial television and, in practice, the new distribution technologies. Between
roughly 1984 and 1990, far from accepting the terrestrial television duopoly, the
government focused its attentions precisely on trying to significantly reform it. At
the same time, the ambitious plans for cable and satellite foundered, and were left
either to stagnate or to face the (unanticipated) play of market forces. The more
general `information revolution' effectively disappeared from the cutting-edge of
government television policy during this period.
Within this second phase of Tory television policy there was a further, but
equally important, lurch. The post-1983 Tory endeavour to reform the terrestrial
television duopoly started quite explicitly with the BBC. ITV was not a significant
issue in government thinking before the PeacockCommittee got down to business.It was only after the Committee had rejected Margaret Thatcher's preferred
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option of putting advertising on the BBC, and made its more general recommendations, that the Tories shifted their attention away from the BBC and towards the
'commercial' side of terrestrial broadcasting. The result was the 1988 Broadcasting
White Paper and the 1990 Broadcasting Act.
As we have seen,the Tories' attempts to fundamentally reform 'commercial' terrestrial television between 1988 and 1990 were not well received, and as a result
were considerably modified in both letter and, even more, substance.
So the Tories emerged distinctly bruised from their efforts to reform the 'commercial'side of the duopoly. Douglas Hurd, who, as Home Secretary,had been the
Cabinet Minister who unveiled the 1988White Paper,which formed the blueprint
for the reform, later observed with dry understatement that the 1990 Broadcasting
Act was one of the 'least successful' of Margaret Thatcher's reforms (Spectator,6
November 1993). The consequenceof the poor reception of the 1990Act was yet
another lurch in policy when the Tories returned to the question of the future of
the BBC after the 1992 election. As we have seen,during the processof BBC charter renewal there was no attempt to put the Corporation on a fundamentally different regulatory or financial footing. Instead, the government encouraged the
BBC to maintain its pre-eminent place in the British broadcasting system,subject
to two (not unimportant) conditions. The Corporation was required to be seento
be undertaking substantial internal restructuring in the interests of efficiency, and
it was also encouraged to be a significant national player on the world television
market.
Finally, from about 1994, Tory television policy lurched yet again. For most of
the previous decade it had focused on a narrow conception of broadcasting, centred above all on the main terrestrial channels and largely unconnected with the
broader issues of the 'information revolution. After 1994 the supposed 'information revolution' returned to the centre of Tory television policy.
One indicator of this series of lurches in policy was that some of the priorities
of one period were undone in a later one. So, for example, Tory satellite and cable
policy in the early years was centred on the promotion of 'national' industry. In
later years the government rationale for cable and satellite policy was quite different - the promotion of 'inward investment. To take another example, the 1990
Broadcasting Act codified strict restrictions on the concentration of television
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place than the Tories began systematically to undo them.
What caused these lurches in television policy? One important factor was
undoubtedly the more general changes in the government approach to policy
which took place during those eighteen years. Andrew Gamble identifies three
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bility for television. The move to reform the duopoly after 1983 can therefore be
seenas a particular instance of the growing `radicalisation' of the Thatcher administration, which Gamble (1994, p. 130) and others have identified, and of the
marginalisation of the `wets' in the Cabinet after her first term.
Similarly, the shift away from further attempts at structural reform of the terrestrial duopoly after 1990 was not simply a result of the poor reception of the
1988White Paper and the 1990Act. It also coincided with Thatcher's fall from the
premiership and its aftermath. One important factor in Thatcher's forced exit was
the unpopularity of some of the more `radical' of her third-term policies, most
notably the poll tax. Given that background, her successor'sadministration was
likely to be initially generally more cautious and more `consolidationist. This was
precisely what happened with television, in both the implementation of the 1990
Act and in the conduct of BBC charter renewal.
However, the shifts in Tory television policy over these eighteen yearswere not
simply the reflection of more general shifts in government policy. They were also,
to a significant extent, the result of particular features of the industry itself and of
eventswithin it. Two aspectsof this are worth noting.
First, a number of developments in the politics of the industry prompted
opportunistic reactions by the government. One notable example was the conclusions of the Peacock Committee. The Committee was set up with the specific
intention of supporting advertising on the BBC. When it reported against this, but
also added a number of important recommendations about the organisation of
commercial terrestrial television, the government responded by radically changing course. It shelved its attempt to enforce fundamental changes in the BBC's
finances, and, in place of this, adopted some of the Committee's proposals on the
reform of ITV. So this particular shift in direction came not out of the government's general politics, but out of a pragmatic responseto very specific developments within the politics of the television industry. Had the PeacockCommittee
done as the government, or at least Margaret Thatcher, intended, and endorsed
advertising on the BBC, then the Tories would almost certainly have pushed that
through - with major consequencesfor subsequenttelevision policy - and might
never have embarked on the attempted reform of ITV.
Second,severalmajor developments occurred in the television industry which,
at the very least, were not the original intentions or expectations of previous govitself
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satellite policy as being designed precisely to foster such a development.
Another example of an opportunistic response to developments within the
industry was evident in the Tories' approach to independent production. The
Tories originally brought the independent production sector into existence for
`cultural' rather than economic reasons,as part of the creation of Channel Four,
following on from the lead given byAnnan and the 70scritics. It was only after the
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independent production sector was established, and began to formulate its own
demands for expansion, that the government seized on these as a way of fostering
competition and efficiency within the television system as a whole.
So, in its specific institutional proposals, Tory television policy over its eighteen
years in office was characterised by both major zigzagsand a good deal of opportunistic reaction to events. But there was, nevertheless, one underlying theme to
it, a feature that Andrew Gamble identifies as one of the `three overriding objectives' of Thatcherism: `reviv(ing) market liberalism as the dominant public philosophy' (Gamble, 1994, p. 4). Throughout all the zigzags and opportunism,
between 1979 and 1997 Tory television policy did maintain one, and only one,
consistent thrust - to make television more a matter of the marketplace, and less
a matter of public service. The early emphasis on the possible `industrial benefits'
of cable and satellite to be promoted by private capital; the attempt to put advertising on the BBC; the post-Peacock attempt to reform ITV; the restructuring of
the BBC, with Producer Choice and `competing worldwide'; and the post-1994
concerns with the `digital revolution' - all these shared the unifying drive of `the
market' as against `public service.
This underlying theme of `marketisation' is not one specific to television policy.
In practically all aspects of life the replacement of `public service' by the 'disciplines of the market' was a key feature of government rhetoric during the whole
of the Thatcher and the Major years. It was also one of the central features of real
economic, social and cultural change during this period.
Some of the major changes that took place in British television during these
eighteen years were the result, not of a specific television policy by the Tories, but
of their more general policies to `revive market liberalism as the dominant public
philosophy: One example of this was the weakening of vertical integration in the
television industry. Independent production and franchise auctions no doubt
played a significant part in this. But the promotion of'competitive tendering' and
'market-testing' were a general feature of Tory policy in the 80s and 90s.Another
example of general policy having its effects on television is the decline of trade
union influence in the television industry. Again, some specifically television initiatives, particularly the encouragement of independent production and (both the
prospect and the reality of) the ITV franchise auction undoubtedly played a significant role in this weakening of trade unionism in the industry. But the massive
decline of union power within the television industry was as much, if not more,
the result of general Tory anti-union policy. General measures on picketing and
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(The question of how much it was also the result of deeper economic, social and
technological forces we will addressin the next section of this chapter.)
Tory television policy from 1979 to 1997 therefore displayed two central but
apparently contradictory features - zigzagsand opportunism in specifics, alongHow
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Part of the explanation is that `Thatcherism' was not simply
about the market.
It was also about state control. As the title of Gamble's book
neatly expressesit,
Thatcherism was for `The Free Economy and the Strong State: From Reith
onwards, one central element of the British public service broadcasting tradition
hasbeen about state-directed social control over
morals, culture and politics. One
might expect Tories, and particularly Thatcherite Tories, to have a good deal of
sympathy for this element in the public service broadcasting tradition, and for it
to play a perhaps equal part to `fostering the market' in their television policy.
There was plenty of room for these two strands of policy to come into
conflict.
The government's rejection of the free-market PeacockCommittee's desire to
end
censorious controls is a particularly notable example. So how important was this
conflict between the desire for a free market in television and the equally deeply
felt desire for television to act as an instrument
of state-directed moral education?
Was this contradiction the prime causeof the policy zigzagswe have identified?
At the formal level, there was, from the beginning of the Thatcher administration to the end of Major's, a good deal of state paternalism mixed in with the freemarket liberalism of Tory television policy. The Conservativegovernment early on
establishedthe Broadcasting Complaints Commission. Under the influence of the
`taste and decency' lobby it later added to this the Broadcasting Standards
Council. The 1988 White Paper stressedthe continuation and strengthening of
`consumer protection' regulation of all television
services. The government
banned foreign-based satellite pornography
channels and, particularly in its later
years,regularly berated the industry over violence. On top of this, aswe have seen,
the government exerted particular pressure on the political tone of the BBC.
This censorious strain in Tory television policy was not unimportant, but its
effectsshould not be exaggerated.During the Thatcher and Major years,there was
no significant rolling back of the liberal 60s and 70s in the general tone of what
appeared on British television. Portrayals of sex and sexuality on television were,
if anything, more, not less,uninhibited in the mid-90s than they had been in the
late 70s.The bounds of `tasteand decency'permitted on British television screens
widened over these years,despite the Tories' overt efforts. And, not withstanding
the government's more covert efforts to make political coverage 'safer', antigovernment and anti-Establishment investigativejournalism continued to enjoy a
prominent position in British television -a position, many would argue, more
prominent than it had in the British press.
The state paternalist strand in Tory television policy was not only relatively
ineffective it also rarely clashedwith the practical results of freeing up the market.
The new commercial or commercialised television which Tory policy enabled in
the UK was hardly a hotbed of pornography or political subversion. So the lurches
in Tory television policy were not primarily the result of the conflict between the
two Conservative goals of reviving market liberalism and promoting moral paternalism. They resulted, rather, from problems inherent in the one goal of reviving
market liberalism. And they were exacerbatedby some of the specific features of
the established UK television system.Our survey points to three basic problems.
The first was the strength, adaptability and interdependence of the institutions
of the UK television duopoly which the Tories inherited. Those institutions produced, and continued to produce, throughout this period, large quantities of
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massively popular programming. That meant, as we noted in our introduction,
little active direct popular political pressure for change. It also limited the gaps
which new commercial players could exploit. In addition, the range and mix of
programming produced by the established television institutions commanded,
and continued to command, widespread support among the elite circles within
which debate on television policy largely took place. Most Tory efforts at pro-market reform of the television system thus encountered a powerful counter-thrust of
'if it ain't broke, don't fix it. In this respect the debate on television policy in the
UK during the 80s and 90s stands in contrast to that in many other European
countries where the established television systems were both weaker and more
brittle.
The established regulatory bodies of the British television system also showed
considerable strength and adaptability during the ,Tory years. Indeed, on a number of occasions it was they, rather than the government, who were effectively
making policy, albeit within formal parameters laid down by government. So, in
the early 80s, the IBA filled in the structural details of the new Channel Four. The
1990 Broadcasting Act formally replaced the IBA with the ITC, but much of the
approach, authority and personnel of the old IBA survived into the new commission. As we have seen, from the end of 1990 onwards it was the ITC which
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late 70s, in the UK, powerful commercial interests were already in television, coexisting quite happily with public service, and wary of new commercial rivals.
There were, it is true, significant outsiders in the UK who wanted to get into
television and supported market liberalism in order to do so. Notable among
these were the independent producers, Carlton and Murdoch. All of thesewere at
various times important allies of Tory television policy. But they did not constitute a unified and all-encompassing commercial block united to destroy the public service system so as to gain their own commercial place. The established ITV
companies already occupied that place, while the independent producers' promarket enthusiasm was tempered by their continued desire to support public
funding (a growing part of which would flow to them).
These strengths of the established British television system were an important
element in the twists and turns of Tory television policy. Each attempt the Tories
made to fundamentally change the system encountered powerful institutional
resistance-a resistancewhich often forced the Tories to change course and try
another approach. Two other factors reinforced this strength of the established
television system to exacerbatethe swings in Tory television policy.
First, the general goal of reviving market liberalism concealedwithin it several
different and often conflicting policy goals.There were different reasonswhy one
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the most efficient means of delivering a particular provision which was itself publicly set and funded. This was the rationale for compulsory competitive tendering
in local government and the internal market in the health service. Here, the Tories
did not, on the face of it, deny the need for publicly determined (and often still
publicly funded) public service.What they argued for was that this publicly deterfor
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The government essentially took the same approach to ITV in the 1988 White
Paper and the 1990 Broadcasting Act, and to the BBC in the first half of the 90s.
Whatever further consequencesmight be feared or hoped for from them, reform
of ITV and Producer Choice in the BBC were promoted primarily as attempts to
increasethe efficiency of publicly determined provision, by means of the market,
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There was therefore a basic tension in Tory television policy, between market
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liberalism as a new and more efficient means of providing public
service and
market liberalism as a replacement for public service.In both the ITV reforms and
the new BBC, they opted for the former. On cable and satellite, the Tories opted
for the latter. Treating cable and satellite just like any other industry
was itself a
radical break from the pre-Thatcher tradition of British television policy. But it
still left major dilemmas, both general and specific to the industry, about what the
goals of this industrial policy should be.
One such dilemma was whether policy should be directed towards promoting
domestically owned industry, exporting and investing abroad, or whether it
should be aimed at the promotion of inward investment. We have already noted
the U-turn that the Tories performed on this in respect of cable and satellite. It
was a reversal of industrial policy that was paralleled in much of manufacturing
industry.
But there were also industrial policy dilemmas that were more specific to the
television industry. One was the problematic relationship of television programming or'software' to television `hardware. Equally problematic was the relationship of television broadcasting to the more general information industry. Was
television being promoted as an industry in its own right (with salesof programming or the export of broadcasting expertise as the primary goal)? Was it being
promoted primarily in the expectation that it would in turn promote the electronic hardware industry? Or was it being promoted as a lever to foster the'information revolution'? As we have seen, Tory television policy displayed changing
and uncertain answers to these questions.
Lastly, there was the problematic relationship of the organisation of the
domestic television industry to its position in the world market. Viewed from a
domestic perspective, market liberalism suggestedthe promotion of internal competition and the break-up of vertical integration. But the successfulperformance
of domestic champions on the world market required large vertically integrated
players relatively untrammelled by domestic competitive restrictions. Tory policy
on ITV, the BBC and on cable television shifted uncomfortably and uncertainly
between these objectives.
If the very goal of market liberalism in television contained fundamental contradictions, so too did the overall means of achieving it. There were different possible strategies available that market liberals could use to unravel the established
public service system. In Chapter 6 we noted two implicitly different approaches
contained in the publications of the free-market think-tanks which preceded the
establishment of the Peacock Committee. One advocated privatising and/or
putting advertising on the BBC, another emphasised the possibilities of direct
consumer payment for television. A further possibility might have been to start
with the more or lesscomplete deregulation of ITV. The PeacockCommittee itself
came up with yet another strategy.
These approaches were not fundamentally different in their long-term aim -a
largely consumer and advertising-funded, multi-channel television market, with
vestigial elements of public provision. But they each involved very different consequencesand problems in the short and medium term. Tory television policy
adopted none of them wholeheartedly. Instead, the government flirted with one
and then moved on to another.
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Technology, the market and the future
The picture of Tory television policy we have painted is that
of, on the one hand,
a series of zigzags, reversals and unanticipated consequences,and on the other
hand, a number of important (if often exaggerated)long-term
changesin the UK
television industry over the eighteen years of Tory office. This combination might
tempt one to conclude that the changesin the industry are not so much the consequenceof Tory policy, but rather the inevitable result of some more fundamental processes,in which case it mattered little what policy initiatives the Tories
pursued on television - things would have turned out much the same anyway.
Such a view takes us firmly back to the argument of the first chapter of this
book. Our casethere was that eachof the supposedly fundamental processes
going
on behind changesin the television industry in the 80s and 90s - social and cultural, economic and technological - was rather less able to directly produce
changes in the pre-existing structures of television than is often supposed. From
this we tentatively concluded that government policy was the key to determining
what changesactually happened.
To seewhether that casestands up in relation to the record of Tory television
policy and the changesin the industry we have outlined in the rest of this book,
we need to pose a seriesof historical `what ifs: What if this or that policy had been
otherwise? Would the changesin the industry have been that much different?
We can crudely, but usefully, distinguish two types of `what ifs: The first type
would include the possible alternative policies which the Tories might have pursued at particular times within the overall political parameters covered by their
administration. The secondwould include possible alternative policies which were
disallowed by the underlying ethos of the administration. The first group includes
a multitude of intriguing possibilities. It will be sufficient for our general argument - that government policy wasthe decisivefactor - to briefly examine just five
of the most important of these.We will take them in roughly chronological order.
Tory television policy after 1979 began by establishing the fourth terrestrial
channel as an `alternative channel, advertising-funded but protected from competition. This was not the only option open to the government. Both in terms of
the previous debateon the fourth channel and the subsequentethos of the administration, there were obvious alternative scenarios.The fourth channel could have
been established as`ITV 2, a strictly commercial channel, either controlled by, or
in competition with, ITU Either possibility, particularly the first, would have had
major consequences for subsequent developments. Both options would have
involved considerably more 'lowest common denominator' and less 'alternative'
programming. They might also have involved a different type of independent production sector, or no such sector at all. The fourth channel could also have been
given over to commercial pay-TV (like Canal-plus in France, establishedat much
the sametime asChannel Four). There is little reason to believe that such an operation would not have been commercially successful.Had it been tried, and had it
been successful,then Rupert Murdoch's subsequentsatellite-baseddomination of
the UK pay-TV market would have, at the least, been altogether more problematic. The fourth channel that was established- Channel Four - has been widely
seenas important, innovative and successful.Its distinctive characteristics, which
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have gained it these plaudits, were, however, the
result of government action, not
technological or economic inevitability. The Tories could have acted otherwise
with very different results.
Channel Four might, of course, be considered
something of an exception so far
as an overall assessmentof Tory television policy is concerned. It was, after all, the
last terrestrial channel to be allocated before
cable and satellite channels had come
on the scene.Tory policy on cable and satellite therefore provides a more general
test of how much government policy actually counted.
In the early 80s the Tories tried and, as events turned
out, failed - to launch a
national DBS system, initially run by the BBC, and a national cable television network as a precursor to a range of interactive services.But, suppose the Tories had
tried slightly harder to implement thesegoals. Suppose,in particular, that they had
been willing to inject some public
money into these declared projects or to promote BT as the monopoly provider of cable television. On the satellite side that
would almost certainly have resulted in the BBC launching a national DBS service,
asNHK did in Japan.Of course a successfulDBS launch by the BBC would not have
guaranteed that the BBC would have been able to maintain its initial advantagein
the satellite field. Foreign-based competitors would have eventually emerged. But
given what we now know about the considerable advantages accruing to the
pioneers in the multi-channel field, we can say with some confidence that a successful BBC DBS launch would have meant that Murdoch's Sky and BSkyB would
have faced a far lesseasyride to dominance in the UK
multi-channel market.
Cable is a more problematic issue. It might be argued, with some justice, that
the Tory government's early hopes for cable were, quite simply, illusory: that given
the amount of investment involved, and the lack of immediate consumer interest
in interactive services, nothing the Tories could have done would have achieved
any substantially different result from what in fact happened. But this is to ignore
the considerably greater pace of broadband cabling achieved in the same period
in other European countries, most notably Germany. Perhaps a different government policy in the early 80s - for instance one which prioritised BT in cabling would have achieved more impressive results. If it had, then a number of other
things would have followed - again less room for Murdoch, but also more and
earlier opportunities for interactive services.
In the second half of the 80s the Tories concentrated their attention on reform
of the terrestrial television duopoly. Here again there is plenty of room for `what
ifs. Supposing, for instance, the PeacockCommittee had proved more responsive
to Margaret Thatcher's wishes and had supported advertising in the BBC. The
government would then have almost certainly implemented its recommendations
in that regard. And if it had done so, there can be little doubt that, ten years on,
the BBC would have been a very different institution from what it in fact turned
out to be in the mid-90s - almost certainly, far more like its weaker, advertisingdependent European cousins.
The Tories' subsequent turn towards reforming the commercial side of the
duopoly raises similar questions. Suppose,as they apparently at least half desired
in the 1988 White Paper, the Tories had really deregulated UK commercial television, removing from it most of the positive programme requirements, and from
its regulators their discretion to enforce substantial requirements. The conse172

quences might not have been as dire as some of the more alarmist critics predicted, but they would have been real enough. If deregulation had been
pursued
to such an extent, both ITV and Channel Four would have been altogether more
fundamentally changed by the 1991 franchise auction.
We could continue. But even from the limited number of key policy decisions
we have just examined, one conclusion is inescapable.Governmentpolicy counted.
Different policies would have produced substantially different outcomes. UK television in 1997 was by no means a simple result of technological or economic
inevitability. For good or ill, its actual shape in that year was to a very large extent
the result of the vagaries of Tory policy over the previous eighteen years.
As we have already remarked, these vagaries of policy occurred within certain
overall political parameters which remained fixed throughout the Thatcher and
Major administrations. Perhaps the most powerful of these, and certainly the
most consistently adhered to, was that no substantial extra public funding should
be devoted to broadcasting. This principle was in keeping with the more general
politics of the Thatcher and Major administrations. But this does not mean that
it was in any way technologically determined. There was nothing intrinsic to the
new technologies of television distribution that required they only be utilised for
commercial purposes. True, satellite delivery would eventually have led to some
form of foreign-based commercial television competition. But had extra public
funding created attractive extra public channels early on, then such competition
would have been altogether more marginal. So in this bigger sense,too, Tory policy decisively shaped the form of British television in 1997.
But in this bigger senseit also did something more. `No extra public spending'
is perhaps the central governing policy principle which the New Labour administration of Tony Blair has openly inherited from its Tory predecessors.And, like the
Tories, New Labour sees this general principle as an automatic constraint on
broadcasting policy. So, to ask the question `what if' broadcasting policy had not
been governed by this overriding principle is not just to pose historical questions
about the development of UK television in the eighteen years between 1979 and
1997.It is also to pose some crucial questions about the future development of UK
television in the years that follow.

Note
1. This decline was already well under way even before the passageand implementation of
the 1990 Broadcasting Act. In 1987 Margaret Thatcher accusedthe television industry of
being the `last bastion of restrictive practices' (Davidson, 1992, p. 10). But when these
supposed 'restrictive practices' were subsequently referred to the Monopolies and
Mergers Commission, the MMC concluded that:
`changesin employment and working practices were very evident during the course
of our inquiry, so much so that we were conscious, as was put to us, that we were
"shooting at a moving target"...
`In areas of work involving ACTT, BETA and EEPTU, we found either that
reference [restrictive] practices did not exist at 31 December 1988, or ... could be
realistically expected to disappear as a result of current or intended negotiations, or
management decisions.' (MMC, 1989,p. 1)
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Further Reading

The starting point for post-1979 television policy in the UK is the public service
television duopoly which the Tories inherited and the framework of policy debate
that went with it. These are best approached through the reports of the last two
major inquiries on broadcasting which were held before Margaret Thatcher took
office. The first of these, chaired by Sir Harry Pilkington, reported in 1962 and
effectively established the public service duopoly; the second, chaired by Lord
Annan, reported in 1977 and described the duopoly at its high point (Pilkington,
1962; Annan, 1977). Detailed institutional histories of ITV and BBC in the years
preceding the Thatcher administration can be found respectively in Potter (1989,
1990) and Briggs (1995), although Briggs only takes the story to 1974. Useful, if
partial, accounts of the '70s critics' of the duopoly can be found in Annan (1977)
and Lambert (1982). Some background detail on pre-1979 approaches to one of
the new broadcasting technologies (cable) is contained in Hollins (1984).
The background to the foundation of Channel Four is chronicled in Lambert
(1982). Early Tory approaches to satellite and cable respectively are outlined in
two government reports, Home Office (1981) and ITAP (1982). With the benefit
of hindsight, both reports repay close reading. The ramifications of the ITAP
report on cable for both television and telecommunications, as seen by the government at the time, are amplified in two further reports: Hunt (1982) and Home
Office and Department of Industry (1983).
Important independent early-80s free-market views on television can be found
in Veljanovski and Bishop (1983) and Adam Smith Institute (1984). But, in many
respectsthe centrepiece of free-market thinking on television during these years,
and the fulcrum around which much of Tory television policy revolved, is the
PeacockReport (1986). Again, with hindsight, it repays detailed reading.
The Tory government's considered responseto Peacockand its blueprint for the
if
the
television
crisply,
not entirely
are
of
advertising-funded
sector
of
reform
Competition,
in
in
90s:
1988
White
Paper,
Broadcasting
the
the
precisely, outlined
Choice and Quality (Home Office, 1988). Contemporary reactions to the 1988
White Paper are recorded in Stevenson and Smedley (1989). Two useful critical
accounts of Tory television policy in the 80s,from a viewpoint that closely reflects
this book, are Hood and O'Leary (1990) and O'Malley (1994).
The 1991 ITV franchise race is journalistically, but ably, described in Davidson
(1992). One crucial element in the race, the ITC's Invitations to Apply (1991a and
b), are well worth detailed consideration.
The Tories early-90s approach to the BBC is outlined in its Green and White
Papers on The Future of the BBC (DNH, 1992,1994), while contemporary reac174

tions to government policy on the BBC are recorded in Goodwin and Stevenson
(1994). The BBC's own strategy for the future at the time is set out in Extending
Choice (BBC, 1992). A useful account of developments in the BBC between the
Peacock Report and the 1994 White Paper can be found in Barnett and Curry
(1994).
Discussion on broadcasting and telecommunications policy and the information superhighway can be found in HoC (1994). The government's responseto
this discussion is set out in DTI (1994). Government thinking, in the latter stages
of the Major administration, on two other problems raised for television by the
digital revolution is set out in two 1995 White Papers - Media Ownership and
Digital Broadcasting(DNH, 1995aand b). The BBC's own strategy for the digital
revolution is advanced in BBC (1996).
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